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ASSEMBLYMAN KENNETH T,. WILSON., (Chairman): We 

are now going to resume our hearing. on Assembly Bill 2212, 

'i-•Ihich was held September 22nd, by the Assembly Committee on 

Air, Water Pollution and Public Health. 

I am Kenneth T. Wilson, Chairrr,an of the Committee, 

from Essex County. On my left is Assemblyman Kiehn, Union 

County~ and on my right is Assemblyman Fay of Middlesex 

County. 

We are going to hold wi tr1esses to five minutes. 

If your statement is longer than five minutes, your complete 

statement will be entered in the record and you can summarize 

it so you won't take longer than five minutes. 

The first witness will be Assemblyman Cafiero, 

from Cape May-Cumberland Counties. 

J A M E S CA FIERO: Mro Chairman and members of 

the Committee: I wish to go on record and wholeheartedly 

join my colleague, Assemblyman James R. Hurley, in the remarks 

he made on September 22nd of 1971, in opposition to Assewhly 

Bill 2212. 

If this bill were to become law, it would do 

immediate,. imrneasurable and irreparable harm to a leading 

industry in our district which employs approximately 25 

per cent of the total labor force in Cumberland County. 

The impact of this legislation upon the economy and employment 

situation in our district could well be disastrous. 

Furthermore, I seriously question the constitutionality 

of such a proposal. The authority for laws of this nature 

is found in the police power of the State and,therefore,must 

be based upon a reasonable and logical applica,tion of that 

power. 

Thi .. s bill is clearly and obviously an anti-pollution 

measure and while its purposes are commendable, the content 

of the containers in my opinion bears no reasonable relation

ship whatsoever to the litter power of the container in 

which it is packaged. Therefore, limiting this bill to 

. beverages is 1:1ighly discriminatory ahd a.n unx-easona.:ble c rbitrary 
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and unconstitutional ~xercise of that police power. I 

think you gentlemen are aware that the Legislature recently 

enacted two amendments to the Disorderly Persons Act which 

made it a disorderly persons offense for anyone to discard 

abandoned refrigerators with the doors remaining on~ and 

another bill that we passed within the last year or two, 

making it a disorderly persons,offense to discard TV tubes 

intact .. Both of these bills were passed because of the 

potential dangers to childrene Now if those particular 

bills provided that only GE refrigerators would be affected 

or only RCA picture tubes would be affected because perhaps 

maybe those two manufq.cturers happen to produce the greatest 

number of refrigerators and-the greatest number of TV tubes, 

it would obviously be discriminatory. I think if that logic 

were applied to those bills, that is the same logic that is 

being applied to this one when we use as a measure of the 

litter power whatever the content of these containers may 
I 

be. 

To overcome that constitutional barrier, this bill 

would have to apply equally to each and every product 

packaged and sold in non-returnable containers, including 

but not limited to foodstuffs, such as canned soups, baby 

food, pickles; catsup, fruits, candies, etc .. , as well as 

cosmetics, medicines, detergents and cleaning supplies, as 

well as thousands and thousands of other products packaged 

in non-returnable containers. :.To broaden the scope of this 

bill to encompass all these items would be absurd and throw 

the entire State and our industrial complex into a state of 

turmoil and chaos9 

Considering the fact that non-returnable beverage 

bottles represent less than 3 per cent of the roadside litter, 

passage of this bill in its present fo::i::m-would legislate 

them out of existence and leave 97 per cent of the probiem 

unsolved® 

In my opinion, the answer lies in educating the 

public and adopting and enforcing rea:listic:·.and practical 

laws against littering0- the problem is in my opinion a 
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people problem and not a litter problem - also in improving 

techniques of solid waste collection and disposal, and, thirdly, 

recognizing .. the potential in availing ourselves of the 

techniques of the recyclingprocesse 

Each of us began our conscious :',lives by being exposed 

to the basic 3 R'ss I think that mankind has reached that 

stage in history of the world that the 3 R 0 s should perhaps 

be increased to 6, by the addition of reclarii'a:.ti'on:, recycling 

and reuse .. Perhaps therein lies our hope for survival0 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman-, y,ou seem to more 

or less stress the fact of littera Do you think the intent 

of the bill is in the main more or less to reduce litter or 

is it more involved with solid waste disposal? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CAFIERO: Well, I think it is a two-pronged 

attack, but I think it is aimed at some 3 per cent of the problem 

and I think it is an unfair approach to penalize this particular 

industry which contributes such- a small amount to the :·total 

problem, and I think the answer to the problem should be 

directed at 100 per cent of the problem which I feel is in 

the field of education of the public and recycling, reuse 

and better methods of solid waste disposale 
I 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? (No response0) 
Thank you very muche 

Mrs.. Masterson .. ·· (Not present.,) 

Mrs .. Kline.. (Not present .. ) 

Mrs. Duzinski. · (Not present.) 

Mrs .. Allan Wallace. (Not present®) 

Mrs., Watermane 

SUSANNA W" A T E R M A N: I am Susanna water.man 

of Princeton and before I introduce the group that I 

represent today, I would also like to speak for the New 

J~rsey Federation of Sportsmenus Clubs .. Mr® Thomas Gops~ll 

gave me authority to speak for that club, with a membership 

of 3 3 ,_ 000 , in support of this bill .. 
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I am a resident and property owner in 

Princeton, It is a pleasure to appear before the committee in 

support of Assembly Bill 2212. In the light of dramatic increa~es 

projected for per capita consumptio~ of beverages, and the 

present trend away from returnable bottles toward non-returnable 

cans and_bottles, The Conservation Coalition believes that 

the e~vironmental degradation and increased costs imposed 

upon the society by the non-returnables are no longer acceptable. 

This legislation would reduce the volume of solid waste and would 

encourage the :~nsumer to return his beverage container to the 

store. In the nations• most heavily populated state, this 

would have a significant effect bn landfill, waste disposal, and 

taxes spent on waste, A mandatory deposit now _will be the first small 

step in a realistic approach to solid waste control, 

The Conservation Coalition is a non-profit organization which 

promotes activities concerning the ~rotection of the environment. 

Although it has never advertised publicly for support, citizens 

have come from almost all the municipalities in Me~cer County 

to develop the programs we now sponsor. The present aim df the 

Coalition is to gain support and initiate legislation to: 

1) prohibit the sale of non-returnabla beverage.containers 

2) establish a deposit of not less than 5¢ or more than 

10¢ on any returnable beverage container 

3) inaugerate municipal colle~tion,of trash which has 

been separated i~ the household-

4) encourage regional s.olid waste management for Mercer 

County with emphasis on the recyclable goods and 

their disposition 
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The Conservation Coalititin has representative members from the 

following organizations, Princeton University Environmental Advisory 

Board, the South New Jersey Group of the Sierra Club, Princeton 

Wildlife Refuge, Stonybrook Garden Club, Trenton Naturalist 

Club, Princeton Unitarian Church, University League Garden Club, 

Stonybrook Watershed's Association, West Windsor Envir6mmental Protectim 

League, Whole Earth Center of Princeton, Zero Population Growth, 

Princeton Branch of the American Association of University 

Women, Ecology Action of Princeton University, Garden Club of 

Princeton, Friday Club of Hightstown, East Windsor 

Hightstown Coaiition, Marquand Park Foundation, Student Council 

of P_rinceton High School, Princeton Board of the YWCA, and 

the friends of the Princeton Environment. Many individuals 

who do not represeht ariy group also belong. 

The Coalition is a county-wide working organization. It has: 

1) instigated recycling programs in many of Mercer County~•s 

• municipalities --a total of 101 000 families are cooperating. 

2) gathered 2,500 signatures in the Princeton area where the · 

population is less than 25,000 -- all in support of legislation 
·. 

against non-returnables 

3) encouraged citizens to write the dozens of letters on file 

in the municipal offices supporting such legislation. 

4) encouraged resolutions petitioning the state for actirin 

against non-returnables. I have copies of the resolutions 

from Princeton Borough and Township with me today for the 
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5) spearheaded the effort to introduce legislation into the 

governments against throw-aways and for municipal collection 

of separated tra~h. Councilman John Strange of the Borough 

has drafted ordinances to this effect in Princeton .• 

The Coalition has also written a position paper on the non-re

turnable bottle versus the returnable. As it is of considerable 
(over twenty pages) 

length, we shall not include it in our public statement, but 

shall enter it into the record, and hope it will be of use to you. 

The issue at stake this morning is essentially a cqnfrontation 

between the freedom of business to earn as high a profit as pos

sible and the responsibility business has.to society even though 

it may interfere with that profit. In other words, can business 

be conducted as usual when it becomes increasingly clear that 

it is at the expense of the public good? Increased awareness 

of the hidden costs to society, both economic and environmental, 

has brought this into focus, There are businesses all over the 

country that are being made to comply with new safety standards and 

air and water pollution control which may impede the profit 
they 

structure, but/hove been legislated for the public good. The • 
automob~le industry has been forced by legislation to take costly 

steps which it is doubtful would have been made by the industry's 

own choi~e. It is our conviction that the unlimited production 

of "throw-away" beverage containers, while producing ma~imum 

profits for the industry, is unnecessary,and that there is an 

alternative which is economically feasible and environmentally 

sound ••••• the returnable bottle. 
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Industry promotion combined with public acceptance bas, in 25 

years, created the "throw-away" container and, until recently, 

left the returnable behind. Even ten years ago, the returnable 

was a familiar market product, but today BO% of the soft drink 

bottles manufactured ~re non-returnables, and SO% of all cans 

manufactured go for soft drinks and beer and they are all throw

awa~ The more expensive (B.5¢ to 9¢) returnable was left 

behind for the thinner throw-away (3.5¢ to 4¢) bottle when the 

can people developed the technology to keep carbonated beverages) 

and convenience was king. Business has been so good, in fact, 

that the large container companies have invested heavily in 

high-volume packaging lines for non-returnables. According to 

a reliable bottler from Pennsylvania,the gentleman who was 

here last week and spoke at this hearing,it is not unusual for a 

small bottler to be told simply that the returnable bottles are 

no longer available, and in his need to meet a production schedule, 

that bottler is often forced into buying non-returnables whether 

he wants them or not. It is not unheard of for delivery on 

returnables to be deferred long enough to have the same effect. 

Inasmuch as the beverage container market is the last growth 

potential which the industry now sees ahead of them, it is under

standable that they seek the highest potential profit -- but 
. 

at the cost of the small bottler who prefers returnables. 

Going on down the line with the non-returnable container, the 

supermarket puts the pressure on the returnable container, too. 

He doesn't want the inconvenience of extra storage and the added 

labor of approximately½ a man (in a large supermarket). Under the 

threat of replacing the small bottlers brands with special 

private lab~l brands, he .forces the returnable out. 
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The returnable bottle is an old ldea, _but lt has ·a new look. 

With the daily trash quotient·, which is something over five. pounds 

per day already, rising 4% per year, the beverage non-r~turnable 

container. p:to-duction increase is almost 8%. Because it promises· 

to increase its 5% hold on the solid waste mass, the non-return

able is destined to be the' bad guy, and the retu.rnable, whether one 

likes it or not, be-~omes an increasingly seHsible alternative. 

Inasmuch as a well-treated returnable container can make as many 

as forty trips back to the bottling plant, while a non- returnable 

only makes one one-way trip, a difference of billions of solid 

waste beverage containe~s is at. stake. The Council on Environ

mental Quality states· that the 100 billion non-returnables 

predicted by industry could be cut to 6 billion if restrictions 

were adopted. The returnable bottle looks bett~r and better ••• 

Even it there weren't so many of them, the 11 th:r:;ow-away" containers 

are an expensive nuisance. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mrs. Waterman, you have about 2 

minutes if you want to sum it up. I am giving you 10 minutes. 

MRS. WATERMAN: I would like to say that I spent the 

entire day.here last week and there were many speakers who spoke 

a great deal longer than five minutes and I would appreciate it 

if you gave me an extension to complete.my testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I am going to limit everyone. We 

want to get through this testimony. As I said, we are going to 

have this printed verbatim. It will be entered into the record 

and we will have opportunity to read it when it is printed. In 

some cases, I let the legislators speak longer. Mr. Seales spoke 

over that period of time, but in the main, I think we held them 

down, as far as reading prepared statements. If there are questions 

from members of the .Committee, of course, they may ask them. But 

as far as reading your statement, we ar!3 g?ing to have it printed 

verbatim. 
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MRS. WATERMAN: I certainly will comply with your 

wishes., but I would like to say that I consider that unfair 

inasmuch as other citizens, aside from Assemblymen, have 

had longer than 5 or 10 minutes, as was indicated last 

week, for a number of speakers from the opposing sideo 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: We will limit you to 10 

minuteso So you have 2 more minutes to summarize. 

MRS" WATERMAN: Even if there weren't so many of 

them, the inthrow-away 11 containers are an expensive nuisance~ 

They cost more to buy (from 2¢ to 4¢ a bottle), they cost 

more in waste disposal, which is incidentally the third 

highest item on most municipal budgets, and they end up in 

incinerators as over 50 per cent of the remaining weight 

in residue. 

New Jersey would do well not to count on a boundless 

and bountiful supply of landfill as a repository for unbridled 

consumer and industry indulgence. The Environmental Protection 

Agency says that the entire East Coast will have run out 

of landfill and dumping sites in the next fifteen years. 

Advanced technology will surely help in future solid waste 

management, and it is perfectly true that the collection and 

disposal of refuse has hardly changed in a thousand years. 

But it is unlikely that in a world of diminishing natural 

resources and increasing population (the world population 

will double in 30 years) the great American "Dream Machine," 

consuming everything and spewing out neat packages of sorted 

trash could ever give us license to waste. 

Is it up to the society to absorb an unending and 

indiscriminate outpouring of goods? Is more better? Is bigger 

better? What, if anything~ will stop the American consumer 

from spiralling his private garbage pile to 8 pounds per 

day (predicted) and then to 10 pounds, etc.? Inasmuch as 

the cost of absorption rises commensurately with the need 

to absorb, it would seem economic and sensible to choose 

areas within the society where consumption could reasonably 

be slowed down. Again, the returnable bottle, a tried and 
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true system of multi-reuse, no-loss, no-gain deposit for the 

consumer, would be a good place to start. 

I will skip my comment on litter, which essentially 

says that it depends on whose figures you use as to what the 

proportion of litter is. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mrs. Waterman, I will ask you 

some questions. 
MRS. WATERMAN: May I read my recommendations about 

the bill and my closing statement, please? 

(Following is the portion of Mrs. Waterman's statement 
which she did not read:) 

It would be impossible to complete this statement without 

a comment on the litter situation. It is a basic fact that litter 

costs the nation about 5500 milllion per year. Even if only 2% 

of the projected beverage throw-aways beco·me. litter, tt,at makes 

2 billion ~f them to pick up at a cost 6f from 15¢ to 30¢ a 

piece. It is also a basic fact that people litter and we do' not 

think that is likely to change without a great deal more education, 

Dep~nding on whose study you use, the percentages of containers 

from non~return~bles rises and falls like the barometer. The 

famous 1969 Keep America Beaut! ful Study. says one· thing ••• bottles. 
':: t- 16% together 

and cans are only,, ~2"';/of the litter, It would be worth mentioning, 

however, that Keep America Beciutiful is ~n otf-shoot of the Glass 

Container manufacturers Institute, who_se members produce 90% of 

the glass in the United States~ It is possible that the figures 

are biased. It is pertinent for us to use the 1970 study by 

volume ana1ysis made in Vermont last Spring. Volunteers collected 
111 ONE 'OP.'/ 

40,00B cubic yards of litter, of which·90% consisted of non-

returnable cans and bottles. In 1969 New Jersey spent 

5610,000 to pick up bottles and cans along-2,000 ~iles of highway. 

10 
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The simple fact remains that as beverage container production 

goes up, it is ~ikely that litter from them will also increase. 

It is the firm conviction of the Coalition that recycling, as 

it pertains to the beverage container industries, is ~n environ

m~ntal smoke~screen. For the glass industries, who are already 

fighting the inc~rsion of the can into their market, and for 

the metal container industries, who are planning growth leaps 
to encourage recycling 

with on-site plants in the future, it is perhaps cheaper~than 

to buck legislation designed to control production. Vast outputs 

of propaganda and some effort have gone into luring t~e consumer 

into the re-cycling net. Sut every citizen who has worked a 

long hard day on a volunteer recycling program knows that the 

core of the problem is the handling and shipping of the collected 

material. It is not the cititens duty to be volunteer trash col

lectors. There is little o~ no incentive at the sale end of the 

recycled goods, and industry, with all the protests of doing the 

environment a service, has net been willing to grapple with that 

cr~cial issue -- the handling and moving of recycled goods and 

the ensuing efforts and costs involved. 

It is incomprehensible to imagine that the consumer will accept 

the inherent contradiction in the container industry recycling pro

gram. On the one hand, millions of dollars are being spent to 

encourage the consumer to buy the "convenient no-deposit no-

return throw~away container". It is more expensive to buy, but 

the convenience of being able to throw it away is worth it, ~hey say. 

On the other hand, they are ~sking for those same containers back: 

for recycling. Having paid more for them, the consumer is a$ked to 
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forego the very thing he paid for, and to carry them back to the 

industry where they will get less than½¢ for the effort. 

The "throw-away" catch-word is beginning to catch up with 

itself. The citizen is beginning to realize that there is no 

"away", that as often as not the ~urchase of disposables brings 

less quality for more money, and that the garbage he is left 

with, in the delightful and rueful words of the CAN newspaper, 

is "gone today, here tomorrow". There is no escape ••••• 

A company in rassachussetts s ·ays they are making a cellulose 

fiber bottle that you can eat. Another is making one that will 

melt when exposed to air, Neither of these containers poses a 

threat to the container industries today. The gentleman with 

the plastic bottle, however, could spell the end of the 

beyerage container market for both metals and glass. We oppose 

the plastic bottle on the grounds that it is composed of crude 

oil --with less than 30 years supply left at present rate of 

consumption, this would seem an unwise shift. But who is going 

to prohibit the plastic bo~tle from moving into the beverage 
? 

market. Perhaps the container industries will be forced into 

new and creat1ve markets for their products. Perh~s the glass 

manufacturers will realize that t~~y are actually the only one 

in the industry with the capacity for re-use and capitalize on 

it as ar'3nvironmentally sound kind of package. 

The returnable contajner does begin to have a new look. Because 

an_ initial deposit, preferably 5¢ for bottles up to 16 ounces, 

and 10¢ for anythin.g larger. than· that, has been made, the 

bottle is already valuable ~nough to be treated with some considera-
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tion. Inasmuch as industry sold the American public on the 

throw-away, it is perfectly possible that an advertising campaign 

could be launched to sell the returnable. 

If Bill 2212 is passed, it is certain that there would be an 

industry-wide readjustment to make. The container people would 

be making fewer beverage containers, but imaginative pioneering 

should create ·new products. The distributor will have greater 

moving costs because returnables require a 2 to 1 space ratio to 

non-returnables. He will need more storage. The bottler will 

require more help, thus taking up some of the slack from the 

contiiner industries, if indeed, it proved that there was some. 

The retailer would need more storage,and be slightly inconven

ienced. Any increased costs in the line of production and deliver

y to the consumer would follow the time-worn pattern of every 

product on the American market --the consumer would pay for it, 

and there is little chance of him not. The development in the near 

future of reclamation markets would also provide new work for 

any displaced labor. 

The small bottler stands to do well with returnables Ir he is able 

to keep the number of trips which his bottles make high. With_a 

heavy investmen~ in container inventories, he will count on their 

return for his profit. As the trips each container makes in

creases, so does his profit. Without a high enough incentive 

to insure ~eturn, and a public who cooperates in the return 

of these more expensive containers, the small bottler would be 

out of business in a few months~ It is easy to understand why 

small bottlers~ in the- throes of the disposable soc£ety and 
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with container manufacturers on one end ~ressing the~ to buy· 

non-returnables and retailers on· th~ ~thei eAd ~a~ing it difficult 
~--

for them to present their products fai;y on the market shelf, 

are reluctant to speak up on this issue, It is valuable to note 

that one s~~ll bottler who prefers to stay with returnables, asked 

the National Soft Drink Association t9 run a survey of the bottlers 

in this country requesting thelr preference between returnable 

adn non-returnable containers, The Association refused to do 

this survey, and the gentleman in question preceded to conduct it 

himself, He sent out almost 4;000 survey sheets .all over the. 

United States, His return mail is running five to one in favor 

of returnable containers, 

It is often suggested that the deposit structure would impose 

1 _a hardship on the consumer, Aside from the fact that the pur

chaser can at any time regain his money, it is estimated that 

the normal investment in containers per family would not exceed 

,2.so at any time, 

The consumer, as a matter of fact, is the one who profits most 

from returnable containers, He will pay as much as 25~. less 

for his beverages, He will save 11,5 billion of grocery money 

each year, He will save 25 million dollars for beverage container 

pick-up along the nations highways, 'and his municipal costs for 
\ 

waste disposal will be lessened because of volume reduction, 
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{Reading) 

The Coalition believes that the beverage industry is eminently 

qualified to use the returnable. contai.ner ayste111. lt has.>dO'ne 

so successfully in the past, and 1 t is one or the few bullt•in Ptol>UC.llON 

systems where re-use is possible, ror industry to call this 

legislation discriminatory is incorrect, The legislative premise 

stands that application of a sound solution to a limited part 

of the pioblem is a way to attack the problem. It is the 

beginning of re-use and re-cycling as a way or life. 

As environmental deterioration spreads around o~, it becomes 

increasingly clear that we must act, It is not enough that we 

offer our good will. In order that we all carry responsibilities 

for eur actions, we must observe the problem, and ail take our 

proper place in their solutions. It would be prudent for the 

soft drink and brewery industries to recognize that the very 

fact that we are here today, and that Assembly Bill 2212 is before 

you, is a signal of public distress which is not likely to go 

away., Improved waste disposal systems and recycling of some 

things are surely going to play a large part Jn solving the solid 

waste crisis. However• these are not alternatives to the 

intelligent RE - USE of commodities,. like beverage containers, 

which can be re-used, We must learn to ra~use what we can, 

re-cycle what we cannot re-use, and to managa the r~maining 

waste intelligently. 
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The Coalition has several recommendations to makes 

Assembly Bill 2212 should be amended as follows, 

1) only soft drinks and malt beverages should be included in 
the bi 11 

2)· the focus of the bill be redirected towards re-use rather 
than returnability 

3) definition of terms be more clearly stated 

4) careful study of the Bowie, Maryland and Oregon State 
bill for enlargement and more detailed construction 

5) prohibition of any container with two-pEce construction (pull-tabs) 

Other recommendations; 

That the legislature make a job study of the effects of such a 
bill on the glass and metal container industries in NJ. This 
would ensure the factual analysis of possible job loss or gain 
in a highly volatile area of the issue 

That the state legislature make a through study of packaging and 
its real costs to the taxpayer and that it recommend an approach 
to the regulation of this problem on a state-wide level 

That the legislature give top priority to the development of 
markets which would encourage the reclaiming and recycling of 
solid waste. Particular attention should be paid to all metals, 
~hich should by law be totally recycled. 

That the state ban throw-aways in state-owned parks and lands 
(rnaryland has already done this) 

That the legislature consider the long-time needs as well as the 
current ones of this state. 

That this committee gather the resolutions from other municipalities 
which have been sent to the state in recommending state action 
on non-returnables 

That this law, with the considerations listed above be passed, and 
that it be administered b~ the Department of Environmental 
Protection. 

(Resolutions passed by the Borough of Princeton and 
the Township of Princeton submitted by Mrs. Waterman 
can be found on pages 180 and 181, respectively.) 
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ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mrs~ Waterman, in ycur sLa.tc:.,:ment 

you say that your Coalition believes that recycling is d.n 

environmental smoke screen .. Would you elaborate on that; 

please? 

MRS.._ WATERMAN: Yes.. May I r 1ead it from my sr..atE

ment? The essential problem in recycling is that the majo:r.· 

problems are incurred betwe~ the time the containers, 

which we are asked to brihg back and have paid a la:r:ge:r 

price for in the first place, but are asked to take some 

place even more inconvenient than the grocery store 

They are taken to a reclamation center which in ou.:c area is 

a totally volunteer operation .. I have worked on it for a 

year myself and it is hot,. grubby, tiring work. I don 1 t 

feel that it is the citizen's responsibility to be the 

nation I s garbage keeper, The municipality in Prir:.ceton 1.s 

.in the process of taking ove.r separated goods, som9 separated 

goods, and as a matter of fact, some of our people today are 

at a meeting we arranged with a man from Hem_,_astsad, Long Island, 

who is running an. -~con.amically successful program of curl:;;-

si.de collection~ We feel ,':11.1 the container industries have 

spent a great deal of money propagandizing the recycling 

operations.. They have been of some help. They have m3.de 

some gestures.. However, they have never offered us ,my trucks 

to come and pick up 40~000 pounds of glass, and therein lies 

the catch .. 

The transportation of solid waste is 80 per cent cf 

the solid waste disposal cost and that cost must be maintained 

by someone.. It is either the taxpayer who pays foi: tL2 

disposal to get rid of all this stuff or, as far as recycJ.ing ·, 

is concernedt it is the volunteer work that fills that economic 

gap. We don 1 t feel that industry is making any more tha.L 

a signal gesture in th.i.s field because the problem lies in 

that area .. Once you get the container, you have taken 

something out of it, and what do you do with it then? Tl,.e 

industry is only willing to accept it, but it has not made 

any effort to cover the cost of collecting it and carting :i. :~;. 
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I know th~re are some ·recla'inatiOn centers - I think 

there may be a: hundred all over the country - and that is 

pretty far away to carry your disposals. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have one question'B You say 

that it is too far away to carry disposalswheri reclamation 

centers are located far away. Is it any more costly than 

it:'would be to ship returnables to a brewery that is located 

six states away? 

MRS .. WATERMAN: It depends on who is paying the 

cost. One of the reasons that the brewery is six states 

away is that with the increase in non-returnables, the 

industries have become much more centralized and organized~ 

As a matter of f,act, that has been the demise of many of the 

small bottlers. They no.longer can compete with the large 

brewerie:s and the large soft drink people who are now moving 

into this on a regional basis. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: You mentioned,' Mrs. Waterman, 

that you attended last Wednesday 1s meeting .. 

MR.So WATERMAN: Yes~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I would be inteirested in your 

opinion of the Pepsi-C.ola situation in Manhattan~ 

MRS.,, WATERMAN: That is a very famous survey and 

again it depends on who is telling the story. When you are 

dealing with a mental image of throw-aways which has been 

offered by the industries for 20· years,·· it is rather ridiculous 

to assume that you are going to achieve 100 per cent returns 

when you are dealing with a new concept, poorly advertised, 

in a big city. 

It is also true that those bottle's are not necessarily 

lost just because they didn°t.come in ih the 6-month period. 

It doesn 1 t mean·that 'those are a total loss to the company. 

And it is also. true that even dti'ring that study, many of the 

super markets refused to take the bottles·. because that was a 

test area and a single.;..shot de:al and all the supermarkets 

wouldn 1 t take them~ It was a very difficult.survey to get 

anything but the kind of stat;i.stics that are usually given 
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for that survey. We consider that a poorly run and rather 

a fraudulent survey frankly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have one other question. 

Then you feel that the utilization of returnable bottles 

would be more effective if they were forced upon the people? 

MRS,, WATERMAN~ That is not really a v,ery· fair question 

because we say that non-returnables are being forced upon 

the peoplec There is a.lways a difference of opinion on this 

issue and it would be very difficult to provec I think 

public apathy and public willingness to be seduced into 

conveniences has been very much pa.rt of the problem0 I 

think that industry would not in any way say they also were 

not part of the convenience syndromeo It has been pressed 

on the nation for 20 years. We have a great many statistics 

of the amounts of moneyc In 1969, I think it was 7-Up 

spent $7 1/2 million trying to sell non-returnables to the 

youngo As a matter of fact, you have the newspaper articles 

and you have information on that in your fact sheets that 

we compiled last year. I won at go into details 0 Brit. when 

you talk about forcing things onto the public, I would say 

that industry has done a very thorough job of spending. 

fabulous amounts of money and time and effort on just that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I wonder then why the Coca-Cola 

Company, whose regional_ representative .whe_n .he was J1er~ 

.indicated that they had the largest returnable bottle program 

of any producer, continues to find their returnable bottle 

sales diminishing day by day, to their detriment0 

MRS .. WATERMAN: I think this is the kind of thing 

you can separate from a total problem and say, here is 

someone who is trying and .i1sn' t succeeding 0 You. will remember 

in my statement, I suggestJc;l. that goodwill is not sufficient. 

One company is not going to be able to turn the tide. Again 

the mentality of the nation at this point is a disposa.ble 

. one and we feel that it is no longer a viable one. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: No further questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Mrso Waterman, I appreciate 

your comments and recommendations and they will be given 
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consideration when we deliberateo ·But in line with what 

Assemblyman Black has said, I have this letter that came 

in from Canada-Dry in Neptune, New Jerseyir which is 

probably a smaller area, and they stated that the reason 

they have gone to non-returnable bottles is the fact that 

during the year when returnable bottles were in vogue, let 

us say, they had sold 600,000 cases of Canada-Dry and the 

reason they had to go to the non-returnable bottles was 

due to the fact that only 275,000 cases were actually 

returned of the 600,000. 

MRS .. WATERMAN: Do you know what date that is? 

When did that happen? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: While returnable bottles were 

in vogue, I said. Their letter is dated September 13th~ 

MRS~ WATERMAN: I would be interested in knowing 

when that happened because up until about 10 years.ago, 

this was generally true, that returnable bottles were still 

available. As a matter of fact, in many parts of the 

country they are still a higher percentage than non-returnable~. 

The East happens to be a particularly disposable section of 

the nation .• 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I intend to contact this 

particular gentleman~ If you want to contact him, his name 

is Herald Garba.rine. 

MRS .. WATERMAN~ I will. .I don" t mean at any time 

in my testimony to say that the consumer is not at faulta 

I think that this is not a question of one person being 

totally to blame for a situation which has become intolerable, 

but I contend also that the industry has not done its part 

to give either the bottler or the consumer who wants return

ables a chance to purchase them. It is impossible to 

purchase a Pepsi-Cola in this state in returnable bottles 

unless it has been brought in from another state. This is 

becoming increasingly true of other sodaso A survey of 

Princeton shows that it is almost impossible for the consumer 

to have a choice. When the industry talks about a choice; 
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they are purposely preventing the citizen from having a 

choice. There is no choice. 

ASSE:MBLYMAN FAY: Mrs. Wate:rman, your organization 

recommends a study of the factor of unemployment and under

employment and also the impact on the cost of living to 

the consumer •. Is it your recommendation that these studies 

should be made before legislation is passed? 

MRS~ WATERMAN: W~ll, I would say, as far as 

the jobs are concerned, after the testimony last week, it 

becomes evident that there is a great deal of excitement 

about job losso 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: If you are going to be unemployed, 

that is natural. 

MRS.; WATERMAN: I understand that. That is why 

I am saying it would be prudent and sensible for the Committee 

to make a specific study on this issue to ascertain whether 

there, indeed, would be a job loss 0 so that it is simply not 

just one person I s statement. When you thir1k of returnable 

containers and you realize it will cut glass production -

there is no denying that - in that area of the glass industry, 

either glass production comes up with another answer to a 

growth factor or there will be job loss. 

Now the gentleman who was here last week with the 

plastic bottle would seem to me to be a greater threat to 

the container industry than the returnable bottle. And I 

would suggest to the glass manufacturers, inasmuch as they 

are the only people who at this point have the capacity 

to have a reusable container, that they would be wise to use 

this as an environmentally sound idea for further growtho 
I 

I think the temper of the people is changingD With the 18-

year-old vote, I think it is worthy of note that the 

continual disposability of life and goods is up for question 

nowe I would suggest to the glass manufacturers that they 

do some creative thinking in new fields of growth$ Because 

the beverage container was·their last growth factor and the 

HEW report says that. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very much 1 Mrs. 

Waterman. Your whole statement will be entered in the 

record. 

Mr. Zillwager of the Pepsi-Cola Company. 

CHARLES ZILL WAGER: I would like 

to read a statement prepared by Alfred Rossow, who is 

the Director of Environmental Affairs for the Pepsi-Cola 

Company® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Remember we are going to 

keep within certain time limits® 

MR6 ZILLWAGER: All right. 

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, thank you for the 

opportunity you have allowed me to submit a statement in 

behalf of Pepsi-Cola Metropolitan Bottling Company, Inc. 

In New Jersey, the Pepsi-Cola Metropolitan Bottling 

Company - owned by the Pepsi-Cola Company - has three plants~ 

They are located in Jersey City, New Brunswick and Teterboro, 

New Jersey® Our payroll is $5.5 million. We employ 343 

people and buy $6 million worth of supplies locally. We 

paid $90,000 in New Jersey State and Local taxes and 

have about $8.5 million invested in our plants& 

It should also be noted that there are three other 

independent franchise Pepsi-Cola Bottlers in New Jersey. 

They are located in Asbury Park, Atlantic City and Pennsaukeno 

Less than 2 per cent of the Metropolitan Bottling 

Company sales in New Jersey are in returnables. 

Why? 

The reason is that consumers no longer return 

returnable bottles in the New York Metropolitan area. 

Several years ago in New York City, we tested the effect of 

increasing our deposit rate from 2¢ to 5¢ on returnable 

bottles in order to try to increase the amount of bottles 

returned by our consumer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Excuse me. When you say 

several years ago, how many years ago? 

MR,., ZILLWAGER: 1968. This test was in New York 
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City. It was completely unsuccessful: in fact, our sales went down. 

The Pepsi-Cola Company i·s ag-ainst restrictive legislation aimed 

at packaging rather than at the basic problems of litter and 

solid waste. 

There are two reasons for this. First, such legislation would 

force us to market counter to the desires of consumers and our 

immediate customers, the grocery trade. Second, such legislation· 

does not·solve any of the basic problems involved in litter or 

solid waste. 

· During the course af this hearing you have heard and will hear that 

the problem of litter is a people problem not a packaging problem. 

We concur. Therefore, I will addre·ss my comments primarily to 

the subject of solid waste disposal. -In this conjunction I would 

like to dwell for a moment on some of the encouraging developments 

in this field. 

Solid waste is a problem that will only be· solved through recycl

ing technology -- through a total systems approach.which will 

recover the valuable materials and latent energy in the gr_owing 

solid waste stream, using the funds so generated to finance the 

acceptable di-sposi tion o.f the less valuable components. 

Pepsi-Cola Company, I am proud to say, is a founding sponsor of 

the National Center for Resource Recovery. The Center was 

formerly known as the National Center for Solid Waste Disposal, 

by which name·it has been referred to in testimony already given. 
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The change of name is consistent with the solution to the problem. 

T]:le solution to the problem is, in fact, the recovery of l:he 

resources now funneling into the waste stream. 

The Center was formed in 1970 by sixteen leading manufacturers, 

retailers and users of packaging containers. 

Among the founding sponsors and on the existing Board of Directors 

are the following organizations: Continental Can, The United 

Steel Workers of America, U.S. Plywood, Monsanto, Connecticut 

College, General Foods, Owens-Illinois, the Washington Post, 

Alcoa, University of Denver, Reynolds Metal and the Glass Bottle 

Blowers Union. This covers only about half of the important 

companies, unions and educational groups involved. 

There is a deep commitment on the part of those involved to 

finding a way to solve the solid waste problem. 

The Center is responsible for coordinating efforts by industry and 

for working with government, labor and civic groups in developing 

solutions to solid waste management. Specifically, it: (1) Serves 

as a resource agency for information on solid waste management 

systems. (2) Functions as an agency to receive funds from private 

and public sources for the support of research. (3) Contracts 

out research grants for the development of solid waste management 

systems. (4) Obtains and evaluates the results of research for 

use in the design, test,and implementation of systems of solid 

waste collection, recycling and disposal. 
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Gentlemen, we are on the verge of a technological revolution 

in the handling of solid waste. Our society has only recently 

begun to apply to the problems of solid waste the kind of 

systems approach which industrial and governmental management 

has successfully employed in coping with major problems in the 

past. 

In testimony already offered, you have been advised of several 

areas in the country which are already taking advantage of the 

basic technology necessary for the recycling of waste materials. 

In order of their difficult¼ from the most simple system to the 

more complex system, they are: Atlanta, Georgia; San Francisco, 

California; Palo Alto, California and Franklin, Ohio. 

I am sure that Mr. O'Niell of your Environmental Protection Agency 

is familiar with the work underway in each of these municipal

ities. I offer the services of the Pepsi-r.ola Company to acquaint 

Mr. ·O'Niell with the work underway at the National Center for 

Resource Recovery. 

In conclusion, I would like to reiterate the following: (1) I do 

not believe Bill 2212 will be effective in solving the problems 

of our environment because it legislates at symptoms rather than 

at basic problems. (2) The technology· to solve the solid waste 

problems is rapidly emerging. I-urge this committee not to re

port favorably on legislation that is inconsistent with the 

solution to the problem. As an example of ways in which such 
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legislation could be incon,sistent, I will cite only two: 

1) Returnable bottles are heavier than non-returnable bottles 

and cans. Therefore, if present consumer habits of treating 

everything as a one-way package are unchanged, the problem 

could be worsened® 

2) Secondary materials markets must be allowed to develop as part 

of the total systems approach to the solidwaste problem. It 

is our feeling that they can best be developed in a market 

free of restrictive legislation of the type proposede 

Thank you® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: In your statement you offer 

to acquaint Mr. 0 1 Neill with the work underway at the National 

Center for Resource Recovery. The Committee is the one who 

is holding the hearing0 He is in the Executive Branch. I 

thought maybe you would offer it to the Committee~ 

MR .. ZILLWAGER: It is offered to the Committee also, 

suree 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: - Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I would just like to know one 

thing. Presently do you have any returnable bottles or 

are they all non-returnable? 

MR.. ZILLWAGER: I am familiar with the three Jer,sey--·--,:::~_ 
.,-- _,. ' 

plants that I direct here and we have returnables in,:!:he1 

vending area only now because ._it has been economically un

feasible o About 200,000 cases we sell annually in the 

returnable through vendinga 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN:- 0.,Ko .Thank youo 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have just a few questions. 

First, I assume you are using standard bottles to bottle. 

your merchandise. You are using standard bottles in 

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Connecticut and Maryland, as well 

as in New' Jersey? 

MR .. ZILLWAGER: Right. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: This question you may not be 

able to answer at this point, but I f.eel I should ask it~ 

Do you feel in your opinion that your company could or 

would readily undertake replacement of the bottles utilized 

in the State of New Jersey alone; so that they could be 

identifiable? 

MR .. ZILLWAGER: At this point it would be really 

very economically unsound for us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: From a corporate standpoint. 

MR. ZILLWAGER: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: My third question is: Do you 

feel your company could afford to pay 5 cents for all the 

out-of-state bottles that would be trucked in and turned 

in for deposit in the state? 

MR .. ZILLWAGER: I don't think I could answer that. 

There is no way we could possibly consider that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any further questions? If not, 

thank you .. 

Mrs. Reid. 

DENYSE RE ID., I am Denyse Reid. I am a home-

owner in Princeton and an active voter for 21 yearso I am 

the representative for the Princeton Young Women°s Christian 

Association Board of Directors .. We represent-a minimum of 

5,000 members. 

I welcome the opportunity this morning to make a 

short statement in support·of Assemblyman Dennis 1 bill .. It is a 

statewide attempt to legislate .;control of the non-returnable 

beverage container. The Princeton YWCA board supported the 

proposal for control and for the instigation of a deposit 

system in Princeton on March 22, 1971 .. The Board, by unanimous 

vote, supported the petition on non-returnables presented 

by the Conservation Coalition,of which we are a member, to 

the Princeton Borough and Township officials. One of the 

National YWCA goals this year is to focus attention on ecology. 

Our special concern is misuse of national resources and t]:le 
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whole problem of littere As a member of the YWCA, I should 

like to make a few observations on.this issue: 

In the light of the growing.solid waste problem 

and the depletion of natural resources, there has been a 

national move toward the recycling of goods. The bottle 

and can container industries have opened hundreds of 

recycling centers around the country and spent millions 

of dollars to tell the public that they are 100 per cent behind 

recycling. 

If this is so, then the "convenience" of the throw

aways for which the consumer has paid a premium price -

as high as 24 per cent more than for returnables - simply no 

longer exists. 

On the one hand, the consumer is urged to buy non

returnables for the convenience of throwing the container in the 

garbage cane On the other hand, the consumer is urged to 

save the container and to carry it back to a recycling center 

where the container industry will put it back into the 

production line~ Either way, the consumer losese 

If he throws the container away, a luxury for which 

he has paid dearly, it will have to be collected, transported 

and disposed of by the municipal waste disposal system® 

If the Council for Environmental Quality is correct in its 

figures, by 1980 there will be 100 billion throw-away 

beverage containers to cart away and the consumer will have 

to pay for the 800,000 trucks it will take to carry theme 

That cost, solid waste disposal, is the third highest budget 

item on the town books. 

Perhaps the consumer has not touched the container 

since it went into his garbage can, but he certainly has 

paid for it. 

If the consumer saves the throw-away for recycling, 

he is responding to a massive nationwide advertising campaign 

by the bottlers and container industries. Although glass 

factories create enough waste glass within the operation for 

their own production, and the can companies are more likely 
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to sell the collected cans as scrap, they are making an effort 

to receive materials from volunteer recycling efforts. 

The costly and 11 convenient 11 container is not to go 

in the garbage pail~ It is not to go back to the store 

where if it were returnable the consumer could get a 5 cents 

minimum for it, and at the same time keep it out of the solid 

waste mass. But it is to go back to a recycling center 

where it will be reproduced, and if the consumer is lucky, he 

might get 1/2 cent for the bottle and many times less than 

that for the can~ The paradox is, of course, that the 

convenient and expensive non-returnable, under the environmental 

smoke screen of recycling, has become an expensive and 

inconvenient returnable. 

It is a foolish consumer who does not t.ake advantage 

of the savings available to him in returnables., The Crusade 

for a Cleaner Environment has made surveys in Washington 

and Richmond to determine the differences in cost and their 

findings explain why, on a nationwide basis, 11 the American 

public could save an estimated $600 million if the 15 billion 

soft drinks now purchased in throw-away cans and bottles are 

purchased in returnable bottles. If similar savings were 

made on the 21 billion throw-away cans and bottles of beer, 

$840 million could be saved. 11 

A 6-pack of 12 oz. cans (throw-away) cost 83¢~ a 

6-pack of 12 oz. bottles (returnable), cost 59¢~ At a savings 

of 24¢ per six-pack and 4¢ per bottle,. the savings would be 

28.9 per cent. 

The Board of the YWCA of Princeton urges the 

Committee to support the bill before it in hopes that the 

5¢ deposit will encourage reuse of beverage containers in 

the State of New Jersey., 

I wonder if I could say a personal word, especially 

on what I heard last week. Many people have mentioned this 

as a motherhood bill. A:nd I think even glass-blowers 1 mothers 

and mothers employed in glass manufacturing do wish to be 
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saved from burial in trash, like everybody else0 Today 

trash is the major product of the United States® I do not 

use the word trash or garbage.anymore. I prefer to use "our 

greatest reSOUrSee Ii 

Another thing, this famous sorting machine some 

advocate to separate all reusable materials is already in 

existence. This dream machine is already here; it is called 

the housewifes 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mrs. Reid, you are really 

saying that the consumer gets stuck both ways as far as 

the non-returnable bottles are concerned. They pay more for 

them and then in turn have to pay more for garbage collection 

in theirmi.l.n.icipality. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Mrs. Reid, I would like to know 

the address of this Crusade for a Cleaner Environment® 

MRS. REID: I will give you that, sir. I don't 

have it right here, but I will give it to you in a minute. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: O.K. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Mrs~ Reid 0 do you agree with the 

Coalition group and with many of those who have testified 

that a great deal more study is needed before this bill 

should be passed - a study on recycling, a study on the 

impact on employment and cost to the consumer? 

MRS~ REID: Yess But I would like to say that 

we are very happy that this bill has even been presented 

because it has generated a very good start. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you. 

Mr. Edward Mitchell. 

MR. VANKEUREN: Mr., Chairman, I am substituting for 

Mr. Mitchell if it is all right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Do you have a prepared statement? 

PATRICK VAN KE UREN: I believe Mr. Mitchell 

left statements with your staff last week. I will check that 

and, if not, I will see to it that you do get a copy of a 
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statement. 

Mr. Chairman and Committee members: My name is 

Pat Van Keuren. I am an employee of the American Can 

Company and I appear here as a witness on behalf of the 

can manufacturing industry, and I do welcome the opportunity 

to appear before you to present testimony in opposition to 

Assembly Bill 2212. 

The American .... C.an .. Company, chartered in 1901, as a 

New Jersey Corporation, is and has been a responsible citizen 

in the State of New Jersey for the past 70 years, and it has 

contributed substantially in the way of payroll and tax 

dollars in the state for many years. 

The can manufacturing industry employs over 7,000 

people in this state in plants.located in Edisonu Hillside, 

Hoboken, Jersey City, Passaic, Paterson, Pennsauken and 

Vineland, and these plants provide a payroll in excess of 

$80 million. Obviously, we as an industry, along with our 

employees and the consumers and the citizens of this state, 

have a vital stake in the outcome of this legislation. 

Now certainly improving the environmento whether 

it be in the field of solid waste or in any other area, is a ~ 

goal which we all strive to achieve. Government, private 

citizens and industry, all are striving to achieve this goale 

However, the key question is not the goal of Assembly Bill 

2212 but the real consideration dis whether or not this bill 

will have a meaningfu~ effect, and the economic cost of 

legislation such as this should be considerede I submit that 

this bill would not have a meaningful effect in reducing 

solid waste or in curbing litter and this statement is based 

on some simple, well-documented facts., 

For example, a study made by the Bureau of Solid 

Waste Management states that non-returnable beer.and beverage 

containers represent roughly 1., 3 per cent of tota.l solid 

wasteQ Consider this in another perspective., If the Federal 

government were to impose a national ban on non-returnables 
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for beer and soft drinks, the nation°s municipal solid waste 

level would be reduced by le3 per cent, less than one-seventieth 

of the total, which amounts to a one-time, four-month delay 

in a 4 per cent annual growth of total solid waste. In fact, 

in this situation, as one of the previous witnesses mentioned, 

if non-returnables were legislated out of existence, solid 

waste would actually increase because a returnable bottle, 

which would eventually end.up in solid waste, weighs up to 

ten times as much as a non-returnable can® 

On the positive side, 1there are many potential 

solutions that offer real promise in alleviating the total 

solid waste crisis. There are well over 40 systems that are 

in various stages of development that will take solid waste 

and automatically separate it into its recyca:bleucomponents. 

As far as cans and ferrous metals are concerned, thiS is 

no-'..; new technology at all. The City of Atlanta, for example, 

last year recovered 7,000 tons of ferrous metals from its 

incinerator pits by the .use 0£ magnets. This brought a 

revenue to the city of well over $98,000. The City of Chicago 

has just completed the largest incinerator in the Northern 

Hemisphere., They plan to recover 25,000 tons of ferrous metals 

after incineration, which will generate a revenue of in 

excess of $350,000. 

In addition, many municipalities, primarily on the 

West Coast, are utilizing magnetic separation of wet garbage 

to pull out the valuable ferrous metals® This makes sense. 

It gets out more than just beer and soft drink cans; it gets 

out all cans, all ferrous metals& 

The point is that applicatio:ra of sound systems 

approach a technological breakthrough that have been achieved 

that will bring us to meaningful solutions of the solid waste 

probleme 

Many of the proponents of Bill 2212 would have us 

believe that a ban on non-returnables and a mandatory tax 

on returnables would solve the litter probleme We in industry 

share the conc~rn for the disgraceful litter situation prevailing 

in our erivironm.ento not only in.New Jersey, .but elsewhere., 
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But logic suggests to us that Assembly.Bill 2212 is a simple 

solution where no simple problem exists" It has been pointed 

out to you many times that litter is a human behavioural 

problerno We don°t know why people litterb We do know, 

however, that people will litter whether the container is 

returnable or non-returnable. 

A study conducted by the National Academy of Sciences 

concludes that less than 20 per cent of the composition of 

roadside litter is made up of beer and beverage cans and 

bottles. The amazing statistic here though is that 42 per cent 

of all the beer and soft drink containers that were found 

an the roadside in this survey were deposit bottles, returnable 

bottleso In light of this fact, how can anyone logically 

reach the conclusion that a mandatory deposit will solve the 

litter problem? 

Industry is responding in the area of litter also. 

American Can Company, for example, has acquired the rights 

to a new machine which offers real promise to municipalities, 

counties and states as a means of automatically picking up 

litter, at substantially reduced costs. This is being studied 

by various states right now0 

If Assembly Bill 2212 were made law, it would disrupt 

fantastically the orderly, sanitary, efficient and economically

sound method of beverage distribution® By definition, every 

container is physically returnable~. This would include not 

only beer and soft drink cans and bottles, but also milk 

containers, juice containers, etca At last count there were 

over 610321 retail establishments in the State of New Jersey. 

These are where products are dispensed that would be covered 

by this particular bill. If the consumer.were to return for 

redemption all of the used cans, bottles of milk,containers, 

dirty and unwashed, half empty and contaminated with bacteria, 

the merchants of this state would have a spectacle of 61,321 

privately-owned garbage dumps, infested with vermin, rodents, 

bacteria and contamination, in which they would be expected 

to continue selling sanitary food in the normal course of 
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business. 

It is virtually undisputable that a regression to 

the deposit container would have the immediate impact of 

increasing the cost to the consumer© It also represents 

a destruction of major portions of the container-making 

industry 0 with a consequent loss of thousands of New Jersey 

jobs and millions of dollars of wages. 

Gentlemen, we are as a nation coming to grips 

with the litter and solid waste problem in meaningful terms. 

I would ask you not to approve legislation such as Assembly 

Bill 2212 at a time when government, industry and the public 

are working together to produce sound solutions, solutions 

which will create jobs in industry rather than destroying them. 

I thank you for your time. If you have any questions, 

I 0 11 be glad to try to answer them0 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: You say it is going to cost more 

to the consumer. What do you mean by that? On the other hand, 

a witness previously said the consumer pays more for non

returnable bottles and also mentioned the fact that when 

returnable bottles are returned, they get the deposit back 

and in turn it is cheaper., Why do you say it is going to 

cost more? 

MRm VANKEUREN: There is no question in certain 

retail outlets returnable bottles or products in returnable 

bottles are sold at a lower price than non-returnable 

containers. However, bear in mind that the non-returnable 

container dominates the market that we are referring to and, 

in that sense, underwrites the cost where the returnable bottles 

are usede 

There are statistics and studies that reveal that 

an average retail outlet incurs costs of up to 42¢ a case for 

handling returnable bottles. 

Now if we were to revert from a non-returnable, one-way 

system to a deposit, two-way system, .all of the costs involved 

of the bottlers in new equipment for handling returnables.o all 

of the distribution costs. involved,-; the new trucks required 
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by the distributors, the new space and the cost incurred 

by the retailers - would have to be passed on to the 

c0nsumer if these businesses were to in fa.ct stay in 

businesso 

I think we are somewhat misguided by current situations 

where there is a segment of returnable bottles at a lower 

price in relation to non-returnables at a higher price in 

a given retail outlet© 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: It all depends on the margin of 

profit of these various companies compared to what they 

would have to absorbo 

MRQ VANKEUREN: I would think that the capital 

investments required, not only by some of the soft drink 

bottlers and the brewers but,the distributors and the retailers, 

would drastically change the pattern of distribution and 

availability of these products on the market to an extent 

where certain businesses would no longer prevail© 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I just had a few questionsm 

I presume that you manufacture cans and bottles for all the 

major bottling companies. 

MRo VANKEUREN: We manufacture cans, sir, just canse 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Just canso I seeo Do you furnish 

those to Pepsi-Cola 0 Canada Dry and so forth? 

MR .. VANKEUREN~ The can industry supplies most of 

the soft drink bottlers and brewers, yeso 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Well, the cans at this time 

are not return.ableo 

:MR.m VANKEUREN: There is no way that a can can 

effectively compete in a legislated deposit-returnable system, 

noo A can can be returned to a given outlet., Well, let's 

say this, to cite an example: Th~re: are considereiti:fons?of\.p~rhaps 

putting a mandatory deposit of 5 cents on a can .. This 

exceeds the scrap value of the cano In fact, it exceeds the 

selling price of the original cano It doesn't make sense. 

The can cannot be reused or refilled., :tt does have tremendous 

scrap value, however; to both the steel and the copper industry, 
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but not to the extent of 5 cents& Also consider that if a 

can were returned to a supe~arket, the supermarket would 

then in turn have to return itL:tci.-thedistributor and it would 

eventually end up perhaps. at a wholesaler or back at the 

sof~ drink bottler or the brewery~ Then what? Great costs 

would be i.ncurred in this particular system to get it back 

into the recycling, and by recycling I mean back to the steel 

industry or the copper industry, to a point where the can 

virtually could not compete. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Since you do represent the 

can industry, I would like to ask you one questions It has 

been mentione9 by various witnesses here and also, I believe, 

by t,he.sponsor of the legislation, that cans be outlawed that have 

two-piece construction, referring to the pull tabs. Industry 

has testified before the Committee that litter is a person 

problemm Now if there are no pull tabs.on the can, therefore, 

we take away one of the problems,. do we not? 

MR .. VANKEUREN: We make our cans to respond to the 

consumer demands. The consumer, several years ago ---

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Excuse me. My question was 

specifically•directed at the.two-piece construction .. If we 

were to remove the pull tabs, it would be out of the consumer 0 s 

reach, so to speak. We say litter is a people problem. So 

if they don't have this type of can and they can't get this 

type of can, wh.at is goi,ng to be the effect?.. It is not 

what you put on the market .. Because, let 1 s face it, before 

we had pull t.abs, it was more difficult and we had to get 
a can opener .. But if there are no pull tabs, theh we have 

to get a can opener .. What is going.to be the effect as 

far as your company is concerned? 

MR .. VAN KEUREN: ·.I was trying to respond to that and 

indicate the developments and the expenses tha·::industcy went through 

fu.rc:le.valq;> a pull tab that was demanded by the consumers at _the 

time. I will skip all of that and.say that the can industry is 

working on convenient e.nds that have attached tabs. That 

would eliminate that problem.. But the point is-, if you ban 
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this particular style container, then it can't end up in 

litterm You kriow,·following that logic on through, if you 

banned all cans and bottles, you.have only eliminated 20 

per cent of- the litter .. So I ·don't think that is a sound 

approach, to {LegJ.slate it out of existence.. An ·attached tab 

before too many months will be offered to the consumer, 

just.like a non-returnable can is offered to them nowa Let 

them make their choice .. · 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: It will be what? an attached 

tab? 

MR .. VANKEUREN: I am sure all the can companies 

are working on it .. I know American Can is .. This is a 

tab that will not be totally removed from the container .. It 

will remain attached .. There are many conceptsQ It requires 

a great deal of testing .. As·you know, these containers are 

rather sophisticated. They are designed to hold a product, 

a specific product, and maintain that product all the way 

through .. Therefore, it requires a great deal of development 

and testing before-we- qan go to market .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: You will have to admit though 

that it is much easier for an individual to throw away a tab 

than to throw away·a can .. 

MR., VANKEUREN: ·I don't think it is any more 

convenient to throw away a tab on a metal can than it is 
a bottle cap or a cigarette wrapper or a gum wrapper .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: You don't think one is more 

dangerous than the other, as far as laying around? 

MR., VANKEUREN: I don't think honestly that a bottle 

cap is any less or more dangerous than a tab removed from 

a can .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I never cut myself ,on a bottle cap .. 

MR .. VANKEUREN: You would.remember it if you did, 

I am sure .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Would you like to enlarge on . the 

point you made about the new machinery? Did you say that is 

being developed or· is·· developed'? 
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MR .. VANKEUREN: For separating municipal solid 

waste? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Yes. 

MR., VANKEUREN: There are many, many s~stems. 

I refe.rred to some of the less sophisticated systems in use 

in various municipalities of :magnetically separating ferrous 

metals out of an incinerator residue. I think some of the 

other witnesses must have mentioned, and probably will 

mention, some of the other systems, such as Black, :Clawson 

in Franklin, Ohiou which uses a hydropulping technology to 

separate out not only cans, but glasso and eventually glass 

by color, fibrous materials, all of which are returned back 

to the various industries for reuse. 

There is a private enterprise in Houston, Texas, 

that takes the waste from the city and employs various means 

of separating out these products. The organics are used for 

· compost. Unfortunately, they are having a difficult time 

finding a compost market. I don't think that particular 

group went about it in a sound manner. They are starting to 

develop compost markets now, so they have a total system. 

The point is that various technologies that have 

been developed by these various industries, including the 

aircraft industry, are all coming to bear on the solid waste 

situation. That is why there are so many systems and so many 

systems that are quite effective and offer real promise, not 

only of reducing soli/d waste that might end up in landfill 

or incineration, but as a source of revenue to the local 

governments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much~ 

MR .. VAN KEUREN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Peck. 

THEODORE A .. PECK, J R .. : Mr. Chai.rm.an and 

members of the Committee: My name is Theodore Peck~ I am a 
I 

member of the governing body of West Windsor Township in Mercer 
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County, and it is a pleasure to appear before you today in support 
of Assembly Bill 2212. 

On April 26th of this year, the West Windsor Township 

Committee unanimously passed a resolution urging that: 

The Legislature of the State of New Jersey enact a law 
nrohibiting the use·of "No De-posit, No Return" beverage 
bottles and cans, exclusive of hard liquor, and that 
whenever "Return" beverage bottles are used, there be 
reauired a min~um security deposit of 10¢ per bottle 
or such sum as may encourage return of such a bottle. 

!~any other New Jersey mu.nici pali ties have -passed sjmilar 
resolutions. These votes -provide evidence of a growing 
concern over the increasing trend toward throwaway consumer 
items. i!y own municipality, like most communities torlay, 
is f9ced with a serious problem in solid-waste disposal. 

I cruu1ot pretend to speak for all who have voted for these 
resolutions, but I would like to express the reasons for 
my own concern, as a municitiRl official.and a:s a citizen. 

First, solid waste is Proliferating so rapidly as to 
be beyond control, while most industries-- emnhasizing 
"convenience" at the ex-pense of responsibility-- ha"l,e 
encouraged the public to believe that practically everything 

should be thrown away after. first use. This attitude is 
not going to be changed overnight, but the best place to 
beQin is with an industry which has always-- unti1 recent 
years-- operated with reusable containers~ Yet this 

industry is not cool.)erating. Bottlers and distributors 
find it more profitable to produce an endless stream of 
"disposable" bottles and cans. But their profit is my 
loss-- as a municipal official and as a taxpayer. 

· My tax dollars go to buy more garbarte ·trucks, landfill 
sites or incinerators, and to clean up the litter along the 
roadways. (It has been calculated that it costs New York 
City 31 cents for each bottle or can pjcked up.) As an 
official, I see money needed for other municipal services 
being spent to subsidize the profits of bottlers and 

distribntors. Industry representatives point out that only 
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about 22% of solid waste consists of glass and metal. 
However, they overlook the.fact.that aluminum and glass do 
not burn or decompose. From 60<1, to 80% of· incinerator 
refuse consists of glass and metal. 

My second concern is with jobs. We have heard the 
threats of some bottlers that, rather than return to the 
manufacture of returnable bottles, they will shut down their 
plants, thus throwing hundreds of people out of work. Well, 
I wish to point out that plants are already being closed down, 
by the hundreds, because of the switch to nonreturnables. 
The trend to throwaways in the beer industry caused the 
number_ of breweries to decline from 262 in 1958 to 188 in 
1967. If the current trend continues, the effect will be 
much greater in the soft-drink industry-- because it is a 
larger industry, with more employees and more small franchises. 
To handle returnable bottles, the operation must be 
decentralized; each plant can then handle bottles in its ovm 
area without excessive transportation costs. Nonreturnables, 
however, are distributed over a much wider area, and the local 
plants shut down. Officials of one of the nation's larfest 
soft-drink manufacturers-- one which has more than 1000 bottling 
plants today-- predict that ten years from now they will have 
less than 100, serving the entire country. 

Distributors have threatened to discontinue s_ervice to 
cities and towns considering legislation such as that which 
is now before you. However, I don't think they can afford to 

wll out of an entire state. In enacting this law the 
Legislature would insure more, not fewer, jobs for the peoT•le 
of New Jersey. 

l!y third ccmcern is the cost to consumers. I have 
already spoken of the higher taxes involved in dealing with 

disposable containers. In addition, beverages in nonreturnable 
bottles and cans.cost more at the point of sale. Presumably 
-' 

the.consumer is paying for the. "convenience" of throwing 
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away his bottle or can. However, within the last two yea.rs 
the recyclin~ concept has become universally accepted, so 
that alt good citizens must return their bottles and cans 
to a reclamation center. The "convenience" has disanpea.red. 

The industries would have us believe that the solution 
to the problem lies in using old bottles in the manufacture 
of new ones, and melting down aluminum cans to make more 
aluminum cans. But why manufacture the same product sever.al 

\ 

times oYer from the same material-- with all the expeMe of 
fuel ana resultant air and water pollution that the 
manufacturing process entails-- when the container can 
instead simply be washed and used again? The recycling 
concept is valid for those articles which cannot be used 
again; for beverage containers, re-use is the answer. 

The only justification the nroponents of nonreturnable 
contai.ners can offer is "convenience"-- for the bottler, 
the distributor and ~he consumer. A few years ago this 
argunent might have been unanswerable. However, times have 
changed. It has become clear to many of us that today's 
"convenience" can be tomorrow's disaster. It is time that 

\ 

we all learned to face that fact of life. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have several questions, Mr. Peck. 

I assume then that you advance the theory of returning to a 

deposit and returnable bottle. 

MR. PECK: Yes. Some people have suggested returning 

bottles and cans that are not actually usable, but that is not 

in my concept as the purpose of this bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: You wouid rather see the complete 
I 

elimination of this type of container. 

MR. PECK: Frankly, I think that is the ecologically 

sound approach. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: If we did away with these types 

of containers, how would I get my beer home from the bar? 

Would I carry it in the old pot? 

MR. PECK: I don't understand. If we have returnable 

bottles 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK:, Then you do favor returnable 

bottles. I am sorry. Perhaps I misunderstood. 

MR., PECK: Yes, returnable bottles. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: You mentioned in your statement 

that the industry representatives point out that only 22 

per cent of solid waste consists of glass and metal,.and you 

further point out that 60 to 80 per cent of incinerator refuse 

consists of glass and metal. Of course, at the present time 

we are interested not only in the pollution of the soil but 

we are also interested in the pollution of the air. If we 

reach a point in time when we discontinue incineratio_n, we 

are right back again to the 22 per cent, aren't we? 

MR PECK: Yes, but the point is that this material 

does not incinerate~ If you have it in a landfill, you still 

have the same problem of volume. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: But if we are not going to burn 

anything, it would then be just 22 per cent you are talking 

about~ 

MR. PECK: For instance, in a landfill you have 

paper and organic materials which can dissolve., which reduces 

the volume. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: A portion of it. 

MR.. PECK: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: It might be somewhat higher than 

22 per cent. 

MR~ PECK: Yes~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: My next question has to do with 

something I have seen mentioned several times. You indicate 

the trend to throw-aways in the beer industry caused the 

number of breweries to decline from 262 in 1951 to 188 in 

1967, which is roughly a 30 per cent reduction. I cannot 

believe personally that the switch to throw-aways is the 

primary reason for this decline in the number of breweries .. 

I certainly doubt that we are having 30 per cent less beer 

consumed at this point,. 

MR~ PECK: Well, the point is that you have fewer 

but larger breweries and they ship it longer distances. It tends 
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to close down the smaller operations .in lqcal areas. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: In other words, it could be 

connected with an increased expertise by management. to 

increase their facilities as well as possibly throw-away 

bottles. 

MR .. PECK: It is possible, but a lot of the management 

expertise these days I think has been exerted towards developing 

non-returnable bottles and this is the way to increase profits .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have no further questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: In your.openingstatement, sir, 

you mentioned that the West Windsor Township Committee 

unanimously passed the resolution with regard to the no-deposit, 

no-return bottles. You mention that you have recommended 

10 cents per bottle deposit, but didn't mention anything 

about cans. Are you concerned about the cans? 

MR. PECK: As I stated, my own position is that a 

returnable container should actually be reusable. It has just 

been stated that this is not possible with cans. So what 

we are really envisio~ing is a returnable bottle system. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: In other words, you would be 

in favor of a non-returnable can? 

MR .. PECK: No. My own position may be somewhat 

extreme, but I feel that aluminum is such a scarce metal, 

it shouldn't be used in beverage cans at all~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: You did mention that it costs 

New York City 31 cents to pick up a discarded bottle or 

can. Do you have any figures as to what it might cost 

Jersey City, Newark or Trenton? 

MR. PECK: No, I am sorry.I don 1 t have those 

figures. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Because we are primarily 

interested in our own Stateti 

MR. PECK: I have not seen tbose figures, but I 

presume it would be comparable. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: You do not have figures on that .. 

MR. PECK: .. No. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: You mentioned the nation's largest 

soft drink manufacturer,, Would you care to give the name of 

that manufacturer? 

MR~ PECK: I am sorry_.. I can't give you the name. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: You don't care to give the name? 

MR,, PECK: The statistics I read listed this as 

the largest manufacturer~ Frankly 1 I don't know which the 

largest is~ I have a suspicion, but 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: O"K" 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much, Mr" Peck. 

I would like to enter into the record a statement by 

Alfred A. Hadinger, Councilman, Village of Ridgewood,in 

support if A 2212~ a resolution by the Township of Cedar Grove, 

in Essex County, in support of .A 2212 ~ a letter from Mr .. 

George Alexander of Princeton1 in favor of A 2212~ a statement 

on A 2212 by Ellis Yochelson of Maryland, in favor of A 2212~ 

a statement by the American Association of University Women, 

Princeton Branch,. in favor of A 2212 ~· and a letter from the 

Crusade for a Cleaner Environment, based in Washington, D •. c .. , 
in favor of A 2212~ and a Statement by Theodore Nalikowski, 

State Director of Drive, for the Teamsters' Union, in opposition 

to A 2212. 

(Copies of the above can be found beginning on 
page 182 ~) 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Mr~ Chairman, I would like to 

have Mr. Peck return if I could for an additional question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Before we do that, I also 

have a statement from the Licensed Beverage Association to 

be included in the record, opposing A 221:2. 

(Statement by Arthur Mitchko,. Licensed Beverage 
Association, can be found on page 214.) 

Mr. Peck, Assemblyman Black would like to ask you 

an additional question~ .Will you please come forward. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK:. Mr. Peck~ I was trying to check 

in your testimony where you made reference to this nation's 

largest soft drink manufacturer and in reply to Mr. Kiehn's 

question, you indicated you did not wish to name it. 
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MR. PECK: No. I 1 m sorry. .It is not that .I 

don° t wish to but I am not .sure wllicn one it i,s. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Well, would you care . to .tell us 

what your .source material is for this? 

MR~ PECK: I would have to check my files. I have a 

big file of clippings on this. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I become very upset when we 

are talking about a bill which.certain union representatives 

indicate could result in a layoff, if passed, of a.number of 

people. The industry agrees with.the unio11, as does the 

Chamber of Commerce& Although in a public statement you 

have every right to present your opinion~ I certainly think that 

you shouldfootnote references of this nature if you are 

going to submit them in public testimony,for the benefit of 

the Committee, so we may follow up and fully investigate the. 

matter. 

today. 

MR .. PECK: I will give you that before I leave 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very much, ' sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you. 

Mr. Neilland of the New Jersey Food Council. I 

have a statement from him so I guess he is not going to 

testify .. 

(Statement from James M .. Neilland can be found 
beginning on page 215. )_ 

Mr .. Becci, New Jersey Package Storet Association .. 

Is he present? (No response.) 

Mr. Price,. Thatcher Glass Company. Mr. Price, 

we would like you to limit your testimony to a summary of 

this. We can 1 t have it read verbatim. 

GERALD L,. PRICE: Mr. Chairman and Distinguished 

Members of the Committee: 

Thank you for this oppo:rt~nity to make what I hope 
' ' 

will be a helpful contribution.to ·your studies on Assembly 

Bill 22120 
' ' 

My name is Gerald L. Price •. r am Vice P:resi.dent of 

Thatcher Glass Manufacturing Co.,, with plant facilities in Wharton, 
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New Jersey. My company is a leading producer of food and 

beverage glass containers and a member of the Glass Container 

Manufacturers Institute. 

I am speaking this morning on behalf of Thatcher 

and the Institute, a national trade association whose domestic 

members produce nearly 90 per cent of the glass containers 

manufactured in the United Statese 

The legislation you are considering is of very 

direct concern to the glass container industry, since our 

company and the industry have invested millions of dollars and 

man hours over many years in the pursuit of new and improved 

systems and programs to solve the very real solid waste disposal 

and litter problems that we all face. 

Indeed" we believe we were the first to institute solid 

waste management programs on an industrywide basis when we 

established an environmental pollution control program some 

4 1/2 years ago under the supervision of a former director 

with the United States Bureau of Mines. 

Our joint objectives, therefore, are similar but they 

will not be realized throt,1gh the proposed legislation. 

Legislation of this sort simply won't work .. 

To conserve time this morning, I have left with 

the Corrirn.ittee some material which will outline in more detail 

the program in which our industry has been deeply involved 

and devote my remarks to highlighting the findings of our 

research and those projects. 

I would like to u:rge this distinguished Committee 

and others seriously attempting to develop meaningful, con

structive solutions, to consider that when the concerned 

environmental groups, whose concern we share although we differ 

in approach, quote the vast figures of the solid waste problem, 

only less than 1.3 per cent, a:s pointed out earlier by Mr .. 

Van Keuren ,_ constitute the burden of beverage glass containers .. 

Furthermore, a survey of some 5,000 public works 

officials by the Resource Management Corporation reveals that 

these officials find glass containers to be a negligible 
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problem standard solid waste disposal systems. 

Crushed glass - or cullet, as it is known - has 

always been used in the making of new glass containers - indeed, 

for many years there was a large cullet industry in New Jersey 

which provided a necessary source of used glass for our industry 

which we are trying to revive today. 

In the summer of 1970, reclamation centers were 

established by more than 90 manufacturing plants in 25 states~ 

Here in New Jersey, all GCMI member companies participated, 

· dri5'.wing on its labor and management and our bottler customers, 

to assist in reclamation of used containers, as a result of 

programs voluntarily launched by a broad range of community 

groups and individuals. 

To date, member companies alone in New Jersey have 

collected more than 50 million pounds of used glass containers -

representing an expenditure of over half a million dollars -

waste glass that would have otherwise become part of this 

state 9 s litter and solid waste accumulation. 

While we see voluntary public reclamation programs 

only as a vital first educational step to dramatize the 

concept of recycling and reuse, we anticipate substantial increase 

in programs in the months ahead. 

However, as important as such voluntary programs are 

in educating the public in solid waste and litter, our industry 

believes it is in the development of technology and solid 

waste disposal systems, as well as in. the development of 

secondary uses for glass, in which will lie the ultimate 

solution for solid waste, and in continuing educational programs 

to combat the litter problem" 

Thus, our industry is working on four fronts: 

In litter, GCMI was a founding member of Keep America 

Beautiful, and is still its largest contributor. Our 

industry has long conducted its own anti-litter programs in plant 

communities, sales offices and through national anti-litter 

radio and television promotion~ in solid waste, we have under

taken extensive research into the impact of our product on 
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the environment~ the qevelopment of secondary _products and 

the development and testing of systems which would separate 

our glass portion from municipa_l solid waste. 

In the development of secondary material.s, I woulq. 
. . .; . . .. 

like to draw your attention to the small kit which has been 
,, 

submitted to you, which displays just a few of the products 

that are today being commercially made from waste glass. 
. . 

These include glasphalt,-a paving material that presently is 
• • • • •• I • 

being used experimentally.in eigl!.t states: b:J.:ocks, including 

a new process of compressing rather than baking; decorative 

mosaic tiling and spun glass insulation. 

I would also like to.note tne small vial of sand-like 

granuals, which represents tne same. vial when ground up, 

indicating.the reduction in size when glass is properly crushed 

for landfill .. 

To da:t;:.;<ii!,OUr research has indicated that there are more 

uses for waste glass than our entire industry could produce now 

or in the future •. 

What are neede9; of course, are the systems that can 

lessen the impact of·solid waste disposal on our environment 

under present waste disposal practices and through separating 

and recycling of all solid waste - not just less than 6 

per cent - conserve natural resources by returning those 

valuable materials back to their respective industriese 

Included in the material I have provided is a 

summary of the systems which are currently under development 

of all facets of government, private industry and educational 
institutions, numbering over 50, of which several need on:ly 

to be tested in pilot systems. 

Earlier this month,_G.CMI completed arrangements for 

the funding of the installation of a subsystem for the 

mechanized retrieval of glass suitable for-recycling from 

the country's first full-scale pilot recycling plant, 

constructed by the Black Clawson System in Franklin, Ohio® 

Details of the system, whic.h holds great promise, are also 

included in the material I have left with you. The glass. 

system incorporates screening, washing, ai1e-classification, 

para-magnetic and optical sorting technologies that our 
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industry ha~ jointly researched over'the pastse~eral years. 

sU:ch systems I established ·on ··a ·regional basis in 

New Jersey with corollary secondary material's industries offer 

the best hope, we feel,-for the viable solution of solid waste 

disposal problems. 

Such an approach would riot ·only see the development of 

many new jobs.and industries in.our·state, of a more constructive 

nature, but would be the.best utilization of industry's 

economic and technological resources rather than their dis

sipation through.quick, simplistic approaches that would 

prove an economic burden to the consumer as well as industryd 

In surrimary, I would like to mention that every 

Federal congressional and agency committee that has given 

deep and thoughtful considerat_ion to the solid waste and 

litter problems, including the Federal Environmental Protection 

Agency, as well as study committees in each of the 44 states 

that have considered similar legislation to 2212, have concluded 

that eliminating, discriminating or restricting no-deposit , 

beverage containers won°t solve the problem. 

All have concluded that salvage, reuse and recycling 

of all solid waste is the answer. 

Mre William D. Ruckelshaus, Director of the Environ

mental Protection Agency, as reported in March_ 29 issue of 

U.S. News and World Report, stated that recycling is a much 
more rationcil approach to improve the environment than 

reverting to returnable containers. 

To that end, in summary, I would like to recommend 

a joint industry government study of regional solid waste 

systems in New Jersey, and the application of systems for 

solid waste and recycling with a view to ·implementing such 

a program for our state within the next few years ... To that 

end, I can pledge the f:ull support of our industry, its man

power and its ·technological resources .. 

Thank you for your consideration of our viewse 

(Mr. Price I s complete ~ritten' stat·ement can 
be found, beginning• .on: page ,.2.i:3: .. J 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: .Assemblyman, Bla,ck • 
. ·so_., 

... 
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·· ASSEMBLYMAN BIJ\.C:K: .. No questions d sir. · Thank you 

very much., 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Kiehn? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN; I think the .statement speaks 

fer itself. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Fay .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: No questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Price, it has been charged 

by proponents of the bill tha.t the glass industry is so locked 

in w,ith equipment manufacturing non-returnables, it is just 

not feasible. for.them to adapt into a returnable container so 

this is the reasqn they are justifying t:heir position~ Would 

you comment on that? 

MR.. PRICE: Yes, We are quite capable of making both 

returnables and non-returnables. In fact, we do it every day. 

It is simply a matter that the public Seemf:I to prefer non

returnables and consequently we do make a few more of those than 

we do of returnables. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: A few more? 

MR,. PRICE.: Yes. Of the production of the glass 

industry, about 60 per cent in beverages is in one-ways and 

about 40 per cent is still in returnablesi which is still a 

pretty good percent of our total business. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON:· Those figures aren't true 

though in New Jersey, are they? 

MR. PRICE: No. I am talking about the entire 

country. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: What would be the figures in 

New Jersey of non-returnables versus returnables? 

·MR. PRICE: Well, it woulq. be considerably different 

that that .. I wouldn't really be able to answer that as far 

as New Jersey alone is co.ncerned. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: About 90 to 95 per cent? Do 

you .think it :would be that high? 

MR .. PRICE: I guess probably 90 per cent would be 

one-ways in New .Jersey, but: th.at. is·• just a guess because 



naturally I don°t know what the·other companies produce. But 

from what I know of the bottlers in this State, yes, probably 

90 per cent would be one-ways. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Why do ·you think New Jersey 

runs adverse to the national adverage? 

MR .. PRICE: Distribution costs in the metropolitan 

areas are higho It is not quite as easy to take bottles back, 

particularly in metropolitan areas. · If you go into the South 

or Midwest, returnables are still a big factor in those 

markets. But it is easier for the bottlers to get their 

bottles back and probably easier for the people to take them 

to the stores. It' is very difficult in New Jersey if you buy 

a six-pack of returnable bottles to get it back to the store 

where you got it or any store for that matter. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I can't understand that. It 

would seem to me since we are the most densely populated state 

the stores would be closer to the consumer: whereas if you 

take the states in the Midwest, the population is more spread 

out. 

MR. PRICE: I don°t know. One of the things that 

has remained a complete mystery to us is why people in this 

area will not take a bottle back for a five-cent deposit. 

Yet they will voluntarily pick up glass that we only give them 

half a cent apiece forG Just what makes a consumer do this, 

I am not sure. 

Again I think this goes back to the bottler:·t.s expenses 

to some degree though. He would then have to go back to 

the stores, sort out the bottles - let 0 s say he is a Pepsi

Cola bottler - get his bottles separated from Seven-Up and 

CocaCola ahd Canada Dry and everybody else 0 s, load them in 

a truck and take them all back to his plant again. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: That is done at the stores 

though~ It used to be the stores would have them separated 

according to the different brands, and the truck driver would 

come in and make his delivery and iri .turn take.the returned 

bottles. T.he driver used to get _p'aid ,so· much £or delivering 

full goods and so much for taking the empty.,bottles back • 
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So the only problem is st9rage, isn't it? 

MR,. PRICE: Yes, storage is particularly important -

storage and the expense of having somebody go to work and do 

this within the store. You have to have somebody there. to 

give the deposit back to the consumer. It has to be done 

really in the front of the store to make it effective or somewhere 

within the working area of the store. And the glass has to be 

transported to the rear of the store, segregated from the 

food products because invariably there is some residue left 

in the bottles which makes them a health hazard, then separated 

into the various cases by particular type of bottle, all of 

which costs money to the store to have personnel do this. 

This doesn't explain why the consumer won't bring it back, but 

this, I think, has contributed to the demise of the returnable 

bottle in the metropolitan areao The storekeeper to some 

degree just won't stock returnable bottles and he won°t stock 

them really to a large degree because his customers won°t buy 

them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: O.IC Thank you very much. 

Mrs. Cynthia Fox. 

C Y N T H I A A, F O X: My name is Cynthia Fox. I 

am from Princeton and a very concerned citizen. Thank you for 

asking us here today,, regarding Assembly Bill 2212. 

I am from Princeton and have been completely involved 

with our monthly recycling program, the first of which was 

last February~ We are happy that it has been a success. 

But I am convinced that recycling is only a partial 

solution to the formidable solid waste problem. 

I believe ·that it is absolutely necessary that we 

slow down the production of b,ottles.., already in the billions, 

by returning to the thrifty practice of reuse again and again. 

I have heard it said that the supermarkets are against 

returnables. Why? Because the lower cost of returnables competes 

with the sale of their own brands, and because they have never 

cooperated in arranging a really satisfactory method of 
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recei ~in(_;} the returned bottles. After ail these ye·ars, 

the housewife, carrying her 'botties back to the stoi~', has 

to wait, sometimes in line, whil~. in some stores' :ali '~xpress
line boy reluctantly takes her bottles arid dumps them'into 

a store cart, all of which is usually in everybody's way. 

It is all utterly inefficient. 
' Open up your minds to a new concept of What happens 

to those returned bottleso Perhaps in the corner of the 

supermarket there could be a machine dispensing the deposit 

change for the bottles~ Perhaps in an extension, also roofed, 

of the Pick~Up area there could he some efficient arrangement. 

America is famous for its technological kriow-how·and·I say 

it is time we used some creative thinking towards making it 

easy, pleasant, and.efficient to return our bottles in a 

well-organized system·a 
. . 

When we accomplish.this; ·then'I think we will have 

a public which, recognizing the environmental and economical 

importance of reusing the same container, will expect, perhaps 

even demand' that once again I as,' we . did until recently' we 

have only returnable bottl~~. After ,}ill, they are cheaper. 
Regarding aluminim, it is a precious vani'shing resource .. 

Let us not waste it on beverage containers., 

Let us revert to·· ret:urnable glass bottles and let 

recycling be the last resort, not the first. 
Assembly Bill 2212 is.a step in the right direction. 

Thank you for your attention0 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? (No response.) 

Thank you very much for your testimony. Mrs. Aletta? 

CAROL ALE TT A: My name is Carol Alettaw I am 

not from any organized group. r'am a citizen.· I am a· voter. 

I ama consuinero I am 'also the m~ther of two of these young 

people who have b~en distracting you for the'past half hour 

and I am going' to tak~'th~mout so the distraction will.cease. 

But I would like you to 'know,··. first of all, why I brought them 

here or why I am here:. :t' brought therri because. I have no one 
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else to care for them. I am here because of these little 

people and because I want them to grow up in a better world~ 

I feel that this bill currently before you will be one tiny 

step in.that direction and I think you, as legislators, should 

think about this. Many of you have children, grandchildren, 

nieces, nephews. It is their world that we are thinking 

about and we are trying to help .. 

This isn't going to do everything, but it is a start~ 

it is a small step. So this is why I am here, to speak for 

them and to speak for all the other mothers who don 1 t have the 

courage or don't live near enough or just can't make it in 

herei> to.let you know that we are in favor of this bill and 

we are concerned about our children. That's all. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black asked that 

Committeeman Peck clarify the , source of his statement, and 

he advises he got it from Outlook~ which is a publication of 

Owens-Ill:inois Glass Company, September, 1970. The statement 

he quoted was: "One of the nation 1 s biggest soft drink 

manufacturers has more than 1,000 local bottling plants today -

but officials of that company predict that 10 years from now 

they'll have less than 100 serving the entire country. 11 

Mr~ Harry Seales? Mr. Seales who testified last 

week is from Long Branch Recycling Area and he asked me if he 

could come back to give some additional information. 

HARRY SE ALES: Mr. Chairman and members of 

the Committee: Last week I was asked to bring back today 

specific details on proposals for area reclamation centers. 

So I have brought you these proposals, which were prepared 

by engineer R~ Eo Straub of Cartarete Mr. Straub is here 

in the Chamber~ he is not scheduled to appear. But if you 

should want to" ask him details on this, I am sure he would 

be happy to give them to you. 

If I may, the United States Chamber of Commerce has 

authorized me to give you for the record copies of their 

Pollution Facts, a study based on the National Academy of 

Science Reports on returnables versus non-returnables. I 
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won°t go into details, but I will send you copies of this 

report.. I would like 'to urge e~eryone who is ·• interested in 

this problem to secure this report from the u. s~ Chamber 

of Commerce in Washington - copies of this report, number one 

in a series, issued about two months ago. You can receive 

these by writing directly to the Uo s.·chamber of Commerce 

in Washington 0 Do Co 

There has been, I am afraid, in a good bit of the 

testimony a lot of wishful thinking with disregard for cold, 

hard factso One fact is this: Your 12-ounce return bottle 

weighs approximately a half pound. The statement has been 

made. that going to mandatory use of return bottles would 

supposedly reduce litter. The fact is that it would tend to 

increase the litter volume and the garbage volume 2 to 10 

times over, because it takes 5 tin cans or 10 aluminum cans 

I should say it would take 5 half-pound deposit bottles to 

replace 5 tin cans® Your ratio of weight -- 1 bottle equals 

5 tin. ,cans or 10 aluminum cans. And the hardu cold facts are 

that the litter studies that have been made, including this 

one by the Ua So Chamber and by the National Academy of Science, 

have all shown the amazing, incredible fact that litter surveys 

show a higher percentage of returned bottles, thrown away, 

than the total percentage of returned bottles in use in the 

various areas that have been studied0 No one knows why 

this isu but every study that I have been able to find has 

showr1 this to be a fact and it has been borne out in our 

reclamation center in Long Branch and in the teams that we 

have had in operation for 45 weeks, cleaning all the litter 

off the cit'y streets, city-owned properties and vacant lots. 

As to the value of reclamationu Coke of New York 

released figures to me about 30 days ago that showed a 

reversal of their downward trend on return trips of deposit 

bottles in areas where there has been extensive reclamation 

education and activities, such as in Eastern Monmouth County" 

Their turnover had gone down to as low as 3 trips per bottlee 

It is now back up to nearly 6 trips per bottle in that 
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particular area where we have engaged for a year in such 

extensive activity. 

I have tried to find exact information on the 

effect of transportation in going to return bottles completely© 

A five-yard truck will carry about 6,000 poµnds of crushed. 

glass from the reclamation centers to the recycling plants® 

Every estimate that I have been able to get shows that from 

12 to 20 trucks would be needed to carry that same amount of 

glass, same weight of glass, in return bottles in cases back 

to the bottling plants0 

I am not opposed to return bottles® I am opposed 

to this legislation though on the basis of the cold, hard 

facts. 

Also this proposed legislation would prohibit the 

sellers at wholesale and retail levels from using anything but 

return containers~ It does not prohibit the buyers8 And if 

you think for one minute that all the restaurants and all 

the tremendous volume of beverage users in this State would 

not buy out of state simply to save that nickel per can or 

bottle on a ten- or fifteen-cent soft drink of juice or what 

have youu you are mistakenQ 

Gentlemen, as the testimony has brought out, people 

simply donnt return returnable bottles. We don't know why® 

The only upswing that we have been able to detect is in areas 

where reclamation has been pursued so vigorously~ Sure 0 

reclamation is called a stop-gap measure. One of the main 

values is in the education that is carried on through reclamation 

and the involvement of the young people and the income that 

they can't otherwise get at ages below 14. 

A large part of the increase in litter, it should 

be borne in mind, is also due to the increase in population in 

the Statea It is not just a matter only of people more and 

more throwing out more and more litter; it is more and more 

people0 One recommendation that the United States Chamber 

of Commerce makes in this regard is to pass legislation, 

making tossing of litter from a moving vehicle a violation 

\ 
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whh;;h w0uld be entered on the driver's record, if convicted; 

which would put teeth for the first time in some of these anti

litter regulationso 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: .. Any questions? {No .. response. ) 

·Thank you very much, Mr.. .Seales .. 

Mrse Heidi Hopkins., 

HE ID I H O P K I N S: Mre Chairman and members of 

the Committee: My name is Heidi Hopkins and I would like 

to present a state~ente First ot all, I would like to 

present a letter on behalf of T,homas Southerland from the 

Princeton University Environmental A.dvisory Committee, and 

secondly, on behalf of the Conservation Coalition with 

permission from the Crusade tor a Cleaner Environrnente 

(Reading) 

First, the letter from Mr. Southerland: 

11 0n behalf of the Princeton University Environmental 
Advisory Committee, I am writing to urge the 
passage of Assembly Bill No .. 2212 .. This.concerns 
the banning of certain non-returnable or disposable 
beverage containers within the State of New Jersey 
and requires a 5 cents deposit: on ret:urnable containers .. 

uThank you .. 

"Sincerely yours, 

Thomas c .. Southerland, Jr .. 
Chairman" 

Now to the statement in suppo.rt of A 2212, .on behalf 

of the Conservation Coalition: 

It has become evident from the arguments of many 
' . . ' . 

of the opponents of A 2212 that the l.oss of jobs, which 

the passage of A 2212 would allegedly entai:1,, is the.ir major 

concerno We would like to point out, however, that - while 

there might be a loss of jobs for some - the total job isituation 

is much more optimistic for New Jersey .. ;,et us look at the 
.. 

research done by the 11 Crusade for a Cleaner Environment" in 
' ' ·' .. 

... Washington, D.. C. Since the beer and soft drink ino.ustries 
• . . ! ' . •. • . . :: 

would have to return to their previous methods. of bottling 

and marketing, the net r~sult of passing A 2212.will pe an 

increase in employment .. 
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Here are the facts which the ''Crusade for a Cleaner Environment" came up 

with on "THE EFFECT ON JOBS OF THE TREND TOWARD NON-RETURNABLE CONTAINERS 

IN THE BEER AND SOFT DRil1K INDUSTRIES" : 

The switch-over from returnable, money-back bottles to throw-awa,_v 

container::; in the beer industry has been paralleled by a sharp decline 

in the number of breweries with a consequent loss of jobs and corresponding 

decline in payrolls. 

Figures from the U.S. Department of Commerce show that the number of 

breweries in this country dropped from 262 in 1958 to 188 in 1967, a 

decline of 28.3 ;a. Recently, a representative of the U.S. Brewers 

Association estimated there.were now less than Bu brewing companies. 

The number of persons employed by breweries dropned from 71 • 700 in 1958 

to 6U,50O in 1967, a decline of 15.6 ~;. Based on the average wage rate 

of fte, 714 in 1967, the 11 ; 2CC .. job. decline amounted· to a nazrol l loss of 

¢97,596,800, 

It is estiJ:1S.ted that.even lar,c:er repercussions will occur in the soft drink 

industry - if the switch to throw-aways continues. If the current trend 

continues, experts predict that by 1975, all soft drinks will be sold in 

non-returnable. containers. In 1967 there were 3,403 soft drink bottling plants 

in this country employing 123,400 persons with a total payroll of 

i727, 100,000. 

If the trend to throw-awa;rs in the soft dtinkindustry parallels the beer 

industry, which it has to date, a decline of 28.3 % in the number of plants 
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would amount to a drop in plants of 936, or anew total of 2,440 plants. 

The number of employees, with a 15.6 % decline~ would fall to 104,150. 

Using the 1967 payroll figure of ¢5,892, the total loss in pavroll would be 

¢113,421,000 yearly. 

J.. complete switch to throw"-m:ays would also affect emplo·rnent · in food 

stores and otr.er establish.r:ients selling soft drinks. .?'ood chains estimate 

that it tal:en beti,een 1/4 and 1/2 of a man to phydcally hanci.le the 

sorting and related work connected with returnables. 'l'here were, in 1967, 

218, 1 3C food stores in this country. Bs tima ting that around 90 1~ were 

handling returnables at that tioe·and using the minimum manpower need of 

1/4 r:an, the number of jobs comes to 50,000. Using ~6,000 as an e•rerace 

wage base, the payroll loss would be ¢300 1 000,cb0 yearly. 

Combininc the three different sets of figures,. the effect on jobs and 

salaries fror: the trend toward non-returnable container::: in the beer and 

soft drink indm:tries comes to a possible job loss of 80 1450 person::: and 

a rn7roll loss of g511 ,01 '7,800 Yearlv minimtU!l, In addition, there are 

thousands of warer.cusing jobs which would be adversely affected by a 

complete switcr.-over to non-returnables. 

For a plant comparison between the beer industry, now altost wholly 

corr.mi tted to throw-aways nnd, t.he soft d.rinl: inu,.u.s tr,1 i:: till selling a 

large volume of returw1.bles, i·J.i.ller .6r1:11~ine· Cowpany ana. the ~even-up 

Bottling Company distribute approximately the same volume of products on 

a national basis. Miller does it from three breweries. Seven.;.Up does it 

from 487 franchise bottlers. The September issue of Outlook, a publication 

of Owens-Illinois (largest producer of glass bottles in the country), said, 

"One of the nation's biggest soft drink.manufacturers hE!S more than 

1,00C·local bottling·plants today -- but officials of that company predict 
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that 10 years from now they 9 11 have less than:, 100 serving 

the entire country." 

(Thus for the "Crusade for a Cleaner Environment. ii) 

With these facts in mind, we; the Princeton 

Conservation Coalition, strongly urge you to approve A 2212. 

Mr. Black, here you ought to have the information 

you are looking for again. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mrs. Hopkins, you are saying 

even if this bill is not passed, there is still going to be 

a decrease in the number of jobs in the :'bottling industry• 

if the trend continues. 

MRS .. HOPKINS: Yes, if the trend towards non-returnables 

continues, there probably will be if we can believe what the 

Crusade for a, Cleaner Environment has written. I think they 

wouldnnt have disseminated the information if they didnnt 

believe it was accurate. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I keep having the same question 

come to my mind and, that is, how would we identify the bottles 

that had deposits on them coming out of the funds of the 

depositors in New Jersey? How would we prohibit bottles from 

Pennsylvania coming back for collection of deposits? 

MRS. HOPKINS: I think you probably are dealing 

with a relatively small amount of bottles that are coming 

over from Pennsylvania. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Right now we are because we are 

not paying this five cents on every container. Under the 

proposed legislation, we would then be paying five cents for 

just about every bottle. The manufacturers have indicated 

that they do not have the funds to go to a massive returnable 

bottle situation. So I am wondering how we would identify 

bottles coming in from adjacent states since they would 

probably continue using the same containers. 

MRS. HOPKINS: I am quite optimistic that if New 

Jersey takes the step of outlawing the non-returnable containers, 

Pennsylvania and all the neighboring states will follow suit 

pretty soon. It will: be a matter of a year or two or perhaps 
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at the most five, if that - I 0 m not·even sure of that - and 

we won°t have that problem anymore. I am sure the people in this 

country will cooperate0 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: My next question: Are you aware 

of any sweeping movement among the population to do.away 

with the throw-away bottles or .containers? 

MR.So HOPKINS: I think so. I think people are 

very much interested. The fact that all these recycling 

movements have come into existence shows that there is a 

great interest on the part of .the people. However, they have 

been misled in the past by all the advertising.· They have 

been trained to throw away things. And I don°t think you can 

untrain them within a year. It takes some time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have my thoughts also and I 

was 1wondering if you could cite any drop in sales of materials 

as a result of the containers? 

MRS. HOPKINS: Beg your pardon? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Have gross sales increased or 

decreased over the past ten-year period? 

MRSo HOPKINS: Of what? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Of materials that.are bottled 

in throw-away containers~ 

MRS. HOPKINS: I donut think I understand your 

question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: What I am.getting at is, the market 

appears to be ~ncreasing, not decreasing. 

MRS. HOPKINS: For non-returnable containers? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes. Yet the returnables have 
' 

been decreasing based on the figures produced in testimony today. 
and g.t the prior hearing. 

MRS .. HOPKINS: I think if .. sales have increased, it 

means that the people have become a little more affluent and 

they just drink a little more Coke or whatever and I donut 

think it is related to either the non'"".'returnable or the 

returnable containers .. I donut think that makes any difference. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have seen no retail association 
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come for:ward and inp.icate that they have been contacted at 

their countei _ _with'requests from the consumers to discontinue 

carrying throw-away containers .. This leads me to believe 

that perhaps at this point we will have a speaker at a later 

point bring this out. _ But thus far we have not., I would 

assume then that the general public appreciates the convenience 

·--- ·- of the throw-away containers and are willing to pay perhaps 

a little bit more for them. 

MRS.. HOPKINS: Again I have to come back to my 

statement that the public has been: trained and the public 

has been made.dumb by the p_ast 'advertisementso and I think 

you must agree .. They have been subjected to this kind of 

myth that it is very· easy to throw away a can 6r whatever.,· 

They believe it after a while. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK:.· I would say that the myth is 

probably an actuality, that it is easy to throw it away., 

MRS.. HOPKINS: No, not if you have to pay f-or it -

first; the container, and then you have to pay for carting 

·the material away to the dumps .. · 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: From the individual consumerus 

standpoint, · I would think that it is relatively easy to 

drop it in the kitchen waste-· can~ 

MRS .. HOPKINS: Oh, no 0 it isn't - no, no., 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: It is not easier? 

MRS .. HOPKINS: Nou it isn't because if you are a 

h0usewife, for instance, which I'think you arenut -
ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I haven't been for some time., 
MRS. HOPKINS: (Continuing)-~ you have to collect 

an awful lot of bottles and they get terribly much in your 

way and it is a great nuisance to have all _those bottles 

sitting around until the garbage man comes by on a certain 

day, · which is once a week in. our case, to pick them up., 

That is from the practical standpoint., 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: . On the other hand, Mrs .. __ Hopkins, 

would it not also be to·the disadvantage of the housewife 

to have bottles sitting arouhd in"a container, waiting around 
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tq"go baek to the stor:e? 

M;RS., HOPKINS.: Well,· we have to go .shopping everY. < ·_ 

s~e(:)nd day any-way.,_ 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Every second 9-ayf 

MRS m HOPKINS: Every ,second or tbird day.. We like 

to ··have fresh food, fresh vegetables .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank .you very much. You have 

·answered one of my questions that I haven't asked ·and that 

is where my pay check'.goeso Now yo:u have advised me wher~ 

it g.oes .. My wife is probably shopping every other day~ 

MR,5 ... HOPKINS: That doesn't mean you have to pay 

more or shop for more~ you just get fresher food that way .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Mrs.. Hopkins,_ last _week we had 

the industry people i":molv.ed and some of the more prominent -

ones todayo We have had people from theAFL-CIO who, I 

believe, represent almost everyone in this industry. In 

your statement you say there might.be a J.,oss of jobs for some. 

Last week, the testimonywoul,d indicate "some" would come 

out to a minimum of 10,000 jobs~ To me, this would have to 

be cleared up and this goes back to one of the original 

statements today that with such conflicting and contradictory 
. . 

testimony, obviously an objective study in depth would have 

to-be made hereo on·your figures ::Eor the,breweries, these 

are rlational figures. Is there a breakdown on jobs in 
New Jersey, jobs that were and jobs that are? 

MRS~ __ HOPKINS : Not in the info:rmation that I have. 

But if you would call M:r;. Harman Elder at the Crusade for a 

Cleaner Environment, I am sure he will be g.;Lad to give it 

to you .. 

ASSE:MBLYMAN FAY: We will _follow through on that .. 

We are going to hear today fr~m t"~o people who are listed here 

as representatives of th~ Brewers 0 Association. Possibly 

they might have those figures • 

. MRS .. HOPKINS: It seems to me that the number of 

job losses· that.have been cited is_ extremely high and I ·am 

rather doubtful of that. I would appreciate it if you would 
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on that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Unfortunately I am leaning in the 

other direction. I am mo:re frightened of the job loss and the 

economic loss being even greater than has been statedo 

Before I as a representative of my constiuents could cast 

an intelligent vote on an important subject' like this, I 

most certainly would have to have conclusive or near conclusive 

economic statistics and figures.and statements telling me just 

what kind of an impact this is:·.going to have on the individuals 

and most certainly the impact on the industry of the Stateo 

Because history has shown. us where one state moves and moves 

strongly into an area, the states that are bordering them are 

not inclined to move as strongly~ they are more inclined to 

pick up the economic advantages that they have gained® 

So the AFL-CIO figures and the statement from your organization 

are the kinds of fact and the kinds of answers that the 

legislators and the Governor have to have in front of theme 

MRS~ HOPKINS: That is exactly why I felt you should 

have the information. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: After your statement to Assemblyman 

Black, I don° t know whether you are .a:'.Miss or Mrs® , but --~ 

MRS e HOPKINS: Mrs o 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: What I would like to know in 

the event it might not be brought up later - the figures that 

you mentioned here by the UoS. Department of Commerce showing 

the number of brewers having dropped from 262 in 1958 to 188 

in 1967, were there any reasons given for this drop'? Or wi';ls 

it possibly expansion of the breweries in one location? 

MRS. HOPKINS: The information that I have given 

you here is Fact Sheet No. 4, as a matter of fact, from the 

Crusade. I am surethey will be glad to give yqu all the 

details about it. This is all the information that was 

cohtained therein: 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: You mentioned the number of food 

stores back in 1967, about five years ago, as being 218 0 000., 

Has that been increased any? 
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MRS,,, HOPKINS: '\Ag!3.in there, may, I ,refer you to 

, ''.Mr o EUier" 
,, ',' .,,,,,,,.,,.,-,., . i 

AqSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: All right •.. Thank you~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Mrs o ··•Hopkins, these statistics 

from 1967,, is that the' last stu9-y they h'ave made - they have 

made no other? 

MRS .. HOPKINS: It seems to me that the information 

must have been compil!ed in 1970, since they were using some 

sources from the 1970 Brewers 1 Almanac of the brewing industry 

in the United States" I guess that is the title of ito 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Do you know whether this has been 

a continuing study? 

MRS,, HOPKINS: I don°t really know, but I would 

assume there must be more of it., 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Because I think this point has 

to be made too, that since 1967 to 1 71, the economic and 

inflationary problems, particularly in our state, have 

worsened drastically in that period .. 

MRS,, HOPKINS: Righte 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you 0 Mrs. Hopkinso 

MRS" HOPKINS : Thank yoy;t 
' ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mt'tu William Crane, American 

Paper Instituteo / (No response,,) 

Mr 0 ~obert :Schroeder, Celanese Corporation o 

ROBERT AL V l NE~ Mro Chairman and Committeemen, 

I am speaking for Mro Schroeder" My name is Robert Alvine. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Do you have a prepared statement 

that ·you can give to us?. 

MR .. ALVINE: I will submit a formal statement,, 

I understand we have two weeks to do soa 

I am Product Manager of polyolesins for Celanese 

Plastics Company in Newark, New Jerseyo Among the products 

we produce is high density polyeth1lene used to manufacture ,, 
plastic milk containers .. 

I would like to make some very brief remarks regarding 
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the pr0posed amen&nent to exempt plastic-coated paper milk 

containers and discriminate against plastic and glass milk 

containers. 

We also believe the ultimate answer to our solid 

waste problem is recycling. Polyethyleneu like most plastics, 

can and is being recycledG Several dairies are experimenting 

with polyethylene bottle collection centers and reg~·ourid 

bottles will be·used for such things as pipe and drainage 

tile. Paper milk cartons, with their polyethylene coating, 

cannot be recycled economically. ·To recycle requires the 

coating to be separated from the paper substrate., The cost 

of this extra operation would be substantially prohibitive. 

There is no valid scientific reason to discriminate in favor 

of paper containers. 

Examining the current situation, we have three 

methods of disposal for those materials that are not recycled~ 

and that includesthe paper milk caiiions: They are incineration, 

open dumping and sanitary landfill. As to incinceration, the 

plastic milk ·bottle can be incinerated. Polyethylene is a hydro

carbon~ that is, it contains only hydrogen and carbon atoms., 

Given. sufficient air, ·if. will be burned cleanly and completely, 

yielding primarily water vapor and carbon-dioxide, both 

naturai ingredients of our atmosphere. Because of its high 

energy content, polyethylene, thus can assist as an incinerator 

fuel. It burns at a higher temperature than does the waste 

mix in an incinerator. If the incinerator is also used to 

generate steam, such as the one in Chic·ago, this characteristic 

is an added plus for the plastic milk bottle~ 

As to open dumping, about 75 per cent of our solid 

waste is disposed of in open dumps of Roman vintage, smoldering 

and.fouling the aiit, leaching contaminants .into ground water 

and providing breeding areas for germs, insects and rodents. 

The use of non-decomposing packaging materials reduces the 

threat to our health and environment posed by the degradable 

wastes in open dumps. Polyethylene containers will not support 

bacteria, insects or rodents nor will they produce odor or 
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ground water contamination" In addition, polyethylene 

will not contribute to smoke and pollution generated by 

fires which occur frequently in open dumps~ 

Our last method of disposal is sanitary landfill. 

In sanitary landfill, refuse is compacted and covered daily 

with a layer of eartho About 8 per cent of our waste is 

disposed of by this process. The Los Angeles County Sanitation 

District disposes of all solid waste in the county by means 

of sanitary landfillo County Sanitation District Offices 

have thoroughly documented evidence on the use of this 

method of solid waste managemento They have made this state

ment in a letter to the Society of Plastics: ::Industry, and I 

quote from the letter: Plastic waste disposed of in such a 

landfill would seem to be as suitable as dirt, broken concrete, 

bricks and other such like materials, which also do not undergo 

decornpositiono In open dumps and sanitary landfills, plastics 

have the distinct advantage. They release virtually no leachable 

materials to pollute the groundwater and nearby stream.so 

Another factor to be considered is weight and 

volumeb Regardless of the disposal method used, the most 

desirable packages from the disposability standpoint are those 

which contribute the least weight and volume to our solid waste 

burden0 Because of its strength-weight relationship, polyethylene 

has a great advantage over competitive materials in this respect. 

In the dairy industry, paper cartons make only one trip before 

being discardedo The same is true with most polyethylene 

bottleso A polyethylene gallon weighs 90 grams1 that is, 5o7 

cubic inches compacted,, Incineration can reduce this mass 

to virtually nothing. A polyethylene-coated milk gallon 

weighs 120 gramso So it contributes 120 grams or 11.4 cubic 

inches to disposa.L Incineration may reduce this volume by 

about 90 per cent~ In half gallons, the difference is more 

dramatic. Polyethylene half gallons weigh 35 grams each; coated 

paperboard containers weight 62 grams, nearly 80 per cent more,, 

To summarize, I am convinced that miJk containers 

made of high-density polyethylene are·superior from economic, 
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ecological, convenience, health and safety standpoints. 

They of fer the housewife' a light-weight, easy-·to-handle-; 

safe package.· They will not lead or break when dropped .. 

When incinerated, they will burn. cleanly and completely ·and 

leave virtually no residue. They are excellent for use in 

sanitary landfills where they occupy less space than containers 

made of competing materials. In open dumps, they do not 

contribute to odor or health problems. They ·can be recycled. 

Their manufacture does not contribute to land, air or water 

pollution~ Thank youe 

AS~E.MBLYMAN WILSON: Well, I have seen plastic 

put in incinerators and.I have seen a lot of soot.and a lot 

of heavy black smoke. You say that a plastic container, a 

milk container or any container burns the same as a wax-coated 

paper, as far as the residue is conce+ned? 

MR. A~VINE: We are saying that the paper-coated 

or the plastic-coated paper container will produce more 

residue than the plastic will, than the. high-density polyethylene 

milk container will. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have a question, sir. Undoubtedly 

with your packaged product, you have from time to time gone 

out to secure louyers for your product. When you go out with 

your product, I was wondering what the criteria is that you 

propose in competition with, say, another package item or 

another type of package.. In other words, when you·. take your 

product out and attempt to sell it to a manufacturer of a 
product that•will go into the container, what is the basis 

Upon which you approach this man? 

MR .. ALVINE: For background, we are a raw material 
supplier.' 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Sorry. I thought you were a 
finished product man. 

MR .. ALVINE: No. We would supply people who would 

manufacture a container, which in many cases is the daicy, 

themselves .. 
. . 

ASSEMBLYMAN. BLACK: I was attempting to clarify 
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my own mind whether my thinking was correct regarding 

crit:eria involved in the selling of a containero Perhaps 

I will be able to talk to someone else a little bit later to 

clarify ito Thank you, sir® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much for your 

testimonyo 

At this time, I would like to enter into the record 

a letter from the Atlantic County Citizens Council on 

Environmentu in support of A 22120 

(Letter from Atlantic County Citizens Council 
can be found on page 231&) 

Louis Shindell~ of(Maplewood~ (Not presenta) 

Mra Brad Hansena (Not presento) 

Mrs. James Gravesa Mrso Graves, could we just enter 

the statement by the Friends of Princeton Environment into 

the record rather than having it read. 

MRS0 GRAVES~ I would like to point out that was written 

by Edwin Co Hutter, the Chairman© 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: We will have that entered into 

the recordo We have had quite a little bit of testimony from 

Princeton a 

MRS" GRAVES~ All right. 

(Statement by Edwin C. Hutter, Chai:rman, Friends 
of the Princeton Environment, Inc., can be 
found beginning on page 233m) 

DI AN E GRAVES: I am Diane Graves. I am Conservation 

Chairman for the Sierra Club O s Southern New Jersey Group,© The 

Sierra Club is a national conservation organization of 

approximately 122,000 members@ The South New Jersey group has 

approximately 800 memberso We are a volunteer organization 

of men and womeno 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on A 22120 

We fully support the intent of this important legislation, but 

would like to make some comments which will be followed by 

specific suggestionso 

Everywhere you go in the State of New Jersey, you are 

confronted by bottles and cans with which thoughtless people 
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have littered the landscape. The difference between urban 

Newark and the wildest reaches of the Pine Barrens in this 

respect is one of degree rather than of substance. 

Years of public relations campaigns urging the populace not to litter 

' have to all intents and purposes had no effect. The strenuous· efforts to 

recy.cle containers of the past year - even with hundreds of dedicated 

volunteers working for no pay - have hardly made a dent on the problem. 

Recycling in New Jersey on a:ny scale simply has not worked, and now we must 

take the next step. Time is of the essence in preventing further 

deterioration of our environment by litter and garbage, and we submit 

that the time is now. We would like to go on record as supporting the 

strongest bill we can expect to pass. 

We have all heard stated in various wa.ys that "the U.S. contains only 

5 ~ 7 ~ of the world's population and yet it consumes 40 7~ of the world's 

production of natural resources." (Time, 2/20/70). It is becoming clear 

that within the next 20 years or so, we will be encountering shortages of 

some vital materials. As time goes by, more and more materials will become 

scarce. Ultimately, of course, the world's recoverable resources will be 

eY.hausted and we will be forced to total recycling systems. 

It is imperative to begin to-decelerate our wasteful use of valuable 

resources now. By increasing. the recycling and re-use of materials and 
I 

products, the life of the world's reserves of natural resources can be 

extended. One small yet very significant step towards meeting this 

challenge is the legislation before us today. The trend toward throw-aways 

must be reversed. 

An interesting fact: 

The total weight of aluminum put on the market during the first 

nine months of 1970 alone was 700 million tons. In comparison, 
the estimated total weight of returned aluminum was only 

2,850 tons 

We are all aware of the energy crisis and we are cautioned more and more 

often that citizens and industry must reduce energy consumption. It is 

interesting to note that "Producing a ton of aluminUI:J. requires more than 

6 times the energy required to produce a ton of steel plate from ore; and 

more than 24 times the energy required to recycle steel. The process 

accounts for appro:timatezy 10 7~ of all industrial power use. 11 (reter 
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Borrelli, Sierra 1.aub) Perhaps we need to a.sk , ~h~ther i temfl such as car.i..~ 

should continue to be made of aluminum. 

The recycline- of alw:'.inum must be made at least possible, if not m:andato1y. 

·.iherever possible, it should n.ot be con tamina tea. with other materials. If 

aluminum cans continue to be u:sed, they should not be II throw-m:a~rs. 11 Every 

alw::.inUIJ. c.:u1 made should be recycled. 'fo make this attractive, there must 

be a strong incentive to returr1 ec.ci:1 can. if t.rlis cannot be a.one, the 

me.Jmfac t'J.re of' t:-.e aluminum can, w:1i.ch is a· non-esse;:i tial i te::::., shoulcl 'ce 

In the bill at hand we strongly recommend the following change: 

In Section 3, "No person shall sell --- 11 , line 3, insert after "of not 

less than ¢0.05 for each container" ·under 16 ounces and not less than 

¢0.10 for each container of 16 ounces or more "which shall be clearly 

indicated on the container." 

We also suggest that the following be included in the legislation as 

amendments: 

1. All beverage containers be made with a single material-, no combinations, 

as in bi-metal cans. 

2. Phase out, with a strict prohibition by a specified date, no later than 

1 year from the enactment of this legislation, the use of flip-top or 

pull-tab openers on cans. 

3. Phfil:e out, with a strict prohibition b-.f a ::pecified date, no later than 

1 yeax from enactment of this legislation, the use of twist-off bottle caps 

that leave a metal ring on the bottle. 
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" It is estimated that Alnericans could save $"705,000,000 per year (based on 

prices in the W~hington., D.C. area) if they purchased all soft drinks in 

returnable, money-back bottles. If all beer were purchaseci in returnable, 

moner-back containers, the consumer could save taOC,000,000 per year. This 

total estimated s~_vings of over 1 1/2 billion dollars a year would go a long 

way toward financing the program proposed by the :President to clean up our 

environment." (Crusade for a Cleaner Environment, Wash. D.C.; their source: 

The Role of PacY.aging in Solid Waste l-.i.enagerr:.ent 1966-1976, L' .3. Dept. of 

H.B.W., 19~9) 

President Nixon has said "The task of cleaning up our environment calls 

for a total mobilization by all ofus. It involves governments at every 

level;. it requires the help of every citizen. It cannot be a matter of 

simp:cy sitting back and blaming someone else. Neither is it to be left to 

a few hundred leaders. Rather, it presents us with one of those rare 

situations in which each individual everywhere has an opportunity to make 

a special contribution to his country as well as his community." 

For these reasons and too Ill8IlY' to further enumerate, we feel this 

legislation, A.2212, is a strong and necessary step to take. 

Thank you. 

--
This is signed by Stockton Gaines, Chainnan of the 

Southern New Jersey Group of the Sierra Club. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I just have one question. 

You mentioned that all beverage containers should be made 

of a single material. 

twist-top on bottles? 

I immediately thought 

In other words, you object to that 

When you mentioned a single material, 

of a bottle or glass container and I 

was wondering how you would propose to ---

MRS. GRAVES: That would certainly fit in with 
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what I was saying .. Actually I was referring to the bi-metal 

cans. But I think, as you pointed out, this would also apply 

to the screw-off caps, the twist-off caps. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK~ I was wondering, first of all, how 

long you have been active with the Sierra Club? 

MRS. GRAVES~ I have been a member of the Sierra 

Club, I guess, since 1964 or 1 65. And I was active in 

conservation long before then. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: We seem to utilize the term 

"litter" and i!garbagen almost interchangeably. Don't you 

view the problem as being two-fold, one of, let us say, 

litter along the highways, streets and vacant lots, as litter~ 

and garbage a.s that which we place on the curb to be picked 

up periodically? 

.!VJRS. GRAVES: Yes., 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I am quite upset, I have to 

admit, by the statement that we should settle on one particular 

type of container as the solution to the problem. I am upset 

very much by the approach and I see possible correlations to 

some of our other problernso We have here a problem of 

increasing amounts of waste and I wonder if perhaps ~e should 

take a look at the way we are trying to handle this and this 

would be a forced mandate that the people will settle into 

a particular mold and will accept one type of container. 

This approach bothers me very much from this standpoint. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black, do you have 

a question'? 

ASSEMBLY"MAN BLACK: Yes, I do, but I am not sure I 

really want to ask it because I think perhaps it is unfairo 

It is the entire concepto 

Let me ask it this way: Do you feel that this 

approach, although for the general good of the entire population, 

is in any way similar to a HBig Brother" type of government 

approach? 

M.RS. GRAVES: No, that hadn°t occurred to me. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: It had not occurred to you? 
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MRS.. GRAVES: No.• 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you. No further questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much. 

Mrs. Lois Grayson. 

L o I s G R A Y s O N: Ref erring to the· "Big Brother 11 

type of argument that you brought.up, might that not·be 

reversed? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Excuse me. Will you please 

give your full name .. 

MRS. GRAYSON: :tam Lois Grayson and I am speaking 

to you as a concerned citizen of New Jersey •. · 

Couldn't the "Big Brother" argument be applied to 

the industry when they put the one-way container on us? 

We didn 1 t ask for it. 

New Jersey is the most densely populated state in 

the country. The problems that face our country confront 

the State of New Jersey many times over. We can look upon 

this as a challenge or we co-uld say, why bother? 

We, in our community, started recycling paper, cans 

and bottles last March., I question the validity of only 

recycling. Sooner or later the value of reusable containers 

is evident. 

First of a11; I would like to know exactly why 

10,000 people would be out of jobs.? If the passage of this 

bill would eventuate in the return to the reusable container, 

why should the:·. working man be penalized? Is the artist who 

designs the container penalized? Does he get paid according 

to how many are made? Is the engineer who designs the 

container manufacturing machinery paid in accordance with its 

output? What about the construction workers of the container 

plants'? Why should the working man·be penalized whether he 

makes 100 containers per day or 1,000? 

Also what justification is there.in teaching children 

that we shoulc'-':. collect our beverage containers, bring them back 

to recycling centers to be ultimately crushed and melted, 
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only to become beverage containers again when it is completely 

possible to make a reusable container? Aren't we teaching 

our children wastefulness? Wheh industry went from the 

returnable to the one-way container, that was without a 

doubt retrogression. 

One other thought for industry - Former Secretary 

of the Interior, Stewart Udall, predicted years ago that 

the over-all business of pollution control would hit Wall Street 

with greater impact than the post-war boom in space age 

technology. 

It is estimated by 1975, almost all soft drinks and 

beer will be sold in throw-away containers. At that rate, 

industry will be producing 100 billion containers annually, thus 

creating the possibility of 800,000 large truckloads of refuse 

to be cleaned up at an enormous cost to the public .. If, 

on the other hand, this trend can be reversed and industry 

would go back to the returnables, only 6 billion containers 

would be needed, thus eliminating some 94 billion containers 

from the waste problem. 

According to a survey taken in households and 

universities over the nation among 2,000 youths, aged 14 to 

22, by the Research Guild, 97.7 per cent would buy soft drinks in 

the returnable·. container. This survey covered numerous topics 

ranging from political philosophy to dress codes, etc. The 

greatest unanimity was in the area entitled, uewillingness to 

Make Individual Sacrifices to Help Curb Pollution.," The inter

viewing was conducted August 15th to September 25th of 1970. 

I first came across the results of this survey in Fortune magazine 

August 1971. 

I c;ilso have on hand a comprehensive study made by 

Professor Bruce Hannon, with a group of students at the Center 

for Advanced Computation, University of Illinois. The title 

of this study is, "An Energy Analysis of the Returnable vs. 

the Throw-Away Container Systems.a II It was completed on May 28, 

1971© I quote: 
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"The data was acquired from industry and library 
research, and is synthesized using background 
information obtained from the industries and 
near approximations to form reasonable figures for 
every element of the beverage container flow 
program which consists of raw material acquisition, 
container manufacturing, filling, the outlet, the 
consumer, collection, separation and transportationo 
The throw-away requires 4.70 times as much energy, 
assuming 24 trips per returnable bottleo We realize 
that the magnitude of energy consumption ratio 
between throw-aways and returnables is very much a 
function of the number of trips per returnable 
bottle. A consumer education program to return 
rather than litter, a high depos.;i.t on returnables 
and the utilization of a virtually unbreakable 
bottle would maximize the energy ratio. 

"Based on our energy calculations and projecting 
our proposed container systems into the future when 
energy will become a scarce resource, we would see 
no justification for the existence of the throw-away 
bottle system. Therefore, we would recommend 
reverting back to the returnable bottle system. 19 

This study also includes the Black Clawson Plant 

in Ohio. The conclusion drawn in regard to glass is that 

it is only 30 per cent efficient in reclamation. At a time 

when so many power plants are in the planning and building 

stages, especially in New Jersey;_ I consider this study made 

at the University of Illinois an important one. 

ASSE])l1]3LYMAN WILSON: Any questions? 

ASSE])l1]3LYMAN FAY: Your point that you feel that 

education as far as recycling is trite --

MRSo GRAYSON: I said it was trite? 

ASSE])l1]3LYMJW FAY: Did you say that? 

MRS. GRAYSON: Oh, no. 

ASSE])l1]3LYMAN FAY: -- that you felt it was too long 

of a process? 

MRS. GRAYSTON: That recycling alone is not the end 

and only through recycling - and I should thank whoever started 

r~cycling - was I made aware of how ridiculous it is to 

keep bringing bottles back, watching them being crushed, when 

one bottle might make many trips. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: What bothers me most of all is 

that if this bill were enacted into law and suddenly all the non

returnables weren"t there, there would be just as many thought

less people throwing away bottlesa This is chauvinism in the 

reverse. But Canada does not have the serious problem that 

we have" They seem to be much more aware of their natural 

resourceso Perhaps the law is enforced more vigorously. I 

can"t recall the last time I read about someone being arrested 

for being a litter bug. I can't recall the last time I have 

seen in the paper where somebody was hit with a good fine for 

despoiling one of our county parks or State parks. So I 

just don"t like to see people building all their hopes on 

this one bill, believing that if this one thing is accomplished, 

littering would suddenly go away? 

MRS. GRAYSON~ I just will agree with the girl from 

the Sierra Club who saidoand other people ha.ve said, that 

this is just a step and it won"t take care of everything at 

alle This is just one tiny step, one beginning., 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: You mentioned the fruitlessness 

of carrying bottles back to a recycling station, I believe. 

MRS~ GRAYSON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK~ And perhaps we do not have the 

same mental image of the goal as far as recycling is concerned. 

I, first of all, question,and I believe that you question, 

by putting a deposit on a bottle we are going to solve the 

bottle litter problem. 

:MRS,., GRAYSON~ You might~ together with education" 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK~ But that. step alone will not 

solve it. I think we agree on that point. 

MRS a GRAYSON: No, but that could help, and not 

giving the customer the ·choice that he has. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Don 1 t you feel the full cycle 

of recycling is the recycling of all trash as collected at 

the home rather than a separate station that you would journey 

to on a separate trip to deposit the bottles to be ground? 

MRSe GRAYSON:: Would the collection from the home 
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then all go to one bu,ilding:;..such as this Black Clawson? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes, I believe this is the 

concept. 

MRS .• GRAYSON: But if you read this literature -

and this is quite abo:~re me, I am afraid - the results at 

the Black Clawson are that the reclamation of the glass is 

30 per cent effective. 70 per cent goes. into landfill., It 

doesn't come back as a glass bottle. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes, but let us talk about.that 

70 per cerit that goes to landfill. What is detrimental about 

that 70 per cent to the ecology? 

MRS., GRAYSON: If the bottle can be reusedo 

wouldn't that be preferable to it going into landfill'? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: But I would assume the reason 

70 per cent of it is going into landfill is that it can't 

be reused .. Imeano if they are processing and reusing 30 

per cento I have no knowledc;:Je as to why they couldn 1 t go 

ahead and reuse the entire 100 per cent, but I haven 9 t had a 

chance to look at the figures. But if we have 70 per cent 

that for some reason cannot be reused, I am wondering what 

detrimental effect this has on the ecology of.the area 

since it is an inert material and does not break downe 

MRS. GRAYSON::":: That is the point., Now~:-a-:r:e~ ;you 

talking about glass that has been ground and made into sand 

again going back into landfill or chunks of a bottleo pieces 

of a bottle? 

ASSEMBI,YMAN BLACK: If it is going through a 

recycling plant, then it is going to be ground,' pulverized 

and made into sand • 

.MRS. GRAYSON: That would be preferable to having 

it just remain around as litter, but it would not ~e preferable 

for many reasons to having it be reused as a bottle .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Don't you feel, as Assemblyman Fay 

has pointed out, that proper enforcement of anti-litter laws, 

speaking about that phase of the problem, would have greater 
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impact than passage of this particular bill on the elimination 

of litter? 

MRS~ GRAYSON~ Why one and not the other? Why 

can°t we attack this in all ways? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Well, one way is already in 

existence, though. perhaps not being properly applied~ the 

other way, as proposed here, will cost working people their 

jobs., 

MRS. GRAYSON: The diminishment of the containers? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK~ Yes. 

MRS~ GRAYSON: I just brought out the point that I 

wonder why that is valid that if the working man makes fewer 

containers a day, he should lose his job. Explain that to 

meo Because many companies work not on the incentive plane 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACKi If they did not manufacture 

additional bottles, in order to maintain the same payroll, would 

they not have to increase the price of their product? And 

would that not be passed on to the consumer? 

OU.to 

MRS& GRAYSON: Perhaps. That would have to be worked 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON~ Thank you very much1 Mrs. Grayson. 

I would like the record to note receipt of a petition 

signed by people who support A 22.12, which was circulated by 

Mrso Richard drill. 

We are now going to recess until five after twoo 

(Recess for luncho) 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I would like to resume the 

hearing® The other members of the Committee will be here 

shortly. We have a lot of testimony to hear" 

First, I would like to enter into the record a 

statement by Mr. Winne of the Environment Policy Committee, 

Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. 

(Mr6 Winne 0 s statement can be :Eound beginning 
on page 235,.,) 
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MrsG Duzinski, do you want to testify, pleasee 

BARBARA D U Z I N S K I: I am Barbara Duzinski 

of Cinnaminson, New Jersey .. 

The Pompeston Watershed Association was supposed 

to speak today but they will not make comment at this time. 

They will later., 

I speak on behalf of my family and friends who are 

both concerned consumers and taxpayers~ 

In a recent consumer poll conducted by the Courier 

Post Newspaper, the public wants the return of deposit 

bottles. The figures are four to one in favor. 

Environmental groups and conservationists have also 

signed to support the bill, A 2212. 

I also wish to add my support. In the State of New 

Jersey, we produce a total of one million tons of solid waste 

per year, of which total, beverage containers account for half 

a million tons. We have broken this :'down as follows: 

75 per cent glass is 375,000 tons or 375,000 cubic yards. 

This is based on 2,000 compacted pounds per cubic yard" 25 

per cent metal is 125,000 tons or 1,250,000 cubic yards. This 

is based on 200 compacted pounds per cubic yardo Most of the 

counties in New Jersey use sanitary landfills" To deposit 

one cubic yard in the privately-owned sanitary landfill in 

Cinnaminson Township costs 75 cents.. Using the 75 :cents __ :_ 

per cubic yard, it costs the consumers of New Jersey $1,218,750 

to dispose of a total of 1,625,000 cubic yards of waste. 

This is only for non-returnable beverage containers. 

Not only are we paying an exorbitant price to dispose 

of this waste, but the resale of the salvaged material would 

realize a :total of $8,125,000. The glass industries are 

claiming undue hardships in the retooling of their machines 

and an unemployment problem., They retooled their machines 

fours ago on their own initiative to give us the throw-awayso 

Since theno their stockholders have received more dividends 

than the consumers~ The consumers outnumber stockholders. 
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We are paying for something we certainly don't need 

and wasting our natural resources, in addition to the heedless 

destruction of 1,625,000 cubic yards of area.per annum .. We 

need a·deposit bottle,. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: ·you mentioned in your testimony, 

the poll showed four to one in favor of 

MRS. DUZINSKI: Four to one in-favor., This was 

printed in the Courier Post newspaper~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: This was an excerpt from a 

newspaper article., This doesn 1 tnecessarily mean it was a 

survey.,.· 

MRS .. DUZINSKI: :tt was a survey .. ·. They polled over 

700 families and it was four to one'in favor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Where is the Courier Post 

situated? 

MRS 1 DUZINSKI: It is a Southern New Jersey newspaper .. 

I have the clipping if you would like\ it or I can make 

photostats and send them in~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Firie .. Would you do that and 

send it to my.address at home. 

Mr .. Robert Curryi: (Not present .. ) 

Mr .. Thomas Coriry, Midland Glass Company. 

THOMAS J,. C O N R Y; Mr.. Chairman, Cammi ttee 

Members. Ladies and Gentlemen: 

My name is TJ:iomas J 11 Conry .. I am the Vice-President 

of the Midland Glass Company, Cliffwood, New Jersey and 
' ,. -

appear as a witness on behalf of the comp~ny and its employees~ 

With me is Mr .. William Ware, Director of Government 

Industry Relations of our company. 

We are not members of th.e Glass Container Manufacturers 

Institute. Although we fully support their recycling programs, 

it should be noted that our efforts and figures should be 

added to the figu_res already presented .. 

Midland has been operating a regular and continuous 
' . ' . :'· ~ . 

glass reclamation program for the past year and a half"? Our 
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program was in operation before Earth Day 1970. There has been 

no lessening of tpe e:r:ithusiasm and dedication of the public who 

weekly bring their glass to our plant for recycling. 

Currently we have three sources of :recyclable glass: 

1. Weekly recycling center at our Cliffwood plant. This operation has 

taken in approximately 2 million pounds of glass in the past 18 months. 

2. The input of recyclable glass fron1. the community and regional civic 

and environn1.ental groups who bring in their collections on an 

appointment basis. This effort totals approximately 1 million pounds. 

3. Commercial bottlers and brewers who operate their own recycling 

centers arid feed their collections t"o our plant. This effort has thus 

far-produced 8½ mi,llion pounds of glass. 

At the present rate we are receiving and recycling glass at an annual rate 

of 20 million pounds. 

Quite frankly, we have put our money where our mouth is! In the past six • 

months some IS million glass containers have been recycled at Cliffwood. 

At least ZS% of thes.e IS mHlion containers were ncit beverage containers. 

We have paid out some $100,000 for this glass and in addition incurred an 

almost equal amount in added costs such as transportation, handling, 

supervision and equ_ipment. 
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The important message is not that we have expended twice the value of the 

returned glass but that we have spent only twice the value. This cost gap 
=-

was caused by start up problems, advertising and promotion efforts and the 

norrnal inefficiencies which go with new operations. The major significance 

is that we are learning to perform the task more efficiently and n10re 

economically. Perhaps the collection and recycling of any single waste item 

(such as glass) may never b~ econom.ically sound, but we do believe a total 

approach toward solid waste can become a viable and economically feasible 

operation. 

We look upon our present efforts as temporary, stop-gap rneasures. We 

consider the high cost as being justifj ed in order to start the program and 

feel tl1at a total, integrated approach will see a reduction in these costs. 

What is needed is a total commitment to the entire litter and solid-waste 

problem. We do not need a piecemeal, diversionary effort such as 

Bill A2212. For these reasons Midland Glass Company wishes to register 

its opposition to Assembly Bill A2212. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Conry, at your glass plant, 

you use recycled glass. What percentage of recycled glass is used 

in your mix? 

MR. CONRY: It will range approximately 25 to 30 

per cent - 25 per cent in all probability. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: 25 to 30 per cent. Has your 

company every experimented to see how much reused glass -

What do they call it? 

MR. CONRY: Cullet. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: 

they could use? 

(Continuing) -- how much cullet 

MR. CONRY: · I can't say that our company has. I 

know from past experience of one instance where glass was 

made totally from cullet over a period of about three weeks. 

Thai=, was at another company with which I was associated., 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I have heard different figures 

as to just how much cullet they can use~ Some say 50 per cent; 

some say 70 per cent~ I was just wondering whether you had 

any additional information. 

MR. CONRY: I think you will find, Mr. Wilson, 

that it varies with the various manufacturers within their 

own requirements. Do you care to offer any comments in that 

direction, Mr~ Ware? 

MR. WARE: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: All right, Mr. Conry& Thank you 

very much for your testimony$ 

I will enter into the record a statement by John J~ 

Garrity, Executive Director, New Jersey Beer Distributors 

Association1 in opposition to A 2212. 

{:Statement of Mr~ Garrity can be found beginning 
on page 242 .• ) 

Is Mr. Leigh here? 

EGBERT G. LE I GH, J R*: I am Mr~ Egbert 

Leigh. a resident of Princeton, New Jersey, and an Assistant 

Professor of Biology at the University there, and I wish to 

testify in favor of Bill A 2212. 

Everybody has defended recycling, but many have 

decried this bill because it does not adopt a "tot.al approach" 

to solid wastes. What strikes me about this is that it 

seems to me the primary problem with reusing or recycling 

trash is separating it into its components, into reusable 

components, and that the very piecemeal nature of this bill 

may be its primary merit~ for just this reason" If it works, 

it will concentrate some wastes in eminently reusable form. 

I suspect that the primary problem with this bill is that 
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there may· be insufficient facilities 'to ·permit.i'eeycling the 

"nonreturnables II returned for their deposits®· that there 

had been a previous structure to handle'. "returnable'i bottles. 

but no one has ever before been faced with such an,. accumulation 

of containers, explicitly for recycling., • If this is• so, 

then it may be very well that this bill does-not embrace a 

larger segment of solid waste. The machinery of recycling is 

not terribly well developed and if we don't start with a· 

little bit and slowly develop our capacities, we may find'our

selves in serious difficulty. 

I fail to see how this bill can affect employment 

because it should not.immediately affect the demand for· 

non-returnables .. It is_ not saying that bottles must-be of 

that sort which are reusable; it is merely a bill that is 

designed to facilitate ;i:-ecycling, which everybody but one 

· that· has testified against·· this bill has explicitly supported. 

I have heard only one adverse comment about the idea of 

recycling. Everybody else that has opposed·the bill has 

insisted that recycling is the answer and they have insisted 

this without reference to the effect that total recycling might 

have.on the employment in their particular industries .. 

So I would strongly recommend further inquiry as to 

just exactly what sorts of unemployment are going to be caused 

by this bill~-
Unlike total approarches,·this bill does penalize 

polluters, that is to say, those who do not help with the 

recycling of waste. And I believe strongly that a piecemeal 

approach to recycling based upon citizen responsibility should 

avoid the need for expensive machinery associated with the 

total approach, separating apart garbage and trash that has 

been carefully mixed-together in the trash containers 

.associated with the II total approach II to recycling. 
,· 

This bottle deposit is surely.no more revolutionary 

than parking meters which encourage socially-'accepted · 

traffic habits. But I would strongly urge an increase in 

the deposit to ten cents. · 

I hope later legislation will cover the types of 
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allowable containers,. takirig into account ease of reuse, as well as 

taste and health .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: I can't understand how you can be 

so dogmatic about the effect on unemployment when so many 

have come out and said absolutely we are going to have a 

minimum of 10,000 unemployed and up. Even those who are 

strongly for the bill now, recognize the fact there would be 

a certain amount of unemployment. The industry insists - and 

I haven't seen any figures or facts to challenge them - that 

they are going to have an economic impact on them. 

MR .. LEIGH: I confess to an extreme ignorance and 

wish to make only two comments. One is that there has been 

considerable dispute about those figures, that the person 

who reported 1 who did the staff work for your Environmental 

Protection Agency, weighed in with the remark, as far as his 

agency say it, this bill would increase not decrease, employ

rnenta And we have had some more figures from Mrs. Hopkins on 

the same business. 

I have to admit that this is something which requires 

further study. But I would also have to admit to an extreme 

surprise if the figures on unemployment reported by both 

union and industry, it is true, turned out to be correct. I 

wonder whether that is. not due to a confusion that has been .. 
going all through these hearings - whether this is something 

to ban non-returnables or merely to insure their recycling. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much. 

MR,. LEIGH: You are very welcome. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Sullivan of Cumberland Farms. 

Is Mr. Sullivan here? (No response.) 

Mr. John Gilmour~ New Jersey Milk Industry Associatione 

JOHN G I L M. 0 U R 1 J R.: Mynarne is John 

C$ Gilmour, Jr. I live in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, and I 

am today testifying for the New Jersey Milk Industry Association 

which I am proud to represent as its President. Since 1928, 
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·I have operated the Holly Ravine Farm Dairies, serving milk and 

.other dairy and food products, such as chocolate drink, orange 

juice, fruit drinks, etc., to families at their homes, to 

schools, hospitals, institutions, restaurants, stores and other outlets 

where our citizens obtain their daily milk and beverage supplies. over the 

years we have packaged our products in glass, paper, and plastic. Some of the 

containers used for some of our fluid products have been, and are, combinations 

of glass, metal, piper, and plastic, combined in such a fashion that the consumer 

could be advantaged with the least costly, most sanitary and most convenient 

container for a particular product. These "laminated" containers include glass 

containers with metal caps; paper containers lined with metal foil; and plastic 

containers with metal closures. 

As a result of my 43 years of experience in the milk business, I am 

concerned with the effects Assembly Bill #2212, as it is presently written, will 

have upon my business, the entire milk industry in New Jersey, and the price of 

milk to New Jersey's consumers if it becomes law in its present form. 

The milk industry in New Jersey and the United states has been actively 

involved in environmental quality problems for nearly a centu;tY. The physical 

environment associated with the various activities involved in the production 

and distribution of milk is a matter of the utmost importance. We have availed 

qurselves of the privilege of appearing at this hearing in the hope that our 

experience in this complex field may be of some value to the distinguished 

committee that is considering Assembly Bill #2212. 

I am sure that you are well aware of the fact that the milk industry 

is subject to extensive and detailed public health regulations. These were 

among the first legislative acts enacted which deal with environmental quality 

by protect:i,.ng the public health. The benefits of tllis legislation are so well 

known that they do not require documentation here. Less well known are the 
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costs, both interrial and external~ of:th~s~{ acts •. Si.rice legislators, administrators 

and people engaged irithe'dairy industry have learned.over the years that.there 

are costs associ~ted with any benefit~ 'it seems logical to call the Committee's 

attention to this aspect ofthe problem. 

There are th~eebroad types of cost that 'are invariably involved in 

legislation of this nature. ,They ai:e: 

1. ·:e:~on6mic 
2. convenience 
3. Freedom of choice and action 

Because milk is practically a universal food, costs of this nature affect 

almost all New Jersey conswners. 

The economic costs are usuaily expressed in .dollars and cents~ and are 

reflected in the cost of the pro<luct to/consumers. These costs involve such 

things as equipment charges,.production prbcedµres, quality control practices, 

administrative expenses aiid enforcement cos~s. ···A ,continuously expanding body of 

knowledge has led t~ more·arid1nore legislation with a consequent·increase in 

costs. For in~tance, a.report from th~ u.s. Department of Agriculture states 

• that fluid milk plants in the United States paid $3,400,000 in licenses and fees 
' ' 

to sanitary authorities in 1967. One of the important th;i.rigs to notice about 

these fees, as far as this Committee is concerned, is the fact that much of this 
' ' ' 

expense was for duplicate· inspections. 5ome plants had to obtain over 100 

licenses, and for the nation as a whole more than 10,000 duplicate inspections 

were recorded. The point that 1·am trying to.establish here is the fact that 

we have learned how easy it is to proQUce legislation that involves unnecessary 

costs unless careful attention is paid to the expenses tb,at·the-regulations 

entail. 

The cost in terms o#;. c.Qnvenie.nce. is not expressed with the precision 

·.. of economic costs because convenience is a:personal judgement. · Its importance, 

however, can hardly be over-estimated. ''Assembiy, Bil:l #2212 is concerned with 
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returnable and nonreturnable packages. Convenience, along with sanitation, was 
,•. :. : '.·, .. ·, . . .·.. ·,. ' ' . 

a major factor in the expanded.use of nonretumable, packages. Practically all 

of the beverages. described in this bill have .exte,nsive distributi_on through stores 

and vending machines. Consumers do not like returnable ccntainers when buying 

through stores because of the inconvenience involv:ed in returning the container 

or paying a higher price. Vending machines are not normally equip,t>ed to dispense 

returnable containers.· The overwhelming predominance of nonreturnable packages 

is a clear demonstration of these facts. Simple as this issue may seem to be, 

• the cost of changing present consumer buying patterns to conform to the present 

provisions of Assembly Bill #2212 will be large. Thus this Bill would not only 

inflict the "cost" of depriving cnnsumers of present convenience, but would add 

large dollar costs in the process. 

The third cost is also external and does not appear on the price tag. 

This is the limitation on freedom of choice and action. While paragraphs 2, 3 and 

4 of the Bill deal with l)ElOple who "sell," the,effect is to restrict the choicE!s 

available to buyers. Should this.Bill become law the legislature would, in effect 

be telling the people of New Jersey, . "You cannot purchase the beverages listed 

here in metal, glass or plastic containers except under certain.conditions." This 

most certainly places a limitation on freedom of choice. Now.it may be that the 

benefits derived from this legislation outweigh the costs, ~n which case passage 

of this bill would be justified. However, refeJ;"rillg to our experience, when 

legislation or prohibitions directly affect consume.rs' daily habits~ they are very 

touchy. It is a delicate area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Gilmour, I just would like 

to remind you that you can't read the whole statement b_ecause 

you are going to go way over the time limit. If there are 

certain areas you want to cover, I would suggest you do so. 
MR. GILMOUR: Mr. Wilson, I appreciate very much your 

desire to get this meeting finished, but I have sat here for a 

full day and a half. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: You won'~ be allowed to read the 
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whole statement. 

MR. GILMOUR: My statement is a matter of about 3 or 4 

minutes longer and I would like pennission to read. it if I may. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Not the whole statement. You 

may continue, but when your time is up, I will tell you. 

MR. GILMOUR: {Continuing reading) 

With these general observations on the cost-benefit equation in mind, I 

would like to comment on some specific provisions of the proposed legislation. Up 

to this time, we have seen no preamble which spells out the objectives. Is the 

bill concerned with the total problem of the environment? Is it concerned only 

with solid waste? or is it an anti-litter bill? All of these objectives are 

laudable goals, but intelligent comment. is hampered because methods of accomplishing 

objectives vary with the objective. For example, if the objective is the 

environment as a whole, then the bill is deficient because it deals witl;l only 

one of three primary factors that cause a deterioration in the environment. rt· 

must be recognizeg that all living things draw energy and raw materials from their 

environment and pump waste back into it. Each of these three actions, by itself, 

has an adverse impact ori the environment. I would like to submit a copy of a 

paper by Dr. Eastland 1:md Dr. Gough of the Atomic Energy Commission which discusses 

this concept in greater detail. What I am getting at, however, is that if the 

intent of the bill is to deal with the total environmental problem, then energy 

arid raw materials should be~considered. 

If the bill is concerned with only solid waste, then the contributions 

of returnable containers to the waste stream should be compared with non-returnables. 

Attached hereto is a study of the contribution to the waste stream of returnable 

glass milk bottles compared with nonreturnable paper milk cartons. The study 

shows that if all of the milk in the United States had been packaged in paper 

containers there would have been generated a million tons of used milk cartons. 

If all the milk had been in returnable. glass bottles averaging 2"0 trips per 

container, there would.have been generated 32 million tons ·of solid waste, air 

pollutants and polluted water. 91 



If the objective of the bill is to reduce. litter, then the extent to 

which deposits will deter littering or indeed, the extent to which containers 

constitute litter should be considered. 

In 1969, HEW published a study made for them by the Midwest Research 

Institute in Kansas City, Mo. entitled "The Role of Packaging in Solid Waste 

Management 1966 to 1976."· In it (Page 117) was contained a summary of a 

survey of litter found along a one-mile stretch of a two-lane highway in the 

State of Kansas. That survey listed 3,086 items of litter found along the 

survey area. Of these 3,086 pieces of litter, only the 590 beer cans would 

have been clearly prohibited by provisions of Assembly Bill #2212. The 250 

pop and beer bottles might have been prohibited had they been "one-way" bottles, 

but they could have been "returnables." Here is the listing of the 3,086 pieces 

of litter: 

770 paper cups 20 highway maps 
730 empty cigarette packages .. 16 empty coffee cans 
590 beer cans 10 shirts 
130 pop bottles 10 tires 
120 beer bottles 10 burlap bags 
110 whiskey bottles 4 bumpers 

90 beer cartons 4 shoes - no pairs 
90 oil cans 2 undershirts 
so paper livestock feed bags 2 comic books 
30 paper cartons 2 bed springs 
26 magazines 270 miscellaneous items 

We believe that this Kansas litter survey graphically demonstrates 

that the very real problem of litter will not be solved by prohibitions similar 

to those contained in Assembly Bill #2212. 

We respectfully urge that the objectives of this bill be clearly 

stated. 

A second question relates to the phrase "including fluid milk products'', 

which is found on lines 5 and 6 of paragraph #1. There is a definite legal 

meaning to the term "fluid milk products" in the State of New Jersey. 
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Fluid milk products in ·New :~e·~sey · now include (in addition to milk, 

cream and the various non-fat and low-fat 111ilks) sour <::ream, yogurt, half and . . 

half, ice cream mix, and condensed. and evaporated milk intended for further 

processing, among others. Most of these products are currently being distributed 

and sold to consumers in either glass, plastic or paper nonreturnable containers, 

as they traditionally have been. Many of these containers are actually dual 

use containers, such as drinking glasses, refrigerator storage containers, etc. 

Mandatory use of deposit returnable containers for these products would result 

in making them practically unavailable for consumers. It appears impractical and 

unrealistic to demand that products such as whipping cream, half and half, sour 

cream and yogurt, to mention but a few, be sold to consumers only in deposit 

containers.. We believe consumers would vigorously resist such a move, and do 

'not believe it was, or is, the Committee's in"7ent to restrict the sale of low 

volume specialty products of this 11ature. We urge that the bill be clarified 

in order that we may know specifically what products are inte_nded for inclusion. 

Lines 9, 10, and 11, paragraph #1 say "'Container' means any device 

made of glass, metal, plastic or other similar material used for the purpose of 

holding or containing beverages." The meaning of the phrase "other similar 

materials" is not clear. Today, the packaging industry uses different materials 

as separate parts of the same package or as combination materials, as I mentioned 

above. 

Is it the Committee's intent to include paper.milk cartons within the 

scope of this bill? As our study on· the contributions to the waste stream for 

glass and paper demonstrates, one-way containers are not the sole, no~ in fact 

" the largest contributors to solid waste or li.tter. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Gilmour, your time is up. We 

will have your testimony printed in 4-ts entir~ty. 
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(Following is the portion of Mr. Gilmour's statement, which he 
did not read.) 

We believe that the Committee is interested in knowing that most New 

Jersey schools demand that milk, juices and fruit drinks distributed in the 

schools be in non-breakable paper or plastic containers for both safety and 

sanitary reasons. In addition, most recreational areas, including playgrounds 

and swimming pools, prohibit glass contairers and permit only plastic or paper 

non-breakable containers. Is it the Committee's intent to invalidate these 

safety procedures by making it unlawful to use present efficient non-breakable 

containers for milk, juices and fruit drinks, 

As of March, 1968, more than 79% of all of the milk used by New Jersey 

consumers was sold in "paper and plastic" containers, according to a survey made 

by the N. J. Division of Dairy Industry. Present provisions of Assembly Bill 

#2212 appear to prohibit those sales. To ask that sales of m9re than 79% of the 

milk in New Jersey be converted from existing to new containers poses a production 

and distribution problem that is incapable of solution within the near future. 

Lines 12 and 13 dealing with the definition of "Nonreturnable 

beverage container" raises some legal questions. Returnable containers, in 

the sense that the term is used, generally require a deposit of varying degrees 

of magnitude. The deposit is incorporated into the price of the product. Let 

us suppose that a deposit of 5¢ is charged for a beverage that would ordinarily 

sell for 10¢ so that the total sale price is 15¢. The purchaser will get the 

5¢ back if the container is returned. However, whether or not the container 

is returned is a judgement that the purchaser makes. If he chooses not to 

return the container the seller takes no action. Actually two transactions 

are involved. One is when the purchase is made. The other is when the deposit 

is refunded on the return of the container. Does title change with each of 

these transactions so that in the first transaction the store gives title to 

the purchaser and in the second the purchaser gives title back to the store when 
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the store, in effect, buys the container back from the purchaser? If that is the 

case, then all containers are nonreturnable under the definition, and all 

containers are illegal under the proposed legislation. It may be that the law 

is clear on this poiflt but we have not been able to find a satisfactory precedent. 

In practice, the difference between non-returnables and returnables is 

generally understood, but the legal implications of this definition leave us 

uncertain. For instance, there are many cases of purcha.sers of so-called non

returnables bringing them back to the store and saying, "These are yours. You 

get rid of them." In the minds of some purchasers the responsibility for getting 

rid of non-returnable containers be'longs to the seller, which suggests that the 

buyer did not accept t~tle to the containers. If possible we would appreciate 

a definition that would eliminate these potential problems'. 

Paragraph #3 contains a requirement which appears to defeat all of the 

three possible objectives that I mentioned earlier. This is .the phrase that 

says a refund value of not less than 5¢ shall be clearly indicated on the 

container. I have here an ordinary, standard glass milk bottle. It is typical 

of the several million glass milk containers used in New Jersey. Last year about 

150 million quarts of milk were packaged in glass in this state. That is 

approximately 16% of the total of 900 million quarts sold in New Jersey. Some 

were in gallons, some were half gallons, some lesser sizes. Probably 100 

million units were in glass. With returnable containers, the usual practice 

is to maintain a "float." This means that for every unit used there are five 

or six other units in transit, in storage, being washed, etc.· Thus, if there 

were 100 million units of milk sold in glass bottles, there were 600 million 

glass bottles in service. Few, if any, of these bottles have the deposit 

statement the bill requires. This represents more than a million dollars worth 

of bottles that will be illegal under the law and mus:t be discarded. Not only 

are the dollars .wasted,. but of more ~mport~nce, . 600 million glass milk bottles 

represent 300,000 tons of solid waste if they are thrown away. To realize what 
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this means, consider t_he fact that if all of the milk consumed in New Jersey, I 

repeat all of the milk in New Jersey were in nonreturnable paper milk cartons 

it would take ten years to accumulate 300,000 tons of waste. 

Now it might be p·ossible to put a label on the containers setting 

forth the required information, but this would mean a new label with each washing 

and an old label going down the drain. One waste disposal problem would be 

succeeded by another. 

Finally, it is doubtful that the industry could purchase the number 

of new bottles at one time that the act indicates would be necessary. Total new 

glass milk bottles produced in the entire United States in 1970 were 53 million 

units. Under this bill the industry in New Jersey would have to acquire 12 times 

the total national production last year. I doubt that it is the intent of the 

Committee to legislate such a seemingly impossible situation. 

To summarize: our experience has shown that legislation of this nature 

affects almost all consumers in the State on matters of money, convenience and 

' freedom of choice, all of which are very touchy subjects. We think that there 

are several critical phrases where the language does not express clearly the 

intent of the legislation. Consequently, while we subscribe wholeheartedly 

to efforts to improve environmental quality, and to reduce the volume of 

solid waste and litter, it is questionable that this bill would contribute 

very much toward the realization ot any ot those objectives. In sane cases, 

the language would generate actions that would clearly be counter-productive. 

we would repeat that this is a most complex area where it is exceedingly 

difficult to draw up legislation that accomplishes desirable goals and avoids 

the pitfalls that have so often produced highly undesirable side effects. 

we appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee. We 

stand ready to cooperate and counsel with you further should you so desire. 
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Contribution To The Waste Stream 

Comparing 

Packaging All Fluid Milk in the United States in PAPER 
vs. 

Packaging All Fluid Milk in the United States in RETURNABLE GIASS 

If all fluid milk and fluid milk products in the United states (27.3 

billion quarts) were packaged in returnable glass containers, and purchased by 

consumers in the same combination of container sizes (~ pint, quart,~ gallon, 

gallon, etc.) as they used last year, the following waste products would have 

been generated: 

Detergents y 
Worn out and broken bottles y 
Bottle caps 3/ 
Milk residue-4/ 
Fuel oil combustion products 5/ 
Carbon dioxide from fuel oily 
Additional worn out tires 7/ 
Additional vehicle exhaust-7/ 
Additional worn out truck bodies '!f 
Water for washing a.nd rinsing 8/ 

Total 

10,000 tons 
680,000 tons 
55,000 tons 
85,000 tons 

4,300 tons 
440,000 tons 

1,000 tons 
65,000 tons 
· 4,000 tons 

30,700,000 tons 
32,044,300 tons 

If these same products,. sold in the combination of container sizes, 

were all packaged in paper, they would have generated: 

1,000,000 tons of used milk cartons 

(While the 85,000 tons of milk residue would be present both in 

paper and glass containers, w.th the glass containers the residue 

would be washed out and rinsed into the water resource, while the 

residue in the paper containers would either be incinerated or go 

into a sanitary land fill.) 

1/The detergent figure is derived frolTI a Michigan State University study that 
- found .00124 lbs. of caustic per bottle washed. 

2/The worn out and broken bottle figure is based on 20 trips per bottle. 

YMilk bottle caps run about 230 to 240 to the pound. 

i/Milk residue is assuming a tenth of an ounce per quart. 

5/Fuel oil combustion products is based 140,000 tons #4 dis.tillate oil which would 
be required to heat 30,700,000 tons of.water frail 60 degrees to 140 degrees. 

6/The carbon dioxide is the product of burning the·above amount of fuel oil. - ' 

7/The additional tires, vehicle exhaust and worn out trucks are based on the 25% 
- additional transportation that would be required .to handle the glass because of 

its weight and bulk compared with paper. 

8/The water requirement is based on .27 gallons of water per bottle washed. The 
- figure is de~ived from bottle washer manufacturers and from Michigan State 
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ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: ,Assemblyman Black, do you 

have any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I will have some. Let someone 

else start. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I am anxious to know why you 

brought the bottles. · 

MR., GILMOUR: I brought these bottles·because I 

wanted to tell you that there is not in use in the State of 

New Jersey today a milk container which meets the restrictions 

of this bill. Every one of the containers that you see today 

:i S..c illegal under the terms of this bill. 

The glass bottle that you see there is illegal 

because it does not have on it stamped, "Deposit Bottle, 11 and 

the amount of the deposit. In my testimony here, I show 

that just to change from the present amount of glass bottles 

in use in the State of New J,ersey today would be impractical 

and impossible because it would take five years development 

of the .. glass industry to produce the bottles that we need .. 

There are only some 50 million bottles produced a year in 

the United States at the present time and right now we would 

have to have almost 800 million in the State of New Jersey 

because all of these bottles would be destroyed~ The destruction 

of these bottles immediately would add to the amount of glass 

that would have to be recycled and be a drug on the market. 

The paper container that you see there has a plastic 

coat on it and the plastic coating will disintegrate and 

disappear in the ground when it is buriedG It can be recycled. 

In fact, at the present time, the paper companies are offering 

$30 a ton to recycle paper milk containers if the people 

want to put them together and send them back. 

So every container that you see there now is illegal 

under the terms of this bill. 

That container there (indicating) is a laminated 

container that has a small piece of aluminum on it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Would you like to comment on the 

testimony given last week regarding the tren.d tO go· to the 
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quart all-plastic container that the milk industry has been 

using? 

MR~ GILMOUR: As I recall the question - I was here 

but it would be from memory now - the question was asked 

why the milk industry had left the quart sizes and gone to 

larger sizes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Yes0 

MRQ GILMOUR~ Over the course of years, an 

effort to accommodate the economy necessary to keep milk 

available to the people in this State, the milk industry has 

changed its method of distribution to every other day and 

now to a three-day a week delivery0 Most of our business has 

gone from retail to store deliveries0 In doing this, the 

amount of milk that is purchased is purchased in larger sizes 

and there is very little milk which is sold today in quart 

container sizes. It is all in half gallons or gallons or 

larger. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: But do they have to be in those 

all-plastic containers that there has been comment is so 

difficult to recycle? 

MR~ GILMOUR: The all-plastic container is one 

container which is used today0 ·we do not use it0 As you see, 

we do not have a bottle there0 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: I noticed that® 

MRe GILMOUR: It is a possible container to use, 

but it is one that I understand is a little bit difficult 

to recycle and we have made no comment on that particular oneo 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Testimony at our first hearing 

indicated it is the trend for the milk industry in the State 

of New Jersey to go to plastic containers and discard. 

wax-paper containers, etc® Do you feel this is a definite 

trend in New Jerse.i as far as milk producers are concerned? 

MR., GILMOUR: I don°t think it is a definite trend 

f'or the whole industry. It is for a few distributors who 

have the possibility of putting in what they call a blow-mould 

machine~ But the general trend for the whole industry, I do 
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not feel is to the plastic container. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Let me ask you this: What 

percentage of the :rn:ilk ing.ustry in this State, volumewise, 

do you feel is actually going in that direction? 

MR. GILMOUR: I represent the New Jersey Milk 

Industry Association and our members represent approximately 

80 per cent of the milk which is distributed in the State of 

New Jersey. 

The testimony that was given the other day was given 

by a representative for two large established companies. They 

were seeking advice, as I understood it, in their testimony, 

asking whether or not this particular container was going to 

be considered as being legal or not. I don°t think it is a 

trend th .a t the large volume of ±he. milk business in the 

State of New Jersey is going into plastic containers, only 

to the extent that you see plastic-coated and a small plastic 

bag, which is in the five-gallon paper container. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: So you don 1 t feel that this is 

the trend. In the testimony last week, it was said consumers 

are finding this type of container easier to handle, etc", and 

this is the reason they are moving in that direction. 

MR., GILMOUR: I can only give you my personal experience. 

We tried it. The acceptance was not what we expected and 

we discontinued it. 
) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: What size containers were they? 

MR .. GILMOUR: We had it in half pints, half gallons, 

gallons, and six quarts, which is a six-quart pack. We 

did.nut find it as acceptable as paper and we discontinued it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Mr. Gilmour, since you are 

President of the New Jersey Milk Industry Association - I 

donut want to get off the subject of returnable bottles, but 

there is one thing that has been bothering me for a long time 

and I have received calls on - in your regular container 

there, the paper one with the coating, it is stamped on there 

the day of pasteurization, for instance, Thursday or Friday .. 
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Is that correct? 

MR .. GILMOUR: No. St:ampeq on there is the day of 

the week, which is 24 hourso In other words, this is the end 

date .of 24 hours,, It was produced or pasteurized dµring the 

24-hour period ending·6 A .. M .. , with a. date which is stamped on 

the container. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN:. Is it the date? 

MR .. GILMOUR: No, ,it is the day of the week. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: That is.where the problem is because 

I ·have received some calls that the milk evidently had gone 

sour and they weren't sure •if it was bottled, or whatever you 

might want to call it, · on Thursday of last we.ek or. the 

parti~ular Thursday that they might .have picked it up. 

MR~ GILMOUR: Well, there is a great deal of 

discussion in the Board of Health as to the method of dating 

milk containers. It is almost a subject in itself and it 

takes a little time to go into its 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Well, I didn 8 t want to get into 

it., 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILsor: We have that bill in our Committee 

toou so let 0 s not get involved in thata 

MR .. GILMOUR: On the container, it says, pasteurized 

during the 24-hour period ending 6 A .. M., of the date stamped on 

the container. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: 

container? 

Of the day stamped on the 

MR .. GILMOUR: Of the day -

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Not the date? 

MR .. GILMOUR: Of the day stamped on the container. 

There are a number of dairies who do not process within the 

State of New Jersey who are using the coding of other states 

and some of that is bleeding over into New Jersey, so that 

the question raised to you may .be on containers which were 

not processed in the State of New .Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Mr. Gilmour, I have one general 

question, and that is this, sir: First, let me clarify my mind 
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on this point. Isn't it true that the New Jersey school· 

system requires that milk be ;delivered in nori:....,retu:rnable 

containers? 

MR .. GILMOUR: I don't know whether it is required 

universally; but most of the schools require that it be in 

some non-breakable container, either in paper or plastic, and 

I think that school milk is. now universally delivered in paper. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: If we were to charge, let us say -

I don't know~ I haven't bought a half piht of milk for a 

long time -- What does that run,· generally, sir? 

.MR .. GILMOUR: Retail, it will run you 9 cents~ 

. - l at the schools, it will run about · 7 cents. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: If I were to go out to a store, 

it would cost, say, 10 cents? 

.MR. GILMOUR: Something like that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: · If we were to require a 5--cent 

or a one-third markup or 50 per cent markup in price, and 

· that 5 cents was to be multiplied by the ·number of pints of 

milk sold during the course of a day .in the state of New Jersey 

let us say that of ·all the half pints of milk sold only 

50 per cent of the containers were returned,. what would happen 

and who would be the .recipient of the uncollected deposits? 

Who should receive the uncollected deposits? 

.MR~ GILMOUR: First of all, the dairy delivering the 
milk to the schools would have to charge the deposit to the 

school and then it would be up to the school to collect the 

deposit from the student .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I am away from the school issue .. 

Suppose that I went to the local store and wanted to purchase 

a half pint of milk and I gave them my 10 cents plus the 

extra nickel and then for some reason L didn't come·back to 

get my deposit. This nickel along with many nickels like it,

if it is anything like the Pepsi-Cola situation, approximately 

80 per cent of those nickels given for deposit would not be 

·collected - is money, let us say, in escrow in the storekeeper's 
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hands at this. point. He is holding that nickel pending return 

of the container .. If that container never comes back, whose 

m0ney is this? 

MRQ GILMOUR:. I don°t think it would be in the 

storekeeper 1 s escrow~ If a bottler or a dairy is responsible 

.for buying that container back from the store, then he has to 

get the 5 cents before it goes to the store. So the money is 

basically going to be in escrow back at the producer of the 

product's location, and all that the storekeeper is going to 

be in this case is a handler of money. In other words, he 

charges 5 cents to the consumer. He gives the consumer back 

5 cents. When the bottle goes back to the dealer, the dealer 

gives the storekeeper.back 5 cents. 

ASSEMB.LYMAN BLACK: And if the consumer does not 

come back for his deposit, then in actuality ---

MRQ GILMOUR: the original producer of the product 

has 5 cents. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: And the consumer, on the other 

hand, has --- .1 

MRQ GILMOUR: has paid 5 ce~ts additionale 

That is the way I interpret the bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: It doesn°t seem to be a very good 

consumer protection device, does it? 

MRe GILMOUR: No~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: . That was a question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Let's ask questions and not 

make statements at this time. We are fact-findingo 

Any other questions? (No response.) Thank you 

very much .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Your statement will be put in 

the record in its entirety .. 

MR .. GILMOUR: May I call attention to one thing and, 

that is, tomorrow morning in the State of Oregon a bill somewhat 

similar to this goes into effect, and in that bill they delete 

all products which are fruit juices, un~errnented 1 non~carbonated 
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artificially-sweetened~ fluid milk products.and beverages 

intended for medical purposes only6 So they have deleted all 

milk products from their bill" 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr@ Schindel" 

L O U I S E .. S C H I N D E L: Mre Chairman and 

gentlemen, my name is Lou Schindel of the Maplewood EnvironACTION 

Group. 

First, I should like the record to show that while 

on previous hearing days, there was a full press box, today 

there are no members of the press apparently present. I 

wonder if the people of the State of New Jersey are to get only 

half the story¢ 

Earth, millions of years in the making, is an almost

perfect group of systems designed to support living things~ 

Earth 1 s SenicrCitizen, man, now in overabundance, was once an 

innocent albeit negligent user of her. In the last two decades 

man has become Earth 1 s destroyer. Competent, objective 

scientists in a wide range of disciplines attest to this 

fact. Just as scientists are concerned, so are we" Are we 

not all environmentalists who have come to express our 

anxiety in this hearing on A 2212? Of course, we are. 

Representativesfrom industry and industrial assoc

iations, trained lobbyists, will be here to tell us how much 

money their fi:rni.s have spent to promote environmental controls. 

Read their ads and learn all about it~ Read also the law 

reports on judgments against firms for pollution violations .. 

By the way, it is rumored that one firm will offer 

$200 to every municipality in the State if they will recycle~ 

I think this is a new high in public relations~ 

Spokesmen from labor will be present to warn of 

loss of jobs for members of their unions~ And they are right -

they should talk of jobsa 

Let me point out one great difference between the 

viewpoints of those I have mentioned and the areas I and my 

.fellow environmentalists cover. They talk about dollars or 
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special interest groups. We talk about Earth, human ecology, 

the elements necessary for the continuance of life on Earth, 

about life itself. We talk about human values for all 

people on the face of our biosphere" We are for this bill 

because it represents a curtailment of the one-way, no-return 

society that is choking our liveso 

In writing this bill, the sponsors have wisely 

said, 11 We know that our forebearers and millions in other 

countries live in full richness of life and carry their used 

containers back to stores. We think that some things from the 

past are good and this is oneo Our New Jersey, the most 

densely populated state, a corridor state (or is it a doormat 

state,?) - our State is beseiged with more than its share of 

pollution problems. Here is a logical place to invoke a 

corrective measure. 11 We of Maplewood EnvironACTION agreee 

As we learn more and more about ecology and human 

ecology - they are two separate related field - as knowledge, 

once hidden on dusty shelves is absorbed, there is a most 

important fact shining above alla Inter-relationships must 

be studied and understood. In the case of non-returnable 

containers, we must understand that litter is but the peak 

of the iceberg, dangerous but not deadly. What about the 

consumption of natural resources? Think inter-relationshipso 

Think not only the use of bauxite to manufacture aluminum 

but also the massive amounts of fossil fuels used to extract 

the metal. Then think thermal pollution from the power plants 

and power lines used to transmit the power • This is a 

pollution chain. 

What about the garbage problem, now known as solid 

waste management, which is related to this problem? 

Incin•e;rate? What about air pollution? Garbage dumps, now 

known as landfills, what about them? We all know that time has 

run out for landfills in most of New Jerseyo 

Recycle, say some peopleo We are experienced in 

Maplewood and we say that to a limited degree, for a short 

time, recycling is valid. However, if it is forced to grow to 
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a point where we compound our mindless technology through 

the installation of :large plants u · then we will have completed 

another circle of stupidity. 
l_ 

If we are to solve the problem of geometrically 

increasing the rate of Earth's destruction - and we are doing 

just that - we must attack the problems created by the non

returnables in the same fashion that we shall - we must -

cure other sources of pollution. We must attack causes and 

remove them. This bill does just that. Mindful that some 

readjustments will be necessary on the part.of all concerned, 

we, the people, industry and labor, mindful of this, say 

that this bill should be moved to law with all possible speed. 

Time is short. Let us not wait for the first crisis. 

Let us act wisely and boldly. Let us act now and move this 

bill. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr~ Schindel, I would just like 

to point out, since you mentioned about the press, that Randy 

Young, reporter for the Newark Star Ledger is here. 

MR., SCHINDEL: Goode 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: And I saw Mr. Bolt.9n Schwartz 

who writes for the Passaic Herald here. 

MR, SCHINDEL: Good. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I am sure they are going to 

get the statement. Mr. Young wrote the story that was in 

last week 1 s Ledger and I am pretty sure he is going to give 

the other side. The Trenton Times was in here also this 

morning. 

MR., SCHINDEL: I am delighted my statement is 

amended or corrected, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Mr. Schindel, how many members 

do you have in your organization? 

MR .. SCHINDEL:. Maplewood EnvironACTIONhas approximately 

50 active members" We consider all who bring materials to 

us as members and that is, give or take a few, at least a 

thousand citizens representing a thousand households in the 

Township of ~ Maplewood. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I have some friends that live 

up thereo I was just wondering what was being done. I presume 

you are working to better the environment of the Maplewood 

area. 

MR •• SCHINDEL: That is true, sir. We have a regular 

collection day for glass, aluminum and newsprinto We hope 

shortly to add facilities to receive steelo The cost of 

this program to the community,to the taxpayer, is only one 

cost, that is, the cost of moving a township truck or trucks 

a total distance of 30 miles. All other costs are borne by 

our group. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Thank you~ 

MRS~ AL AN WA L LA C E: I am Mrs. Alan Wallace 

from Princeton, New Jersey. 

Two years ago, recycling was just a dream for many 

of use Less than a year ~go, many groups started volunteer 

projects~ To say we met with skepticism is an understatemento 

I work with 700 families. We have household separation 

and cleaning of glass cans and paper and have weekly pickups 

by private contract. The separation of her solid waste 

educates the consumer and makes her aware of the packaging 

she brings home. 

Gentlemen, as you have heard in the two days of 

hearings, everyone is talking recycling. We were right then 

and we are right now. It may take you a year to realize that 

we need such a bill as A 2212, but if it takes consumer power 

to do it, we are willing to go out and boycott and work very 

hard for the next year until people will listen to USo 

We of the Coalition believe recycling of glass and 

cans and paper and reuse of soft drink and malt beverage con

tainers are first steps in the intelligent management of 

solid waste. Someone has got to be first. The soft drink 

industry will not of its own free will give us a choice. They 

offer us convenience packaging~ 

Last May I made a survey of retail stores in the 
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Princeton are~ and there. w~re very.f,ew beers 9-nd.soft 1 drinks 

that we could:Purchase in retu~nab~e cont~i~ers. 

This past week,. yesterday.,pri:qiarily,. ;r went around 

again,and·there are now 9 American.."':imade beers that we can 

buy in returnable containers. So the bee:r: industry is 

listening to us. 

The soft drink indus~ry 0 on the other hand, has 

gone totally convenience, throw~away contaipers, except for 

Coke.. I don I t really -feel of __ their own accord, by their 

own goodwill, they are going to take any sort of profit cut 

and offer us the choice .. We need legislation .. 

The milk industry certainly needs legislation or, 

at least, the man on Wednesday asked for it, to give them 

guidelines. 

The glass industry in New Jersey, in 1970, employed 

13,600 people. How can they say they are going to lose 

10,000 jobs? Do they'mean on a national basis or do they 

mean on a State basis? What happens if in two to four years 

the man that is making the beautiful, light-weight plastic 

container takeS over the whole industry? They don't need 

glass blowers any more. We don't need glass containers. 
. . 

.I 

Yet in Mercer County we are going to have very few incinerators 

left to burn such containers .. We are kind of pushing the 

panic button because we realize that solid waste is such a 
volume, such a mass, and we have to cut it down .. 

. . 

I don't want the soft drink industry to get paranoid 

or think we are only picking on them, because we are not.; We 

are going.to go ahead and we are going to-go through the whole 

mass of solid waste and find out how we can cut it back .. 

So, please, consider this bill very-seriously and if 

it takes you a long time to decide on it, that 1 s fine .. We 

don 1 t want to rush., But I do hope that you will see your 

way clear to propose Bill A·_ 2212·:t:6 ,the Legislature for vote. 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions?· 
ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK:. I want to' thank you' very much 
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for coming forward today and giving testimony .. How many 

glass employees did you mention there were in the State? 

MRS,. WALLACE: 130631 manufacturers as of 1970. 

That is broken down .. Breweries have 6;000 employees •. The 

soft drink industry has a little less than 10,000o 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: That is breweries --

MRS .. WALLACE: ,-- and soft drink is how I have it 

broken. down .. I have it broken down also on figures of the 

payroll and the number of manuf.acturers for the years 1956 

to 1970 .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: These are glass industry workers? 

MRS .. WALLACE: Yes .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Or bottlers? 

MRS .. WALLACE: These are glass. industry workers .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Then there are how many employees 

at the can manufacturing facilities? 

JOHN 

MRS.. WALLACE:: 7, 000 0 • in New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN B.LACK: Thank you very much • 

. ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much. 

Mro Mccaffrey, New Jers~y Brewers Association. 

w. Mc CAFFREY: Gentlemen, I have 

brought with me today Mr. Bernard,Malloy_, a:1lawyer, who .has been 

shanghaied out of Spring Lake to Washington, D .. Ce He is 

senior counsel to the United States Brewers Association, 

our parent organization. 

I am submitting a statement here which you can 

read at your leisure. The statement deals with what our 

industry is doing within the State of New Jersey and also what 

we are doing nationally .. But rather than waste ten minutes 

on going through that statement, since you will have ample 

time to read it at a later date, I would like, sinc~; .. qthers 

have availed themselves of that opportunity, to rebut some 

of the statements made at this hearing and the earlier hearings 

I would like to point out, as our industry statement 

will bear out, that the brewing industry, including the 
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Newark complex, has heeri in the forefront of American industry, 

government and labor efforts to reduce the national.problem 

of litter and solid waste disposal,, 

My member brewers recycle their own paper waste and 

damaged cans and bottles. Our employees are constantly subject 

to an intensive educational program·· on trash and refuse elimin

ation a All brewery trucks carry the anti-litter message" All 

brewery radio, television, magazine and newspaper advertisements 

carry the same message. 

The record has shown and will continue to show that 

the New Jersey brewing industry is vitally concerned with the 

improvement of our State 0 s environment. 

In appearing at todayus hearing in opposition to 

A 2212, I wish to emphasize the fact that all members of 

the New Jersey Brewers 0 Association offer both returnable and 

non-returnable packages in the market places of New Jersey. 

Further, we off er the returnable packages at a --lower price 

in an effort to make the returnables more attractive to the 

consumer. But in spite of this favorable price factor, the 

indisputable result is that ''the returnable beer :package 

represents only a small and constantly decreasing percentage 

of consumer preference or sales. 

Finally, we know from experience that many of our 

returnables which carry a deposit refund do not return. Even 

our returnable quarts which have a ten cents deposit have a 

very high loss ratio" The conclusion necessarily must be 

that a deposit requirement does not bring back.the returnables 

in the sizable volume that we would expect. 

Statements have been made at these hearings that super

markets by refusing to sell returnables are causing the 

increasing trend toward convenience or non-deposit packages. 

Speaking for the brewing industry in the State of New Jersey,· 

here are the facts: There are probably only 200 _or less 

supermarkets directly licensed to sell beer in the entire 

State. There is a good reason for this? gentlemen, because 

in 1962 a statute was passed by the State of New Jersey which 
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pronibitedthe_superinar.kets from having more than two beer 

or liquor licenses and·since·that date, they have been stopped. 

So I have fi~ures here showing in our direct delivery area 

this is the Counties of Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Middlesex, 

Morris, Passaic, Somerset and Union, where we have a population 

of over 4,779,000 people and there are less than 100 super

markets in that area. The bulk of our beer is sold in the 

12,000 other types of licensees throughout. the State, principally 

through package stores and taverns,where the consumer has a 

clear-cut choice between returnables and non-returnables, 

regardless of what stance a local supermarket might elect to 

take. 

I repeat that the bulk of our beer sales in the 

State of New Jersey occursin the 2,000 plus package stores and 

the 8,000 plus taverns who offer a choice of packages, 

deposit-bearing returnables and non-returnables. 

Please let me clear the record on another point regarding 

statements and statistics previously introduced at these 

hearings. The statement was made again this afternoon that 

the 11 switchover from returnable, money-back bottles, to 

throw-away containers in the beer industry has been paralleled 

by a sharp decline in the number of breweries, with a 

consequent loss of jobs and corresponding decline in payroll. 81 

This inference is a red herring. It is a hoax. I have no 

criticism of these well-intentioned ladies who appeared here 

today because they simply read off what the Crusade for a 

Cleaner Environment handed to them. Statistics were also 

introducedoto show that the number of breweries has declined 

nationally from 262 in 1958 to-188 in 1967, a decline of 

28.3 per cent, and that the brewery employees totals had 

declined during that same period to the extent of a payroll 

loss of $97,596,800. Gentlemen; it is true that the number 

of l:')reweries has declined, but this happening, typical of 

the history of many other American industries, has nothing 

to do with convenience packages. 

During the period 1945 to 1955 when.BO per cent of all 
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packaged beer was in returnables, the number .of brewing 

companies in America feilil from 457 to 231, a decline of almost 

50 per cent. The attrition continued over the next decade, 

but again it had nothing to do with the steady expression of 

consumer preference for non-returnable packages, because in 

1960 non-returnables represented only 38 per cent of the 

national sales and by 1965, 48 per cent. 

I will read you off 'some New Jersey statistics to 

prove my point when we had an 80-20·per cent ratio~ Dolgers, 

you may remember, went out in 194 7 .g The William Peter Brewery 

went out in 1948. Peoples of Trenton went out in 1949. Brice 

went out in 1951. Union City went out in 1950. There are five 

breweries right there. 

The employment decrease cited, 15.6 per cent over 

the 158 to 1967 period,is quite modest against the number of 

breweries, 74, which ceased operation during the same period. 

·But apart from this serious consideration, the decreases in 

employment are attributable to the streamlining of total 

brewery operations and increased automation, to more sophisticated 

machinery and equipment and to vastly improved plant layouts 

and warehousing facilities. But this is true of all American 

industry who to stay alive must improve quality and cost 

performance by applying modern methods or go under~ 

I dare say, for example, that the loss in the number 

of independent farmers throughout the United States far 

outweighs the loss of employment in the brewing industry and 

many other industries. But no one suggests that today 1 s 

American farmer should give up his modern techniques and 

return to the horse and plow and antiquated crop-growing methodse 

I am at a loss to explain the $97,596;800 payroll 

loss that supposedly occurred in the brewing industry during 

this period 1958 to 1967~ Our figures show - and the Department 

of Commerce will sustain them - that our payroll jumped from 

$443,000,000 in 1958 to $571,000,000 in 1967. In New Jersey 

our payroll rose from $49,000,000 in 1958 to $57,000,000 in 

19670 We stand today at $60,000,000. 
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But I am not here today for the primary purpose 

of refuting someone else's mathematical deductions; no matter 

how erroneous,. I appear to respectfully advise you that the 

imposition of mandatory deposit requirements on non-returnable 

packaging for.malt beverages will have serious effects on 

the economic wellbeing of my industry, our suppliers in the 

State of New Jersey,.. the retailers and the State, its elf. 

If we sell less cans, can workers will be laid off. If we 

sell less glass non-returnables, a consumer preference over glass 

returnables, glass workers will.be laid off, and right down 

the line to hauling teamsters, label manufacturers, etc. 

I cannot forecast. the exact total impact on over-all employment 

inmy·industry and suppliers because I cannot predict the 

percentage of consumer shift. But I can safely state that 

any deposit impediment._·. on our convenience packages will _hurt 

us severely and also our suppliers and decrease the State 

r~venue from out industry. Thank you, gentlemen. (See page 260 .. ) 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Mccaffrey, you mentioned 

the fact that even now in all the stores# they offer returnables 

as far as beer is conce+:ned - they have returnable bottles. 

But really when the average person goes into a package store 

or'a supermarket, they don't see these returnable bottles 

out on display. Don't you have to ask for them actually? 

MR. MC CAFFREY: I imagine again it is a question of 

what they want .. Some people like it in cans .. Some people 

like the quart deposit bottles. Some people like the 7-ounce 
bottles. We have many brands available. They are all there, 

the deposits and the non-deposits. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: But having them in the back 

room and out ·on the ·shelf are two different things. A lot 

of people, for example, may come i_i,n:to a package store and 

just pick up a couple of six packs of beer .. A housewife 

may not select a certain type. She .sees what is on the shelf 

or in the cooler and says 1 11 I!Jl have two cans of that. 11 But 

actually the returnables are not on display, are they? 
. . . 

MR 7 MC CAFFREY: I am not so sure of that, Mr .. Chai:anan .. 
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I think the housewife has her mind pretty well m:ade up as 

to what type of package and what brand she wants when she 

goes into that store, as with any other commodity on the 

shelves. I think she has her mind made up whether she 

likes the returnables, and perhaps she doesn°t like it 

because of the inconvenience of bringing it back. But the 

fact remains that we sell both packages throughout the State 

of New Jersey. So I would like the·bill amended to exclude 

me because I offer both. I 0 m kidding, of course. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Mr. McCaffrey, I notice that 

they are now putting out 7-ounce beer canse 

MRo MC CAFFREY: That 1 s right" 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Could you tell me offhand the 

difference in the amount of metal that is used between the 

regular 12-ounce can and the 7-ounce can? 

MR .. MC CAFFREY: No, I could not, sir. I 1 m sorry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Another thing, just for my own 

knowledge, why was there such a decline in the breweries? 

I mean, that has been brought out here. 

MRo MC CAFFREY: I explained,that and,I think it 

parallels the automobile industry. At one time you may 

recall - I don I t say you recall - but .it is in the history 

books - the State of New Jersey had well over 100 automobile 

manufacturers right here in the State~ I think we follow the 

same pattern as the rest of the American industry. Either 

you grow bigger or you go out of business, one or the othere 

Either you come up.with a better product, better merchandising 

method, better quality control, better lines of distribution, 

or you are not going toJsurvive. I think that is the history 

of American enterprise, gentlemen, as rough as it may sound. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I would like to ask, sir, if 

you wouldn't include better packaging$ 

MRo MC CAFFREY: Yes. Well, again, I have listened 

to these groups here and I hope they understand that all 

of our suppliers - and I think I have been fortunate to 

sit here for a day and a half and listen to what the glass 

·companies are doing, the can companies are doing, the steel 
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industry is doing ...,;_ .I' hope nobody gets the . idea that they 

are alohe in this effor.t to clean up the environment. 
I think. it has got tobe a combination of industry,· of labor, 

of the·state·and federal government, of county governinent and 

municipalities, and · the hoineown_er himself or herself. We 

are not going to·do it singly and we are not going to do it 

by picking out one phase of thi-s problem and penalizing. us,. at 

the expense of jobs ... 

Incidentally, Congressma:n·sandman mentioned 30,000 
jobs. I just want to correct.the record on that. 

Also in the question and an:::iwer period, Joe Stevens 

of the AFL-CIO stated that there were 10,000 jobs in his 

industry and also in the glass ind1.1stry, 5,000 in the cans 

and 6,000 in the teamsters. I think you will find tpat 6,000 

figure in Mr. Na1ikowski's statement which was presented to 

you here today •. · I don' t know how accurate these fellows are. 

All I can tell you is_ this, that if we don't sell beer, if 

we are locked up-,. if we are penalized for selling cans, our 

revenues are going down, It isn't just a question of some 

warehouseman;_ it goes right ac;-oss the board in the brewery 

industry •. It affects the bottler, the brewer, the warehouseman, 

the driver, t:he mechanic, the machinist, the engineer, the 

electrician, etc. We don't have any piece rates like this 

one lady brought out today •. There are no piece rates in 

our industry. ';[1hey are paid on a: full daily rate. "If we ,are 

not making mohey,. if we are not getting the volume, then we 
are necessarily going to lay off. And our suppliers who are 
not buying from them in the same volume as today, they must 
necessarily lay off too if they don't have the customers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON:•- Mr. McCaffrey, on the other 
hand, when you talk·· about ·· the number of people being laid off, 

let's say, in the brewery business~ ---when you bring these 
bottles back, they are going to have to be washed, etc., and 

this will shift employment in another area. Also you are 

going to have a lot more helpers because you are going to 

have more empties.·. You know, according to the union rules, 

there is ~a.:-.certain number of cases allowed on a load. And if 
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you are going to have more empties ~oming pac;k tpth~ b:rewery, 

more work will be involved. So i.s it nots·~. ppss.ibili,ty that 

there may be some shifti11:g as far.as job c;:lassificat.ions 

rather than a layoff as fa:r as the employees are concerne.d? 

MR .. MC CAFFREY: Our.employees now are equipped 

to pick up the returnablese 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: What about the wash,ing and 

storing of them at the brewery? 

MR .. MC CAFFREY: We !)robably would h,ave to put 

on some additional help in. that area; but that is not a 

tremendous job. It is a question of.· sortinge 

ASSEMBLYMAN.WILSON: Also unloading the truck. This 

takes a l.bt" of time. 

MR .. MC CAFFREY: We have palletized operations. I 

don°t see any great manpower increase on that. I do think 

that we would have it in one phase of the brewery, a 

relatively minor phase, and that is the glass washing end 

of it.where we are actually sorting out that glass. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Also unloading the. truck. 
'~ ,:1 .;,. 

Let O s face it, you don't, u.se palletized operations for 
. •i ,!, . ·, 

unloading the trucks, not the small delivery trucks. 

MR. MC CAFFREY: That 0 s for sure. 
::- _;· . 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: That is ·:all individual work. 

MR. MC CAFFREY: That's true, and then we have to 

sort the glass. It doesn I t come back ·· sparkling clean. We 

· have to differentiate. We may have somebody else O s glass in 

there.. There is some manpower involved in that. The. over-all 

loss on our sales would hit a,11 other departments .. We might 

pick up a dozen men here and lose 100 some place else, 

because our can business is a tremendous business in the 

State of New Jersey and so is. our non-returnable glass. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: One additional question with 

regard to employment - I know that we have roughly five 

major glass manufacturers in the Counties of ~alem and 

Cumberland. I do not know that we h~ve any rqajor breweries 

in those two counties. Are you awa,re .. of. a,ny majo,r breweries 

there? 
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MR .. MC CAFFREY: ·No. tncfdentallY there was orie 

thing stated here I would like to correct.' One Of the ladies 

:quoted Mt ... King; who is President of the United State-s· Brewers 

Associatiol'lt as saying there were· 80 breweriesm That is true .. 

There are 80 breweries, but there are now 135 plants. Because 

many of our brewers like Pabst have several breweries. 

Anheuser-Busch has several. Rheingold has several$ ·Those 

three are in the State of New Jersey,·alongwith Ballantines .. 

We do have two small onesdown·here in this neck of the 

woods, but the bulk of the business is done by my people. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: However, ~ince there are not 

breweries located in the areas where five major glass factories 

are located, we would have to relocate people -if we are 

going to give them jobs washirigbottles at the breweries .. 

MR .. MC CAFFREY: I know that sounds:.fine to people 

that haven't been in industry to say you just shift men from 

one place to another. But you shift men with 25 years of 

seniority over to some brand new plant as a brand new man, 

and this relocation, if it does occur, is an unhappy one 

for him. He is being shifted from what I could consider to 

be a semi-skilled or skilled job to practically an unskilled 

one if that is all he is going to do, sort bottles arid wash 

glasso 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very much. 

MR. MC CAFFREY: Thank you, gentlemen, and I would 

like you to hear from Mr. Malloy. 

BERNA,RD F .. MALL o Y: Mr. Chairman and members 

of the Committee: I am going to make my remarks as brief 

as possible. I understand from what was said earlier that 

the record of the. hearing is goi~g to be kept open for, I 

think one gentleman said, a couple of weeks 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: It will be kept open for a week 

and a half. .I believe that will allow sufficient timem 

. MR,. MALLOY: My name is Bernard F. Malloy. I am 

Vice President - General Counsel of the United States 
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Brewers 0 Association, a national trade association qf American 

brewers and of suppliers to brewers. The u .. s. Brew!=)rs 1 

Association is incorporated in New York State .. Its principal 

office is located at 1750 K_ Street, No;rthwest, i~ Washington, 

D. C .. 

As stated, I am here at the invitation of my associate, 

Mr. Jack Mccaffrey of the New Jersey Brewers' Association. 

With me are Mr ... Dan Adams, U,.S.B .. A .. District Director, formerly 

of Princeton, ~ew Jersey., whose responsibilities in~lude the 

State of _New Jersey~ and Mr .. Paul C.averlycf ,W.:ho has just been 

employed by the u .. s .. B.A. as i1:s field representative for· 

the State of New Jersey. Mr. Caverly:_·is from Maywood, New 

Jersey, and is presently inauguratinc;,;' an extensive program 

litter:. prevention via education throughout the State. 

I should add that although I presently reside in 

Washington, D. c., I am domiciled in New Jersey and I am a 

property owner and a taxpayer hered 

of 

Our Association was founded i-n 1862 8 It is the oldest 

continuous incorporated trade association in the United States. 

Our brewer members produce about 90 per cent of American beer. 

Most of the New Jersey brewers who.are members of the New 

Jersey Brewers 0 Association are members of the u .. s. Brewers' 
;'.,-; 

Association. The great majority of the out-of-state brewers 

who ship beer into New Jersey are members of our Association 
and in addition plants a:.r· offices are maintained in New 

Jersey. 

Indeed, my comments are going to reflect the extreme 

concern of the entire brewing industry complex of this state, 

including local brewers , shipping brewers , etc .. , · as they 

assess the inevitable disastrous impact that this ill-advised 

proposal A 2212 would have on beer, the.food beverage of 

moderation to most New Jerseyites. 

I respectfully register the vigorous· opposition of 

the U.S. Brewers' Association to this bill,which in the 

matter of beverage containers would in effect ban the can, 

prohibit the no-deposit bottle, and force a reversion to an 
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outmoded, unrealistic, inefficient, inconvenient, expensive, 

unnecessary, returnable-only distribution system l:ly the 

imposition of punitive requirements and penal sanctionso 

I regret that our industry and others who have 

testified at this hearing were not consulted by the State EPA 

Office while they were constructing their staff policyo 

I think our research and our informational data would have 

been of interest to them and I take this opportunity on 

behalf of our Association to offer this assistance to your 

Committee, to the State EPA and to the private groups who 

are here today, with respect to this billo 

As I have indicated, we are embarked on a constructive' 

program of litter prevention by eduqation in the State of 

New Jersey" We have had considerable experience in this 

area in some 42 states. And working with Mr. Mccaffrey, our 

men will be travelling throughout the State showing litter 

prevention films and slide programs to groups ranging from 

school children to Chambers of Commerce and government and 

fraternal organizationso We already have received pe:rmission 

from some of your local school systems to embark on this 

program in their schoolse 

In addition, these gentlemen will be _involved in 

speaking engagements before clubs to discuss the need for 

litter prevention and will assist the local communities 

interested in organizing and developing local clean-up 

campaigns., They will participate in the formation and 

direction of litter prevention programs, often serving as 

officers of various organizations in this respecto 

We, of course, were one of the founding members of Keep 

America Beautifulw You might be interested in knowing - I 

dongt think this has been mentioned before at the hearing -

that Keep America Beautiful 8 which is the nationwide 

organization devoted to the beautification of our countryo has 

kept a litter index, in which they have attempted to measure 

litter throughout the coun;try., They began this in the early 

part of the g 60 1 s.e It went up during the O 60 1 s, but I am 

happy to report that the litter index throughout the country 
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kept by IZAB has now taken a downward turn and in the last 

two years has dropped twice and is now down 6 per cent. 

This is a healthful sign~ I donut know who deserves the 

credit for it~ I think it is, however, a combination of 

the fact that the American public has been alerted to the 

seriousness of the problem. 

I would like to mention a couple of matters with 

respect to the bill which haven u t been brought out., I don° t 

plan at this time - and this is not the forum - to get into 

a lengthy discussion of the question of the legal validity 

of this bill. There is no doubt that there are problems 

involved with it as to whether or not it is a valid exercise 

of :the police power of the state~ There are constitutional 

problems involved as to whether or not it is an infringement 

upon interstate commerce or upon due process or upon equal 

protection of the laws as set forth in our Federal Constitution 

and I believe paralleled to some extent in your State 

Constitution. 

One phrase in the bill caused us a great deal of 

concern~ it prohibits the sale at wholesale or at retail. 

It does not define the phrase 11 sale at wholesale. 11 I 

think it was probably the intention of the sponsor that this 

would involve a sale to a retailer. However, in some states 

the definition of 11 sale at wholesale" is broader than that 

and might encompass the sale by a manufacturer to a wholesaler. 

If.that should be the case in this state, this would simply 

mean that a New Jersey brewer couldnut sell .to any wholesaler 

from out of state who came in to pick up beer at his dock 

where it is usually sold FOB. I donut know that this was 

the intention of the bill, but this is one of the things 

that gives us pause when we read it, and it is certainly 

something that should be spelled out clearly by definition. 

Another important aspect of the bill which hasn't 

been touched on completely at the hearing is the fact that 

all beer containers presently in use in New Jersey would be 

outlawed. This is due to the requirement in the bill that 
\ 
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al.l beverage containers must have clearly indicated on 

the container the refund value. · This means that manufacturers 

would have to make a unique provision in their manufacturing 

process for a special container which would be used only in 

New Jerseyo This, of course, would create havoc in production 

lines and schedules and would be another factor leading to 

an increase in the cost of the production0 

Supporters of the bill have made several references 

to the advantages of the olden days. I suggesto gentlemen, 

that if it were possible for your Committee to amend the 

bill to legislate youth, I would be willing to go back to 

some of the problems of the olden dayso Absent thato we 

certainly would not. 

Let me mention Oregon which has been touched on on 

a number of occasionse This year there were some 235 container

related bills introduced in 45 states. The only state which 

passed one of these bills is the State of Oregon. This bill 

does not go into effect until October of 1972, one year away. 

I think I can say without question, gentlemen, based on 

reports that have appeared in the papers,. that the validity 

of this bill will be challenged in the courtsc 

Only one other state in the past has ever passed a 

ban on convenience packaging and that was Vermont which 

did it early in the u5ous where they passed a ban on the sale 

of beer in non-returnable glass containers. The Governor of 

that.state appointed a study commission to study the effects 

of the bill on litter and the report of that commission indicated 

that the law had not appreciably solved the litter problem 

and the law was permitted to lapse.G 

Last year in the State of Washington, the voters 

went to the polls and rejected a measure which would have 

imposed a 5-cent mandatory deposit on beer and soft drink 

containers. 

There are some 20 container-related bills pending 

in the Federal Congress and much has been said here about 

the exhaustive studies which are pending in Washington, relating 
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to the problems of beverage containerso 

At the local level, some 20 localities have passed 

some type of ban on convenience packaging for beer and 

soft drinkso To the best of my knowledge, none of these 

is in effect, with the possible exception of one measure 

relating to parks. This began, of course, in the Town of Bowie, 

Maryland, ahd the County of Howard in Maryland, where 

mandatory five-cent requirements were imposed and I advise 

you, if you don°t already know, that both of those ordinances 

are presently in litigation before the courts. 

So we have at the present time, the Federal government 

engaged in exhaustive studies~ many state governments have 

commissioned studies by various committees which are in progress 

now, relating to. this:,,_ :' .. 

I want to wind up my brief presentation by expressing 

some surprise with respect to this. It seems that two of 

the most significant, perhaps popular, movements in our 

country in recent years have been consumerism and ecology. 

Of course, the alcohol beverage industry is particularly 

attuned to the needs and desires and preferences of the 

consumer because we went through one experience with direct 

anti-consumerism which was the farce of Prohibition. Therefore, 

we are vitally concerned with a movement which would impose 

additional restrictions not just on our industry but on the 

consume.re And this bill would represent a partial prohibition, 

not only on the industry but on the preference and the 

convenience of the.consumer of our productsa 

Of course, it is inevitable that this type of 

legislation would result in a higher price for beer to the 

consumer and the denial of his freedom of choice in the 

marketplace, oy. requiring that he have considerable funds 

tied up in deposits, and the fact that he may h.ave to pay 

heavier taxes to make up for the inevitable loss in tax 

revenue which would accompany a decline in sales of beer, 

which pays heavy excise taxes, which would ignore his comfort, 

cleanliness, convenience and pr~ference, and which would 
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eliminate from the market in New Jersey a number of brands 

that 'are presently carried here. 

The effect on the State of New ,Jer_sey has been 

pointed. out in detail Q I would add to it, however, . the fact 

that you are dealing with a procl.uct which has produced some 

$4 1/2 million for your Sta.te last year in excise taxes 

alone,, It is inevitable that there be a loss of saleso 

I can 1 t tell you precisely what the loss of sales would be0 

Accompanying that loss.of sales, as we have seen throughout 

the country not with respect to these bills, because we 

haven°t had the experience, but with other measures which 

have caused loss of sales, has been a decline in tax revenue. 

It would hurt, of course, the general business 

climate of the State. It would have an .inflationary effecte 

And with respect to the Chairman's question earlier about 

shift of jobs, again we are talking about :,something that 

we have not had direct experience in, but it is possible, 

as you indicated, that there would be some type of shift 

of jobs but the loss of jobs would come in those which are 

comparatively high-paying, skilled jobs, which provide 

excellent fringe benefits, ahd substitution for a part of 

them· of seasonal, part-time,school-boy type employment that 

was mentioned by Assemblyman Dennis when he talked about 

how in the old days they used to pick up bottles and redeem 

them. There might be a shift., but the net result of 

the shift, I am afraid, would be deleterious to your state© 

Therefore, I say to you gentlemen, let 0 s live in 

our own timee The answers to the problems, I believe, are 

education, voluntary recycling and improved technology .. 

We recognize the urgency of preserving the quality of this 

state 0 s.environment and I want to because I am domiciled in 

the state@ As an industry voted into existence by the 

affirmative action of the people, we are aware of the urgency 

of accommodating ourselves to the public interest and 

respecting the public 1 s preference and freedom of choice" 

We are deeply concerned-with the danger to our nation and 
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state,--

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mro Ma,lloy, how much longer? 

.MRo MALLOY: Ten seconds - twenty seconds., 

ASSElVlBLYMAN WILSON: Go ahead. 

MRo MALLOY: (continuing) -- and to our already 

heavily taxed and restricted industry and to the public 1 s 

options which ,bs, inherent in um::re.asonable, discriminatory 

legislative proposals to penalize convenience beverage 

containerso These represent another legislative cost of 

doing business which must result in ever-increasing costs. 

We believe that the American public can and should 

continue to enjoy freedom of choice, while at the same time 

we, as manufacturers, and others in our industry, such as 

distributors and retailers and the consumers of our packages 

and products can contribute substantially to concerted efforts 

to constructive solutions to problems of litter control and 

solid waste management. We have begun in the State of New 

Jersey and we pledge our cooperation. Thank youo 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? (No responseo) 

Thank you very mucho 

MR" MALLOY: I believe you said we have a week and 

a half to file a statemento 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: The record will remain open 

until Friday, October 8th. It will be approximately a week and 

a half and then we will have the transcript printed. 

M~,S.it · ·: L l/!I'lOe :·:A';_} e J.i :~: ·. . , _ , : ~- ;:r .• · , ,. , ,_3.,:,, " .-. , 

Nearly all of the two hundred 

housewives in my apartment complex, which is in Princeton 

Township, wash and sort all our households' ·bottles and cans 

for recycling. We have not reduced our beer intake; we 

simply wash the bottles and :sav.e-<them for recycling. We have 

thus shown our willingness to make the extra effort necessary 

for alleviating our community's solid waste problem. However, 

if we were to recover a deposit on at least some of these 

containers, we would realize a greater return for our efforto 

Not only would we personally save the price of new containers 
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for each beverage.purchased, but also would our community save 

the cost of multiple handling of container r~fuse. By this 

I mean, it is the community that is responsible for gett:Lng 

.rid of the throw-away containers, not the bottlers or anyone 

else; it is t:he community.that pays - the municipality that 

pays the.cost. Unfortunately, it is currently impossible 

to buy most beverages in returnable containerse Mr., Chokola, 

whom you have already heard, had serious difficulty maintaining 

his bottling business with returnable bottles because the 

glass supplier simply refused to fill, his orders. Mr .. Chokola 

discovered what every housewife also knows - we do not function 

in a free marketplace, but must make do with what a few large 

manufacturers deem profitable and conveni.ent for themselves. 

Consumer-housewives must, therefore, rely upon our elected 

officials. to help protect us.· from such wastefulness as 

throw-away containers • 

I urge you to act firmly in our behalf and pass 

Assembly Bill 2212. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any.questions'? (No response .. ) 

Thank ·· you very much. 

Don Read. 

DON RE AD: Mr .. ·Chairman and members of the Committee, 

my name is Don Read. I am employed by M&T Chemicals Ince, 

with general offices in Rahway, New Jersey. 

I welcome the opportunity this afternoon to briefly 

outline to you gentlemen a technology that is relatively 
little known by the.· general public that is used in the 
recycling of tin cans. 

I am sure we all know how glass and aluminu:r'n.·and 

paper are recycled, but tin cans have been recycled in 

the United States in the last 65 years .. This technology 

was born right here in our own State of New Jersey in the· 

Town of Cartaret. At that time, my company was involved in 

the processing for reuse of tin-plate scrap that was generated 

in the manufacture-of tin cans. Currently, we are doing 
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this in seven facilities located throughout the United 

States and Canada, having an annual capability of over 

400, 000 gross tons pJ:r · year.. We · not only process tin plate 

now but are receiving in ever::-increasing quantities tin-free 

steel, which is also a can manufacturing material, .. as well as 

bi-metal cans, which we are effectively putting back into 

the industrial stream. 

Since our inception back in Cartaret, iiVi~ have 

processed over 13 million gross tons of material that would 

otherwise have been thrown in the discard and never brought 

back into use agai,n .. We are currently one of the two largest 

de-tiners - now we are recyclers - in· the entire world .. · 

In the United States today there is recycling capability 

of over 1 million gross tons per year. 

The process.that is used currently at our plant in 
' ' 

Elizabeth, New Jersey, I think would be of interest ifto., rnost 

people, in that we receive the material - prirna·rily · cans now -

used cans, rejected cans in manufacture, and clippings't· and 
. . ~ r' 

this material is first shredded, the tin is'dissolved there-

from by introduction into strong hot alkaline solutions::,:. resulting 

in clean steel., It is then baled and the tin i.,s recovered 

by electrolysis from solutions.. This .. tin is the purest tin 

that anyone can buy in the world. It is much purer th.an the 
virgin tin from ore. The tin we recover from recycling this 

material is utilized primarily in our own company in our 

Chemical Division, where various inorganic and organic 

chemicals are made. Some, of course, does.go right back 

into the tin-plate industry which forms more can,s.. . Others 

are used as a catalyst in the production of u+:-ethane foams, 

food preservatives, antifoulants for marine paint and 

poultry medicants. 

The steel scrap is of very; very . high quality, . much 
sought after by the steel industry where it is recycled back 
into steels of high grade •. 

An ever-increasing-amount of it if! useo. in the 
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copper industry for cemeriting'~opper·from leached solutions. 

Over one-third of our virgin copper ... i.s now recovered iri this 

manner·. by recycling over processed tin caris .. 

We have also worked very closely with reclamation 

projects, representatives of whom have appeared before,your 

Committee. I personally have worked quite closely with 

Henry Seales who hasiset Up~ ver.Y exeJU.plary program in 

Long Branch, ·which also has .liad its offsprings, first,. 

second an~ third generations, throughout the State .... 

You have heard mentioned tMat over SO per cent of 

the tin cans, produced today are used in the beverige industry. 

If this bill should pa·ss and beverage cans are ncrb allowed 
• • I 

to be produced, this would reduce the raw material available 

to our facility in Elizabeth t'o the point that it would no 

longer be economical to conduct operations. True, we are not large 

compared to•. these other industries, although we currently have 

a payroll of 40 people 'operating there. 

We · welcome tin cans, btrt'metal or steel, from any source 

whatsoever. We work with many ec~logy groups, as mentioned 

before, and will continue to do so. 

I might say in closing that should your Committee 

decide to have another hearing, it might be well to consider 

a possible meeting up in the Elizabeth area, at which time I 

cordially invite you on behalf of the company to come with 

me and tour our facilities at:Elizabeth, which I tnink you 

will ,find very uniqueand most interesting ... Thank you .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Mr .. Read, do you do all of the 
so-called deti;nning at your Elizabeth Plant? 

.MR., READ: That is alL we do at the Elizabeth Plant, 
yes, sir .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Nothing in the Avenel area? 

You are across from the Stat.e P:t'ison, aren ° t you? 

MR. READ: No, that is our office in Rahway6 We 

don't detin there •.. · Our. faci•lity is in Elizabeth, out on.· 

North Avenue .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: ·I.see .. Thank you., 
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ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Read. 

Is .Mrso Carl Light here? (l'ifo response, ) 

Mrs. Margen Penick. 

MARG EN PENICK: I am here at .. the request of 

the Princeton Township:Conservation Commission,, 

Commissioner. 

I am a 

We undertook a study of these problems in Princeton 

last winter. We realized it was a very complicated subject. I am 

not going to try to bore you with all the many facts and 

things that we read because I am sure you have heard a great 

deal of that~ I would like merely to summarize some of our 

thoughts on thiss 

In the first place, we sent a report - we are an 

advisory body -- we sent a report to the Township Committee 

and these are our recommendations: 

Number o~e,Princeton Township should memorialize the 

State Legislature to prohibit the use of non-returnable bottles 

and cans in connection with the sale of beer or soft drinks, 

and to require a substantial refundable deposit on all such 

containers. A deposit of ten cents is suggested* 

Princeton Township should adopt a local ordinance 

prohibiting within the municipality the sale of beer or 

soft drinks in non-returnable bottles or cans, such ordinance 

to take effect one year from the date of adoption~ 

Princeton Township should urge the Borough of 

Princeton and other neighboring municipalities to adopt 

similar ordinances. 

At such time as :'a .. .p:t.actiGal I hio~degra:dahle bottle 

or container becomes available, the foregoing recommendations 

should be reconsidered~ 

This is dated March, 197le 

I am bringing this up to suggest that there.is a 

great deal of interest in this problem on the municipal level. 

At the time this report came to the Princeton Township Committee, 

we already knew that this bill was going to have a hearing 

and they decided to wait on any such legislation until the 
I 
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State had made a decision., But I think you will find that 

municipalities, individuals .and groups are hoping for action, 

hoping the State will tak.e it and, if not, wilT:'.propably' ... s~ek 

ways themselves to further this sort of an ideara 

I would just like to go through a few of our 

conclusions after we had studied the problem for five or 

six months. 

Citizen awareness of pollution has increased and 

will continue to increase~ Throw-away products are beginning 

to be identified by the public with pollutionra The consumer 

pays a higher price for throw:-away bottles at the storeo 

In addition, he pays the cost of disposing of non-returnables 

through the increasing expenses of solid waste managemento 

Now this cost is spread broadly over the population, whether 

or not one is a user of a great volume of soft drinks and beer& 

The·bottling industry wishes to pass on the cost 

of this very necessary part of their business to the publico 

They have to have containerso Supermarkets and groceries 

do not want the cost of handling these products and we have 

become involved in a cost shuffle,. what you might call a shell 

gameo Marketers, .distributors and bottlers are eager to pass 

the costs and problems involved in containers on to the citizen, 

'therefore, the municipality., and ultimately the State .. 

Now we can talk about tax loss, but I haven°t heard 

anybody mention the enormous increased costs of waste disposal, 

which cannot be undertaken in an intelligent way.by the 

municipalities alone and are going to have to be supported by 

the State and it is going to be extremely costly. 

The basic question, as we saw it, became~ Should the 

user and those who make their profits from the use of containers 

be able to thrust the cost of disposing of their materials 

on to the municipalities, the counties and the State, or 

should they be responsible for the cost.of .the biproduct of 

their production? If this cos.t is handled only by municipal

ities, it will result in sky-rocketing costs. Well, already 

we have sky~rocketing costs of. municipal and county solid waste 
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disposal, and this can only be increased by an enormous 

flood of disposable bottles and cans. 

We realize that this Assembly Bill does not attack 

the whole solid waste problem,.but is merely a beginning, 

attacking merely one area •.. 

As in all pollution controls, jobs would be lost-in 

some- areas of industry., However, jobs would be gained .i:h~ .the 

pollution control area:. for example, extra trucking time to 

return bottles, extra mE;m at supermarkets, etc. would be 

needed. 

·· One question we addressed ourselves to was: -Why 

single out the .bottle industry? Why should they be forced 

to be the first to attack a problem of municipal solid Waf3te? 

The answer that we carne·up with, although this.probably 

doesn°t sound very good·to them, was that because at this 

time·they can dosomething about this waste problem. We read 

many articles and pamphlets about dream machines which are 

going to sort all these materials; recycle them, etc. They 

don't seem to be available right now. And if they were avail

able, I know that our own county, when they heard a cost 

estimate, didn't feel that it was something we·could buy 

right away .. 

A bill like this is a temporary solution. but it is 

something that we can do now. Also to continue as we are 

is to endorse the throw.;..away society: to continue to teach the 

disposabilityof bott:les, cans, and waste is to continue to 

teach the disposability of our land resources and our 

environment. 

As I have listened, I have jotted down a couple of 

. comments. One person asked the question:· What is detrimental 

to ecology about landfill? I believe if we were to use only 

landfill as a disposal m~thod~wecould all be buried soon 

in trash. In Princeton there was a proposal_. to use a Girl 

Scout camping area, which is a·ravine, for solid waste. But 

when they researched how long it would take to fil·l it up, 

it was only several years and thatreallyisn°t any answer to 
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the problemo We could fill up all our empty spaces and we 

would still be overwhelmed with trash. 

Supermarkets do not encourage non--returnables. This 

costs the supermarket extra and the soft.drinks are a low 

per cent of their total volume of business. The·reason we 

suggested a ten-cent deposit is that we too realize that 

people are not going to return bottles if there is not a 

major economic incentive. They are going to throw them 

away if; it is two cents or three cents. 

Addressing ourselves to the problem of a dealer 

being flooded by out-of-state or out-of-town bottles, the 

only answer we could come up with, which may not be very 

good,was to suggest scrip0 This would be a problem for the 

merchant because he would have to take the time to give it 

out© On the other hand, he might find that if people could 

only return their bottles at his store, it would at least 

bring his customers back. 

As far as job loss - and I don't know the answer to 

this~ I was told by a local bottler that in order to be 

dealing in returnable bottles, a bottler needs four times 

as many bottles at any one. time as he does . if he has recyclables 

because he has to have his bottle in the store on the shelf, 

the bottle he is working on in his plant, plus ·the bottles 

that are going out and coming back. So there may not be 

as few bottles around assome people have led us to believe. 

Thank you .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: You rnentioned a ten-cent deposit 

on a bottle. 

MRS. PENICK: I merely brought that out. to show there 

is municipal interest in this and that we are hoping the 

State will act. I realize that your bill is different. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Would you recommend the same 

deposit on a can? 

MRS a PENICK: Yes. I I m sorry. It should have 

read "containers." We :(elt .·it should be on bottles and cans. 
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As a housewife - and many people ha.ve spoken as housewives -

I must say I feel milk should be exempt from this. Because 

the cost figures that I uncovered·suggested that if the user 

himself is paying the added cost of disposing·of the container, 

this will raise the price of milk considerably. I feel this 

is a case where there would be a greater social value in· 

allowing milk not to be included because I feel our society 

should support it. It would be the poor people in the case 

of milk who would suffer from increased cost. But I feel 

for the other bottles and cans, this would be a fair user 

tax® If they didn 1 t return it, they would lose the deposit~ 

and if they returned it, they would get their money backo 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you. 

I would like to enter into the record a statement in 

support of A 2212 from the Mayor of the Borough of Princeton, 

Robert w. Cawley. 

(Letter from Mayor Cawley can be found 
on page 245.) 

Nancy Masterson, Hightstown-East Windsor Ecology 

Coalition. 

NANCY MASTERSON: I am Nancy Mastersono resident 

of East Windsor Township and Chairman of the Hightstown'-'East 

Windsor Ecology Coalition. 

Please note that Mrs. Teri Provissiero prepared the 

following statement. Mrs.Provissiero was here on the 22nd, 

but time did not permit her to present her material. She 

was not able to be here today at this time because she is 

attending a meeting in Princeton on solid waste and recycling. 

I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak before 

the Commit tee. , 

statemente 

I would like to present a summary of the 

The contribution that non-returnable containers make 

to litter all over this country is nothing that can be 

overlookede The Bureau of Solid Waste and Management has 

said in their publication The ··Role of Packaging in Solid Waste, 

and I quote: "Quantitive and qualitative changes in 
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packaging materials consumption ·in the 1966-1976 periocl. will 
' . . . .· ; . . . . 

intensify the litter problem pr:i,marily by providing 9-reater 

quantities of nc~m-returnable beverag~ containers. 11 

In Oregon where people buy one million throw-away 

beer and soft drink. <;::ontainers per day,. most of them end up as 

litter. People's Lobby Against Non-Returnables of Oregon 

conducted a survey picking up litter .. In two hours, they 

picked up 16;850 beer and soft drink throw-away containers .. 

This may seem an impressive figure., but it only represents 
.. : ·. ., .· , . '. . 

twenty;...four minutes worth of daily consumption in that state .. 

The results of the survey, con<;lucted under controlled.conditionso 

were as follows: 

54 per cent of the litter was cans: soft drink and 

beer containers outnumbered all others four to one 

17 per cent was glass: throw-away bottles outnumbered 

deposit or .returnables five to one 

28 per cent was pa:per~ a significant perce;ntage of 

that was beer and soft drink container packaging .. 

The survey ce>ncluded th~t throw-away containers have 

a 21 per cent greater chance of becoming litter than deposit 

or returnable containers. Although one-way bottles and cans 

account for 55 per cent of the sales of soft drinks and beer 

in Oregon, they acc01.1nt for 96 per cent of the container litter .. 

Glass and metal packaging present two of the worst 

disposal problems, particularly when incinerators are used .. 

A typical situation where one ton< . of packaging material is 
\ 

incinerated, a residue of 705 pounds remainsi of this amount, 
637 pounds or 90 per cent comes from glass and metal containerse 

The Bureau of Mines claims that at the present rate 
we are using aluminum, our supply will run out in 138 years-., 
My great grandchildren may hold as their.most.precious and 

valuable possession an all-aluminum beer or soda cane This 

possibility strikes a frightening note-.. 

Container manufacturers claim their products 

contribute a relatively small.percentag~ of solid waste to 

our environment. ,i'he.percentage is about 22 per cent~ 
: . _. ( 
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nevertheless, because glass and metal are :non-biodegradable, 

they contribute 80 per cent of our permanent litter. 

Last year alone this coufttry spent $500 million to 

clean up litter® MrG David Do Dominick, Assistant Administrator 

of the Federal Environmental Protection Agency, tells us 

that we produce more than 4.3 billion tons of solid waste a 

year and it increases at an annual rate of four to six per 

cento 

Aside from the unsightlessness of litter along our 

roadways, the costs of disposing of it, the added burden to 

the taxpayers and the added pollution it contributes, we find 

still other problems it causes. 

Farmers in Oregon testified in support of the State 1 s 

ban on non-ireturnables. They said that litter along the 

roadsides cos-tsthem the lives of many livestock. The animals 

would eat pieces of broken glass and metal which would become 

lodged in their chest causing severe pain and finally killing 

them. 

New Jersey is no exception. Mrso Provissiero talked 

to a local farmer in the Hightstown-East Windsor area and he 

confirmed "v.hat the Oregon farmers had said. He also added 

that he has had to throw out loads of feed because glass and 

metal particles had become ground in with it. The blades on 

his machine have been torn up by glass and metal containers. 

He concluded that there were about the roadside other forms 

of litter, nevertheless, soft drink and beer containers 

predominated .. 

Small children suffer from cuts and bruises caused 

by broken glass and metal. We 1 ve seen children put their 

fingers and tongues into the tops of flip-top cans and come 

out with gashes. 

It might be cited by some who oppose this bill that 

in 1953 the State of Vermont passed a bill banning one-way 

bottles which was not successful. In fact, after four years, 

the bill was deemed 11 not effective$ ·11 A further look into 

this bill would show why it inevitably failed. 
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lo It banned only llmal_t alcoholic beverage 

containers. 11 

2.. Public awarene~s of. ecological problems in 

1953 was relatively low .. 
3., Social problems of 1953 could not compare to the 

problems we have in 1971. By this I_ refer to the enco~agement 

of industry to create a use-it-once and throw".'."it-away society© 

4 .. 7'he malt alcoholic beverage companies started 

packaging their pr<:>ducts;in cans. 

I'd like to add here that it was due to increased 

public awarenes,s that the· State of Oregon was able to pass 

its ban on non-returnables. An overwhelming majority of 

states have suchbilJ.:s pending as our Assembly Bill 2212. 

Would this be possible .:if: a sense of public •awareness and 

urgency were not prevalent? People a.re ecology minded today 

out of necessity. 

Container ma.riuf actureref would have, we the consumer, 

bring our containers· to redemption or recycling centers where 

they would be melted dow:n;irtto new one-ways. They cite surveys 

that show returnables wind Up as 'litter too-.. The price of 

everything has increased greatly today. Perhaps if there were 

a proportionate increase in,;the deposit of containers, people 

would be more likely to return their containers .. 

Perhaps it is t:ime'for industry to begin sharing 

some of the burden, to· share.a social obligation~ The consumer 

is over-taxed enough already, natural :resources are over;_taxed 

and our minds are being over-taxed with concern about this 
mass of garbage we 1 rebeing·buried in day by day .. 

Recylcing is not the whole answer" In my corrrrnunity 
a group of concerned citizens supported five recycling 

days.. .People were asked to bring glass, metal and paper 

items to a specific point where the material would go to 
outlets that would recycle them. Some people did not participate 

feeling that such.programs were unrealistic; that unless there 

were national.orstatewide bans on non-returnables, it would 

be purely idealistic to support recycling days .. 
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In summation, r would like to quote something 

President Nixon said last year, and I quote: 11 The 1970 1 s 

absolutely must be the yearswhen America pays its debt 

to. • .• our living environment. It is literally now or 

never. 11 

As a group of concerned, conscientious citizens, we 

feel that the passage of this bill is a major step in paying 

that debt. 

(Mrs. Provissiero 6 s complete statement can be 
found beginning on page 246. ) 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Thank you very much. Assemblyman 

Fay, do you have any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Do you think the ten-cent deposit 

is going to be that much of an impetus? Is that dime 

going to stop a crass person from throwing an:empty bottle 

or an empty can out of a window on -t.o the park or the roadway? 

MRS., MASTERSON: I think so. Because if you are 

taking back, say, a six-pack of bottles, that is_60 cents. 

You can do a lot with 60 cents. A dime may not sound like 

much, but when you consider the amount of soft drinks people 

consume, it soon adds up. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: 

the panacea? 

You really feel this would be 

MRS. MASTERSON: Yes, I do very strongly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: And at the same time, you don 1 t 

feel the 60-cent deposit on a 6-pack of anything would,. 1 : 

be a burden to a poor family? 

MRS., MASTERSON: Of course, initially it is 60 cents, 

but then you get it back. I think people understand you 

would just be lending your 60 cents because you do get it 

back when you take it back. And if you d<;:m ' t take it back, it 

is just~your own fault. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: You don°t feel in the case of a 

family of four, living on $100 or $110 a week, that the 60 cents 

for the Coke or the 60 cents for the beer would be a burden on 

that family? 
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:MRS. MASTERSON:. If they understand th~t they get 

that back, it should not be a l;>urden .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: . You mentioned a statement made 

by President Nixon. Isn't it,true that he also made the· 

statement that we could not empha::,ize ecology to.the detriment 

of industry that hao. made thii;; . country as g,reat as it is today? 

MRS .. MASTERSON: I would say to that that it 

seems that the taxpayer through municipal taxes is paying. 

for disposing .o.f th.e materials that industry produces. And 

I cannot see how anyone could say that industry is doing us 

a service by not fulfilling a social obligation _in.providing 

for either the recycling or.reuse or intelligent disposal of 

materials that they produce and not let:ti·ng .. {t,his country be 

.clean - its air be clean - its water be clean., .We are all 

guilty of pollution in our own ways. But I believe that 

industry has not as yet paid its full social obligation to 

the people of this .. country. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Were you aware that the President 

made that .statement? 

MRS., MASTERSON: Yes, Lwas.; 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Several more questions-: You 

mentioned five hundred and some odd million dollars for 

litter., What. was your source on that figure? .. 

MRS,. MASTERSON: Since I did not pre!)are this 

paper, ,I will have to make ,a notation of that and 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: ';['hat 1 s all right .. I see here, 

the figure $5,600,000 which was spent for Indiana 0 s share.on 

roadside litter. It mentions a national study of roadside 

litter .. You don't know what study that was'? 

MRS ... MASTERSON: No, I do not.. I ~an get that:. 

information for you ... 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: The gentleman behind you may 

be able to answer .. 

MR .. GERSHMAN: I believe those are the figures 

published onth~ annual cost of' litt~r by Keep America 

Beautiful. But, without interjecting my own thought, I 
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believe the litter index has fallen over the last two years .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN' BLACK: · Having been aware of · the lack ··• 

of success of the Pepsi Cola.· enterprise· in Manhattan, you 

still feel that the additional deposit concept is the solution? 

MRS .. MASTERSON: Yes; I do;. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK:· How do you feel about the proposal 

t6 recycle waste-, let us say, by having it picked up by your 

local garbage collection agency~ as a solutiori? 

MRSa MASTERSON: A municipally-sponsored, comrnunitywide, 

curb-side pickup for recycling? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes. 
MRS., ,MASTERSON: . "0:1::lg·an±zab:ions s-µch:'..as··miine1 ha:v:e. ,.seen 

some.:'.peQple are willirig to separate their garbage after a 

lot of ec:~ucation in the 'community, but not all.. .The conscientious 

doe 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I think the effort in Ohio is 

one devoted to being able to take uriseparated'garbage and 

· process it straight through. 

MRS5 MASTERSON: Qh, the Black Clawson Plant. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Right. DO you think this offers 

a reasonable solution of this problem?· 

MRS. MASTERSON.: .Yes, I do. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Tharik you very much. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Kline; Community Air Pollution 

Committee. 

E L I z A B E T H K L I N E: Good afternoon, gentlemen. 

I thank you for continuing this hearing so we are able to 
' 

present our views on Bill 2212 .. 

By way of identification, CAPCOM, The Community 

Air Pollution Committee of Southern New Jersey is a group 

of environmentally concerned citizens from the.seven counties 

of Camden, Gloucester, Ocean, Atlantic, Cumberland, Salem, 

and Cape Maya. Althou.9h we were ori<Jinally incorp<;>rated to 
,· 

deal with air pollution problems, _we have broadened our 
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scope to include problems of the total ~nv;i.ronment since 

each segment is dependent upon each of the others .. 

CAPCOM commends the Assembly sponsors of Bill 2212 

for their basic concern about our environment and for the 

init:iat.:i.:v~e they have taken in formulating this bill" This 

proposed law places New Jersey in a league of states veryo 

very small in number at this moment, which realizes that we 

cannot continue to conduct our lives as we have been if we 

intend to-retain a positive quality of life for the long haul 

into the future. Therefore, some very important values and 

activities are being brought to the fore with Bill 2212 which 

need examination and action. In.short, CAPCOM supports .this 

bill and would feel that a step forward had been taken if it 

were passed. We see it as a small and necessary first step 

but do not see it as a final cure for the problems it addresses. 

Basically, Bill 2212 deals with a part of the solid 

waste disposal problem. It provides a means of reducing 

solid waste by makirig_beverage containers valuable items 

that would not simply be thro~ away, either spontaneously 
, . ;l 

as litter or systematically as trash for our landfills and 

incinerators. Good! This is needed. If containers were 

worth a nickel apieceo it would offset the expense of 

retrieving them along our roadsides, etc .. , and since beverages 

for home consumption are usually.bought in quantity (six-pack, 

etc.), families would be dealing not with individual nickels 

but with groups of nickels totalling 30 cents or moree 

Even our affluent society would think twice about "throwing 

away" this kind of money;. 

I would like to speak now on recycling - remelting 

versus reusing. 

In assessing reaction to this bill, we are somewhat 

puzzled by the industries I opp.osi tion·~ The advertised goal 

of both the Glass Container Manufacturers Institute, repre

senting g:lass bottle _makers I ·and the . Can People, representing 

American, Continental, Na~ional and Heekin, is to recycle 
•,• ·. 

their containers. Bill 2212 is a_recycling bill. On the 
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surface it seems there should be no problem. However, there 

is obviously a big problem and it revolves very tightly 

around the meaning of the word 11 recycle. 11 This needs 

examination and to discuss it we will limit ourselves at the 

moment to glass. 

Recycling to the glass industry means "remelting" 

while to conservationists recycling means "reusing.,li This is 

the important rub~ Although either.remelting or reusing depends 

on collection of bottles, best facilitated at the moment by 

deposit values, the industry is afraid that, once collected, 

bottles will not fall into their remelting bins, but may 

simply be reused. This is why they cannot support a bill 

such as : .. 2212, for it would lay the groundwork for bottles 

to go in either direction or, worse to them, only the reuse 

directiono Therefore, it is what 2212 does not say that 

bothers the industry. As it stands, 2212 would not adversely 

affect the industry. They are happily receiving glass 

containers collected by volunteer trash recycling groups, 

remelting them, making new bottles from them, and getting 

all the public relations points they can out of this activity. 

Jobs are not being lost and consumers are not paying higher 

prices for glass-contained commodities. This bill does not 

propose to change any of this system activity. But it shoulde 

And the industry fears that the public and government may 

soon realize it0 

To conservationists, once bottles are collected through 

deposit value incentives, they can better and more economically 

be reused than remelted. But, should this happen, the 

manufacturers, etc. of the bottles would be cut out of the 

flow system and those people employed to remelt might be 

unemployed,. Thisi however, would be only temporary, for the 

bottle fillers could easily employ these people to prepare the 

bottles for refilling. It seems to us that the glass 

manufacturers are not concerned basically with people 0 s jobs 

but the amount of produce and profit passing through their 

hands,. This doesn't sound so nice though, does it? It 
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nonetheless needs to be realized and stated just that bluntly. 
. . . 

Taken simplistically,_what the manufacturers 

advocate, if viewed in an every-day extreme, would wind up 

looking like this scene: In every home in this country 

a family has finished eating dinner. The dishes are collected 

in a pile in the kitchen.. . Th~ children I s milk <;;1lasses are 

collected in another piled· And a third pile is made up of 

knives, forks and spoons. But none of these things are washed 

for reuse tomorrow. In place of the sink, the kitchen is 

equipped with a smashe_r-crusher, various ovens, and a supply 

of molds. Mother takes the china and glasses, smashes them 

.alli remelts the pieces, p~urs the liquid into molds, etc .. , 

etco, and when _it is all finished she has a pile of nice clean 

dishes and glasses from which to serve meals to her.family 

tomorrow. She, of course, does similar things with the 

knives; forks and sp()ons,. 

Now many people would find nothing wrong with this 

scene. They might se_e it as exciting. New dishes every 

day would be very nice,. and if Johnny throws his _glass of 

milk at the wall and it breaks into a hundred pieces, it 

really wouldn't matter sincethe pieces would be remelted 

and remade. Nothing would be lost. And maybe Mommy could 

even hire someone to help her with all the kitchen work and, 

thereby, provide a job for someon~ needing work.; 

Let's ·talk about natural resourceso 

In reality, a great, great deal would be lost. And, 

here again{ the industryand conservationists have different 

meanings :f:or the same term •. Natural resources to the 

container industry means the materials from which their containers 

are made .. However'* when conservationists speak of natural 

resources, they are discussing energy, air, water, land, and the 
' 

materials that make up the containers. This is the most 

fundamental layer of ali .the layers -of the -solid waste disposal 

problem. 
. . 

Looking again at the hypothetical kitchen we just 

discussed, we can see .th~t some ·.water, __ soap and elbow grease 
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would minimally use natural r~source~ to ready · dish~s ·to;. ·· 

another meal. However I when you· sta~t. smashing ·al'ld .. remelting 

and remolding, etc • .:., __ 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Excus.e me, Mrs. Kline. How 

many more pages do you have? 

MRS. KLINE: Another page .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: - Could you summarize it? 

As far as testimony is concerned,·· we limit it. I extended 

it to seven minutes. 

MRS. KLINE: I hadn't heard that .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: We have been limiting everyone 

today so everyone would have an opportunity to testify. 

MRS .. KLINE: I am sorry. I hadn°t heard that .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Some of the people representing 

industry had longer statements also and we had a little friction, 

but that is the rule. So if you could summarize that last 

page, then we can ask you some questions. 

MRS .. KLINE: Well, what I am basically pointing out 

is that to run all this machinery, which comes· down also to 

this central collection thing that a town m~ght buy, we are 

using power and energy .. One truism is that all power pollutes 

and the more power we continue to use,· the more pollution 

we will continue to have. 

We have to · consider: Where does the power and 

energy come from? And-it comes from mining and off-shore 

drilling and tankers and trucks and all sorts of things, 

and ultimately our beautiful atomic energy plants., 
- . . 

( Therefore, I would point out that CAPCOM would 
. . . 

0 like to see this bill passed. We· would like to see the "Rube 

Goldberg Recycling Plan" of the coritai:O:er industry shown 

for what it is. 

We would like to see government draw upon the·· 

higher attributes of humaniti :tgari allowing them to take this 

sloppy, easy life of throw-aways,.which is very easy for all 

of us. 

We would like our elected-8:Eficials and our 
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Department of Environmental Protection to outlaw plastics 

until some way is known t9 do something with this stuff that 

lies around forever .. 

We would like to see a uniformity of container 

sizes, shapes, and colors, so that the collecting will be 

easier. 

We.would also like to see this extended to other 

glass-contained things, like baby foods, mayonnaise, vinegar, 

etco, etc. 

With this testimony, I include a Flow Chart which 

shows the comparative components involved in the Reuse versus 

the Remelt ;Systems .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Do you have a copy of yo1,1r 

statement? 

MRS, KLINE: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: The whole statement will 

be included in the record. 

(On the following pages are the portions of 
Mrs. Kline's statement which she did not 
read and the F·low· Charts she referred to. ) 
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In Ponlity, r; g1"J>:\t,, gre~t d~:J,l woulu b Ut,t •.. _ And, h~H•e ,rn:~'ln, 
th~ lndu~try And con3ervationi~t~ h~VA dlffArcnt meanfng~ for the ~~me 
t~rm. Nctural rtBo~rce~ to the container !ndu~t~y.m9ahfl th~ mDt~r ~1~ ·J 
from \"•h~ch their contn~-~J,c~ ar1:: m1:1dr:. Fov✓ieveP)J when con.5ervntic.:,1~:i":;: 
S pf" 'l. k O f n fl t ll r fl l re ~ C' U r C C ~ th C y tl. r C d J ti C ll ~ fl in C 6 n e r f:; ;T , D Lr , W '1 t e l' l i i"I n ci , ·, 
~nt1 th0 r:1ntc•1·:1 n ).~ t-.hnt. r191•:n :ip th~ cont3inern. TT!ID ·.!:":I the 1110!'.IJ-. f md~1r;11'nta1 
Tr.7.:,,1, er nn. tr,,: Jnycrc1 c,f tl10 ;Jc•lld wristo dl~pon~l probJern.--·--

T.n01,.1nr r1~ri.,1 nr. t:10 hypothctic'-11 kitchen we just di~ct1n~~d, wn c~n •:· 
1'1"'i"' t.hrt·. rc'-::r> r·nh:'r, r0nr rinc1 elbow ;--:r~~se wollld m!n·1•,wlly \lfll'; nnt;1rol I 
:r':•c"'c:n•c(';: t·.o rc!H1? d:1-shPs for nnother :'1eal. However, when yotl ~.t11rt rsma~htng 
,, •• ,J "•:r:r~l-t:~:1 0 mH1 1:e:t10lcHn[;, et.c. yoT are requlring power to runt mnchlne~! _ 

th~t dn thn work. Pow~r rnu~t hn prov~dAd by ~nergy from coal, oil, ~n!'I, or 
~+-.0l"lir- 1'01.vcr rl,,nt!l, 'T'hi~ m"r.m!'I morn :o1tr1p m1n1n;", MC)r,.. r1ril1tnr off~h0r"', 
mor,a, tnr.1,,~p~ nncl tri1c]-:~, more pow~r g~n~rllt.1nr: plint:, ri11d htr,h t~nnion 
L1n~~, 01-,c,, etc. 1\lirn, tt merm~ the e!'lt,.ibl:t~i1ment of' ['lnnt:, v,hich v1011d 

•r:1rn1 f,,ct,1re tho ~mn~hcr~, oven~, And mold~ u1:1~d to rPm11kfl thr-i 'H'l.ttnr: 
utr-n"tl~, nnd t:-i.ene plants would n~eo thP. raw r.1."lter:!.Al~ of 1'lt.ee1, ~tc. th111t 
1'1"',,·_uilly nrnk0 '.1~, th'.:'J vnr!oug pioces of :nac:;.inery PLJ3 power to ru11 th~ir 
c'•1A 0,·.ne!l t:1~t would turn out the:"!e rm.chine:"!. Thj_s l~ nn C'norr10us Emel 
qlmo~t totnlly overlooked Bflpect of' thi~ whole recycllnr; que~tion. \?h~t 
:YJl'iit~~ ~"~~e? \'Jhlch v1n-,_r are vro r;oinr;? Con:!!erv&L ion-i[lt:J knor; \'Th-tch vrny 
wtl7- i)~ her.lthi.e'!lt for 011r environment and thu~ for ~1n. R,1t v,hnt !.~ the 
~ '11;1~:,ry loolcinr:: to n-rv1 tryin,"; to "educate 11 u:J into? 

::o. thnrc t.hinr:rl !'itnnc1. And thnt i~ v,h~r nill 2212 in ht'!.vi 1'luch 
"' 1·1"1r~l t!r,n. If 2:212· pnn~etl thlnG~ can r.,o ~ither Yrny nncl the :indu~try 
knc;1"~ tl':nt,_ Lhe:r hnve n:::it. yet l<1id ~nour,h r;roundvrnrlc to 1nnJro thnt th~ 
~~:!l+-('!'1 '.'"~'ln h:0 221~ 1,•:011]::l fc.O the1r vrn:•. And con!lorvn.t:1on1nt~ hripc they 
l7f"\\':'l"l 00. 

Chv!ounly, rln~~ contninerg are thA ones moflt ~imply nnd cffcc!~ntly 
r~~~ed. Anct C\FCOM ln not overlooking the fn~t that thn !ndugtry i" not 
n~voc~tin~ t~~t oll rln~~ contnlncr~ como'bnck to mnke new hottlnn. Th~y 

,. n -• 1 ] ~'1~~-;nc 1or ,10·:r usc~_cf n~cci bott .e!'l, Glc.nphalt for roncl pnv:!.nr, rlf:W 

~l"l~'lL",t.2.nr-: rinn hr>lck ~n+-:0r:tnlri, etc. S~lt the bnsie riolnt r0!:lrli.n:J th.A ~~:r,e,,.~-. 
rr- 1 1~(' thr hottlP~ or !ltn'\ril:-1 nnc1 rcmnlrn them into other prcc1uct~. '!Jhc,n V'/?', 

,.,,,.--lnr'~,,,.,.,.,,,1n,..,.tc"1 "n 1 "l'i11 t" t 1 th '"1 · ,, . ,, • •. ,,c. .... ,- c. " ,C - "' C, u 1-1., a.num con ,n1ncr:J ":ore ora O , or prc,r) ~~rnr:i 
!'cT' 1 \,cy c[m not be :10 :.i'1'1ply rou~cd. ti,nd p1ni,t1.r.!l rir~ ~von ,·rryrnri r 
t,::.-•r-" 1 ~ no rc'\J· 0r prt'ctlc.--il rrny t.o do nn~ft12:i_n~ v'1 th U!'ll'.'Cl p1n~t7 ~~ 

:?~:c ,)T:':'.fr'. 1'.DATT ON S 
1. cr,rcein ,;,c'.llrl lilco to ~~e Bt 11 2212 ( or on:- b9~icol}y ti-,,., 

~rmn) pa~sed 1nto law. 
2. '.Ve V:ou1d liko to ::iee the "Tiuhe Goldberg Rocycl5.nr: Plrrn" th"!t 

U!~ contrdncr indu~t.ry i!'! tr:ting to educate the pnb.L!c to ac~ept, cxpo~ec 
fo~ what 1t ~~ nnd countered by en active effort to educate peopln nhout 
thA ~emrntics involved when rccyclin~ and naturnl rc~ourcc~ nro dinc11~~nd. 

J. Since lt. 3.fl r t:r•.1l~m tho.t nll potrcr pollt.rtc.!l, \'!C jn rr~w ,T~reey 
n~l"d follow-up lc\"t~ to Blll 2212 v1hlch will con~crve by nin:T.r.inl ui-,e 01lr 

dr~1n on cn~rcy re~ourcc~ of all typcn. Tho leo~ cncrry u~cd to producA 
rnw 0 r, the l0D~ air, water, and land pollution ~ill bo produced. Tho lcee 
rrc(! 1cr-,d, t~1c leeiri need for 11 clce.nlnr: up" thr. r.nvlronment.. 
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1t, Gnvc•r::''l':nt :--l1c111J<.l l,cr]n t·.,~ c'r,c1l r·· i·.'., cry 1 drr'.'-'' Pf'"1;, t.h0 h1 rhr:r• 
:qt '_,,q)11t.0r of hm:1 nn"ity h:: ccm!lnd)!l[ the) ~r,~:-. er 'ort~ fr,--.::, rccplc tn 5 nr:11,'n 
1.\:(• 'w!"t ;~orfl1.1)10 future qur:1:i.t~r cf l:i.fo. T\cc :··1 crr~-:- c-::o::y l~f'r: p:'."--::"1c1-sc1 
'• "'):Pc\-:-rx:oy p;1~tcho1o0y 11 drc>'l~ uron V:,.: 'er·,:.· .~n~l~.nrt~o:-:~ ·n :u1 rJl. 

.:.:. crrc:cr \'.'OUld urco dcercr CXC.:::!nc.V u :- ():T' clr:ctc,· cf:'i ('; 1:.'1~ 
,--:,, 0 1 •. 'r :·,.,,::,c:!'tr.1cr:t of' ?;nv5.ronrncntnl Frotcction cf t ··•',.·de }':'ct·lr,q 0 1' 

,·!;·t:!~:- rr,c-: r10u1c": ,•;clco1:w .r.:cc.surP!'l to curtn11 th. ·1-,- L·.~::; c·' t 1;~r; ~r:r, 

~ 1 r• ,"J, 

f-, : ( > i" 

'1 

b. We wo~ld urpo men~~rc~ to proauco un1fo~ . 
.", :,h'1rnD, r:nc1. col0r~ :1() th'..lt rc~l~E: C0l1!(1 b'.' U>" ,; 
. ,iPnt. rn'7.1 of' ccl.le~ttn,-'. r1epo~it .. ,u,lur),Jc ccr:trin•· 1 , 

r;r,c·, 

:·, 1Jr; t·o·1l(~ l~f'." ~- r1t.ll t0 ('C,l'•'.r c0nl'-r: 1nr:'r:- ('\''' l-'.,,-, 

'.,, .... ,.n,,,r··r~<i--,nr""",Y r.r'rl·,-,1n~r>~ f'r,:r l'n"i• ('('"(1<' >"r~•·crn·'_. ... ,.. , . • • , : .. L. ,.- , • 1 I, r.. _. • •.. ... •. • . "/ ,. ..... ,, ___ r 1 •. _ , , _ • 1 , , ••• _ , :, 

•"i -~ .r :,, c· 1 l !t ( t.~ .• , rt.r" 

r ,~: :' 
, .. , .. j. 

t ;, \ :: ( 

Jr t>~ ,,.. tr,,t~ '1:('~7 r:0 h-:-,•1; not attc'Tlr-,tcc1 to ~OVPT' (''!nr:r 'n.-~n~ c•' 
r·l.,-) n--i -~ r1.~ •---~ f--'; 1" r~,r rp~--r.-1 r\~ i":r>.,~~J. d} le"nrr1r,. TTo'trc\rcr, ~jt: ~rJ"",._'rP ~i r~ c~ 01.~".,, \;n "l i r~ 

,,.-,~-,-+.~· "i' "i~, t·,1 (\ t:C'/i?C'T'\1"_'Jt.i.on5-~t' ~ vir:V{ o.:~ t·~p -;,rc,'t'le·'.'11 9n(1 1,hr- r-.<"'-f~,h t. 1~r-~ 

,. ,·.-,i 'c'\''C(; ': f ;~,cc1 R''.)11~,-: j_:, r:n!"loycc1,. 1:·c tr·u~t t-1r,t-. t1:,r'f:"' ~ 11 r,,~•'. '-:.~ r 
:'.C ·1-:- :-<:t.:a_it~ . '."-'.":r;1ro1or:t :•D(; tn:1c1~try will re~pond tc Qll:;-' ;'.r;--:'1f'.>;n•f~.f1 

+ ; I 

•,1' ':~T:;.t~_vr, rr~,;,. '"c .::.,eo1 there i:1 mor'J crca.tiv:ty ln !nc1L1~t~,,- +-.: r:i 
• • " r• ~. 1,,, ,- : " ., I "r, "' ,, r" ,:J f t f Or ' C • f~.,.,r (":.·'...."'/.J..J:_i':. t.-i_lJ·.,'.. 1 1.,~1,;,_,,_J ,., ,._,,,\.l...., • 

. ,., ,,:., .- ..... , .... _ ._..;;,,;.. 

'!:n ~·lmmnry, ·nn nrt~ 1-111 !nhahtt:1'1r: thi~ rltrnrct toe:()t,hnr-. con~~n~nnr 
111.'lrlll 1',-,r,t:1pnr~ 1:r•0 pnr)rJn Uke tho re~d: of 11:, r1n(1, 1 r t·. 11n nn'·~ ronnr;:1t ~ r, 
1·,r,ovr•rinhod h:r rn~psnl:, noodl0l'l1J cxplolt~t!on, thoy too 1.-,,111-),~ pr,,,rr:r, 
hi ~ll t•·,n tm:-inrt·,nt ·:1n·r~, cvon th-:nrh their bnnk bn1':n'?A~ rno.y l-)P. !.n~'r;nT' 
4:h:-,r, 0•1:-~1. 1'.'n 100~~ fo1°·vnrc1, with hop~, to c. ki.ndc::-- viw,·r of onr T~[!.p'.:\'. 

1' ~ nnk :ro1.1 • 

~~~~ 0 l·0d ror tho ~ocord: ~.ow CHARrS ~h0w1ng tho comparntive ~ompnnnnt~ 
1nvolved ln bhe RAu~c Sy~t0m ~na thA P0Mnlt Sy~t"m • 
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.ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Are there any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I am still puzzled after 

hearing all the testimony in this long hearing why crushed 

glass deposited in landfills is any more of an eyesore 

than a deposit of mica exposed on a hillside. 

MRS~ KLINE: I. don't think we can stop at that level , 

and just talk about eyesores and things like thiso 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Both are generally inert~ Glass 

is made from one of the greatest commodities that we have in 

vast supply ...,, that is sand.· 

MRS. KLINE: Yes, but it seems to me that we use 

a lot of resources, which I mentioned; power, etc., to make 

that glass. It seems a tremendous waste of all of that 

to just use a machine again to smash it up. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: With the use of raw power, do 

we ~ot create jobs? 

MRS., KLINE: Well, it always come down to this: 

Where does the pocketbook play the most important role in 

basic survival? And legislators are only beginning to come 

to grips with this and this is why we are facing this 

question all the time6 I think survival is more important 

than bank rolls. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Do we not, as legislators and 

as human beings, have the responsibility to·aspire to the 

greatest employment possible so that we can, in turn, provide 

our fellow human beings with the wherewithal to survive, 

that being the pay check? 

MRS. KLINE: Yes, this is absolutely true, but the 

earth and her resources are finite and we can°t continue to 

climb this spiralling staircase and see no end in sight. 

There is an end and I think when we are facing the atomic 

power plants and the issues these are raising, we are beginning 

to deal with it~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I would rather not get into 

atomic energy at this point. 

MRS~ KLINE: I hadn't really intended to. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK:.· I 'wouHi' s'imply:: ask: · .. Do you 

question the fact that Mr. Re.ad, the gentleman· ih'the back, 

is employed in a business that has been recycling cans.·· 

for 65 years? 

MRS,. KLINE: That I s fine •. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Do you realize that there is 

crushed glass that goes into the manufacture.of every piece 

of glass recycled at the present time? 

MRS. KLINE: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: And this ·, is an essential part of 

manufacturing the produc~? 

MRS. KLINE: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: And that glass comes primarily 

from silica sand which .is available throughout the world in 

vast, unending supplies? 

MRS~ KLINE: Yes$ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: There will be sand when there 

are no more people. 

MRS. KLINE: But sand is not the question, of course. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: The question is what to do with 

that bottle that has been selected as a prime container for 

a -substance universally accepted by the people .. of this 

country, based on, one, its cost factor, two, sanitary facility, 

three, the appearance of the:product as displayed in it. I 

think this is the way we determine-~-· 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: What'is your question; 

Assemblyman? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank.you.., I am asking it now. 

It is amazing .. I look around and I get nasty looks like 

I'm.the salvation for the glass industry and I am not. 

If I thought this bill would solve the problem', then more 

power to it. I am trying to search out something I am 

perhaps missing in this whole thing. As I said when I started, 

no one has yet pointed out to me why it is haz_ardous to the 

environment of this State to have a bottle covered up by a 

foot of ground .. 
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MRS. KLINE: It's not. I would be the first to say 

that glass will not harm. the ground. It won't pollute it. 

It won't do any of that. However, it also won't help it. 

You can't grow a tree on glass and none of us are about to 

walk baref coted on glass. There are a lot of things,·· I .feel, 

very importantly involved, even though glass is inert. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very much .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you, Mrs. Kline. 

I would like to enter into the record a petition, signed 

by many, submitted by the Residents' Effort Against Pollution, Inc., 

in favor of Assembly Bill 2212. 

(The petition is on file with the Committee.) 

Miss or Mrs. Earling. 

SANDRA EARLING: Members of the Legislative 

Committee, ladies and gentlemen: My name is Sandra Earling, 

and I address you as a representative of Residents' Effort 

Against Pollution, Inc .. We are a Trenton-based ecology 

action organization that is working in the area of public 

education on environmental problems. It is the desire of 

REAP that I present this testimony in favor of Assembly Bill 

2212. 

It is not necessary for.me to go into facts and 

figures at any length. I am sure you will hear all of the 

necessary statistics in the course of the testimony given 

at this hearing. I am here to present the concern of all of 

us who care about the growing problems of non-returnable 

containers .. 

We are well aware of the problems. There is the 

excessive volume of waste and the resulting high cost of 

disposal. There is the problem of litter and the ugly mess 

scattered on our roadside, our wooded areas and parklands, and 

in our lakes and waterways~ These problems will not relieve 

themselves~ they will only continue to grow as the years 

pass. 

A problem that is harder for many to see is the 

immorality of it all. In a society in which a large part of 
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the populatio~ can '·femertiber ;care':fu1iy 3iavirt~' stririg; aluminum, 

and paper, how did.·we 'be.come so '\rvti;s·tefui ,' so' ~uickiy'f:: \t ., •. 
is a sin, ·not in the· 'reli~io•us sense I but in.' a patriotic> 

sense8 What are 'we doing to our :c'ouhtry t.rith ·our thoughtless 

dispOs~ble way of life? 

I have here a short. essay? .by 'Marya 'Marinel:l ~ri tten , .. · 

in 1958. I wiil 'read oriiy the firs·t' two parag•;aphs; . as they 

particularly apply.here" but i would trust.that you~ill read 

the rest at your leisure·.· It is gj:'aphic ahd hard.:..h.itting, 

and certainly worth reading~: It begins: 

(Reading) 

"Cans,· Beer·· Cans.. Glinting ·on the verges df a 

million miles of roadway, lying iri · scrub, grass:, dir~, leaves, 

sand, mud, but never hidden. Pie1s,: Rheingold, Ballantine,. 

Schaefer, Schlitz, ,shining in .sun'.. or picked by moon or the -

bearn:s of headlights at ni9ht1 .washed. by rain or flattened by 

wheels, ,,but. never dulled,·. never ·buried, ·never destroyed. Here is 

the mark of savages, the.testament of wasters, the stain of 

prosperity. 

''Who are these men ·;fho defile,., the·. grassy borders of 

our roads and lanes, who pollute our ponds, who spoil the 

purity of our ocean beaches. with the empty vesse·ls of their 

thirst? •. Who _ are • the men .who make, these vessels· in millions and 

then say, 'Drink - and discard 1 ? .What. society is this.that 

can afford to cast away amillion tons of. metal·and t.o make of 

wild and fruitful·· land a garbage heap?''· 

It is true that people have learned to prefer 

convenience to effort.· This ·-has come about .through 1.·public 

education by American industries (not only the bottling 

industry) ,. which felt· it necessary· .to raise consumption by 

any means rathe.r than :t,hrough • anyi. improvement in the. product . 

itself .. So ·they, flooded our markets;with.their products, and 

bombarded. us with TV c::ommercials t,' ma9azine ,.advertisements; 

billboards, etc., to convince us that this was what we wanted, 

The public .began to think; 'II I'f,·: that '·,s what the other guy 
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wants, I guess I 1 ll go along .. ·:tt is easier." But now we 

begin to see that it I s not what the 01 other guy" ever wanted, 

and it O s not "easier" iri ·the•· long run~ 

Bottling companies·have told us that people do not 

want ·returnable containers, and few companies give us a choice. 

Supermarkets and grocery chains -also have told us that people 

do not want returnable containers, and.even fewer give us a 

choice. What they mean is,·they don°t want returnable con

tainers, and never mind what we want. The problems are so 

easily overlooked in favor of their profits,. 

I think now the limit has been reached.. People. 1all 

over.the Country are responding positively to the cry for 

action to improve our environment. They see the disadvantages. 

that their waste brings to us .. all, and they demand a revers a~ 

of this destructive trend. 

Here,are the few statistics that I am going to 

give you: 

"A poll conducted by the Opinion Research Corporation, 
Princeton, New Jersey, . found that 64 per cent of al,1 
Americans approved of a law prohibiting the sale of 
soft drinks and beer in non-returnable or throw
away containers. Just 26 .. per cent of the people 
asked opposed the law,; 11 · 

This is against what all the indt1stry has said., 

Private organizations and firms have taken their 

own localized surveys: 
' ' 

11A poll taken by Allied Supermarkets, Inc .. o a concern 
which operates 87 supermarkets in Michigan, showed 
that 67 per cent of their customers would buy 
beverages in returnable containers if they.were 
available .. The same percentage favored a statewide 
ban on throwaways. A survey taken by a grocery 
chain in Portland, Oregon, also showed that 78 per cent 
of those polled favored banning all one,-way beverage 
containers. A Minneapolis survey indicated 70 per.cent 
of those citizens in that area supporting a total ban 
on non-returnables .. 11 

. The members of REAP, in order to illustrate public 

support in New Jersey, placed this petition on the table-at our 

booth at the New Jersey State·Fair this month .. rt·states 

that all. signel'.$ support. Bill 2212 and wish to see it passed. 

Ali those citizens who took the time to read it also took 
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the time to sign it~ ]?eople from all over the State paused, 

and read, and signed .. 

To further underline the public awareness .of the 

problem and its willingness to suffer inc.onveniencE! for the 

sake of an improved environment, I only need mention the 

manyrecycling centers springing up all over the country and 

the State of New Jersey., This is not just an inconvenience, 

but also hard work" Time·andmoney spent because they careo 

If people will cart empty bottles for miles only to do their 

part, why would they object to taking them to their local 

market for a refund? 

I must also add that the present ef.forts of recycling 

groups are not enoughw The problem is too big and the most 

hard working of recycling groups are boggE:!d down in the 

sheer volume of their task. They do thework that the 

bottling companies should be doing, and the companies do 

only a minimum to help .. What the manufacturers do, of course, 

is that which they feel is necessary for good "public relations." 

We ask for no great change in the bottling industry 1 s 

methods of production. No jobs need be lost0 We only ask that 

the beverage and bottling industries take responsibility for 

the problem that they helped to create, by arranging for the 

return of their containers, and removing them from the present 

and future waste disposal situation, 

The unions seem to have entirely overlooked the 

possibility that jobs may be created and greater manpower may 

be required to fill the need. The containers wi11 ·· have to 

be shipped back to the factories, crushed, processed, and 

hopefully made into new bottles and cans, or even into other 

pro9-ucts made from such recycled materials .. After the careful 

study you will conduct as a result of these hearings, I am sure 

you will see this for yourselves .. 

I hope I have expressed strongly and clearly enough 

how we feel,. People do care, and more and more ask that 

something be done positively through legislation. We ~1ill 

not accept refusal lightly, and neither will the many 
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,0rganizati0ns, such as'• our own, tha.t have been working towards 

the goal.bf a ban on non-returnable containers .. • Please 

remember, gentlemen, that this is pollution we are speaking 

about today, just as certain as the effluent of. a belching 

smokestack is pollution. You cannot legislate one and not 

the other~ Since, in America, government must take the 

ultimate responsibility in these matters o this is what we _ 

now ask" 

Even :now~i our State is making progress in preserving 

natural resources through a bill adopted to create a market 

for recycled materials when the prices are acceptable,, Also, 

New Jersey has led the country in air and water pollution 

control, and we have the strongest wetlands act in the United 

States" Not only do we have this legislation, but we also have 

.the mechanisms to enforce them" We would hope that by this 

.time next year, we can add the strongest non-returnable container 

law in the :coun:try to this impressive list of achievements by 

New Jersey and her people" 

In closing, I would remind you of Governor Cahill's 

statement as he signed the Ocean Dumping Act earlier this 

years, and I quote; "We must realize·that we can no longer 

throw our wastes away because there is no away"" 

(Exhibits attached to Mrs" Earling 1 s statement 
can be found beginning on page 2500) 

ASSEMBLYMAN .;WILSC::lN':-., . .ct:liJ:!e,i,there any questions? 

(No questions .. ) Thank you very much"' 

MRS., EARLING: One thing was handed me late in the 

day pertaining to that gentleman 8 s statement on the Washington 

battle over their 256e I have this statement that somebody 

asked me to present., The narrow margin of defeat was only 

51 to 49 b¥ percentage vote, and there was much lingering resent

ment about the tactics of the victors, meaning the industry., 

.ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: What was the vote on that? 

MRS., EARLING: 51 to 49 - that was the percentage 

victory i · which was pr~tty · slim& 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Yoti,0;re :sayjpg:'.it was a very close 

voteo 
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MRS .. EARLING: Righ,t., .·. It wasn I t. all. the. roll;..,away. 

that tbe gentleman seeme.d to imp.;I.y. He threw up .quite a 

smokescreen_9n that particular bill. I thought I had better 

point out it wasn't.quite such a snowball .as he stated, and 

:they did have.the.support of the people and it really wasn 1 t 

until industry got going with .their tactics that it was 

eventually defeated.. And that is what we are facip.g her_e .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: . What was industry- 1 s little 

tactics? 

MRS. EARLING: They have t,heir little Keep American 

Beautiful Campaign., 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: That' s a small camp.aign2. 

MRS.. EARLING: Yes~: It is unfortunate I didn't 

have lhis in my hands before .. It is beautiful. There is 

so much in this.. Could he hav-e this or is this the only 

copy you have? Because :itptits it all beautifully? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: .Well, we will put it into the 

record., 

.MRS .. EARLING: I would really appreciate that .. 

MRS. WATERMAN: It is worth a careful study .. It is 

the story of·the defeat of the Washing.ton referendum. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: We will put that in the record 

and it will. be a matter of pu.blic record fo:r: all New Jersey 

to seea 
MRS. EARLING: Thank you, gentlemen .. 

(See page 255 for the article above referred to .. ) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mrs .. Stutz .. 

MRS.. AL AN STUTZ: I first would like to 

say that I resent the fact that it was broug:ht out that all 

of us come from the same area,. No one seems to say anything 

about the bottlers all .. coming from South Jersey .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: That wasn't it. The reason 

I asked what people came from other areas was because I 

thoughtif there were people from other sections of the 

- State, they should have preference over West Windsor, 
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Princeton, etc., since we did have quite a few people testify from 

that area. You know, we are a big state. We have quite a few 

people. I thought there might be some other people who should have 

an opportunity to testify before we heard more from the one area. 

That was the only reason. 

MRS. STUTZ: I am representing the West Windsor Environmental 

Protection League and we would like to go on record as basically 

supporting A 2212. 

We would like at this time to ad.dress ourselves to one parU_cular aspect 

or" non-returnables, and that is in regard to the supermarkets. The 

biggest problem is that supermarkets hav~, to a great extent, completely 
t; ' 

accepted the idea that consumers only want convenience pack8ges. ~~ 

have personally talked with several managers of large ·chain stores and 

have written to the presidents of others. The response has been, on 

the most part, that they are convinced that "food customers have let 

it be kno1m· 1 in clear and reisounding voices I that they no longer 

tolerate the practice of returning deposit bottles to their point of 

purchase. As a .result ••• the returnable bottle is nearing extinction." 

(Joseph J. Saker, Chairman of the Board of Foodarama Supermarkets, 

Sept. 23, 1970.) These ~upermarkets obviously feel this ·way because it 

1 s r;.ore convenient for THEl-I to have non-returnables. They then can 

avoid the handling of returnables ·which amounts to between -i· and ½ 

oI' one euployee's time in a large supermarket. But even thoueh they 

could easily pass this handling cost on to the consumer, and are 

most probably doing so, returnables are still 3 to 4 cents cheaper 

than non-returnables. Many stores are so against returnabJes, that 

they are either not carrying them at all, or else they hide the bottles 

behind large building supports, or put them in aisles containing other 

commodities. In this manner, people who may want to purchase their 

~ beverages in returnable containers have already made their beverage 
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,choices by the time they reach the returnables, and would probably not 
. . ·- . ' : .. : . . . 

put them back to get returnable_s because of the time and trouble 
' . ;' . - . ; '· 

- involved. This is definitely NOT freedqm of choice, whi,ch the markets 

keep referring to. The markets also·make us·e of deceptive practices 

in regard to pricing. Instead of letting consumers know the true price 
. . 

of a bever~ge by listing the deposit price separately, and noting that 
. ' , . 

a ·refund wi-11 be given upon return of the bottle, they instead include 

the deposit price i~ the price of the bottle, thus leading people to 

believe a returna.ble costs more. The opposite is the Truth. These 

very same supermarkets are also encouraging customers to buy non

returnables by selling their ovm house brands, which are ·rnuch lm-:er in 

_cost than name-brands, ONLY in one-way conta:t.ners. This again is not 

freedom of choice. If indeed, non-ll'eturnables and returnables are in 

the same store, in the same aisle, on the same shelf, they are in 

different size containers, making the qhoice in price almost impossible, 

unless you.bring a slide rule with you.· The markets, knowing full well 

that time is a very valuable commodity to people, intentiohEtlly do this, 

belj_eving that people.will grab what SEEMS to be the best buy without 

fully investigating. If the shopper was told the true cost of non

returnables, that they might pay as much as 24¢ extra for a six-pack of 

soda and 45¢ extra for a six-pack. of beer, not to mention disposal costs, 

they indeed would buy returnables. 

A recent survey was talren by .Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton, N.J., 

which had been commissi~ned by u.s. Congressman Joseph P. Vigorito, 

which showed that 64%-of all Americans "approved of a law prohibiting 

the_ sale of soft drinks and beer in non-returnable qr throw-away 

containers" while ~nly 26% were opposed to such a b~n. 
' •' I 

A test program 

in Portland~- Oregon, with the cooperation of several s,11permarket chains •· 

,• 
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and independent grocery stores, sho·wed that, ·when available, the sale of 

returnables in six-packs were up 21% while the sale of non-returnables 

were dmm 14%. Obviously, the supermarkets have not done any recent 

surveys. 
There are also many chains which have stated that they ·will no longer 

c~rry returnables, and have told the bottlers that they will drop their 

brands unless they produce non-returnables. 

The chains have been trying to avoid the issue hoping it will go away. 

It will not. They have neglected their responsibility to the general 

public by letting the bottlG·rs speak for them. They have not responded 

to the wishes· of multitudes of people who have requested returnables. 
' 

The bottlers, for the most part, don't even want to try and see if the 

general public wants returnables._ We would question Pepsi Cola's true 

motives when they conducted a test program on returnables in New York 

City. Their advertising left something to be desired. It was attempted 

in a very large city. Many stores in New York City have a policy of 

not accepting returnables~ and many people had already succumbed to 

previous advertising campaigns which told them to buy non-returnables. 

The test was only for a 6-month period, not nearly enough time to 

change people's habits and certainly not enough time to let them return 

all the bottles. To this day, Pepsi returnable bottles are being 

turned into stores. People had held on to them because they could 

not find any store that would accept them back. 

If the incentive is great enough, and the returns allowed in stores, 

people will return the returnable bottle. In today's times, 5 and 10¢ 

is a lot of money, especially when multiplied by 6 or 8 or 10 times. 

That's enough to buy 6 more containers of soda, and almost enough to 

buy another six-pack of beer. The supermarket chains and bottlers are 
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deceiving themselves if they think that 60¢ doe~m't mean anything to 
people. Kearns Beverages now give a lOcent deposit arid they are having 

no problem getting them back. What's even mbre incredible is that the 

bottlers themselves hav~ admitted that returnables are cheaper for 

them to produce. An ad by the Birtningham Coca-Cola Bottling Company 

stated, "Besides making the world a cleaner place to live in, money-back 

bottles save us money by keeping our production costs down. And they 

save you money, because Coke in returnable bottles is your best value." 

Why then, if the cost is lower, and people want the returnable container, 

are the supermarkets and bottlers resisting so greatly? Why do they spend 

so much in advertising, trying to convince people to buy one-ways when 

they know returnables are the better buy? 

Ci ties a·ll over the country are deciding that they no longer will 

-incur additional expenses in their budgets for waste disposal just 

because the bottlers decide they don't want returnables. In 

Edgewater, _N.J., an ordinance was passed t,: .. 10 years ago stating that 

loose soda, pop, and soft drink containers containing 12 fluid ounces 

or less would no longer be sold in non-returnable containers. 

Although they had opposition from local stores and bottlers, the 

borough de_cided that the good of the general public was more important 

than a slight and temporary inconvenience to storekeepers and bottlers. 

The store m-mers have now accepted this completely and find no 

difficulty at· all in handling returnables. The bottlers have 

obviously accEpted this fact too. The entire Province of British 

Columbia has legislated against non-returnables and their program is 

working efficiently. 

I would only mention that the safety record of non-returnables cannot 

be comparea·to returnables. Non-returnables are not durable enough to ,.• 
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make the frequent trips that are required of deposit bottles. Sadly 

enough, many do not even make one trip. .Because of the thin -wall 

construction of one-ways, they are more prone to exiJlosion simply by 

one bottl.e rubbing against another because of vibratiOil;S from shopping 

carts. Too many people have been hurt-badly because of non-returnables 

exploding. The Federal Food and Drug Administration has recently· held 

Congressional Hear_ings on the Danger of Non-returnables. In a survey 

done over a 3 month period, involving over 547 Insurance Companies, 'it 

-was found that up to 150,000 injuries, per year, had been incurred as 
bottle 

a result of shattering glass fro!ry\explosions •. Over 90,000 children> 

under the age of 15, were injured. There is no,-1 legislation pending . 

to place control over the construction of non-retu~nable containers. 

They have found that, for the public good, it was necessary to 

intervene, arid to discipline the bottlers through legislation. If 
' 

through legislation, the construction of the bottles comes up to the 

specifications for a returnable, which undoubtably will happen, why 

then cannot all beverage centainers be made returnable. 

In :i;-egard to other health problems, although I would never pretend 

that cockroaches are~ a.ttr~:icted to wet, sticky thing's, most people 

would ririse out their bottles before returning them to a store. They 

would do this simply because they.too do not want to attract bugs·at 

home. The use of tough, durable plastic cases, instead of the old 

wooden ones, in the supermarkets, would greatly alleviate the 

possible problem since they could be easil_y rinsed· off. Storekeepers 

have roaches _and people.,have roaches; it ~a mutual problem. 

In conclusion, we would think that instead of spending all the money 

that stores presently do ;tn advertising to get customers to come back 

to their stores, ~11 they really need do is sell beverages in 
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returnable containers. It's a heck of a lot cheaper for everyone. 

We have only one comment to malce in regard to the question of 

unemployment that has been brought upin previous statements. As we 

read the bill, and as Mr. Dennis has stated, the intent of this bill 

1s·recycling. It is meant to assure that all beverage containers 

s:nld will be recycled back into the environment instead of being put 

in landfills, incinerators and farm f1e1ds; By having a mandatory 

deposit on all beverage containers, it is assured that most containers 

will be returned in order to receive the deposit. baclc. Five cents 

DOES mean that much to people. But most important, by almost 

guaranteeing that all bottles will be brought back to the store, and 

thereby. returned to the manufacturer, a.. guara:nteed supply of glass will 

be available in order to produce additional bottles, glasscrete, 

glasphalt, glass building bricks and many other uses being found for 

crushed glass. This is obviously opening up more and more jobs, instead 

of loss of jobs. No Where does the bill state that the bottles mu~t be 

REUSED, only that they must be returned. The fact that they DO NOT 

have to be reused, means that they would be recycled, and almost every 

person who has testified before this Committee has wholeheartedly 

endorsed recycling. The Mercer County Improvement Authority has 

endorsed recycling, and intends to have it as part of their Improvement 

Authority Regional Landfill. All this bill really does is take the . 
burden off the shoulders of the consumer, the taxpayer, and the 

municipality, and place a guaranteed supply of available glass to the 

manufacturer of glass products, thereby assuring workers in the glass 

manufacturing business an endless amount of work. 

Thank you. 
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By the way, we are in the process of having for six 

months a municipal recycling program on a door-to-door pickup 

once a week and it works, but it is not the final solution .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Is that mandatory by the 

municipality? 

MRS., STUTZ: No, it is voluntary. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Could you tell me who is the 

of this legislation. dealing with the destruction of the 

returnables? 

sponsor 

non-

MRS~ STUTZ: The FDA, the Food and Drug Administration. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Yes,, but who is sponsoring it? 

MRSo STUTZ: I don't know. All I know is that it was 

commissioned. l don't know who actual.ly sponsored the bill~ 

I had called down to Washington on Monday, but they did not 

get the information to me in time for today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: When they sc;1.id it is pending, are 

they 'go,i,,.ri.g to recommend it to Congress or has it actually 

been 

MRS .. STUTZ: No, they are going to recommend itc 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMANWILSON: Any further.questions? (No response.) 

Thank you very much, Mrs,., Stutz@ I am sorry you had to be 

last but somebody had to be last11 

MRS~ STUTZ: Thank you$ 

MR .. HANSON: Mr.., Chairman,· I wasn't here this morninga 

I sat through a day and a half of hearing. I was scheduled to 

speak and I would like to be heard now. My name is Brad Hanson. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: O,,K., Brad .. 
,. 

BR AD HAN so N; I am a jun.i9r at Princeton University, 

.. and also a resident of the Princeton community. Perhaps one 

major reason there is such a.large delegation fr:om Princeton 

is our proximity to the State Capitol* 'Being new to the 

legislative, public hearing process; I have sort of recognized 

one major inequity and, that is, that these hearings. have 

been conducted only during th.e day when it .. is really difficult 

for the average citizen to take time off from his job or from 
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his studies, as in my.casee .I am rn~ssing a seminar,right,now, 

but I thouQht it was more importa~t ~o come~ Unlike ~epre

sentatives of the :beer indU:stry, the can industry, soft 

drink manufacturers and specific labor unions, we are here, 
·, . ' . , / ' - . . 

unpaid for our efforts .. We are only here, compelled by 

the sincerity in our belief. 

Ecology Action, the .. gr,oup I represent,. is a broadly 

based campus environmental activist g:i;:-oup. Activities center 

around (1) raising student~u consci~usness of local and 

national environmental issues, (2) reviewing University 

policies and practices harmful to the environment and subse

quently pressing for suitable chan<;;res, and (3:) working with 

community environmental groups on local projects, such. as the 

monthly recycling effort of theConserva,tion Coal,i.tion. 

We of Ecology Action at _Princeton University view passage of 

Bill 2212 as a small but necessary step t,oward diminishing 

man's harm to his environment& 

You have heard many statements revealing the annual 

tonnage of disposable beverage cans and bottles, the difficulties 
' ·,. 

and costs of their disposal, ~he health 

disposal, and other (!Uesti'ons of fact .. 

to other experts with more kno~ledge® 

hazards accompan:ying their 

So I will leave that 

Instead, I want to 

focus on a· different part of the picture:·· the general 

unavailability and other obstacles confronting the consumer, 

and particularly the student consumer, who wants his beverages 

in returnable containers. 

As citizens concerned about our environment, ~e 

are committed to the use of re:turnable beverage containers. 

Just a few years ago this commitment was easily honored. All 

soft drinks, some brands of beer, and even some types of 

milk were sold in returnables. · Then, · almost overnight, 

except for those awaiting inventory depletion, the situation 

radically changed .. Nowhere was there to be founda returnable 

conta}ner. Today 0 after the intense·interest of Earth Day 1970 

and the continuing increased interest in our·environment 1 

the returnables have made' a slight :comeback .. But the situation 

is still far from the~. 11 good ol 1 · daysi1 df' almost,universal 

returnability. Industry representatives would have you 
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believe that any return to past practiCes.is anti-progressive, 

yet in this instance, the practices.of the'past !'good 01 1 days" 

offer significant advantages over present practices., 

Let us examine in detail obstacles confronting the 

consumer, and in particular the student consumer, of beverages 

in returnables in the Princeton area® Iu tooo personally 

surveyed most of the retailers in the Princeton area just 

last week, hoping to discover a greater availability of 

beverages in returnable containers* Insteado as compared to 

the situation the past school year 0 when we last.regularly 

shopped, there has been little or no improvernentm Let us 

examine the obstacl.es to purchase· beverage by beverage., 

First, soft· drinks r most stores in Princeton do 

regularly.stock Coca,;..;Cola iri returnable bottles in one or 

two different sizese A few stores even stock a relatively 

unknown brand, Kern 1 s ):'.leverages .. But Pepsi-Col9-, Dr. Pepper, 

Seven-Up, Hire 1 s Root Beer, all the Canada Dry beverages, 

and even the other Coca:;..Cola 90mpany products - Sprite, Team, 

Fresca, Tab; Fanta Grape, and:,F.anta Orange - are simply uriavail-
.p: 

able in returnables., Unless the consumer wants to drink 

exclusively Coke or Kern°s, there is no.choice., 

Second, beer - college-students are kno~ to s9rne

times drink a little bit of beer@ Although most brewers ao· 

offer their beers in retµrnab+e bottles, in theory at least, 

at the retail level there are several ·.obstacles to their 

competitive purchase. In the first placeu most liquo'r stores 

in Princeton regularly stock but one or two brands in•return

ables. Others can be purchased only on special order from 

the New York or Trenton distributors., Yo1L1ha'lileuheard.£:rbm the 

President of the New Jersey Brewer~1 Association who alleged 

that there was a clear-cut choice between returnables and 

non-returnables .. Well, this simply isn°t the case in Princeton:., 

He said that there are 9 American beers that offer a choice. 

of their product.· in returnable beverage containers~. 'The . 
stores in Princeton that do' stock· returnable cbntainers only: 

have it in one or two brands at each storee So it may · -be '9 ,. 
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but at particular stores, it isl or 2o 

Another obstacle is that retailers almost universally 

require the purchase of returnables in whole case lots. 

The purchase of beer in returnables in the convenient six-packs 

is unheard ofe For the college student who is likely to 

have but a small refrigerator, if he has one at all, this is 

an inconvenience. Moreover, the few brands that are regularly 

stocked by the retailers in returnables are never cooled as 

are the metal can six-packs. This is a hardship for the 

student without a refrigerator. Thus, unless the consumer 

desires to purchase whole case lots of warm beer of one 

or two brands, there is again no choice. 

Finally milk - the situation regarding milk is 

perhaps the worst of all. Only two stores, the Whole Earth 

Center and Jack and Jill Store, carry any brand of milk in 

returnable bottleso Otherwise, at the retail level, milk 

is simply unavailable in returnables.• Again, there is little 

choice facing the consumer desiring his beverages in returnables. 

Glass manufacturers, the can industry, beverage 

manufacturers, bottlers, and some retailers allege that the 

general unavailability of returnables is a response to the 

lack of consumer demand. This might have been true five 

years ago. Today, I would contend, on the contrary, that the 

times have changed and that the manu;facturers and the retailers 

themselves are "manufacturing" this lack of consumer demand. 

By unduly restricting the brands of beverages marketed in 

returnable containers, by placing an inordinate number of 

obstacles upon their purchase under at least reasonably equally 

favorable conditions at the retail level, consumers - and in 

our case, college student consumers. - are left with practically 

no recourse but to purchase their beverages in throw-away 

containers. Only with some pains and sacrifice to one 1 s 

preference in taste can the consumer purchase his beverages 

in returnable containers. Because Bill 2212 will'probably once -

again make it easy and practical for the consumer, and 

especially the student consumer, to purchase beverages in 
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returnable containers, we of Ecology Action at Prinqeton: 

University st;-ong.ly support this. mea~ure. That it is 

desirable should be beyond question, since it wiil also 

significantly lessen the solid waste disposal problem, 

reduce-costs of.waste disposal, and conserve natural 

resources. Thank you for your careful attention. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I just couldn't help but 

smile when you said college students .are known to drink 

sometimes a little bit of beer. 

MR •. HANSON: Rigqt.' I think probably though 

the consumption is decreasing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: At the Princeton campus, do 

you have any problems with the students throwing away cans

and bottles? 

MR .. HANSON: Certainly .. Students aren't able to 

buy them in returnable bottles .. I have talked with Mr. Foster 

Jacobs in charge of buildings and grounds of the University 

, campus and he states that slightly under 50 per cent of 

their refuse problem comes from beer cans and soft drink 

bottles.. I don't have the exact figures with me today; but · 

I think on a yearly basis ·_it was to the tune of 15 to 18 

tons a .year .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Tha:t would _really then come 

under education, probably_starting from kindergarten .::i:::ight 

up through college. 

MR. HANSON: That is the long-range solution. I 

think _there are intermediate steps that we can take to 

alleviate the problem. 

ASSEMBLYMANFAY: Is this some kind of a commentary 

on the life style of the college student? 

MR. HANSON: No,- I don't thinJ<. he is any different 

than most Americans. -

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Is he. sloppy and ..,. _ _. 

MR. HANSON: I know a __ great many of the students 

, are saving up their can_s anq _ bot:tles to take them to -the 
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monthly recycling efforts: ·But it is very difficult in the 

Princeton area, ·. as I have shown ·you, to even buy· what·· we 

want in returnable bottles. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: It does strike me as a depressing 

note when we are. talking about trying to educate the citizenry 

arid trying to . appeal to the people ·· just not to litter· anything, . 

to find that kind of a comment on a campus. 

MRe HANSON: Right0 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have one question, Brad, and 

that is this: The statement.has been made by a number of 

people-that the American way of "use it and throw it away" 

has got.to come to an·end at some point in the future,;, I 

am wondering if your thinking parallels this. 

MR., HANSON: !f I am thinking what? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: If your thinking parallels 

this philosophy that the American policy Of "us.e it and 

throw it away" as.stated several times during the hearing 

is prevalent. 

MR. HANSON: Yes, . I think we· have this philosophy .. 

It is interesting from the very beginning - it goes back to 

the discovery of the New World~ the European settlers came 

from a condition of·real scarcity of resources .. They then 

came to.a virgin continent& It is deeply ingrained ;in our 

history, this abundance of resources,but now we are finally 

discovering that there is a~inite limit to exactly what we· 

can throw away. It is time to reverse this. This is one 

small.step. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Have you in your studies taken 

a·course in Economics? 
' . 

MR ... HANSON: I am an Economics major right now.in 

the wo·odrow Wilson School. Last year,. I to.ok a course on 

air pollution and I am in an Am:erican: Civilization Conference 

right now. In fact, the seminar I am missing this afternoon 

is on.Nature and American Life .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: -Let me say this: · Say we took this 

relatively small number of employees in the giass industry and 

the can industry and we say, according to this bill, we will 
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discontinue the throw-away container and go to returnables. 

If we applied this same thinking, say, to the automobile 

industry, which comes out every year with new models, and 

had Federal legislation which sa;Ld you will make one model 

for a five-year period~--

MR,, HANSON: I think the trend is t.oward that. 

You notice, t believe it is Chrysler, is only going to remake 

a model every three yearse 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: What do you think the impact of 

that sort of approach would have upon the economy of this 

country? 

MR .. HANSON: I look at it as an opportunity. Right 

now we probably have a lot of wasteful employment. It is 

not benefiting the consumer to: :hay:e these annual model 

changes and throw-away beverage containers. Perhaps the resources 

freed from thiswasteful employment could be --- well, they 

would have to be shifted to other areas of the economy. These 

people could engage in fulfilling the great social needs we 

have in this country. It would be a difficult switch-over 

and take years to accomplish, but it is really a fantastic 

opportunity in the future of our nation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: But do you agree the workers 

involved in either industry in this case would be sorely 

pressed for those number of years until the adjustment is 

completed? 

MR. HANSON: Well, I don't think you are going to 

see anything. We are really talking in academics right now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Quite true. 

MR., HANSON: There :would be a shift in the composition 

of the labor market. You have heard a lot of testimony on 

how many jobs would be lost and how many other jobs might 

be created by continuous recycling~ So I really don't know if 

there would be a net loss of jobs altogether, but there 

definitely would be a shift., Maybe if this came about on 

a nationwide basis we could institute further Federal help on 

job retraining programs. This ·cou.ld :be:con>a'.'.pa:±·ai1_ .. ,wilth~t.icnal 
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trade.. When it is shown ,that .am,Ameri.can pomriladity bas. 1 

.lost its comparative advant.age to foreign, products. and they .. 

are losing their foreign markets, thereis a law that was 

passed, I believe in ° 63, that would provide: f·or retraining 

of the workers in the losing industry, in effect, and it 

would take Federal assistance. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: But you agree it would take a 

considerable period of time to make the transition and it 

would be somewhat detrimental to the f ;i.na:ncial ·. status of the 

people involved. 

MR .. HANSON: It depends upon the scope of your 

efforts. I really don°t think.that this one first small 

step is going to put out thousands of workers . from thei.r 

jobss 

, ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very. much .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Brad, we want to thank you for 

coming down and testifying. 

As·tm your comment that _some people come down here 

on their own free time and others come down because they 

are paid, I am sure you must rea.1:±ze, as J.J~gislators we know 

this. 

MR .. HANSON: I realize that·. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Many statements have indicated 

that New Jersey has been the leader in combatting air and 
water pollution and has set an example for a lot of other 

states to follow., I.would like to mention most of these bills 

have gone through this Committee .. 

MR., HANSON: I am very proud 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: In. s.ome cases .we have strengthened 

the penalties and amended the bills so they were stronger than 

when they were introduced by the, sponsor •. , 

I want to assure·the. citizens here that we will. 

have an objective study after we get the transcript printed. 

The record will remain:open until October 8th in, case anyone 

would like to submit a statement .. Then the transcript will 

be printed and the Committeewill, have an opportunity to study 
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I would now like to close the hearing. 

(Hearing Concluded) 
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SUBMITTED BY MRS. WAT~RMAN 
A RF.sOUJTION OF THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF M BOOOTJtH OF PRINCETON 

WHEREAS, thfl pa.c\caging ru1d 1118l'ket1ng of co1:1sumer products has 

resulted ; '1 an ever-mounting increase 1n the mass of material discarded 

by the residents of the Borough of P:riT'lce,ton, c<1.usi.ng both :m extreme 

amount ~r litter to be deposited on the streets and a general over

burdenine; of the sol i-f waste disposal faciliti.es, res'llting in a seri,:,us 

haz!!\l"d to the public- health, safety, and welfare of the Borough and its· 

inh:\bi tants, Md 

WHEREAS, the Princeton Township Conservation Col'IIJl'lission, the 

Township of Franklin and the Township of West Windsor have asked other 

-"111nicipalit.ies to jo1n with t.hem in ret:J.uesting the State of New Jersey 

tn ·pass legislation prohihtting the sale of malt beverage and soft 

irinks in non-returnable containers, 

~IOW, THF.PEFOnE, PE IT RF...S0I.VED +,hat the ~hy-:,.: 4nd r.ouncil o!' 

+_he J,,,.C',t[:h of ?:rtn~,=,:.on petiti.0n the legis1 !lture of the .State of ~lei: 

~c~ cants ($ • ~ 0) ?!' c-Jr:f;.a.lner ?:;e r-:'::;_11~.re,-1 f,r- 11 l return<1t:1 e cont.a:i.ner~ 

,~tm, ~:<: TT F't_,.,'f!,i'J•'!~ RF.SOLVED t,hat a cop;r or thi_s !'f.'Soluti"n be 

sent to ~'O!'rop~i "'t.•., officials of the State of !fow ,rersey, the !"lllnicipal i ties 

l)f ?,..ank'! in Tl'.'wr;ship, · !i:>st Wincisor 'lb,.,mship a."ld P1·i nee ton Tol-mship, -3.nd 

. ' 
.,i j : . ,- ; -1· ' 

1-.l .. '-._ r-i { 

T :-,_obert. r. '')'.''1P.::, c, P."'."1( ~r +.h.- :'':~,-,ugh ,,-i- Prin~etf''i, Gnunty nf ~1ercPr, 

··,·:-1 -.!•~~se_:,r, rl-: heri1b~r rr.1 ... t: ''y th.1.t. tb-- f'n-.r,;~:-:ii:ig is .,, t ... us '":!':•· ,.,,. -=, 
~f?.301_•.1• ~.or ::.~optP'": !"..,~_,.. 1- -: ·~~-':l'O~ ,1!l,i C,:-,llr. ~.; 1 ~t ~-~,.,"L~ :--~Pr--"t.·~r1g . ...,~ ~-~,; .. y· ':'7' 
~ ~,, ~-. 
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R E S O L U T I O N 

WHEREAS, the Township Committee of the Township of Princeton is 
concerned with the effect of beverage and other containers which cannot be 
reused; and 

WHEREAS, the Township Conmittee is of the opinion that this problem 
can best be approached on a regional or state-wide basis; and, 

WHEREAS, other municipalities have requested the State legislature 
to enact legislation prohibiting the use of :No Deposit, No Return; beverage 
bottled and cans, and to encourage or ensure return of returnable containers; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Township Committee of the 
Township of Princeton in the County of Mercer, that: 

The Township Conmittee of the Township of Princeton 
requests and will support action by the Legislature 
of the State of New Jersey to prohibit or regulate 
the use of ::no deposit, no return11 containers to en
courage the use and actual return of returnable 
containers; 

BE It FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of this resolution be sent to 
the Governor, to all members of the State Legislature from Mercer County, and to 
all the municipalities in Hcrcer County. 

I, Joseph R. Nini, Clerk of the Township of Princeton, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing resolution was adopted by the Princeton Township Committee at their 
regular public meeting on August 2, 1971. 
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SUBMITTED,BY,ALFRED A~ MADINGER 
Councilman' Village of Ridgewood . 

STATEMENT - ---·- - - - -----

September·. 16, 1971 

Protection of the environment and conservation of natural 

resources require that measures be taken to reduce and 

eventually eliminate the waste materials that are destroyed. 

Although a great deal of research and engineering will be 

required to reach the ultimate goal, it may be attained if 

progress can be made step by step. 

I strongly urge the Assembly·Committee on Air and Water 

Pollution and Public Health to favorably consider legislation 

that will discourage the use of disposable containers for 

beverages. Regardless of the proportion such containers 

constitute of the solid waste problem, this is an area where 

conservation can be practiced now while research is being 

conducted in measures that will reduce or recyle other solid 

waste. 

Considerable volunteer effort and publicity have been 

involved withprograms to recycle disposable beverage, con

tainers. In actuality, these efforts are a subsidy to the 

beverage industry s.ince it should be responsible for the waste 

it generates, as was the case before the popularity of dis

posable containers. The container deposit system is a fair 

and equitable method of sharing the responsibility for control 

of the containers between the producer and the consumer. The 

consumer, faced with the deposit incentive, will return the 

container. The container can then be redeemed--thus reclaimed 
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- Page Two -

and re-used, e1iminati.ng thereby wasteful productlon of 

another throw-a-way container. Volunteer recyclin?, efforts 

are important in calling attention to the need for environ

mental protectlon and conservation of resources, but in 

actuality they are extremely expensive and, at best, are 

me:rely symbolic. 

Some municipalities have made an effort to red.uee the 

use of disposable beverage containers. ~3uch efforts, how

ever, are probably going to fail because of tr1e s izc of the 

jurisdictions. An effort by a major State such as New ,TerSE"\~", 

however-, cou1d be an important step in improvi.ng the environ

ment and. conserving resources in our country. 

We must not compromise our growing obligations tc 

protect and preserve our environment in favor ·of any vested 

profit motivated opponents. 
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Altfred A. Hadlnger/ Councilman 
Village of Rtdgewood 



'!'CMNSHIP OF CEDAR GROVE 
ESSEX COUNTY NEW JERSEY 

AGe'NDI. ITEM 7(c) 

ysotUTION 

Bl? AND IT IS HER.EBY RESOLVED, that the Town

ship Council of the Township of Cedar Grove does 

hereby p-etition the New Jersey State Legislature to 

RETURN" beverage bottle~ aud cans , e:-::c lus ive of hard 

liquor, L\ the State L'f Nt..•w Jersey; .::m.c1 

BE IT FUR'ffit1ll RESOLVE)) t'hat copies c-:£ this 

resclut fon be sent: til the \::Overnor of i.:he Btate of 

New Jer.sey Dnd Esst:1: County members of: the. State 

INTRODUCEI1 BY i 

SECONDED f;Y: 
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The Honoranle 

85? Stute Road 
Princeton, N.J., 08540 

21 August, 1971 

Ass err.1i1y Co, :i;i T:-tee on Air and w.s. ter PoJ..1u t1on 

The lJe, Jersey State Legislature 
The State House 
'l'rerton, Hew Jersey 

Dear Sir, 

and Public Health 

I wish to exnress my stronF stin ort for a bill
idsntified as A 2212 ~ which I unde~~taid is before your 
co,·:r:ii t tee, and which is cl signed to ou tla:w "no deposit
no re urn" containers in the State of Few Jersey, and to 
require a five cent deposit on all bottles and cans. 

Havin· worl<:ed 11,ith the Princeton Co1r;servation 
Coalition on co71ecting bottles, cs.ns, end newsnf1.1'.'ers for 
recyclins, I am aDralled at the volume of bottles and cans 
that is collected. And this fro:, nrobably a smalJ_ Se:5?'ment 
of one community in the State I 

The an:ount of materials- gl&.ss a,,,,d retals - war~tet 
in the throw-away containers is staon:ering; the aTrou.nt of 
snace, trans~ortation and effort required for their 
"diGDosal" is outregeous. To require the collection an~ 
re-use of these c,.:antainers is o::::~ly prudent. We hs~.ve nei'~her 
the-:: r:~eteria1s to waste nor the s ,·ace in ,1ihici1 to bury then. 
Ano volunteer efforts to re-cycle, such as those of the 
Con:,: rvatio"~- Coalition, are but a sc.tre.tch UDon the su:rf8.ce. 

The st~,te of Oregon has nade a g:0od start. Let us, 
ir :Je,g Jersey, further t 11e P-ood ':·}Ork. 

CC - don. Wi7Jiam E. Schluter, State Assembly 
Hon. Jar1cs A. Flo'.:,,d, r,Je.y:.'.Jr, Princeton_ Town.ship 
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Statement on A2212 

Prepared by Ellis L. Yochelson 

12303 Stafford Lane, Bowie, Md., 20715 

September 22, 1971 

Bowie, Maryland, has become famous as the first city in this country 
to come to grips with the problem of solid waste by requiring a deposit 
on beverage containers. Although this legal action is being challanged 
in three separate court suits by various segments of industry, it has 
aroused citizen concern about pollution. As a conseq_uence of this interest, 
local sales of beverages in returnable packages are not declining, local 
paper drives have increased six-fold (to. 60 tons monthly) within a year 
and glass containers not covered by this local ordinance arebeing 
voluntarily recycled by the citizens at a rate of 9 tons monthly. The 
effects of legislation on beverage containers have had ramifications 
throughout the nation and have encouraged others to follow the lead of 
Bowie. Some 4,000 copies of the Bowie ordinance have been requested and 
distributed. 

The summary statement given here in·· support of A-2212 is not documented 
to avoid exessive length. However such documentation is available. If it 
ts desired any of the comments or figures given below ~111 be elaborated 
·c1pon in more specific detail. · 

Solid waste is a major problem facirig modern man. It may be solvect 
'Nith less difficulty than problems of air and water pollution. In 
science, it is accepted methodolof:;y when faced with a formidable and/or 
~omplex problem to break this into components and solve them ina stepwise 
~nanner until a total solution is _accomplished. The ever accumulating pile 
.:,;f solid waste constitutes such a complex problem~ Although new 
technology may eventually assist us, it is important that we solve 
immediately those components of the problem which are relatively easy to 
understand and simple to handle. Beverage containers a!"e one such. ~omponent •. 

Traditionally, the beverage industry has operated on the concept of 
a recycling reusable container. When a container is recycled there is no 
11aste. When it is not recycled there is an addition to the solid \<iaste 
;)ile. Because of the long experience of the industry in ·this field, it is 
i.ppropriate that beverage containers·be the first component of solid waste 
to be considered. Over the past few years the beverage industry--which 
!.nvenr,ed modern recycling--has abandoned this approach because of the 
advent of "convenience" packaging. · 

So-called "disposablell packaging is not disposable. If a container 
is recycled, it remains within the private industrial sphere. If the 
container is a ''convenience" ,package it eventually becomes a public expence 
for tax revenues are used to haul it from one area to another along public 
roads P..nd it is dumped in land which could be more profitably used for 
public purposes or to produce higJ1er revenue. Indiv1dually the "throw
away" containers are not a serious drain on the public purse,'but 
:.;ollectively they constitute .about· 5% by weight of cto·mestic trash or about 
50% of all cans and glass in domestic trash. In this regard, they become 
:1 crushing burden which can only become more expensive in the future. · 
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A recent study in Yonkers, New York, indicates that the direct 
a,1ditional cost to consumers of beverages in "convenience" packaging 
i:' measured in millions of dollars annually. It is less easy to acrive 
i:.direct costs, but 25% of incinerator residue is directly attributed 
• ,_, them. No .:1.llowance is made for poorer incinerator operation as a 

" · r,·sul t of this large mass of non-burnables; because the principal cost 

-. 

o:' any trash operation is haulage and because the convenient places to 
dt.unp trash near ma.ior cities and suburban areas are rapidly disappcr:1.rJ ng, 
haulage costs can only increase. No allowance is made for loss of Jobs 
related to "one-way" packaging, but between 1958 and 1966, 13,000 
positions were lost in the beer industry. 

Litter is a trivial part of the solid waste problem but it is one 
which industry keeps raising. various segments of the packaging industry 
all contribute to tpe problem, but no one contributes a majority of the 
litter. Accordingly it is stated that no industry is to blame in such 
~.erms as "people litter, not cans". It is also convenient for industry 
to quote a national study of only ten miles of road in 29 states sampled 
:·or less than one month and ignore more comprehensive local and state 
jnvestigations which clearly show that both the proportion and total 
r"umber of 11 one-way 11 beverage containers in litter is growing. Industry 
:.lso ignores the question of degradability. Paper litter will disappear 
ln months, steel cans require tens of years, bottles will require thousarcs 
;f' years and aluminum cans, millions of years. It is obvious that waste 
is discarded because it has no value. It is equally obvious that if some 
itizens are foolish enough to discard articles of value, other citizens 

,l:ill be wise enough to pick them up. Every litter bit which can be 
.. icked up for profit will be picked up and thus will contribute to the 
~ventual solution of this problem. 

, 

Manufacturers of so-called 11 convenience 11 packaging repeatedly tall~ of 
·ne need for recycling. There are excellent developments but most effort 
·o date has been more with publicity then with the actual mechanics of 
ettln~ up a network. The current price of $20.00 paid for 24,000 steel 
ans ( $10. 00 for bimetal) when delivered in a clean flattened condi tior. 

: o or.e of 200 or so plant sites within the United States si.mply is not a 
-::olution to the problem. With the best will in the world it is impossible 
,·or a volunteer to collect sufficient aluminum cans at ten times the 
:alue, and still receive a minimum wage for the e:ffort. 

These same manufacturers have also talked of the products which may 
Je made of recycled material. Thus bricks may be made of glass slag or 
roads may be made of "glasphalt 11 • 

The key point is that materi.al must be sorted from the overall waste 
,ieap to be useful. One cannot make glasphalt from trash; one can only 
-nake it frorr. glass which has been sorted out from the trash. Although 
~echnology to sort is being developed, machinery for this is bound to be 
:-1 major capital investment. Some studies suggest that such magic machines 
will require the processing or 1000 tons of domestic trash daily just to 
meet operating expences at current market prices for the materials 
;ecovered. Even with massive installations to sort trash so as to recover 
~lass and metal haulage costs from suburbs to trash centers will probably 
~;e more the capital investment. 
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Industry feels that recycling should be a volunteer activity. The 
nature of the problem is such that this approach is unworkable, if only 
because of the sheer volume involved.. Perhaps the best recycling to date 
is in recovery of aluminum. If the current volunteer activites are· 
Increased by 25% in the next year~ there will still be a net loss- of 
180,000 tons of fabricated aluminum •. To import this will cost $9,000,000 
in an unfavorable balance of trade. To reduce the bauxite to aluminum 
for these cans will require enough electricity to meet the needs of · 
Washington, D. C. for 18 months. Costs of "throwaway" steel cans and 
glass bottles are far more because of their much larger volume. 

The requirement for a deposit on beverage containers appeals to the 
1ogical and prudent man. He will return the container to 1.nsure return 
,Jf his deposit. The return of containers is the first step in a recycling 
network. Industry may decide to package in reusable containers as has 
~een traditional. Alternatively, they may wish to continue with one-use 
.~ontainers. However, "one-way" containers dispersed through trash are 
:. imply more trash. One-use containers which accumulate at a spot where 
:~ refund of deposit has been given are scrap material. Scrap is a curious 
.. ,ubstance in that the purer it is and the more abundant it is, the higher 
. ..:, its value. 

A required deposit is a form of statutory recycling whic~ will insure 
.... most 100% recovery of emptied containers. Industry should welcome this 
.'ipproach wtth open arms for it provides the material needed to make new 
,-ontainers or new products, labor should welcome this for it provides jobs 
.: '1 collecting and handling recycled material, and merchants should welcome 
'his for the purchaser of a deposit container is a customer who will return 
.o recover his deposit and in the process buy more. Of course, the 
~·onsumer will welcome this for his product will be in more economical 
.. ontainers. All taxpayers will welcome it for this return to a private 
recycling network will lower the size of the public solid waste pile. 

No one in our modern world is likely to die because there are too 
T,any metal cans or glass bottles around. However, if we cannot solve this 
~ort of a simple problem we cannot solve the massive problems caused by 
· 1ther more serious forhis of pollution. Industry may desire business as 

... ~3Ual and insist that the consumer demands convenience. They are partially 
orrect in that the.consumer of yesterday demanded convenience. However, 

,here is a new view of the world and the consumer of today demands that 
:~ be a cleaner, safer world. The consumer who is also the taxpayer and 
· .. ne voter expects something to be done to help him and he will reward 
·hose politicians who take sta.temanlike action to protect this world for 
·,he next generation. 
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• AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN 

Princeton Branch 

JTATEMENT BY THE EXECUTIVE-BOARD OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF 
Ul~IVERSITY WOY.LEN, PRINCETON BRANCH, SUPPORTING ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 
2212. SEPTEMBER 22, 1971. 

The problems ot solid waste disposal are magnified by the 
increasingly wasteful paokaeine of' consumer goods. The throwaway 
beverage container is a non-degradable and often highly visible 
example of this kind of waste. 

Therefore, we feel that the enactment of' Assembly Bill No. 
2212 would benefit New Jersey in the following ways: 

1. The quantity of non-degradable material tor collection 
and disposal in municipal landfills would be reduced. 

2. The amount of' permanent litter would be reduced. There 
would be a cash incentive tor the retrieval of containers which 
did become litter. 

3. Natural resources would be conserved. 

4. The consumer would save money by being able to purchase 
beverages in returnable containers. 

In Princeton, about 2500 citizens have signed petitions in 
favor of a municipal ordinance which would ban non-returnable 
beverage containers. We teel, therefore, that consumers are ready 
to accept tne provisions of Assembly Bill No. 2212 .. We urge the 
Committee to act favorably on the bill. 

Prepared by Mrs. F.V. Shallcross 
Implementation Chairman for the Topic, 
"This Beleaguered F.a.rth" 
American Association of University Women 
Princeton Branch 
12 Jettrey Lane 
Princeton Junction, New Jersey 
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-For a <LEANER 

September 24, 1971 

Mr. Ken Wilson, Chairman 
Air & Water Pollution & 

Public Health Committee 
c lo David Mattek, Legislative Services 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Wilson: 

•NVIRONMENT 

At the request of ,A.ssemblyman Dennis, we are pleased to send you the enclosed 
data on returnable and non-returnable containers being used in the soft drink 
and malt beverage industries. 

We particularly call to your attention "Fact Sheet'' Num.ber 4, discussing the 
economic effect on jobs if the trend. toward non-returnable containers in the 
beer and soft drink industries continues. Many of our bottler friends in New 
Jersey are particularly concerned. As you know, the beer industry today has 
relatively few canning and bottling plants. throughout the country because non
returnable containers can be shipped long distances. Because New Jersey is 
a relatively small state in area, it is conceivable that the same thing would 
happen in the soft drink industry. Large bottling companies such as New York 
Coca-Cola and perhaps some of the larger Philadelphia canning and bottling 
companies could be in a position to force out of business all the smaller can
ning and bottling plants in New Jersey. If this should happen, the loss of jobs 
in these industries could certainly outweighJ the potential loss of can and bottle 
manufacturing jobs if only returnable containers were used. This, coupled 
with the loss of retail clerk jobs as a result of going to non-returnable con
tainers, would certainly have an impact on New Jersey's economy. We hope 
your· committee will look serioui;Jly at this aspect of the problem. 
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The Caise For a 
Cleaner Environment 

By T. J. Hamilton, 
Executive Director, 

Crusade For a Cleaner Environment 
at the 

ANNUAL CONVENTION 

NATIONAL BEER WHOLESALERS ASSOCIATION 
Poirrier House, Chicago, Illinois 

November 10, 1970 

.4 11a11er ,,resented at the recent annual convention of the 
National Beer Wholesalers Association in Chicago, Ill. 

Reprinted 
from 
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Mr. Hamilton, a 11ative o/ Fremont, 
Ohio, received his B.S. in chemical 
engineering from Ohio State U11iver
sity in 1947. From then until 1959, 
,vhen he became president of Wilson 
E. Hamilton and Associates, he was 
with- Union. Carbide Chemical Co. 
Since 1961, he also has serve,l as pres- . 

ident oJ Robocra/ts, Inc., a direct mail 
s1·r11ice. 

Wilson E. Hamilton and Associates 
,vas originally established in Jeflerson 
City, Mo., but since 1960 it has head
quartere,l in Washington, D.C. The ex
ecutive staD illcludes Harn,on L. Elder 
and Richartl N. Rigby, vice-presidents,·· 
and Wayne A. Bonney,. assista11t to-.the ·· · 
presitlent. The fir:m provides its clients 
,vith services relative. to · public rela
tio11s, government relations .and .organ
ization membership ,levelopme11t. · 

Its clitmts inclu,le or have include,I: · 
tire Crusmle /or a Cle11ner E11viron
m.e11t, thP Woode11 Beverage Ct1sfl 111-
stitute, tire National Right to Work 
(:t1mmittee, . Natimial Labtlr-Ma11age
me11t J,'oumlt,titJ11, .i,outher11 St11tes l11-
1lu11trit1l Cou,wil, N11tional Ocea,wgra
phy Association, Transportation As
sociation of America, Rice Millers Aiiso
ciation, National Forest Product/I As
sociation_. National Retail Merchants 
Associatio11, am.011g-others. · ... " :. 

The Crus11de Jar a Cleaner Environ
me,11 is . i11corporated as 11 1,011-profit, • 
educati1i11al corporatior,, governed l,y 

a board of directors. Its purposes, as 
stated in its articles of incorporation, 
are "to promote, support, conduct 
and/or assist in any way whatsoever, 
public, educational ,md remedial pro
ll,rams a11d activities, through the use 
of ,any and all media, relating to and 

. ileflling with the problem oJ littering, 
• pollution and defilement oJ communi
ties anti lands whether urban, rural, 
public, private or otherwise, caused by 

···. in.discriminate disposition and discard-
ing of trash 11nd •i,ther solid wm1tP ma
terials." 

The presi,lent of C.C.E. is J. Clif
ford Miller, Jr., president of Miller 
Ma,au/acturing Co. of Richmond, J' a., 
11 diversified milli11g a11d lumber com• 
/ltlllY, 11111011g whose products are wood
"" boxPs. Members oJ the board of 
11dvisers are actor Eddie Albert; Con
gressman Philip M. Cra11e (Ill.); Mrs. 
Arthur Godfrey; James B. Li11dsey, 
Sr., preside11t of the Pepsi-Cola Bot
tling Co., Bakersfield, Cali/.; Sigurd F. 
Olson, president of the Wilderness So
ciety;.. and C,onflressma11 Joseph P. 
J'igorito (Pa.). 

The Case For a 
Cleaner Environment 

I CONSIDER it a privilege to be 
here today to discuss with you 
the problem of returnable and 

non-returnable containers - particu
larly as it affects the beer wholesale 
industry. 

J use how serious a problem is this? 
I think it might be best to ask our
selves some questions. For example, 
just how much do throw-away cans 
and bottles litter our countryside and 
pollute our environment? If the prob
lem is not solved, how will it affect 
your profits? Will throw-aways bring 
restrictive legislation down on the in-

. dustry if it does nothing but run a 
counter public relations program? 
Will the problem affect other indus
try - and even our free enterprise 
system? 

I'm sure you have seen and dis
cussed answers to these questions and 
the statistics used to back up those 
answers. But Jet's rake a careful look 
at some of these answers and figures. 

Today)t costs .Americans 1 ½ billion 
dollars more per year just to buy their 
beer and soft drinks in throw-away 
cans and bottl~s than it does when 
they purchase them' in returnable bo't:' 
des. If the trend to throw-aways· con
tinues, the extra cost to consumers 
could reach : four billion dollars by 
1975. In Detroit. alone, the sanitation 
department ~ys ittosts $4,000 each 
day t~ dispose ofpottles. Based on a 
five-day week, this amounts to $1,-
000,000 per year. And this is just one 
city. In . addition, the cost of pick in.~ 
up litter across . the country (as dis-
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tinct from regular refuse collection) 
is estimated to be over $500,000,000 
annually. These are all additional costs 
to the consumer or taxpayer when he 
purchases throw-away cans and bottles. 

Of the total litter, beer and soft 
drink. bottles and cans comprise any
where from three to eight per cent, 
depending upon whose figures you 
cite. This may not sound like much 
until you realize that bottles and cans 
don't burn. It then takes on a much 
different . picture because when the 
average city incinerator burns its trash, 
the residue consists of 60 to 80 per 
cent glass and metal. And the sanita
tion people complain and complain 
about the molten glass which clogs 
up their incinerators. · 

So let's look at this solid waste 
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problem as it is affected by non-re
turnable containers. To give you some 
idea of the size, the 36 billion throw
away cans and bottles sold by the 
soft drink and beer industries this 
year amount to 800,000 large trailer
loads of trash bottles and cans. If 
present incinerators can't handle them, 
we then have to find a place to dump 
them. But where? The President 
doesn't want us to dump them in tht 
ocean. Old mines are filling up and 
many cities are simply running out 
of empty land for sanitary land fills. 
As an example, San Francisco wanted 
to haul its waste to Nevada, but Ne
vada wouldn't let them. And if you 
lived in Nevada, I don't think you 
would want San Francisco's_ waste 
either. Just where are we going to con
tinue to put the ever growing quanti
ties of bottles and cans? And if the 37 
billion throw-away containers grow to 
100 billion by 1975, our problem is 
going to be three times a~ bad. 

Economic Factor 

An economic factor which affects 
industry like yours should· be con
sidered. For not only does it cost the 
public more to buy its beer or soft 
drinks in a throw-away bottle or can 
and cost them more in taxes to pick 
it up (up to 31 cents a can or bottle 
in New York City), but the trend 
to throw-away containers in the beer 
industry caused the number of brewer
ies to decline from 262 in 1958 to 
115 in 1966 (a decline of 52 per 
cent); and the number of employes 
to drop from 71,700 to 59,800. It is 
estimated that even larger· repercus
sions will occur in the soft drink· in
dustry- if the switch to throw-aways 
continues because it is a larger indus
try with more employes and small 
franchises. For example, Miller Brew
ing Co., and the Seven-Up Bottling 
Co. distribute approximately the same 
volume of product on a national basis. 
Miller does it from three breweries. 
Seven-Up does it from 487 franchise 
bottlers. 

This loss of jobs, the closing of 
breweries, the fact that quite a num
ber of soft drink bottlers and fran
chises are beginning to close as a result 
of the trend to throw-aways are facts 
which every small businessman should 
ponder. 

Summing it up, non-returnable con
tainers or throw-aways are causing 
these problems: 

(1) increased costs to consumers
it's now 1.5 billion dollars a 
year and growing; 

(2) a definite solid waste manage
ment problem which is growing; 

(3) higher taxes to pay to pick 

up litter from our streets and 
parks and just plain trash at 
homes and offices - also in-

- creasing; 
( 4) a loss of jobs and businesses 

in the soft drink and brewing 
industries - as well as the dis
tribution industry such as yours; 

(5) And let's not forget a bad 
image for the industries in
volved. 

The · worst part· of these problems 
is that they will get worse unless in
dustry does something to _ correct the 
situation. · 

Promoting Returnables 

Now let's look at what people are 
promoting returnable containers. First, 
they are not all kooks and long-haired, 
bearded kids. As a matter of fact, we 
can start with the President of the 
United States. Back on February 10th 
of this year, President Nixon called 
on the new Council on Environmentai 
Quality to devise incentives and laws 
for reusing and recycling containers. 
The President's Special Assistant for 
Consumer Affairs, lv!rs. Virginia 
Knauer, has come out strongly for 
returnable bottles in the soft drink 
and beer industries. A group of wo
men in Washington, D.C., formed an 
organization known as Concern to 
combat pollution; It 1:Urns out that 
these were not just ordinary women, 
for they included among others: Mrs. 
Paul Ignatius; whose husband is a 
former Secretary of the Navy, Mrs. 
Russell Train, whose husband is chair
man of the President's Council on 
Environmental Quality, and Mrs. Rich
ard Helms whose husband is director 
of the C.LA. They are articulate, seri
ous women. I'm sure that you have 
siinilar groups of women in _ your 
towns and cities doing the same type 
of thing. Almost every conservationist 
organization _ is promoting returnable 
containers. This includes: the Wilder
ness Society, The Sierra Oub, the Na
tional Wildlife Fede.ration, the Audu
bon Naturalist Society, etc. There are 
all the student organizations working 
for a better environment - and if you 
have teenage or college age children 
you know they can't be dismissed by 
a wave of the hand. And then you 
?ave politicians. who know a popular 
issue when they see one. 

And here we come down to the 
crux of the problem. Many of these 
people are concerned with throw-away 
bottles and cans because they feel that 
co.rrection of this problem is the key 
to the whole environmental pollution 
problem - from air and water to even · 
over-population. 

Why? Well, cans and bottles are 
a very visible aspect of the pollution 
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problem which faces each of us every 
day. Throw-away cans and bottles have 
come to be the symbol of American 
pollution. And best of all, from the 
standpoint of these people, the prob
lem of throw-away cans and bottles 
offers a much easier solution than the 
problems of correcting air and water 
pollution. To correct air and water 
pollution it is going to take consider
able expenditures of money, time and 
effort. But in the case of soft drink 
and beer cans and bottles, the prob
lem can be solved very easily- all the 
public has to do is start purchasing 
its beer and soft drinks in returnable 
bottles. This not only won't cost 
money, it will save the consuming 
public a great deal of money. It can 
be done almost overnight and on bal
ance there are believed to be a sub
stantially greater number of jobs re
sulting from the use of returnable 
containers than those resulting from 
the manufacture of throw-away bot
tles and cans. 

Tougher Problems 

So it comes down to the fact that 
· many of the leaders in the fight to 
correct pollution believe that if we 
Americans don't have the determina
tion to lick· the relatively easy prob
lem. of throw-away bottles and cans, 
how can we ever solve the tougher 

· problems of air and water pollution? 
As a result, there is going to be an 
ever increasing pressure on the soft 
drink and beer industries to solve 
this problem. · 

Knowing this, it would seem only 
logical that the industries involved 
would _ want to correct the problem 

_ voluntarily ~d on a time schedule 
that would permit essentially no re
striction upon normal business. 

Now perhaps here is the time to 
look at those who are opposing re
turnable bottles. We all know that 
the can and bottle manufacturers are 
going to lose business if we increase 
the beverage industry's proportionate 
use of returnable containers. And hav
ing worked for big business, I can 
understand all of the long range mar
keting and planning that have gone 
into the development of throw-aways. 
Jobs are going to be lost. But let me 
ask you, are jobs in can and glass 
plants more important than the jobs 
of bottlers, dis-tributors like yourselves, 
clerks in grocery stores. etc.? I don't 
think so, and neither do a lot of other 
people. And the same can be said of 
capital investments in the glass and 
can plants as opposed to investments 
in bottling plants and warehouses. 

Perhaps the worst culprit in the 
effort to clean up throw-away con
tainers is the supermarket. And I'd 



like to emphasize that. The greatest 
problem in eliminating · throw-away 
cans and bottles is retailers- super
markets, liquor stores, gas stations and 
even the corner grocery. They have 
bought the argument of convei:iience 
and labor savings. And I agree with 
them. It is certainly a lot more con
venient for retailers-even if it isn't 
for consumers - and it may save them 
that ¼ or ½ a man per store the large 
supermarkets use to handle return
ables. But are they passing these sav
ings on to consumers? If they are, 
it's hard to tell because soft drinks 
and beer are still three to four cents 
cheaper per bottle in returnable bot
tles. 

I can tell you what the supermarkets 
are doing, however. Many stores 
aren't even carrying drinks in return
able bottles. They aren't even offering 
the consumer a choice. In other stores 
they are doing everything but hiding 
soft drinks and beer in returnable 
bottles. At the same time they are 
making it easy for consumers to buy 
drinks in throw-aways - particularly 
their own private labels. And where 
they do have returnables and throw
aways side by side they frequently 
have them in different size containers 
making it hard for the consumer to 
compare prices and purchase the most 
economical drink. 

Further, the big chains have put 
extreme pressure on bottlers to supply 
soft drinks in throw-away containers. 
They have done this by telling bottlers 
they will replace· the bottler's brands 
by the chain's private label brands 
unless the bottler supplies the_ chain 
with throw-aways. The local bottler 
then has no choice - if he's going to 
stay in business. 

All of this is rather odd, because 
really the chains and retailers have a 
whole lot less at stake than the bottlers, 
breweries and bottle and can manu
facturers. If the chains go to 100 per 
cent returnables, it really isn't going 
to hurt their profits. If they need extra 
money to hire that ¼ or ½ a man to 
handle returnables in their store, they 
could increase the price of a soft drink 
or beer two to three cents a bottle 
and the consumer would still save 
money. In this whole controversy the 
chains have kept a very low profile. 
They are hoping the whole issue will 
just go away. In the meantime they 
are letting the bottlers, and in particu
lar, the can and glass container manu
facturers take up their cause before 
the public. As an example of what 
the chains are doing - or not doing, 
last month the District of Columbia 
held hearings to determine the feasi
bility of a ban on non-returnable bot
tles and cans for soft drinks and beer. 

Six ' ctjai~s wfri' invitel.Jo ; testify. 
Only One . bothered tci answer the in
vitation aqd _ thax company · declined. 
In the mearitime,'bcmle and can manu
facturers. turned out ,en masse along 
with some bottlers to testify the way 
the chains hoped and wanted them 
to do. 

In this returnable versus non-return
able controversy, industry ·has a real 
opportunity to be a statesman. As a 
businessman, I would like to see them 
do so. 

I hope they will not engage in se
mantics as Owens-Illi_nois President 
Edwin D. Dodd did in the September 
issue of his company's paper, the "Out
look."1 In an article entitled, " 'Re
turnable,' 'Non-Returnable' Assuming 
Different Meanings," he_ deliberately 
clouds the meaning of the words "re
turnable" and "non-returnable." If we 
are going to have returnable or re
cycling programs, let's have honest to 
goodness recycling programs. Let's not 
say out of one side of our mouth that 
the public won't return bottles for a 
despoit of five cents, and then in the 
next sentence offer a recycling pro
gram that gives the public a half cent 
for each bottle it returns or 10 cents 
a pound for aluminum. 

If we are going to · offer recycling 
centers, let's make them convenient. 
As one editorial writer in the Phila
delphia Inquirer said: "Few Philadel
phia housewives, for example, are. gos 
ing to drive 70 miles to the nearest 
reclamation center in South Jersey to 
get a penny a pound··- for their old 
bottles." Actually she probably couldn't 
put enough bottles in her car to pay 
for her mileage. · And let's . not make 
the housewife separate her bottles by 
colors and remove the labels as one 
set of instructions suggested. 

Let's not Him-flam the public. For 
example, the can and glass bottle man
ufacturers are . continuously trying to 
promote the idea that the public will 
not return returnable bottles. They 
like to point out that Pepsi~Cola in 
New York City lost 3,500,000 return
able bottles after only an average four 
trips per bottle. What they don't point 
out is that most food chains in New 
York City will not accept returnable 
bottles-A and P, for example, is 
reported to have a policy in New York 
City of not handling returnable bottles 
of any kind. If· this is the case, how 
,can people return bottles? Through 
their front organization;· Keep Amer
ica Beautiful, the can and bottle manu
facturers keep promoting the point 
that Americans will ahvays litter while 
at the same time they lceep adver~ising 
and selling throw-1:1.way can.and l?ottle 
convenience. These 'activities· appear 
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to be very contradictory to •Y the 
least. 

Don't Be· Short-Term 

As a conservative businessman in 
Washington, l am tired· of seeing re
spectable business looking at things 
only on the short term basis-'- or 
even worse, letting itself be misrepre
sented. The public wants to work with 
you. Give them a chance. If you don't, 
you may end up with restrictive legis
lation, taxes, or · even worse. And I 
might say right here that legislation 
is being proposed in almost every 
town, county and state in the country. 
It is happening so fast that it is al~ 
most impossible to keep up with it. 

· Brewery Efforts 

In recent weeks we have been 
pleased to see that at least two brew
eries are taking the bull by the horns. 
Blitz-Weinhard of Portland, Ore., has 
been promoting the sale of its beer 
in returnable bottles. The company's 
marketing test has demonstrated that 
the public will do its part to help 
solve the environmental crisis. As a 
result of the company's test, sales of 
beer in returnables increased 21 per 
cent during the first eight months of 
this year in metropolitan Portland, 
while sales of beer in non-returnable 
bottles were down 14 per cent. On 
the easi: coast, Rheingold is test mar
keting a new anti-litter, returnable 
botde in New Hampshire and Penn
sylvania. 

As a representative of the Crusade 
for a Cleaner Environment, we believe 
the answer to the pollution problem 
of throw-away cans and bottles is the 
returnable bottle. We hope you agree, 
but if you don't, we hope you will 
come up with a constructive, aggres
sive program to help lick this aspect 
of the pollution problem. 

Remember, many influential people 
believe solving the problem 
of the throw-away can and 
bottle is the key to our. entire 
pollution problem. The pub
lic looks to industry for lead
ership. Please accept the chal
lenge. Don't abdicate your 
responsibility. 

. . 
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© <RUSADE Tor a <LEANER •NVIRONMENT 

The Crusade for a Cleaner Environment believes -
that soft drinks and beer sold in returnable bottles 
not only save the consumer money, but provide 
.Americans wit}:i the most expeditious way to re
cycle. The enclosed 1e.tter from Mrs. Irene 
Mylan, Recycling Chairman of the Salem Chapter 
of the Oregon Environmental Council adds im
petus to that fact. 
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Mr. Rich Chambers 
Rt. 3 Box 7540 
Salem, Oregon 97302 

Dear Mr. Chambers: 

2380 Church Street, S. E. 
Salem, Oregon 97302 
April 15, 1971 

I am happy that you asked about the recycling program the Oregon Environmental 
Council and high school environmental club students have been running here in 
Salem. We are especially concerned, after what we have learned from this pro
ject, that we not leave the legislators or the public with the impression that cur
rent recycling programs are the answer to the "non-returnable" problem. When 
we began ten weeks ago it was to demonstrate the feasibility and profitability of 
recycling under current industry programs to service organizations or businesses 
who might have taken over the project and provided continuing recycling service 
for Salem. As it turns out,·· we can prove neither. 

In recent weeks we have seen commercials on television that claim industry re
cycling programs will make "todays I bottle tomorrows I bottle". What they fail 
to mention is what goes on between the time the consu.m.er discards the bottle in 
one of our collection bins and we sell it back to the glass company. Almost a 
hundred students and adults who have worked on this project will tell you that the 
work of collecting, sorting and breaking of the glass and smashing of cans so 
that they are acceptable to industry, involves long hours of dirty, smelly, dan
gerous, heavy labor. It is highly unrealistic to assu.m.e any group of volunteers 
could maintain a recycling program that would make a significant impact on the 
thousands of containers thrown away in Salem each day. Not only is the work 
demeaning, but there is a minimal return when one considers the expense of 
storage transportation and numerous other costs. For our well over a thousand 
volunteer man hours we expect a return of about $200. 

But the most disheartening revelation came this week when the rehabilitation 
agency that had aereed to take over our project in the hope of turning it into a 
business learned that there was no hope of profit. Upon investigation into the 
policies of Owens-Illinois, it turns out that they discourage persons who ap
proach recycling as a business by paying them $15 per ton rather than the ad
vertised $20. It became clear to us then that the company was more interested 
in giving the appearance of encouraging recycling by catering to groups such as 
ourselves who make little impact on the total problem, but get lots of favorable 
publicity, than they were in seeing companies who could provide efficient, con
tinuing recycling. 
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Sincerely, 

~.~ 
(Mrs.) Irene Mylan 
Recycling Chairman, Salem Chapter 
Oregon Environmental Council 
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~ (RUSADE f"or a (LEANER •NVIRONMENT 

FACT SHEET 
Number I 

Collection and disposal of waste materials cost Americans $4. 5 billion 

per year. And the volume of waste is growing at a rapid rate. Today it is a 

staggering 5. 3 pounds for each American every day of the year, and by 1980 it 

will be 8 pounds of waste a day. 

Recent studies indicate that the cost of removing this waste will grow 

even faster. Why? Because (I) wastes will be of lower density and therefore 

of greater bulk; (2) the proportion of difficult-to-handle materials, especially 

plastics, will increase; and (3) the amount of land necessary to store and/or 

process these materials for ultimate disposal will nearly double. 

Today the packaging industry, with strong consumer appeal and a boon 

to convenience, is accelerating the problem. In 1966 this industry accounted 

for $25 billion in sales (approximately 3. 4% of our Gross National Product) and 

produced 51. 7 million tons of materials. About 90% of these materials was dis

carded, representing 13. 3% of the 350 million tons of residential, commercial, 

and industrial waste generated in the United States in 1966. 

Glass' and metal packages are two of the worst problems -- particularly 

when incineration is used as a means of disposal. In a typical situation where 

one ton of packaging material is incinerated a residue of 705 pounds remains. 

Of this a.mount 637 pounds or 90% comes from glass and metal containers. 

(Over) 
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There are two possible solutions: (1} use of high temperature incinera

tors which are very costly or (2) greater use of money-back returnable containers 

in place of throw-away containers. 

In this latter case the American consumer and taxpayer could not only 

help relieve the problem, but could save himself money in the process. It'is 

estimated that in 1970 if all soft drinks were purchased in returnable, money

back containers American consumers could save an estimated $650, 000, 000. 

Sources: 

(1} The Role of Packaging in Solid Waste Management 1966 to 1976, 
U. S. Departm.ent of Health, Education and Welfare, 1-)69 

(2) U. S. News & World Report, September 8, 1969 
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~ (RUSADE f"or a (LEANER •NVIRONMENT 

FACT SHEET 
Number 2 

President Nixon hascalled on government, industry and individuals to 

"pay their share of the cost" in the fight against pollution. There is one area 

of the battle, described by the President where the consumer, the taxpayer 

and industry could all save by helping to clean up our environment. 

By using more returnable, money.,-. back containers for soft drinks and 

beer, consumers and taxpayers could save money on the out-of-pocket cost of 

such drinks, as well as the cost of trash collection and disposal. 

It is estimated that Americans could save $705; 000, 000 per year (based 

on prices in the Washington, D. · C. area) if they purchased aU: soft drinks in 

returnable, money-back bottles. If all beer were purchased- in returnable, 

money-back containers, the consumer could save an additional $800,000,000. 

This total estimated savings of over one and a half billion dollars a year would 

go a long way toward financing the program proposed by the President to clean 

up our environment. 

A nationwide survey taken by a major polling firm f~r the National 

Wildlife Federation found that almost all of the nearly I, 500 persons ques-, 
' ' 

tioned were willing to have the fed~ra1 gov~r.nm:ent spend more on natural re-

source preservation than it does now .,.,~ but only ;if the money is raised by 

'' 
cutting other outlays, not by increasing taxes or costs, to consumers. 

(Over) 
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When it came to specifics, two-thirds of those interviewed said they 

would not be willing to have their family expenses boosted by $200 a year --

in taxes and higher product prices -- to reduce pollution. Even an annual 

expense rise of $20 a year won approval of only 55 percent. 

In light of this survey, the potential savings Americans could make 

by using only returnable, money-back bottles or containers for their soft 

drinks and beer becomes even more significant. For the $1 ½ billion savings 

involved are equivalent of $25 a year for each of America's 60 million fam

ilies - - enough to pay a good share of the cost to clean up our air and water. 

In addition we would be getting rid of approximately 800, 000 large trailerloads 

of trash, bottles and cans. 

5OFT DRINKS 

BEER 

Sources: 

SHIPMENTS OF BEER AND SOFT DRINKS IN 
THROW-AWAY BOTTLES AND CANS IN 1970 (1) 

THROW-AWAY 
BOTTLES 

6,000,000,000 

6,230,000,000 

CANS 

9,000,000,000 

15,100,000,000 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

15,000,000,000 

21,330,000,000 

36,330,000,000 

I) The Role of Packaging in Solid Waste Management 1966 to 1976, 
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1969 

2) Text of the President's Message to Congress Proposing Action 
Against Pollution, February 10, 1970 

3) Congressional Record, December 16, 1969, S-16836 
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~ (RUSADE for a (LEANER •NVIRONMENT 

FACT SHEET 

Consumer Economics in the Purchase of Soft Drinks 
in Returnable and Throw-Away Containers 

Number 3 

With the problem of keeping a cleaner environment and the ever increasing 

costs of solid waste management, many consumers and government officials are 

asking just how much can the consumer save if he buys his soft drinks in return-

able bottles. 

The Crusade for a Cleaner Environment has made some initial investiga-

tions in the Washington, D. C. and Richmond, Virginia areas and has obtained 

these figures on nationally distributed 11 Coca-Cola. 11 

6-pack of 12 oz. Cans (Throw-Away} 
6-pack of 12 oz. Bottles (Returnable} 
Saving per 6-pack 
Saving per bottle 
Per cent Savings 

Washington 
Retail 

89¢ 
69¢ 
20¢ 

3.67¢ 
22. 5% 

Richmond 
Retail 

83¢ 

59¢ 
24¢ 

4¢ 
28. 9% 

If similar savings could be made on a nation-wide basis, the American 

public could save an estimated $600,000,000 if the 15,000,000,000 soft drinks now 

purchased in throw-away cans and bottles were purchased in returnable bottles. 

If similar savings were made on the 21, 330, 000, 000 throw-away cans and bottles 

of beer, another $840,000,000 could be saved. 

(Over} 
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While solid waste management - - trash pick-up and disposal - - figures 

for throw-away bottles and cans are hard to separate from the total cost of these 

services to consumers and taxpayers, they are significant and probably run into 

the hundreds of millions of dollars per year. In Detroit alone, the sanitation de

partment says it costs them $4,000 each day to dispose of bottles. Based on a 

five day week, this amounts to over $1, 000, 000 per year. In addition, the cost 

of picking up litter across the country (as distinct from regular refuse collection) 

is estimated to be over $500,000,000 annually. A substantial portion of this 1s 

attributed to throw-away soft drink and beer bottles and cans. 

Sources: 

(1) New York Times, May 25, 1970 

(2) Detroit News, June 2, 1970 

(3) Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Washington, D. C. 
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FACT SHEET. 

THE EFFECT ON JOBS OF THE TREND TOWARD 
NON-RETURNABLE CONTAINERS IN THE.BEER AND SOFT DRTNK INDUSTRIES 

The switch-over from returnable, money-back bottles to throw-away 

beer industry has been paralleled by a sharp decline in the number 

a consequent loss of jobs and corresponding decline in payrolls. 

Number 4 

containers in 

of breweries 

Figures from the U. s. Department of Commerce show that the number of breweries 

in this country dropped from 262 in 1958 to 188 in 1967, a decline of 28.3%. Recently, 

a representative of the U. S. Brewers Association estimated there were now less than 

80 brewing companies. 

The number of persons employed by breweries dropped from 71,700 in 1958 to 

60,500_in 1967, a decline of 15.6%. Based on the average wag~ rate of $8,714 in 1967. 

the 11,200 job decline amounted to a payroll loss of $97,596,800. 

It is estimated that even larger repercussions will occur in the soft drink indus

try -- if the switch to throw-aways continues. If the current trend continues, experts 

predict that by 1975, all soft drinks will be sold in non-returnable containers. In 

1967 there were 3,403 soft drink bottling Plants in this country employing 123,400 

persons with a total payroll of $727,100,000. 

If the trend to throw-aways in the soft drink industry parallels the beer industry, 

which it has to date, a decline of 28.3% in the number of plants would amount to a drop 

in plants of 936, or a new total of 2,440 plants. The number of employees, with a 15.6;. 

decline. would fall to 104,150. Using the 1967 payroll figure of $5,892, the total 

loss in payroll would be $113,421,000 yearly. 

A complete switch to throw-aways would also affect employment in food stores and 

other establishments selling soft drinks. Food chains estimate that it takes between 

1/4 and 1/2 of a man to physically handle the sorting and related work connected with 
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returnables. There were, in 1967, 218,130 food stores in this country. Estimating 

that around 90% were handling returnables at that time and using the minimum manpower 

need of 1/4 man, the number of jobs come~ to 50,000. Using $6,000 as an average wage 

base, the payroll loss wotild be $300,000,000 yearly.· 

Combining the three different sets of figures, the effect on jobs and salaries 

from the trend toward non-returnable containers in the beer and soft drink industries 

comes to a possible job loss of 80,450 persons and a payroll loss of $511,017,800 

yearly minimum. In addition, there are thousands of warehousing jobs which would be 

adversely affected by a complete switch-over to non-returnables. 

For a plant comparison between the beer industry, now almost wholly committed to 

throw-aways and the soft drink industry still selling a large volume of returnables, 

Miller Brewing Company and the Seven-Up Bottling Company distribute approximately the 

same volume of products on a national basis. Miller does it from three breweries. 

Seven-Up does it from 487 franchise bottlers. The September issue of Outlook, a 

publication of Owens-Illinois (largest producer of glass bottles in the country), said, 

"One of the nation's biggest soft drink manufacturers has more than 1,000 local bottling· 

plants today -- but officials of that company predict that 10 years from now they'll 

have less than 100 -- serving the entire country." 

Sources: 

1) 1967 Census of Manufacturers, the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
the Census. 

2) 1970 Brewers Almanac -- The Brewing Industry in the United States, United 
States Brewers Association, Inc. 

3) 1969 Sales Survey of the Soft Drink Industry, National Soft Drink Association. 

4) . Outlook, September, 1970. 
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President Richard M. Nixon-"The task of 
cleaning up our environment calls for a total 
mobilization by all of us. It involves govern
ments at every level; it requires the help of 
every citizen. It cannot be a matter of simply 
sitting back and blaming someone else. 
Neither is it to be left to a few hundred· lead
ers. Rather, it presents ·us with one of those . 
rare situations in which each individual every.
where has an opportunity to make a sp{ilcial 
contribution to his country as well as his c;om-
munity." · 

Editorial in the Elyria,. Ohio, Cronicle-TeJe
gram; .,._,ch 8, 1~"The .Crusade for a 
Cleaner Environment shows us Orie way we, as 
consumers, can help. . . . We don't have to 
depend on government and industry to. · do it 
all. We. create a lot of pollution ourselves, and 
we. could reduce it substantially if we are 
witting:" 

Mrs. Virginia H. Knauer, IIJe PreshJetWs ·~. 
cial Asilislant ,on Consllmer Aff!lh'H~ · 
bring .back deposit bottle$ and pie~ u,, a feW 
~ts. They don't return non-returnable bott1es. 
These end u,, in the trash and comobute to 
our g~ problem." 

u. s. ·~ 8enjamin, Raseplhai, -
reported in lie· ... York· r--. Aprit·. 2t, 
1970-----Mt; Rosenthal mairitainef -that. the con~ 

· · · a muttlf)ie loset as·a r~ of 
today's p First, he saijl, the Clim· 
su.mer pays ,.more for a di~a container
than tor a r&u$able one. 'The buyer then has 
to-pay to have the used·a>fltaintr.collected for 
disposal. Finally, he said, "the ~mer must 
pay again" when the "container does .not de
grade but lives on to foul environmental 
quality." 
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Eddie Albert 
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Mrs. Earle A. Brown, President 
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D. S. Dykstra, President 
Seven-Up Bottling Company 

Grand Junction, Colorado 

Mrs. Arthur Godfrey 
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Dr. Robert H, .Keller, Jr. 
Assistant Professor 
Fairhaven College 

Thomas L. Kimball 
Executive Director 

National Wildlife Federation 

James B. Lindsey, Sr., .President 
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Sigurd F. Olson, President 
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Vaughn Ri.ce, Manager 
Coca-Cola Bottling Company 

Bloomington, Indiana· 

Honorable Joseph P. Vigorito 
Congressman from Pennsylvania 
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Collection and disposal of waste materials pres
ently cost the American taxpayer 4.5 BILLION DOL
LARS PER YEAR and the volume of waste is growing 
rapidly. 

There is ONE PART OF THE BATTLE against waste 
and pollution that taxpaying citizens and industry 
can win-and save money at the same time. By 
using returnable containers for such beverages as 
soft drink§ and beer, Americans can have their cake 
and eat it, too. 

Th.row-away glass and metal containers are a big 
waste problem-particularly when incineration is 
used as a means of disposal. In a typical situation 
where one ton of packaging material is incinerated, 
a residue of 705 pounds remains. Of this amount, 
637 pounds or 90% COMES FROM GLASS AND 
METAL CONTAINERS. 

The throw~away can and bottle have become 
America's SYMBOL OF LITTER AND POLLUTION. 
And in a few years, unless the trend is reversed, i!II 
soft drinks and malt beverages will be sold in throw
away containers. 

The CRUSADE 

Formed under the District of Columbia Nonprofit 
Corporation Act, the CRUSADE FOR A CLEANER 
ENVIRONMENT was established to foster better 
public understanding of the enormity of our trash 
problem and the role of throw-away containers. 
THE CRUSADE is composed of responsible citizens 
from all walks of life with the mutual interest of 
wanting to improve their environment. It is a tax 
exempt organization under Section 501 (c) (3) of the 
Internal Revenue Code, and all contributions are 
tax deductible. 

.•, 

Under the Crusade's Articles of Incorporation, the 
objects and purposes for which the corporation is 
exclusively organized and shall operate are as 
follows: 

TO PROMOTE, SUPPORT, CONDUCT AND/OR 
ASSIST IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, PUBLIC, 
EDUCATIONAL AND REMEDIAL PROGRAMS 
AND ACTIVITIES, THROUGH THE USE OF ANY 
AND ALL MEDIA, RELATING TO AND DEALING 
WITH THE PROBLEM OF LITTERING, POLLUTION 
AND DEFILEMENT OF COMMUNITIES ·. AND 
LANDS WHETHER URBAN, RURAL, PUBLIC, PRI
VATE OR OTHERWISE, CAUSED BY INDISCRIMI
NATE DISPOSITION AND DISCARDING OF 
TRASH AND OTHER SOLID WASTE MATERIALS. 

The Crusade for a Cleaner Environment believes 
in "do-it-yourself ecology" where the public is en
couraged to purchase soft drinks and other bever
ages in returnable money-back containers, which 
can be reused. By such action, Americans will elimi
nate unnecessary waste and pollution, and at the' 
same time save for themselves $1.5 billion ii, cost 
of the beverages. Further savings will be made by 
cutting down on trash collection expenses. 

The organization is incorporated as a non-profit, 
educational corporation, is governed by a Board of 
Directors and is assisted by a Board of Advisors. · 

Participation in the Crusade for a Cleaner Environ
ment's program, as well as financial support to carry 
out its program, is voluntary and open to all. 
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1) Convert existing public sentiment against litter 
and pollution into effective citizen action to pro
mote returnable containers. A recent survey in 
Minneapolis revealed that 88% of those polled 
would be willing to return bottles and cans, like 
those for soft drinks, for reuse. Also, 70% said 
they would be in favor of banning non-returnable, . 
bottles and caris. 

2} Educate the public on the ecological and eco- . 
nomic advantages of using returnable con,tainers. 
The "do-it-yourself ecology" cause will promote 
spirited action among Americans and wiU unite 
them in helping to solve our nation's li.tter 
problem. 

3) Provide informational material, on request, to, 
the various national, state and local governrri"eiits 

. and officials whoare concerned with the. throw
away crisis. 

4) Help those interested in promoting the cause by 
supplying informationaJ materials with wl:flch to:, 
enlist friends and neighbors. The Cru.sade serves 
as both a listening· post a:nd generator of-news: 

5) Work closely with bottlers who favor returnable. 
containers and want to cooperate in the fight 
against litter and pollution. 

,-, . 
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Can manufacturers have spent millions of dollars in sales 

and advertising to "educate" the public to use "convenience, 11 

throw-away containers for soft drinks and beer. 

Because food chains prefer to handle cans, many stores 

have made it almost impossible for consumers to purchase soft 

drinks and beer in returnable bottles. They have joined the can 

companies in ''educating'.' the public •. 

The result is that the consumer is not only paying higher 

prices for his soft drinks and beer, but he is being forced to pay 

millions of tax dollars to pick up "convenience," throw-away cans. 
. . . ' . 



OF News & F&CTS 

Number 5 

FROM THOSE WHO KNOW! 

Conswners sa~e when they purchase soft drinks in returnable money
back bottles. ,,. 

From a retailer's ad: 

"The savings realized from buying in returnable deposit containers 
are truly Unbelievable! For instance Nation.a.Uy Advertised Brands 
of soft drinks that retail in 6-l 2oz can cartons are generallYsold 
for 87f. You can purchase the same products in 6-12oz Returnable 
Bottles for 59f. · This represents a savings of 28f per carton or 
more than 40%. So it's very clear that You the consumer are pay
ing a great increase in price and contributing heavily to our waste 
problems." 

From a bottler's ad: 

Meeting St. Piggly Wiggly, Inc. 
The News and Courier, January 17, 1971 
Charleston, South Carolina 

" Besides making the world a cleaner place to live in, money-
back bottles save us money by keeping our production costs down. 
And they save you money, because Coke' in returnable bottles is 
your best value." 

The Birmingham Coca-Cola llottling Co. 

* Direct savings on a· nationwide basis are estimated to be $600,000,000 
in addition to untold taxpayer sa•ings for litter anc:l·,po11ut:ion .. control.· 

. . . .. . ,• . : ~. 
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OF News & F8CTS 

Number 6 

Proof that returnable bottles for soft drinks and beer save the consumer 
money and make more profit for the manufacturer and retailer, as well 
as helping solve our solid waste management problems is shown by the 
following: 

11 The consumer actually pays a premium for nonreturnable con
tainers. It's cheaper for us to use returnables. 11 

From a presentation before the San 
- Francisco Society of Security Analysts 
by James Bowling, assistant to the 
chairman of Philip Morris (Miller 
Brewing Company). Reported in 
the 11Supermarket News, 11 February 
15, 1971 

11 Ecological Advertising Program Increases Sales of Coast Chain11 

From a headline, The New York Times 
April 11, 1971 

"It (The Chug-a-Mug, anti-litter, returnable beer bottle) brings 
its contents to the consumer at a lower true cost than does the 
metal can or a non- returnable bottle. The cdnsumer saves 
money. 11 

From a speech by Theodore Rosenak, 
President, Rheingold Breweries, 
October 16, I 970 
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OF News & FBCTS 

Number 4 

THE PUBLIC PREFERS RETURNABLE CONTAINERS 

Will the public buy its beverages in returnable, money-back containers 

to help in the fight against litter and pollution? Indications are they will. One 

of the country's 25 largest breweries, the Blitz Weinhard Company of Portland, 

Oregon has been promoting the sale of its beer in returnable bottles. The com

pany's marketing test has demonstrated that the public will do its part to help 

solve the environmental crisis. As a result of the company's test, sales of 

beer in returnable bottles increased 21 per cent during the first eight months 

C 

of this year in metropolitan Portland, while sales of beer in non-returnable 

bottles were down 14 per cent. 

Another marketing test is taking place in New Hampshire and Pennsylvania 

where a new anti-litter, returnable bottle has been introduced. Rheingold Brew-

eries of Brooklyn, New York, ranked among the country's top ten in brewing 

sales, expects that the public in the two states being tested will respond to the 

promotion of returnable, money-back containers to the same degree that Oregon 

has. 

.. 
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STATEMENT by THEODORE NAL.IKOWSKI 
STATE DIRECTOR of DRIVE, 

for the 
TE.AMSTEH.S 1 UNION, 

before the 
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE on POLLUTION and HEALTH, 

STATE HOUSE, TRENTON · 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1971 

Honorable Committee Members: 

My name is Theodore Nalikowski andI am testifying here as 

state director of DRIVE which 'stands for Qemocratic, gepublican, 

Independent Yoter ~ducation and acts_in a similar capacity as the. 
. ·I . . 

Committee on Political Education of the State .AFL-CIO. DRIVE 

represents the voice of the 90,000 Teamsters who are productively 

employed in this state and who are instrumental in keeping our 

commerce rolling. 

On behalf of these Teamsters and their families I wish to state 

at the outset that· Assembly Bill 2212, no matter how well intention 

will cause more grief and harm than it will ever contribute toward 

a better ecology. 

I can state this and stand by it because our union represents 

drivers and warehousemen who handle the movement of goods and 

this bill strikes at the heart of our brea4 and butter products 

soft drinks and beer. 

Our union is engaged in both the production and the distribution 

of these refreshments so we have a double barreled stake and any 

move to limit or discourage public acceptance of these refreshments 

in the form which the public itself has created by demand -- non

returnable containers. 

MORE 
-
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Statement by Theodore Nalikowski -2- September 22, 1971 

other statistics by other industries affected by this bill 

'Will like].f be presented to you today but the Teamstc1~s I union 

alone will find, on the best industry - union autho~ity available, 

that a minimum of 6,000 jobs will be lost if this bill should 

ever become.~aw. This includes J,200 Teamsters in the soft drink 

industry and the rest in the beer industry. 

This means that the jobs of one out of every twlve Teamsters 

em.ployed in our state are on the chopping block and this comes at 

a time when ware already suffering from record unemployment. 

The sponsors of this bill may feel satisfied that they are 

trying to do something for the ecology but you will have a tough 

time proving to these unemployed Teamsters and members of their 

families that you are doing anything for humanity. 

I.et•s face it. The day of the non-returnable container is as 

part of the national scene as television commercials. They are 

both so much a part of America we would all be lost without them. 

Maybe something can and should be done about improving the situation 

but we will never be able to do without them. 

This is in effect is what the Teamsters are urging in respect 

to a better ecology. Our good intentions on improving life and 

ecology are just as sincere and noble as yours. 

We say to you look two ways and improve the situation without 

destroying either products or people namely the working men and 

women of our state - the breadwinner. 

MORE 
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Statement by Theodore Nalikowski -3- September 22, 1971 

You very well know that the· secretary who sendE: out for a 

coke for lunch or a laborer who has a can of beer on -Lhe job 

with his sandwich at noon is not going to waste val~able time 

returning the container to the store in which it was bought • 

Either it will be discarded or worst the secretary or laborer 

won't bother to buy the container in the first place because of 

the nuisance deposit which we 1ve all become accustomed to doing 

without. 

The net and tragic result of it all will be fewer purchases, 

less commerce and no jobs. That's the effect of A-2212 and that's 

why we Teamsters are opposed to it. 

We are all the more in opposition because there are so many 

alternatives in pursuit of ecology. Why does this bill not 

encompass recycling? Why not follow the recommendations of the 

president of National Resources Recovery Act of 1970 in which 

received overwhelming bi-partisan support in Congress. This bill 

is the farseeing approach. A-2212 is the self-defeating approach 

leading to no life rather than the good life it purports to 

achieve. 

Thank you • 
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Mr. Chairman: 

Statement for N.JfiL.B.A. by 
.Arthur Mi tchko 

at 
New Jersey State Legislature 

Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1971 

My name is Arthur Mitchko. I am Vice President 
of NJLBA and at present I am Chairman of its Publis Relations 
Committee. I appear today to express a general view and 
feeling of the Licensed Beverage Association in regard to 
Assembly Bill No. 2212. 

I would like to go on record as being· opposed to 
Assembly Bill No. 2212, for the following reasons: 

We feel that this is a cosmetic approach 
to a serious trash and solid waste problem and has 
no therapautic value whatsoever. We feel that this 
problem needs a lot more study before it can be 
resolved by the proper legi~lation. We have in .the 
past and are presently sponsoring and participating 
in anti-litter campaigns. 

We have recently been granted permission to 
sell beer in original containers during the hours we 
are open for off-premises consumption. ·Prior to this 
legislation the sale of beer in our neighboring states 
which was b~ought into New Jersey on Sunday was a 
considerable problem to our industry and we feel that 
the passage of Assembly No. 2212 would again necessitate 
that people would cross over into the neighboring states 
to make their purchases. · 

As this bill now reads there is no restrictions 
on any person bringing non-deposit containers in from the 
neighboring states or having them in their possession. 

The requirement of a deposit on this type of 
containers would necessitate that they be returned to 
many places of business who are licenses for on-premises 

. . 

consumption of food and Drink and which could create a 
very hazardous health problem. 
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f1lr. Chairnan, net1bers of the Conr.:dttee: 

Hy na1-:ie is Janes M. Neilland. I an the executive 

director of New Jersey Food Council which represents the 

Garden State food industry, its enployees and its custoners. 

First, let me cotlmend you for your decision to conduct 

hearings on A-2212• which proposes highly-questionable restric

tions on the packaging and sale of connoh consuner beverages. 

Additionally, each of you is to be connended for your willing

ness to give of your valuable tine to be here today to hear 

the tastinony of this bill. 

Today, virtually every Anerican citizen -- both private and corporate 

is trenendously concerned with the oany dangers to our environnent caused, 

primarily, by techn::,,logical advances but conpountled by a handful of unthinking 

or uncaring individuals. 
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Because of this grave.concern; we are often ter.ipted to cure the disease 

with the wrong medicine, with a medicine which appears to promise instant 

heal th and happiness I vd th a medicine which appears so easy to dispense and 

so easy to swallm'I. 

Morphine, I night reoind you.,is a tremendous weapon in the fight against 

excrutiating pain. But I'c certain all of you know the terrible consequences 

which await the patient who becomes addicted to morphine. 

I firr.1ly believe that it is in this light we oust ponder that which 

A•2212 could possibly do to benefit our environment and that which it cost 

certainly will do to harm those who live within this environment. 

I ac thoroughly convinced that the concern of all Americans for a cleaner 

and healthier enviro11t1ent begins at home, with the rooas in which we reside, 

with the food and water ue consune, with the clothes we wear, with every

thing that comes into our hoces and with the land immediately surrounding our 

· hooes. 

I an thoroughly convinced that our concern extends beyond these imcediate 

borders. We want clean air at work and at play. We want clean water, not 

only for our own use but for the use of our unlmown neighbors, We want 

beautiful and clean highways and unblemished landscapes. We want our ears 

and our nerves free fron unhealthy noise. 

As a proud citizen of what I believe to be the greatest and most progres-

.. 

sive nation in the history of mankind, I ac not afraid to believe that, some • 

day, we can have all of this. 
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But let me remind you that penicillin was not developed by injecting 

mold into suffering patients, Dedicated men and wonen worked-with that de

cayed substance and brought progress• 

Today, 200 oilliort Anericans consume untold millions of gallons of bev

erages of all types, And these beverages are brought into their homes in 

containers of all types. 

Unquestionably, these thoughts bring to aind tremendous magnitude in 

tems of metal, glass and plastic which nay serve a useful purpose but which, 

at present, are doomed to the waste pilea 

But, if with one bold move, we could elit1inate frot:1 our lives every 

single ounce of that metal, that glass, that plastic, we would not have 

scratched the surface of the task of cleaning up our environment. 

I am sure you will hear ouch today concerning the documented studies 

conducted by the National Academy of Science ih cooperation with the National 

Academy of Engineering Highway Research Board and by the Federal Bureau of 

Solid Waste Manager.tent. Their studies prove, beyond the shadow of a doubt, 

that these packaging materials constitute the snallest part of roadside litter 

and an even smaller part of our solid waste. 

And of course, neither this bill nor any other piece of legislation you 

and I could envision is going to eliminate each and every ounce or that metal, 

that glass and that plastic • 

And I submit to you that this nation does not want it eliminated. 
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The beverages we consume today have become so ouch a part of our lives, 

so much a part of our diets, that our desire for thee is very close to becoming 

a need for ther1. 

The citizens of this nation, with our ever-increasing concern for the 

environnent in which v,e live, want clean hones. And so I subt1it to you that, 

no natter how these beverages are packaged, we are going to continue purchas

ing then. And, because we 'll·i1ant clean homes, we are not going to tolerate 

stockpiles of used and dirty cans, used and dirty bottles and used and dirty 

plastic containers while they await a trip back to our f'avorite grocery store. 

I will not be happy -- and you will not be happy -- throwing away a con

siderable nunber of nickels each and every week' o:f our lives. But I will do 

it and you will do it because we can afford it to preserve the cleanliness o:f 

our hones. 

But will all the citizens of New Jersey be able to afford such cleanliness 

when suddenly• by the passage of this bill, the cost ox such cleanliness will 

r:iake it a luxury? 

New Jersey is known nationwide for nany things, some of which we are not 

very proud. But we are known,too, for our very genuine concern for the poor 

and the underprivileged. Enactment of this bill would go in the :face of this 

concern. 
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If you and I enjoy the pleasure of a cold beer or a cold soft drink 

while we :relax at home; if you ahd I enjoy a glass of fruit juice in the 

morning, can we fail to recognize that such sir.1ple pleasures constitute per

haps the najor pleasure for hundteds of thousands of citiz~hs in this state? 

Do we really want to increase the cost of that pleasure for those citizens? 

Do we really want to insist that those citizens be forced to live in even 

unhealthier dwellings than they do at present because they will have to save 

those cans and bottles in order to hold down the cost of their beverages? 

Mr. Chaiman, nembers of the Committee: 

I don't want this. I cannot believe you want it. 

Fra:hkly, I find it very difficult to believe that the sponsors of this 

Bili want it either. 

But the Bill is before us and, rightfully, you are giving it a thorough 

airing. Let us look than at some additional reasons why this Bill is bad 

legislation and only appears to be the golden cure for the ills of our en

vironnent. 

Let us assume, for the moraent, that all of New Jersey citizens could 

afford to pay the higher grocery bills which this bill would cause • 
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Let us assume, for the cor.ient, that all of New Jersey's citizens would 

save their cans, their bottles and their plastics and at the end of each week 

they would bring these tons of containers back to their favorite grocery store. 

If we would not be happy while these used and dirty containers sat in our 

homes, how much joy will we share in the knowledge that the food we purchase 

comes from the saiue narketplace which must serve as a storage yard for thou

sands and thousands of attractions for insects and rodents? 

Through years of effort and dedication, New Jersey has developed outstand

ing standards of sanitation for the r.iarketing of food. our health codes, I 

ac sure, rank among the best in the nation. And the nen and women involved 

with food distributioh in New Jersey score top grades in living up to these 

standards~ 

Can they really be expected to continue under the conditions which would 

be imposed by A-2212 ? 

I know -- and you know -- they cannot. 

Having, for the mocent, accepted the _icpossible assur.1ptions that all New 

Jersey citizens can afford higher grocery bills ,and all New Jersey citizens 

would return these containers to reduce their grocery bills, let us, for the 

-l'!locent, try to accept one Llore impossible assuoption. Let us assume, for the 

nocent, that New Jersey's food industry and ~ts thousands of employees could 

continue to deliver the highest quality food at the lowest possible prices 

while forced to work in and around an avalanche 0£ used and dirty beverage 

containers. 
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What else will we have accomplished with this bill? 

We will have singled out the beverage industry as the culprit which caused 

all of our litter problems and all of our solid waste disposal problecs. ~e 

will have ignored the fact that 59.S per cent of roadside litter is paper. 

We will have ignored the fact that less than 6.7 per cent of our solid waste 

results fron the containers which will be affected by this bill. 

We will have said to the citizens of this state that now, despite all 

of the hardships and inconvenience and despite ~11 of the unhealthy conditions 

we have caused for you, VJe are inproving your environr.1ent. 

Mr. Chairnan, nenbers of the Cocnittee: 

We don't really want to tell such a bold-faced lie, do we? 

Let us turn finally to sone very important questions concerning the 

Constitution of this great nation of ours. 

Does that docunent; which is the foundation and strength of our nation, 

really permit us to single out the beverage industry and our beverage con

tainers for such restrictive legislation as is proposed in A-2212? 

Can we say, in good conscience, that we need not concern ourselves with 

the oountains of paper waste and with the mountains of glass ond cetal and 

plastic which package so nany other products we consune? 
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Can we really require a five'."cent deposit on a beverage containe~,v,ithout 

r.iandating the same deposit for the cans and bottles and plastics which package 

our fruits, our vegetables, our detergents and so.cany other necessities1 

J\nd will our Constitution really permit us to interfere with interstate 

commerce by dictating the type or the costs of. containers which cross state 

lines to enter New Jersey? 

I trust.you will answer with a resounding 11NO"I .-

I can offer only one concluding thought tony feelings concerning this 

Bill. 

It is not the \'lorst piece of legislation I have ever reviewed. 

There is a municipality in this nation which, at this very moment, is 

considering an ordinance which would.make it a criminal offense to have in one's 

possession a non-returnable beverage containei-,•. 

The governing fathers in that municipality.apparently feel that the 

innocent beverage container nerits the same treatoent as heroin or a deadly 

weapon., 

Once again, let me conmend you fo~ your willingness to review this leg~ 

islation. Let ne hope that I will be able to coomend you for your decision 

to bury it. Thank you very much for theoppoJ:tunity to present ny views on 

it. 
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STATEMENT BY GERALD L ~. PRICE, VICE PRESIDEN'I' 
of 

THATCHER GLASS MANUF'ACTURING COMPANY 
before the 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON AIR AND WATER POLLUTION 
AND PUBLIC HEALTH 

on 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1971 

Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members of the Committee: 

Thank you for this opportunity to make what I hooe will be a 

helpful contribution to your studies on .Assembly Bill 2212. 

My name is Gerald L. Price. I am Vice President of Thatcher 

Glass Manufacturing Company,.with plant facilities in Wharton, 

New Jersey. My company is a leading producer of food and beverage 

glass containers and a member of the Glass Container Manufacturers 

Institute. 

I am speaking this morning on behalf of Thatcher and the 

Institute, a national t:rade association whose domestic members 
j 

produce nearly 90 per cent of the glass containers manufactured 

in the United States. 

The legislation you are c'?nsidering is of very direct concern 

to the glass container industry, since our company and the industry 

has invested milliomof dollars and man hours over many years in 

the pursuit of new and improved systems and programs to solve the 

very real solid waste disposal and litter problems that we all 

face. 

Indeed, we be.lieve we were the first to institute solid waste 

management programs on an industry-wide basis when we established 

an environmental pollution control prog:r;:am some 4 1/2 years ago 

under the supervision of a former director with the United.States 

Bureau of Mines. 
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Our joint obj~ctives, therefore, are similar but they w.i.Jl 

not be realized through the proposbd legislation. Legislation 

of this sort simply won't work. It will not reduce litter; it 

will hot make a significant inroad into the solid waste problem; 

nor, ~hether by mandatory deposits oi discriminatory taxation, 

will it force the consumer to switch from purchasing products in 

convenience containers to the rapidly dimirtishin~r nurabers of 

· beverages sold in returnable containers. 

However, as has been well pointed out, it will cause 

economic havoc in industries ,-1here . many of your constituents 

make their livings. 

Our industry alone -- speaking for the six major companies 

who are members of G.C.M.I. -- Brockway Glass Co., Kerr Glass Co., 

Owens-Illinois, Metro Container, Thatcher Glass Manufacturing Co., 

and Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., with facilities in Carteret, 

Jersey City, North Bergen, Millville, Salem, Freehold, Bridgeton 

and Wharton 1 New Jersey -- employ more than 25 1 000 persons, with 

an annual payroll of over $105 million. 

The contribution in taxes to the state of New Jerst;:!y of these 

companies is more than $6 million, while our long term contribu

tion to the economy in terms of plant investment is over a quarter 

of a billion dollars. Additionally, the severe impact that any 

restriction on containers could not help but have an effect on 

the over $90 million in goods ang services purchased from 

other New Jersey firms which supply our .. industry . 

• 
But worst of all, it ~ould divert the energies and resources 
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of not only our industries but of the state of ~ew ~crscy -

whose revenues are derived from a healthy industrial economy 

from the study and implementation of much more nracticaJ, positive 

and carefully thought-out solutions to the litter and solid waste 

disposal problems. Such solutions include exciting new ideas for 

recovering valuable materials from municipal trash. 

To conserve time this morning, I would like to leave with 

the Committee some material which will outline in more detail the 

program in which our industry has been deeJ?lY involved and devote 

my remarks to highlighting the findings of our research and those 

projects. 

Firstly, such measures as 2212 are often advanced on behalf 

of preserving the environment with the thought that by redirecting 

the non-returnable container cortion of solid waste back through 

the retailing, marketing and distribution systems ·tha t have 

developed, it will lessen the total amount of solid waste to be 

dealt with. 

Let me dispel the notion that the preponderance of solid 

waste is packaging. The most authoritative study -- conducted for 

the Federal government by the Midwest Research Institute -- shows 

that all of packaging accounts for only 13 per cent of solid 

waste. And of that, less .than 6 per cent is glass, including 

food and medicinal containers. Of that portion, slightly more 

than one half are beverage containers. However, it is the high 

visibility of containers that leads many people to conclude that 

discarped packaging dominates the refuse mix . 
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I would like to urge this distinguished Committee, and other~ 

similarly seriously attempting to develop meaningful, constructive 

solutions, to consider that when the ardent conservationists, 

whose concern we share although we differ in approach, quote the 

vast figures of the solid waste problem, only less than 3 per cen~ 

constitute the burden of rion-returnable glass container~. rully 

87 per cent of the millions of tons of solid waste produced would 

not be affected by discriminatory 9ackaging legislation. 

Furthermore, a survey of some 5,000 public works officials 

for .G.C.M. I. by the Resource Management Corporation reveals that 
1 

these officials find glass contiiners to be a negligible problem 

in standard solid waste disposal systems. 

Glass, being chemically inert, _cannot . create air, water or 

land pollution. Made of highly abundant raw materials -- chiefly 

silica sand, limestone ind soda ash, which in large measure 

constitute the earth's crust -- when. it is ground up returns to 

· the earth virtually in its original .form -- sand. 

Because of the characteristics, glass cannot contaminate the 

earth or soil, and, indeed, when incinerated, helps break uo and 

aerea te the batch, providing greater combustion .for other materials. 

It is also because of- these characteristics that glass is 

truly ideal from an ecological standpoint. It can be reclaimed, 

crushed, remelted and reused, over and over again. 

Crushed glass or cullet, as it is known -- has always been 

used in the making of new glass .containers -- indeed, for many 

years.there was a large cullet industry ·in New Jersev which 
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provided a necessary source of used glass for our industry which 

we are trying to revive today. 

In the summer of 1970, the industry took a giant stride 

forward toward its ultimate objective of recycling all glass 

bottles and jars, when member companies of G.C.M.I. launched a 

nationwide program for recycling used containers from the general 

public. 

Reclamation centers were established by more than 90 manufac

turing plants in 25 states. Here in New Jersey, all G.C.M.I. 

member companies participated, drawing on its labor and management 

to assist in reclamation of used containers, as a result of 

programs launched by a broad range of community .grouos and indi

viduals, as well as programs sponsored by its customers, bottlers 

and brewers. 

To date, member co~panies alone in New Jersey have collected 

more than 50 million pounds of used glass containers -- representing 

an expenditure of over $500,000 -- waste glass that would have 

otherwise become part of this state's litter and solid waste 

accumulation. 

Nationally, in the first year, G.C.M.I. member companies 

redeemed a total of some 370 million glass containers, paying 

approximately $1.85 million to the public for bottles and jars. 

And while we see voluntary public reclamation programs as a 

vital first educational step to dramatize the conceot of recvclina 

and reuse, we anticipate substantial increase in programs in the 

months ahead. 

However, as important as such voluntary programs are in 

educating the public in solid was:te and litter, it is in the 
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develooment of technology and solid waste disposal systems, as well 

as in the development of secondary uses for glass, that our industry 

feels will lie the ultimate solution for solid waste, and in 

continuing educational progress to combat the litter oroblem. 

Thus, our industry is working on four fronts: 

In litter G.C.M.I. was a founding member of Keep America 

Beautiful, is still its largest contributor and our industFV has 

long conducted its own anti-litter programs in olant communities, 

sales offices and through national anti-litter radio and television 

promotion; in solid waste we have undertaken intensive research 

into the impact of our product on the environment; the development 

of secondary products and the development and testing of systems 

which would seoarate our glass portion from municipal solid waste. 

In the development of secondary materials, I would like to 
r 

draw your attention to 'the small kit which has been submitted to 

you, which displays just a few of the products that are today 

being commercially made from waste glass. These include glasohalt, 

a paving material that presently is being used experimentally in 

eight states; bricks, including a new process of compressing rather 

than baking; decorative mosaic tiling and spun glass insulation. 

I would also like to note the small vial of sand-like granuals, 

which represents the same vial when ground up, indicating the 

reduction in size when glass is properly crushed for landfill. 

To date, our research has indicated that there are more uses 

for waste glass than our entire industry could produce now or in 

the future. 
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What are needed, of course, are the systems that can lessen 

the impact of solid waste disposal on our environment under oresent 

waste disposal practices and through separating and recycling of 

all solid waste -- not just less than 6 per cent -- conserve 

natural resources by returning those valuable materials back to 

their respective industries. 

Included in the material I have provided is a sum~ary of the 

systems which are currently under development of all facets .of 

government, private industry and educ2'!_tional institutions, numbering 

over 50 of which several need only to be tested in pilot systems. 

Earlier this month G.c.~.I. completed arrangements for the 

funding of the .installation of a subsystem for the mechanized 

retrieval of glass suitable for recycling from the country's first 

full-scale pilot recycling plant, constructed bv the Black Clawson 
{ 

System, in Franklin, Ohio. Details of the system, which holds 

great promise, are included in the material I haVe left with you. 

The glass system incorporates screening, washing, air-classifica

tion, para--rnagnetic and optical sorting technologies that our 

industry has jointly researched ovei the bast several years. 

Such systems, established on a regional basis in New Jersey 

with corollary secondary materials industries -- similar to the 

industrial park plan already planned in New York state -- offer 

the best hope, we feel, for the viable solution of solid waste 

disposal problems. 

Such an approach would not only see the development of many 

new j6bs and industries in our state, of a more constructive 
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nature, but would be the best utilization of industry's economic 

and technological resources rather than their dissipation through 

quick, simplistic approaches that would prove an economic burden 

to the consumer as well as industry. 

In summary I would like to mention that every Federal con

gressional and agency committee that has given deep and thouqhtful 

consideration to the sotia·waste and litt~r problems, including 

the Federal Environmental Protection Agency, as well as study com

mittees in each of the 44 states that have considered similar 

legislation t9 2212, have concluded that eliminating, discrimin

ating or restricting no-deposit.beverage containers won't solve 

the problem. 

All have concluded that sa,lvage, reuse and recycling of all 

solid waste is the answer. 

Indeed, William D .f Ruckelshaus, Director of the Environmental 

Protection Agency, as reported in March 29 issue of U.S. News and 

· World Report, stated that recycling is a much more rational 

approach to improve the environment than reverting to returnable 

containers. 

To that epd, in summar:i', I would like to recommend a joint 

industry government study of regional solid waste systems in New 

Jersey, and the application of systems for solid waste and recyc

ling with a·view to implementing such a program for our state 

within the next few years. To that end, I can pledge the full 

support of our industry, its manpmver and its technological 

resources. 

Thank you for your consider.ation of our views. 
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ATLANTIC 

COUNTY 

CITIZENS' 

COUNCIL ON 

ENVIRONMENT 137 South.Main Street o Pleasantville, N. J. 08232 ° Phone (609) 646-6604 . :· . . . : . .. . . 

September ?8, 1971 

Assemblyman Wilson, Chairman 
Committee on Air and Water Pcllutton and Public Health 
l~ew Jersey Assembly·· 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Sir:' 

Meeting in formal session on the evening of September "7, 1971, 
in Linwood, New Jersey, the Board of Directors of the Atlantic_ 
County Citizens Council on Environment agreed to support New 
Jersey Bill ??l? designating a ban on non-returnable containers 
in the state of New Jersey. We request that this communique 
be made a part of the proceedings on September 30, before your 
com.mi ttee. · 

This is tc convey to you our concern that should this legisla
tion be altered to accommodate arguments on behalf of producers 
of products that are envi.ronm.entally detrimental, it could 
produce a costly e~pense to the public at large. 

We are keenly aware o'f the public's responsibility for maintain• 
1-ng our environment. We know that up until most recently, this· 
responsibility was la~ and of little consequence. We understand 
that this responsibility will become keener through the collective 
efforts of education and commitment by public, government and 
industrial interests. 

However, we believe that recent public disclosure as to the 
detrimental effects of certain products on our environm.ent has 
created a great public understanding in terms of public commit• 
ment to overcome this problem. 

We ref er mos.t spec if ically to throw-away containers. 

The public has taken the time, trouble and energy to secure 
information concerning recycling processes. The publi.c has taken 
the time and trouble to stage recycling collections, to establish 
recycling points and plants. The public has taken the time and 
trouble to seek. out merchandise packaged in returnable containers 
which are not offered for sale in their immediate communities. And 
the public shall in the long run··:pay through their municipalities 
for recycling costs. · ·. · , · 

To place upon the citizens of this state the responsibi.lity, which 
is clearly one directed to the pr9ducer of an offending product, 
seems highly inconsistent with fair and equitable representation 
of all the citizens of this state. 
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Given, even, the circumstances so frivolously related to your 
commi.ttee, that i.t is indeed the public's fault the communities 
are inundated with glass receptacles, it would seem one manner 
in which to cut down this number would be to cut down on the· 
number of receptacles produced. 

We are not unaware of the consequences of this legislation. Nor 
do we suggest that it would not have grave impact on manufacturers 
of such containers. 

However, we believe that one of the major responsibilities in 
disentangling environmental ills is for each of us to disentangle 
ourselves from arguments of fear. And we believe that government 
through those who represent and serve the people must begin to 
do this even in the face of powerful interests. 

Arguments on behalf of the economy, employment and ratables 
will no longer be tolerated as being in the best interest of 
the majority of peoplt: no matter how cleverly their pleadings are 
espoused. 

We cannot fail to question the reasons whi"h gave birth to the 
marketing concepts behind non-returnable containers. We cannot 
fail to understand that they were neither advanced nor promul• 
gated in the best interest of man, community and environment. 
They were, bluntly, an ingenious source of additional revenue for 
a spec if ic ind us try. 

If we are, as a state, to begin to give meaning to concern for 
the environment, then we must begin to do that which will provide 
a means for altering or eliminating that which would jeopardize 
the environment. 

One step, one small step towards this direction would be that 
which is advocated in New Jersey Bill ??l?, and we urge your 
favorable disposition of it. 

Respectfully submitted, 
· ) I.( 12 !. i. 

{.).L,{..,I.L,1.,~ (0. . fd'- ·-i~~l -~ 
Beverly D. Rehfeld, President 
ATL.AlITIC COUNTY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENT 

BDR/sn 

cc: Congressman Charles Sandman 
Assemblymen Dennis, Dickey, Mabie, Dawes, Kean, Vreeland, 

Thomas and Goldfarb 
~ssemblywomen Fenwick. and Margetts 
Commissioner Richard Sullivan 
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Sept. 22., 1971 

Friends of the Princeton Environment., Inc.: 

Mr. Chairman: 

To the Committee on Air and Water Pellution 
and Public Health 

Re: A~sembly Bill 'fo. 2212 

The Ff/.IrND.'3 C:F THE ~ ',·t.~HCETCN EN r.i.il.1_;I,f!-IJmT a ppr cia tes the 

op~nrtun ty afforded by your Co:,,r-.-littee t(, join n.,~rtsentati·,es 

L'f 8ther ,:_,;rc,ups ccming before .rcu tc.,day. Reading AsseH.bly Bill 

No. 2212 as an induce:nent to recycle trie materials of containers 

tmS'.,it-.ble for reuse, the Friends support the Bill if it is redrawn 

to lirnit it .. s a:pplication to soft drinKs and rtalt beverages • 

_ The F'RIEi~DS, a nun-prcfi t corporat:i'.on of ever 600 residents of 

Princeton Bcrough and Tcwnship, b~lieve that such legislaticn 

wnuld bi>T"!"'!fi t all the residents of New ,Tersey by "el~Jing tc retard 

th~ relentless deol~ti0n ~r ~ur n~tural r~sourccs and the blight 

disc.:;.rd-awj-cross-ovcr-tLe-nt:;xt-~Lill app~~c,w.~ tu livL1;;;• The hills 

arF used ap and tt-.c C:iscards c..Lre:.. t.en tu E:!l7€lvp is •••• We .,;:.ist learn 

that c·nservation a.nd use should be thciu5ht of as one, arw. in that 

order." 
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FRIENDS Olt, THE 

PRI'OC ETON ENVIROIDIIENT, INC. ( cont 'd.) 

Banning nonreturnables would not only be a logical 

and sensible step for,·New Jersey, caught t=is sbe is 

in the steadily closing vise of two major metropolitan 

areasa1 

Here land is at a premium: 

not only for housing or poi.rks, but for dumps es well. 

Banning nonreturnab:e s would also be a worthy "first" 

for New Jersey among the eastern states in the inevitable, 

steady processio11 of states gathering behind an 

enlightened approach to our mountajns of waste. Other

wise they will consume us, the consunars, whose taxes 

pay to dispose of them. 

We in New Jersy are heirs to a once rich land. Have we 

the will to take one small step to redeem that trust? 
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FRIENDS OF TEEPRINCRTON 
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STATEMENT BY E. E. WINNE 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND CHAIRMAN 

OF 

ENVIRO!™ENT POLICY COMMITTEE 

SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, INC. 

before the 

NEW JERSEY AS@ffiLY Cm.MITTEE HEARING 

on 

AS@lBLY BI.LL 

#'2Zl2 

September 30, l97l 
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.GENTLEMEN, I VERY MUCH APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY 'ID APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY 
0 

ON BEHALF OF THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, INC. I, E • E. WINNE, AM A 

MEMBER OF THE SOCIETY'S BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND CHAIRMAN OF ITS ENVIRONMENT 

POLICY COMMI:TTEE. 

THIS ORGANIZATION, REPRESENTING ABOUT 1000 MEMBER COMPANIES, IS THE 

PRINCIPAL PLASTICS TRADE ASSOCIATION IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. OUR 

INDUS'IRY COMPRISES OVER 14,ooo PLANTS INVOLVED IN MOLDING, :roRMING AND FINISlilNG 

THE POLYMERS SUPPLIED BY 260 MATERIALS PRODUCERS~ IN ADDITION, THE INDUSTRY IS 

SERVED BY SEVERAL HUNDRED COMPANIES WHO MANUFACTURE· THE MACHINERY, ACCESSORIES, 

M>LDS, COLORANTS AND OTHER ADDITIVES. THIRTEEN PER CENT OF OUR MEMBERSHIP AND A 

SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY, AND THOSE SERVICING IT, ARE LOCATED 

IN YOUR STATE OF NEW JERSEY. 

IN ADDITION TO THE WIDELY ACCEPTED USEFULNESS THAT PLASTICS HAVE PROVIDED 

TO THE PUBLIC IN BUILDING PRODUCTS, At.J'roM:>TIVE, AGRICULTURAL, APPLICANCES, 

FURNITURE AND HOUSEWARES, TO NAME ONLY A FEW, APPROXIMATELY 20% OF ALL PLASTIC 

MATERIALS ARE UTILIZED IN PACKAGING APPLICATIONS. AS A PACKAGE, WE OFFER A UNIQUE . 

COMBINATION OF ADVANTAGES WI'.II-I SUCH CHARACTERISTICS AS LIGHT-WEIGHT, INSULATING 

QUALITIES, BARRIER PROPERTIES, DESIGN FLEXIBILITY, CONSUMER SAFETY, LOWER COSTS 

AND EASE OF DISPOSABILITY. 

KIDWING OF YOUR TIGHT TIME SCHEDULE TODAY AND DESIRING TO AVOID REDUNDANCIES 

Wlffl '!HE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GLASS, METAL AND BEVERAGE INDUSTRIES, I AM NOT 

GOING TO COMMENT IN DETAIL ON THE VERY REAL PROBLEMS THAT WOULD OCCUR . IN. VIRTUALLY 

BANNING IDN-RETURNABLE CONTAINERS IN 'IHE OVERALL BEVERAGE FIELD. HOWEVER, IN ORDER 
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TO BRING PLASTICS INTO PROPER PERSPECTIVE I AT LEAST WANT TO LIST MANY OF THESE PIT

FALLS. 

ALL AVAILABLE STATISTICS PROVE CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR ONE-TRIP CONTAINERS. 

THEY ARE GENERALLY .LIGHTER IN WEIGHT, MEANING WW COST TRANSPORTATION AND EASIER 

IiANDLING THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE MANUFACTURING, .DISTRIBUTION AND RETAIL SYSTEM. IN 
0 

MANY INSTANCES, S'IORAGE SPACE AND FILLING AND CLEANING EQUIPMENT NO LONGER EXIST FOR 

COPING wrm A RETROGRESSION TO ONLY ROUND-TRIP CONTAINERS. THERE IS A WATER POLLUTION 

HAZARD IN THE RETURNABLE BOTTLE CLEANING PROCESS, NOT TO MENTION THE ALWAYS PRESENT 

RISK OF CONTAINER CONTAMINATION. CAN WE DISTRIBUTE FOOD IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF 

CLEANLINESS IF OUR FOOD MARKETS BECOME LARGE COLLECTION DEPOTS, FOR DIRTY CONTAINERS? 

I WILL VENTURE A Cl.LCULATED GL"ESS THAT THE MANUFACTURE OF NO-RETURN BEVERAGE 

CONTAINERS REPRESENTS A MAJOR IlIDUSTRY IN YOUR STATE AND AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF EM

PLOYMENT THAT WOULD BE JIDPARDIZED BY THE TYPE OF ACTION PROPOSED. LAST BUT HARDLY 

LEAST, THE PROPOSED ACTION IS DISCRIMINATORY AND PROBABLY REPRESENTS AN INVITATION 

TO A MAJOR LAWSUIT INVOLVING SIGNIFICANT CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS. 

THE SPECIFIC OBJECTION OF OUR INDUSTRY AT THIS TIME IS THE INCLUSION IN 

ASSEMBLY BILL #2212 OF FLUID MdLK AND FRUIT JUICES WHERE PLASTIC BOTTLES HAVE MADE 

A USEFUL PENETRATION AND THE FUTURE APPLICATION OF PLASTICS MATERIAL IN THE ENTIRE 

BEVERAGE FIELD. NOT ONLY DO THE SAME CONSIDERATIONS PREVAIL THAT HAVE BEEN 

MENTIONED FOR THE ENTIRE ONE-WAY TRIP BEVERAGE CONTAINER FIELD, BUT PLASTICS ARE 

EVEN MORE .ADVANTAGEOUS wrm RESPECT TO LIGHT-WEIGHT SHIPPERS. THIS MEANS NOT ONLY 

LOWER COST HANDLING THROUGHOUT THE SYSTEM, BUT IT ALSO MEANS A CONSIDERABLE REDUCTION 

IN THE DAILY AIR POLLUTION POTENTIAL BROUGHT .ABOUT BY WWER TRUCKLOAD TONNAGE 

BEING HAULED ON OUR HIGHWAYS. PLASTICS REPRESENT SAFE BOTTLES MORE EASILY HANDLED 
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DUE ID THEIR DESIGN FLEXIBILITY. THE PLASTIC MILK BOTTLE IS AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE 

HAVING BECOME PROMINENT IN THE LARGER HALF-GALLON AND GALLON SIZES. IT IS HARD 

FOR ME TO COMPREHEND THAT YOU WOULD EVEN CONSIDER LEGISLATING YOUNG CHILDREN TO 

HAVE 'ID HANDLE THE HEAVY RETURNABLE GLASS BOTTLE RATHER THAN THE SHAT.rERPR00F 

LIGHTER-WEIGHT PLASTIC BOTTLE. 

~ PLASTIC HALF GALLON MILK BOTTLE WEIGHS BETiIBEN 35 '.ro 50 GRAMS VS. 924 

GRAMS FOR ITS GLASS COUNTERPART. WHEN YOU CONSIDER THAT LESS THAN 8 ROUND TRIPS 

IS COMMON FOR MILK DISTRIBUTED THROUGH RETAIL STORES THEN YOU STILL SAVE ON SOLID 

WASTE TONNAGE IN DISPOSING OF ONE-TRIP PLASTIC BOTTLES. THE PLASTIC HALF-GALLON 
0 - . 

BOTTLE IS ONLY 50 - 65% OF THE WEIGHT OF THE WELL KNOWN PAPERBOARD CONTAINER. THE 

SUGGESI0N OF A POSSIBLE EXEMPTION OF THE PAPERBOARD CONTAINER WOULD BE COMPLETELY 

ILLOGICJ\L IN REDUCING SOLID WASTE. IN FACT, THE STRONG CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR 

PLASTIC BOTTLES PREVENTS MANY ONE WAY TRIPPERS FROM ENTERING THE SOLID WASTE STREAM 

AS THEY ARE FREQUENTLY REUSED FOR MANY PURPOSES WITHIN THE HOME. 

GENTLEMEN, SIMPLY STATED, PLASTICS ARE MANUFACTURED IN NON-POLLUTING PLANTS AND 

ARE ONE OF THE MOST DISPOSABLE TYPES OF MATERIALS AVAIµBLE 'ID THE PUBLIC TODAY. 

A .RECENT STUDY BY PROFESSORS KAISER AND CAROTTI OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY HAS ESTABLISHED 

mAT M:>DERN WELL DESIGNED AfID OPERATED INCINERATORS CAN READILY HANDLE THE PERCENTAGE 

OF PLASTICS TO BE .ANTICIPATED FOR MANY YEARS TO-COME: AND WITHOUT INCINERA'.roR CORROSI0H 

OR AIR POLLUTION. IN FACT, THE HIGHER HEAT VALUE FROM THEIR C0MBUSI0N IS FREQUENTLY 

AN ADVANTAGE. PLASTICS ARE DESIRABLE IN SANITARY LANDFILL PROVIDING STABILITY AND 

COMPLETE FREEDOM FROM .AIR AND WATER POLLUTION AS THEY DO IDT BIO-DEGRADE. WIO:LE 

RECYCLING :fIAS NOT PROVEN ECONOMICALLY USEFUL TO DATE, WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT THIS IS 

TEMPORARILY AN ECONOMIC AND NOT A TECHNICAL PROBL]M: AND THE PROBLEM RELATES 

PRINCIPALLY TO THE COLLECTION SYSTEM. IN SHORT, RECYCLE WILL HAPPEN - IT HAS '.ro 1 
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OUR PRODUCT IS MORE RECYCLABLE THAN THE PAPERBOARD MILK CAR'IDN, LESS WEIGHT FOR 

THE OOLID WASTE SYSTEM AND JUST AS DISPOSABLE. 

THE REAL NEED FOR YOU IN THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY IS TO TACKLE THE TOTAL SOLID 

WASTE PROBL™. WE IN THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, AND I AM SURE THE REPRESENTATIVES OF 

ALL O'llIER INDUSTRIES HERE TODAY, ACCEPT AN IMPOR~ RESPONSIBILITY IN .AIDING IN 

THE EVENTUAL DISPOSAL OF THE PRODUCTS WE OFFER FOR SALE. PLASTICS ARE A VI.SIBLE 

PART OF LITTER ALTHOUGH WE Ai."'IB ONLY A SMALL BUT GROWING 1. 5 - 2°/o OF THE COLLECTED 

SOLID WASTE. WE SPONSORED INCINERA'IDR RESEARCH: WE SEARCHED THE LANDFILL QUESTION. 

WE ARE WORKING WITH MANY GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES SEEKING SOLUTIONS 'ID THE PROBLEMS. 

WE, AS A TRADE ASSOCIATION AND OpR MEMBER COMPANIES ARE WORKING TOWARDS THE RECYCLE 

OF VOLUME PLASTICS. WE FINANCIALLY SUPPORT KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL AND THE FIGHT 

ON LITTERING. 

WE CERTAINLY RECOGNIZE THAT OOONER OR LATER THE COST OF DISPOSAL MUST BE PART 

OF THE COST OF THE C011TAINER TO THE CONSUMER BUT WE DO NOT FEEL THAT GOVERNMENT 

SHOULD DICTATE CONSUMER PREFERENCE. THERE ARE MANY ASPECTS OF THIS ::e.ROBLEM ON 

WHICH THERE IS SIMPLY NOT ENOUGH INFORMATION TO PROVIDE INTELLIGENT LEGISLATION 

AT THIS TIME. NOT ONLY HAS THIS BEEN RECOG:NIZED BY MANY STATE .AND MUNICIPAL GOVERN

MENTS, BUT IT WAS STRONGLY EMPHASIZED BY W. ROGER STRELOW, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF ENVIRON 

MENTAL AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPT. OF HEALTH, EDUCATION-AND WELFARE IN TESTIMONY BEFORE A 

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE LATE LAST YEAR. HE SUGGESTED STRONGLY 

THAT TIME AND STUDY WERE REQUIRED TO EVALUATE THE IMPACT OF CONSUMER PREFERENCE, 

THE IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT IN THE CONTAINER INDUSTRY, THE POSSIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVES 

TO LITI'ER PREVENTION OR CLEAN UP, AND LIKELIHOOD OF SUPERIOR COLLECTION AND RECYCLE 

SYSTEMS FOR ALL MATERIALS. DATA SIMPLY DOES NOT EXIST TO DEFINE THE APPROPRIATE 
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SIZE OF DEPOSIT FOR A GIVEN CONTAINER ID INDUCE ITS RETURN {IN FACT, SOME STUDIES 

HAVE SHOWN THAT DEPOSIT BO"rl'LES CONTINUE ID BE A GREAT CONTR1BUTOR TO LITTER) 

NOT TO MENTION THE SERIOUS QUESTION OF ECONOMICS IN THE FUNDS TIED UP PERMANENTLY 

IN THE IMPL™ENTATION OF A DEPOSIT RETDRN SYSTEM. 

TO BRING THE PROBLEM INro PERSPECTIVE, I SUGGEST MORE APPROPRIATE STATISTICS 

THAN SOME SUPPORTERS OF TlilS BILL, PRESUMABLY RELEASED TO THE PRESS. 

ACCORDING ID MR. STRELOW'S SAME TESTIMONY, BEVERAGE CONTl\INERS ARE APPROXIMATELY 

4"/o OF ALL COLLECTED WASTE AND FROM l ID 5"/o OF ALL CONTAINERS ARE LITTERED. YOU ARE 

NOT REALLY ATTACKING THE '.IDTAL PROBLEM BUT MERELY WORICTNG ON A f:MAI.L PART OF IT. 

THE ENTIRE ELIMINATION OF BEVERAGE CONTAINERS FROM THE SOLID WASTE STREAM WOULD 

ONLY BE EQUIVALENT TO ONE YEAR'S GROWTH IN THE '.IDTAL SOLID WASTE GENERATED IN YOUR 

STATE. 

YOU MUST RECOGNIZE THAT THE TIME IS NOW ID PLAN FOR DISPOSING OF ALL SOLID 

WASTE AND YOU MUST PREPARE FOR THE EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS TO PROVIDE A TOT.AL SYSTEMS 

APPROACH. IT MUST BE COLLECTED IN THE MOST MODERN TYPES OF MECHANIZED TRUCKS, 

SIDREGATED FOR RECYCLING, OR DESTRUCTION, A PORTION FOR PYROLYSIS OR TO BE INCINERATED, 

AT THE SAME TIME RECOVERING ITS INHERENT ENERGY BY GENERATING STEAM OR ELECTRIC POi:,"ER, 

AND PROBABLY A SMALL PORTION ID END UP IN SANITARY LANDFI:.LS. WE ARE REALLY TALKING 

. ABOUT A NEW INDUSTRY FOUNDED ON AVAILABLE TECHNOIDGY IN WHICH IDDERN ENGINEERING AND 

PLANT OPERATING PRINCIPLES MUST BE APPLIED. A IDTAL SYS'I']M LIKE THIS IS THE 

EFFICIENT WAY TO ACCOMPLISH YOUR RECYCLE OBJECTIVES, NOT BY EACH PERSON CLOGGING THE 

HIGHWAYS ro HAND CARRY HIS WASTE CONTAINERS BACK ro THE S'roRE. 

IF YOU CHOKE OVER THE RAISING oF. IDRE TAXES WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE IDEA OF 
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PRIVATE ENTERPRISE BEING INDUCED IN'ro THIS NEW SOLID WASTE INDUSTRY? YOU MIGHT 

VISUALIZE A CCMSAT OR PUBLICALLY OWNED COMPANY OR AT LEAST AN INDUSTRY OPERATING 

AND CONTROLLED ALONG THE LINES OF PUBLIC UTILITIES. IN SUCH A SYSTEM ONE WOULD 

PAY FOR HIS WASTE REMOVAL ACCORDING TO TYPE AND QUANTITY. THEN EACH CONSUMER 

WOULD BE ABLE 'ro MAKE HIS OWN ECONOMIC DECISION ON THE TYPE OF CONT.AINERS HE ,, 

WANTS TO BUY AND PAY FOR ITS DISPOSAL. 

LET'S GET AT THE LITTERBUG. MAKE LAWS AND ENFORCE THEM. LET'S NOT DEPRIVE 

THE CONSUMER OF Ill S PRF..FERENCE FOR BEVERAGE CONTAINERS BECAUSE OF THE DELINQUENT 

LITTERER. WHAT I AM SAYING IS GET WITH. 'IEE BIG PICTURE •••• LET'S S'.roP WASTING 

THE TIME OF HARRIED LEGISLATORS, GOVERNMENT OWICIALS AND INDUSTRY WITH THE MINOR 

ISSUES WHILE WE IGNORE _OUR REALLY BIG PROBLEMS. 
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HAMILTON TOWNSHIP, TRENTON, N. J. 08610 

(609) 585-5900 

September 30, 1971 

To: New Jersey State Assembly 
Committee on Air and Water 
Pollution and Public Health 

STATEMENT BY 

John J. Garrity - E~ecutive Director - New Jersey 
Beer Distributtors Association 

JOHN J. GARRITY 
fncvflN Director 

We are appreciative of the opportunity afforded us 
to participate in the hearing on Assembly Bill 2212 
and to join with the many ·other persons and 
organizations .who have become involved and committed 
in trying to solve the serious problem of solid waste 
and litter control. 

We applaud the concern shown by all who are here both 
those for and against the provisions of A2212, and who 
are trying to help our environment survive the assault 
on it by ever an increasing standard of living and 
modern conveniences. 

At this moment, in our concern for the environment, we 
are struggling with a dual problem, solid waste and 
litter. They are two separate and distinct problems; 
one has to do with modern living and technology - the 
other with human behavior and responsibility. 

The solid waste problem is being attacked by the great 
force of American ingenuity and free . enterprise • The 
Rrofit motive is sufficient inspiration and incentive 
fir American industry to make feverish efforts to be 
in the forefront of those business enterprises that 

, will come up with practical and economical solutions. 

a. The litter problem is something else - truly 
a human problem only - reaching to the 
innennost depths of human behavior and 
attitudes. This can only be solved by a 
massive educational effort. Many of the 
businesses represented here are investing 
thousands of dollars yearly in such 
educational efforts. But more is needed. 
Everyone has to get involved,. until the 
time arrives when it will be publicly 
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abhorrent to litter our environment. We have to 
improve personal value_s to protect our environment. 

b. Lets have faith in our great system of free 
enterprise and be confident that American expertise will 
solve this problem as it has many others. 

We recognize the good intentions of the proponents of A2212 in 
trying to find a solution to this problem. But, as has become 
clearly evident at this hearing, the solution is not in a 
negative approach - on in a discriminatory approach. We're 
all in this together. We all want correction and improvement. 
There are no good guys - and no bad guys. So why approach it 
that way? A2212 is a negative approach - a backward step - and 
will do nothing to solve the problem. It is too limited in the 
total concept of the problem. 

Realizing that litter is ma.de up of thousands of products and 
items, who will disagree that the bill is discriminatory in 
selecting for punishment only the beverage industry? I could 
give you statistics on the small contribution the beverage makes 
to litter, but you've already heard them several times. It has 
been pointed out by several witnesses that if A2212 were enacted 
it would result in higher prices for beverages to the consumer. 
It would penalize the overwhelming member of good citizen who 
act responsibly and don't litter. 

A2212 is not the answer to this serious problem. Recycling, as 
an interim measure, can alleviate for a while, but the solution 
on solid waste disposal must be solved by American industrial 
ingenuity and our free enterprise system - Litter - by a great 
educational program must become a taboo. Not a thing to be 
guilty of. Doing our own thing cannot include littering. 

I remind you that New Jersey is bordered by three highly 
populated states, and millions freely cross these borders yearly. 
Can we legislate against beverage containers crossing state lines? 
Can we burden our retailers with the problem of refunding on 
containers bought deposit-free over our state borders? Will this 
measure, if enacted, stimulate more beverages coming across our 
state borders from neighboring states who charge no deposit, 
thereby being cheaper to the consumer, and hurting our New Jersey 
retailers? 
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The American people want and are willing to pay for convenience 
packaging. Every day they cast their vote to affirm this in 
their purchases in our retail establishments. They do not want 
to go backward. Punitive legislation such as this only punishes 
progress and does nothing to solve the problem. 

I urge you to reject A2212 because it is negative, backward in 
concept and discriminatory to the beverage industry. 

Lets all keep working together in a positive way to solve our 
environmental prob:,lems. 

JJG/lah 

John J. Garrity 
Executive Director 
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ASSBMBLYMAN KENNETH WILSON, Cha11'11&1l 
Air and Water Pollution• Public Health Committee 
New Jersey State Aa•embly 
c/o Mr. Samuel Alito 
Legialative ServicN 
State Houae 
Trenton, New Jeraey 

I urge the New Jeraey Aaeembly pu• legislation banning non-returnable 
beverage contatnera, u a firat etep in minimising • olid wute dieposal 
problems atemming from excea• packagin1. A • uitable incentive to 
return containers -- a llliniawn five cent depoait -- ahould be required. 
Action on the State level ia Deeded since the beverage induatry operatea 
in large regional diatriou. Althoup I support recycling, the moat 
direct way to reduce • olid waat• dispoaal load• on IRIDicip&litiea i • to 
reduce the amount of wute material• -- u thia action would acc0111Pliah. 

RWC:om 
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STATEMENT IN SUPP()lT 0~ ASSEMBLY BILL #2212 

Submitted on September 22, 1971 by Terf Provfeslero for the 
Hightstown-East Windsor Ecology Coalftfon 

I am Terf Provfsstero, A resident and home owner of East Windsor, 
New Jersey. I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak before 
t~e Committee as a representative of the Hightstown-East Windsor 
Ecology Coalftfon. 

There are numerous reasons why our organfzatfon supports this blll 
#2212, nevertheless, I would lfke to present some of them to you. 

The contrfbutfon that non-returnable containers make to lftter all 
over thfs country ts nothing that can be overlooked. The Bureau 
of Solfd Waste and Manaoement in The Role of Packagfng fn Solfd 
Waste t 966-1976 sa Id. •Quant ft f ve and qua 11 tat Ive changes t n 

. packaging materials consumotfon fn the 1"966-1976 perfod wfll fntenaffy 
the lftt~r probl~m prfmarf ly by orovfdfng greater quantities of 
non-r~turnable beverage containers:' 

In Oregon where peoole buy one mfllfon thfow away beer and soft 
drink containers per day, It has been noted that most of them wfnd 
up as litter. A cftfzens grouo, Peoole's Lobby Against Non-Return
ables, conducted a survey picking up I ftter. In two hours they 
picked up 16,850 beer and soft drink throw away containers; this 
may seem an fmpresslv~ figure but ft only represents twenty four 
minutes worth of dally consumotfon fn that st~te. The survey was 
conducted under controlled conditions* The results were as follows. 

54~ of the lftter was cans; soft drink and beer containers 
outnumber~d al I others four to one 
17~ was glass; throw away bottles outnumbered depoa•t or 
returnables five to one 
28( was oaper~ a slgnfffcant pprcentage of that was beer and 
soft drink container oackaafng 

ThG.s, the survey concluded that throw away containers have a 21( 
greater chance of beco~fno I ftt~r than deposit or returnable contain
ers. Although one way boitles and cans account for 55( of the sale~ 
of soft drfnks and beer In Oregon, they account for 96( of the 
container litter. 

•Each of the 141 oartfcfpan~s oathering titter was fnstructed to 
pick uo all paper, glass and cans In an assigned area and bring 
ft to an asstqned area w~ere bottles were .counted by hand and 
volume was establ !shed usfnq C31 ibrated containers. An Independent 
observer monltoredttbe counting. 
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Keep America Beautfful, Inc. cfted that fn 1968 nearly 28 ml I I Ion 
dollars was spent on the collection of lftter from prtmary hfghwaya 
fn this nation. They dfd studfes on Indfana•a share of that burden 
and reported that ft was $5,600,000 worth. In addition, the Dept. 
of Natural Resources of the State of Indiana pro!eeted on a pop
ulation basis that Indiana's yearly usage of dlsoosable cans Is 
11 130,000 8000 and .dfsposable bottles 629 8000,000. . 

A Natfonal Study of Roadside Litter* took randon samples of approx
lmately ten highway segments, each two tenths of a mfle long. They 
Included some from twenty-nine states. It was estimated that 
approximately one cubic yard of titter was accumulated per month 
for each mile of fnteratate primary highway.•• The atatlatfca showed 
that 32( of the lttter collected consfsted of cans, glass bottles 
and Jars. The estfmated cost for bottles and cans(at 'l5,600,000 
per year for the total collectfon of lftter) clean up is $1,792,000••• 
per year. The State of Indiana alone was estimated spending In 
excess of $1 1000 1000 per year for col lectfon of bottlee and cans. 

In a letter from the Indiana State Hfahwa-y Commfsslon, Mr. Martin 
L. Hayes stated that an •average• of 4750 000 was spent by the 
Indiana Highway Commission per year to cof lect and dfapoae of 
lftter along our state highways. Stnce bottles and cans comprise 
32~ of the total eollectfon, the burden to taxpayers would be fn 
excess of~l,800,000 per year. 

Glass and metal packaging present two of the worst dfsposal problems. 
partfcularly when fncfnerators are used. A typical situation where 
one ton of oackagfng material Is Incinerated a residue of 705 lbs. 
refllafna, of thta amount 637 lbs. or 90, comes from glass and metal 
containers. 

The Crusade for a 61eaner Environment tells us that ft costs 1.5 
bill fon dollars oer year to get rfd of cans, non-returnable bottles 
and plastic containers. 

The Bureau of Mines tells us that at the present rate we are using 
aluminum, our supoiy wf I I run out fn 138 years. My great grandchfldren 
may hold as their most precious and valuable possession, an all 
alumfnun beer or soda ca~. This possfbf lfty strikes a frightening 
note. 

*Prepared by Research Triangle Institute of N. Carolina sponsored 
by Keep America B~autfful, Inc. Research Board developed spectcfcatfons 
**In the 29 oartfcfpatfng states for the calendar period represented 
by the pickups 
***This figure Is based on a straight dfvfsfon of the national total 
of litter collectfon and aualtffes as a valid estfmate only. 

(2) 
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Last year alone thfs country .soent t500,000,000 to clean up lftter. 
Mr. David o. DomintckJ Assistant Administrator of the Federal 
Environmental Protect on AQenc tells us that we produce more than 

b on tons of sol d waste a year and tt tncr~ases at an 
rate o our to six per cent. 

Container Mantifacturers clafm their products conttfbute a relatively 
amall percentage of solid wast~ to our environment. The percentage 
ts about 22~, nev~rthelees, b~cause glass and metal are non-biodegrad
able they contribute soi of our permanent lttter. 

Aatde from the unsfghtleness of lftter along our roadways,-the costs 
of dfsoosfng of ft, the added burden the the taxpayers and the 
added pollution ft contributes we find stfll other probleMa It 
causes ••• 

Farmers f n Ore 90n test ff fed In support of t ne State's ban on non
returnab I es. lhey said that 1ftt~r along the roadsides cost them 
the ltves of many livestock. ihe animals would eat pieces of 
broken glass and metal which would become lodged· In their cheat 
causing severe pain and finally kll llng them. 

New Jersey fs no exception, I spoke to a local farmet a~d he con
firmed what Oregon farmers safd. He also added that he has had to 
throw out loads of feed because glass and metal partfclea had become 
ground fn with ft. The blades on hfs machine have been torn up by 
glass and metal particles runnfng tntough. He concluded that there 
waa abo~t the roadside other forms of lttter, nevertheleaa, soft 
drink and beer containers predomfnated. 

Small cnfldren suffer from cuts and b~ufses caused by broken ?laaa 
and metal. f 1ve seen children out their fingers and tongues nto 
the tops of flfp-top cans and come out with gashes. 

It might be cfted by some who oooose this btll that tn 1953 the 
State of Vermont pass@d a bf II banning one-way bottles which was 
unsuccessful. In fact after four years the bill was deemed •not 
-ffectlve• A further look Into thfs bfl I would show why tt tnevtt
ably fat led. 

' - I) It banned only •malt alcholfc beverage containers.• 

2) Public awareness of ecologfcal problems fn 1953 was rela~lvely 
low. 

3) Soclal problems of 1953 could not compare to the problems • 
we have In 1971. 

4) The Malt Alch61fc beverage companies started packaging their 
products fn cans. 

(3) 
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I'd ltke to add here, that tt was due to Increased publfc awareness 
the State of Oregon was able to oass fts ban on non-returnables. 
An overwhelming majority of states have such btl Is pending as our 
Asse• bly Btl I #!!12. Would this be possible 1f a sense of publfc 
awareness and urgency were not orevelant? People are ecology minded 
today out of necessity. 

Container manufacturers would have, we the consumer, bring our 
containers to redemptfo~ or recycl Ing centers where they would be 
melted down tnto new one-ways. They cite surveys that show return
ables wind up as lftter too. The orfce of everything has increased 
greatly today. Perhaps ff there w~re a proportionate Increase tn 
the deposit of containers people would be more likely to return thefr 
containers. 

Perhaps Its tfme for industry to begin sharing some of the burden, 
to share a social obligatfon. The consumer fa ts•over taxed• enough 
alrea~y, natural resources are •over taxed• and our minds a~e 
being •over taxed• with concern about this mass of garbage we're 
being butfedfn day by day. 

Recyc I f ng f s not the answer. In my commun f ty a group of concerned 
citizens supported five recycl Ing days. People were asked to bring 
glass, metal and paper ftems to a so~cff1c pofnt where they fn turn 
would go to outlets that would recycle them. Many peoole did not 
partfcfpate feel fng that such programs ·were unreal letfc, that unless 
there were Natfonal or State wide bans on non-returnables ft would 
be purely ldealfstlc to support recycling daya. 

In aumrjatfon I'd lfke to auote something President Nixon said fn 
1970. •The 1970 1 s absolutely must be the years when America pays 
fts debt to •••• our lfvfng environment. It Is literally now or never.• 

As a group of concerned, conscientious citizens we feel that the 
passage of th f s b I 11 f s a major steo f n pay f ng that debt. 

(4) 
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CANS, BEER CANS. Glinting on the verges of a million miles of road-
way, lying in scrub, grass, dirt, leaves, sand, mud, but never hidden. 
Piels, Rheingold, Ballantine, Schaefer, Schlitz, shining in sun or picked 
by moon or the beams of headlights at night; washed by rain or flattened by 
wheels, but never dulled, never buried, never destroyed. Here is the 
mark of savages, the testament ,of wasters, the stain of prosperity. 

Who are these men who defile the grassy borders of our roads and lanes, 
who pollute our ponds, who spoil the purity of our ocean beaches with the 
empty vessels of their thirst? Who are the men who make these vessels 
in millions and then say, "Drink - and discard"? What society is this 
that can afford to cast away a million tons of metal and to make of wild 
a~d fruitful land a garbage heap? 

What manner of men and women need thirty feet of steel and two hundred 
horsepower to take them, singly, to their small destinations? Who de
mands that what they eat is wrapped so that forests are cut down to make 
the paper that is ·thrown away, and what they smoke and chew is sealed so 
that the sealers can be tossed in gutters and caught in twigs and grass? 

What kind of men can afford to make the streets of their towns and cities 
hideous with neon at night, and their roadways hideous with signs by day, 
wasting beauty; who leave the carcasses of cars to rot in heaps; who spill 
their trash into ravines and make smoking mountains of refuse for the town's 
rats? What manner of men choke off the life in rivers, streams and lakes 
with the waste of their produce, making poison of water? 

; . \.' . 

Who is as rich as that? Slowly the wasters and despoilers are impover
ishing our land, our nature, and our beauty, so that there will not be one 
beach, one hill, one lane, one meadow, one forest free. from the debr.is of 
man and the stigma of his improvidence. 

Who is so rich that he can squander forever the wealth of earth and water 
for the trivial needs of vanity or the colll.pulsive demands of greed; or so 
prosperous in land that he can sacrifice nature for unnatural desires? The 
earth we abuse and the living things we kill will, in the end, take their 
revenge; for in exploiting their pr~sence we are diminishing our future. 

And what will we leave behind us when we are long dead? 
Amphora? Sunken treasure? 

Temples? 

Or mountains of twisted, rusted steel, canyons of plastic containers, and 
a million miles of shores garlanded, not with the lovely wrack- of the sea, 
but with the cans and bottles and light-bulbs and boxes of a people who con
served their convenience at the expense of their heritage, and whose 
ephemeral prosperity was built on waste. 

2'50 
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THE 
REAPER 

RESIDENTS' EFFORT AGAINST POLLUTION, INC. 

Volume 1, Number 2, Summer 1971 240 South Walter Avenue, Trenton, N. J. 

This Issue's 
GRIM REAPER AWARD 

is given to the 
MERCER COUNTY 

IMPROVEMENT AUTHORITY 

for their poor choice of ''sanitary land
fill'1 as a method of solid waste disposal. 

At a time when public awareness of 
environmental problems is growing daily, 
it is an insult to all of us that they have 
chosen the most ecologically harmful 
method available. The potential waste of 
800 acres of as yet unrevealed N. J. land 
is shameful. 

Low cost is cited as one reason for 
this choice, but the cost of an effective 
solution eight years from now, when the 
problem comes up for review again, will 
be staggering. Once again, the cheapest 
way has been chosen, with little regard 
for a good, long-term solution. 

If, as they say, the eight year wait
ing period is for studying other methods 
of garbage disposal, we can understand 
the need; however, one year, or perhaps 
two would be reasonable. Eight years 
seems to be a long time to dump garbage 
in a hole, even if it is "called" sanitary 
landfill. 

The 
REAPER AWARD 

for this issue goes to the 
TRENTON LEAGUE 

OF WOMEN VOTERS 

for their worthwhile efforts in establishing 
a collection and recycling program in the 
city. 

For the convenience of Trenton resi
dents, collection will be done through curb
side pick-ups once a week, on a non
collection day~ The pilot project (later to 
be city-wide) begins in one Model Cities 
area and a nearby West Ward area. The 
program will begin with glass only, for 
which there is an immediate market, and 
will later be expanded to include paper and 
cans. 

Special mention goes to Mr. Joseph 
Tuccillo and the Trenton Department of 
Public Works for their cooperation and 
loan of a city truck, and for the use of the 
Marine Terminal as a transfer point. 

Special mention also goes to Mr. 
Leon Salter of the Urban Rodent & Insect 
Control Department for the loan of a truck, 
and for his efforts in establishing a public 
education program with the assistance of 
his personnel in the Model Cities area. 

WHATSOEVER A MAN SOWS, THAT SHALL HE ALSO REAP - Gal. 6:7. 

ECOLOGY IS ECONOMY 

-OVER-WRAPPED convenience foods are 
always more expensive than plain, fro
zen, canned, or fresh. 

-FRESH fruit & vegetable season is here! 
SAVE by buying in bulk and SPLIT COST 
with a friend or neighbor (you won't be 
paying for packaging). Try your hand at 
freezing and canning. 251 

-With a handful of washing soda. in your ma
chine with your detergent, you need not use 
COSTLY water or fabric SOFTENER. 

-INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED cheese slices 
are more expensive, and create more 
plastic garbage. 

-You can SAVE as much as 20 GALLONS 
OF WATER with a five minute shower over 
a bath. 



SOME OF THE LESS HARMFUL 
PRO DUCTS (TO BE USED WITH 
CAUTION) - (Those not included here 
are either dangerous or have not yet 
been researched): 

-FLYING INSECTS (INSIDE): 
Black Flag Flying Insect Killer 
Heritage House Flying Ins. Kill. 
Ortho Home & Garden Spray 

·· Ortho Mosquito & Fly Spray 
Raid Flying Insect Killer 
Shoprite Flying Insect Killer 
Shoprite H & G Insect Killer 

-FLYING INSECTS (OUTSIDE): 
Black Flag H & G Insect Killer 
D-Con Outdoor Fogger 
Ortho H & G Insect Killer 
Ortho Yard & Patio Spray 
Raid Mosquito Coil 
Raid Yard Guard 
Scott's Insect Stop 
Shoprite H & G Insect Killer 

-ANTS & ROACHES: 
Amway Bug Spray 
D-Con Ant & Roach Spray 
Heritage Houi:;e Crawling Ins. 
Johnson's No Roach 
Pratt's Ant & Roach Spray 

-WASPS & HORNETS 
Amway Bug Spray 
Pratt's Wasp Bomb 

DO NOT USE THESE INGREDIENTS 

ARSENIC 
ALDRIN 
CHLORDANE 
DIELDRIN 
DDT 
ENDRIN 

HEPTACHLOR 
LEAD 
LINDANE 
MERCURY 
TOXAPHENE 

RECOMMENDED, but use with caution 

Abate Methoxychlor 
Diazinon Naled ,-I . 
Dibrom 

- C) 
Nicotine ..., 0 

ro rn. 
Dursban Sulfate z .. s:: 
Guthion Pyrethrum (I) 0 

C) .0 
Malathion Rotenone s... :::i 

Sevin 
:::i "'Cl 
0 ::s 

00. <i:: 

. 

the label of a SHELL NO-PEST 
STRIP before you buy it. You may change 
your mind. If it is not safe to use around 
food, or a sick room, or near a baby's 
room, what makes you think it's safe to 
use anywhere else? 

Remember! If a PESTICIDE can KILL in
sects,· it can't do people much good. 
READ the label CAREFULLY, and follow 
instructions. 

Yard sprays leave POISONED DROPLETS 
in the air to kill and keep away insects. 
You breathe this into your lungs too. 
Think about it. 

KEEP pesticides AW A Y from the WATER 
SUPPLY. NEVER dispose of them in 
sinks or toilets_. 

TAKE CARE to fit the PESTICIDE to the 
PEST! Don't use a pesticide on the wrong 
insect. It won't work. Also, don't use 
a PERSISTENT pesticide when a short-:, 
lived one will do. 

KNOW THE INGREDIENTS OF THE 
PRODUCT YOU ARE BUYING! If there is 
no list of ingredients on the container, or 
if only technical names of the chemicals 
are listed, the manufacturer may have a 
reason for not wanting you to know what is 
in it. DO NOT BUY IT! 

Sort out the ADVERTISING CLAIMS from 
the WARNINGS. This is frequently easy -
the claims are printed in large type: 
KILLS BUGS DEAD; CLEAN, PLEASANT 
ODOR; NONTOXIC TO HUMANS AND 
PETS; while the warnings are relegated 
to small type (Keep out of reach of child
ren; Avoid inhalation; Avoid'contact with 
skin; Toxic to fish and wildlife). One can 
find contradictory claims and warnings 
on the same package. 

READER CONTRIBUTION 
Use of food waste: fill a blender half full 
of water, add vegetable peelings and 
other, food waste, and blend. Pour liquid 
on ground as fertilizer, or onto compost 
heap. - Mrs. Joseph Wasko, Trenton. 
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"CLEANING AGENT CONTROL ACT" 

Assembly Bill 2a31 Needs Your Support! 

It will give the environmental com -
missioner the authority to control danger
ous additives in detergents and cleaning 
agents, as Well as phosphate content. 

"The :measure gives the power to pro
hibit or place conditions on the sale of 
cleaning agents 'which cause or may tend 
to cause adverse effects on man and the . . 

environment' . It also allows specifica.:., 
tion of what the manufacturer must dis
close on the label in the event the state 
permits the product to be sold!' - Trenton 
Times, 6/2 / 71 

Use LOW PHOSPHATE detergents -- they 
have all the CLEANING POWER you need. 
YOU CAN'T GET CLOTHES CLEANER 
THAN CLEAN! ! 

DASH has reduced its phosphate content 
from 42 grams per 3/4 cup to 15. 5 grams 
(safe level). 

Take a few small PAPER BAGS to the 
supermarket with you to avoid the use· of 
plastic bags for fruit and vegetables. 

If YOU are not part of the POLLUTION 
SOLUTION, you are part of the PROBLEM 

About 11 million tons of paper were re
cycled last year to save 2 00 million trees. 
League of Women Voters, Trenton, N. J. 

3 

WE HAVE BEEN CALLED ALARMISTS! 
And that is true. We are alarmed that the 
air we breathe is conducive. to the break
down of body tissues, therefore directly 
and indirectly causing harm. We are 
alarmed that we are willy-nilly destroying 
the surrounding world. We well under
stand that the progress we need requires 
sacrifice of valuable things, but wanton 
destruction rather than reasonable planning 
seems to be the watchword of the day. 

The citizen is the only one who can 
help, not as a "lone v6ice crying in the wild
erness", but as a united effort. Perh~ps 
those who depend on the vote must now be 
"assisted" by us, for it seems that our 
welfare is not being considered as it should 
be. The disregard of changes necessary 
for current living seems to be for reasons 
of economics and politics. The pressures 
of waste and garbage are closing in, and 
are creating unlivable conditions. We no 
longer have time to waste words, we must 
make necessary changes in order to 
survive. 

The everpresent individual is to be 
blamed, as well as the elusive they. In-

. dustry, cities, all of us, one by one, are 
responsible both personally and politically 
for our present situation. It is now time 
to recognize this and begin to correct what 
is happening before we are no longer able 
to do so. 

Our newsletters are a beginning -
WE ARE ALARMED! 

WE HAVE MET THE ENEMY, AND HE IS US - Pogo 

PICNICS CAN POLLUTE!!!! 

-Snap-off tops from aluminum cans strangle 
fish and small animals which are attracted 
by their brightness 

-Buy paper picnic cups and plates - - avoid 
plastic ones if possible. 

-Bring paper litter bags to your picnic and 
USE THEM. 

- Plain charcoal burns cleaner than 
briquettes or other compounds. 

-Use waxed.:.paper lunch bags for your 
sandwiches. 

With OUT-DOOR weather here again, it is 
time to look about our neighborhoods to see 
what we can do. 

Could your area use a clean up squad? 
Children with not much else to do might 
appreciate a little organization in this area, 
why not try it on your block? 

Any dead branches on the trees on 
your block? Call the Department of Public 
Works and request removal. 

LITTERING POLLUTES! 
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MINIMIZE usage of harmful products. 
For many of them, there are perfectly 
acceptable alternatives that cost much 
less, and which place much smaller de
mands on the environment. 

-Ammonia will do in place of com
mercial household cleaners. 

-Damp cloth for dusting instead of 
a chemical, aero$ol dust cleaner. 

- Baking or washing soda in place 
of all purpose cleansers like Ajax, Old 
Dutch, Comet. 

-Etc. 

NOISE POLLUTION!! 

PLEASE consider your neighbor! 
-Control the noise level from your 

home (radio, TV, animals, and ma
chinery). 

-Keep your car muffler in good 
condition 

-Be careful of unnecessary ac
celeration noise with cars and motor
cycles. 

HARD ROCK MUSIC reaches 115 decibels 
in noise intensity. This causes damage 
to hearing, and can bring on deafness at 
an early age. 

GOODWILL INDUSTRIES will send a 
truck to your home to pick up re-usable 
household items. Those that can easily be 
repaired, or that are in good condition 
are preferred. 989-7990 

I 
GRIM REAPER AWARD 

REVISITED 

CUMBERLAND FARMS DAIRY STORES 
continue to sell milk in plastic bottles. 

4 

If you really care, don't buy Cumberland 
Farms milk. 

SAVE GLASS CONTAINERS! 

Bring to Jewish Community Center 
999 Lower Ferry Rd., Trenton. 

June 16, June 30, July 14, July 28, 
Aug. 11, Aug. 25, Sept. 8, Sept. 22. 

11:00 AM to 2:00 PM 

-ANY GLASS CONTAINERS 
-SEPARATE BY COLOR 
-TAKE OFF METAL RINGS 
-LABELS CAN STAY ON 

New Jersey Dept. of Environmental Pro
tection ACTION LINE (609) 292-7172. 

If you are part of an ecology group, please 
let us know about your organization. 

CONTRIBUTIONS to our Newsletter Funds 
or Organizational Funds will be gratefully 
accepted - REAP, 240 South Walter Ave., 
Trenton, N. J. 08 62 9 

PLASTIC PRODUCTS are one of the WORST 
DISPOSAL PROBLEMS. 

THIS NEWSLETTER IS BIODEGRADABLE, BUT PLEASE RECYCLE IT TO A FRIEND 

THE REAPER 

Residents' Effort Against Pollution, Inc. 
240 South Walter Avenue 
Trenton, New Jersey 08629 
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* Round tae <it the Bottle Revolt 

ta November 3 the voters of Washington State rejected Initiative 256, 

which would have required a deposit of at leaat five cents on all containers 

for beer and soft drink sold for cons1m1ption within the state. The narrov ~ 

margin of deteat--51-49 by percentage vote--and ligering resentment about the __) 

tactics of the victors auure a continued intereet tor the proposal within 

Washington and elsewhere. Whether the environmentalists' asoault ago.inst the 

citadel of the throw-aw"¥ cont.,iner can be repulsed indefinitely must await 

other political battles across the country. 

The problem confronted by initi.,tive 256 is not exactly invisible. Of 

the 52 million tons of packaging materials produced and used in the United 

States in 1966, only la<.( were reused or recycled back into industrial raw 

material channels. 1 What was left was trash, to be disposed of in the usual 

pick-it-up and dump-it garJ,~ge collection channels or distributed more gener

ously across the landscape as unsightly and dangerous litter. Packaging materials 

are the pet peeve of anti ... litterers, with the usual run of bottles, cans, 

cartons and bags easily surpassing in volume the niore exotic documented contri

butions of underwear. washing- machines, or false teeth. 2 Annual costs of litter 

control now are estimated at over $500 million and climbing. 3 

Banking littering offenders by industry is a chancy business: research 

data may stress such variables as volume) number of discarded items, weight or 

other factors affecting collectibility and disposal. More important, the 
their 

container manufacturing industries pay for / share of the studies, with a con-

sequent further skewing of emphasis and conclusions. Nonetheless, obje,ctive 

* William H. Bodgers, Jr., Associate Professor of Law, University of 
Washington, Dec. 7, 1970. The author was one of the draftsrren of initiative 
256, the anti-litter measure discussed in text. 

observers agree that projected dramatic increases in the consumption of 

beverage containers per capita assure a sharp rise in litter over the 

next ten yea~s. 4 Discarded beverage containers are growing at a rate nearly 

twice that of other refuse. 5 Already, eighty percent of the new soft drink 

bottles manufactured in 1969 in this country were non-returnables. 6 Fifty 

percent of all cans used in the country go for soft drinks and beer, which 

happen to be the growth area, and all of these are throw-aways. 7 In 1969, 

43.8 billion beverage containe-.es were made in the United States and, if the 

trend continues, by 1980 100 billion of these bottles and cans will be produced 

and discarded every year. 8 Cne or two billion of these will end up as litter, 

according to the President's Council on Environmental Quality.9 

If your concern is with safety or degradability, bottles and cans easily 

are the worst offenders. Virginia Knauer, the President's Special Assistant 

for Consumer Affairs, pointed out to the National Commission on Product 

Safety that disposable bottles "are nondegradable. The remnants or fragments 

litter the land and cause a high proportion of lacerations . 1110 Design samples 

of disposable bottles are subjected to a pressure test only 50~ of that for 

the returnables) with a consequent increase in the risk of injury by shattered 

glass. 11 The Ccmmission on Product Safety ranked glass bottles and containers 

first on a frequency-severity index of some 32 product categories, which in

cluded power saws, spring-operated guns and cleanins agent• .12 The riek is not 

confined to people. Cne letter .to the backer• ot 256 set forth· the rationale 

that has led to the general aupport of bottle bana by farm groups: "One cow 

died fran bloat. Why? The neck at a broken beer bottle was lodsed in her HO• 

phagus. Scme passing motoriat or pedestrian dispoeed at an 'empty' by throw

ing it over our pasture fence .'113 

BR7126 
%ndu1try eees it differently and prefers to count rath•r than to sssess 

the impact of its refuse. Bottles ·are "only 61, of the problem" and bottles 

and can• together are "only m of the problem" if you believe a 1969 study 

paid tor by Keep America Boaut1tul, me .--an anti-litter front financed bv , 

.. ~.J..ndustries--~nd contracted under the auspices of the / 

Highway Reaearch Board of the National Academy of Sciencea-National Academy of 

!llginHring, 14 Counting itetne along the roadside in 29 states durinr, winter 

month1 waa the technique employed in this "National Study of the Composition of 

Roadside Litter," which managed thus to equate a bottle or can with a scrap 

ot newspaper or a dead opoas\Jll or porcupine. Another item-ca,mting study under 

the sponsorship of HEW' s Bureau of Solid Waste Management found that beverage 

containers--paper cups included--account for alJnost 2/3 of all highway litter 

itema. 15 For those who prefer a more relevant volume analysis, one day last 

apring volunteers in Vermont collected free the state's rosdsides 40,000 cubic 

yards ot litter, of which so1, consisted of nonreturnable cans and bottles .16 

Whatever the data, it is safe. to say that there is occasional disaBreement with 

the conclusion of the study paid for by Keep America Beautiful, Inc.: "It 

would seem that publicity efforts led by il'.eip~eauttful, Inc. and the 

state highway departments continue to offer the most practical approach to the 

problem of reducing litter. 17 

One of these 11 less practical" alter.natives is a ban on the use of the 

throw-away container. Fewer bottles and cans, reuse of packaging materials 

and commissioning the citizen in the clean-up effort are the obvious rationales 

of the movement to return to the returnables. The council on Environmental 

Quality predicts that the estimated production of 100 billion beverage con

tainers by 1980 could- be cut to 6 billion if restrictions on non-returnables 

are widely adopted. 18 

Today, in many rural areas, including eastern Washington, returnables 

run as high as g:J'/, ot all avaUable beverage containers. Imposing the good 

old values of country living on the city dweller, however, is not easily 

accomplished. Initiative 256 was a direct assault on the packaging policies 
tries 

of the container manufacturing indus-/ and the selling preferences at the 

supermarkets, Th\lS it was. that a mild ec6logy proposal became a bitterly 

contested political issue. 

The initiative was conceived as an academic project in political science 

in the spring .of 1'170 by i to sponsor and chief organizer, Dr. Robert Keller 

of Fairhaven College, Bellingham, Washington. It had an auspices beginning. 

Petitions began circulating in late April and by July the proposal had garnered 

a record 188,102 signatures, nearly twice the nmber necessary to secure a 

place on .the ballot. Ironically, the measur" was known as thll Keep America 

Beautiful Act, the ultimate tribute to the anti-litter induatry front working 

under the same name. In l&te July, State Republican Chairman Gum:ny Joh."110n 

advised a gathering of prospective candidates for the legislature that polls '· 

disclosed overwhelJning support for the anti-litter measure. A private poll 

taken in August for the beverage industry found tla t ~ or the votera were 

backing the iuue, 19 a figure tla t held firm until about three weeks bet'ore 

the ,election. Professionals and amateurs alike firmly were of the view that 

the issue was a winner, And it was--until industry went to work. 

. .< 

) 
The apecial interests began to mobilize in Washington State as early as 

1969, in response to a. legislative resolution to an interim canmittee calling~ 

tor a report and recommendations on the litter problem to the 1971 regular 
"' 

ae•aion. Always anxioua to get in at the ground floor, the brewers and a oft• ~ 
I 

drink producer•, bottlers and can ma~utacturers, 1teel and aluminum cmpaniea , 0 
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emong other stalwarts, joined in a group calling itself Industry for a. Quality 

Environment to work with the interim legislative cann:"ttee. Out of thes~ efforts 

evolved .a sorry piece of proposed _legislation known euphemistically as the 

Model Litter Control Law, an ignaninous proposal that will be urged upon 

legislators throughout the land, reminiscent of the earlier efforts of the 

American Chemical Society whose foresight in drafting a ".model11 on air pollu

tion control set back meaningful regulatory efforts for at least a decade. 

Prcmotion of the model law turned out to be synonomous with the defeat of 256. 

The central features of the medel appeared in a progress report to the 

' ' interim legislative committee on April 25', at about the time the 256 movement 

:was getting under way. "We. have determined from the beginning that half-way 

measures were not acceptable, "20 announced the industry group, and then spelled 

out a series of half-way .measures, some of them so bad as to be laughable. 

Among the hard-hitting provisions recommended were proposals for anti-litter 

labeling meEeages on containers, a requirement that vehicles operating in the 

state carry litter bags and that commercial firms catering to the public use 

state-approved litter barrels. A modest renovation of the state's criminal 

fining system for litter_ violations was recommended.and 11 a request [was made] 

of industry to c_oordinate its various anti-litter information and education pro· 

grams with the (State] Department of Ecology.1121 A cool response frcm a legis

lative committee not itself known to be maniacal towards protection of the 

enviroment sent the industry sroup back to the drawing boards where new 

fluorishes were added to its dreadful model. A band of forty "ecology patrol

men" was prescribed to scour the state with a lawman's power to issue citations 

and arrest the callous litterer. To meet funding objections and after a great 

de"al of soul-searching, the group also (lgreed to the imposition of an annual 

litter assessment in the amount of $150 for every $1 million of gross sales 

of numerous products thought to contribute to the litter problem. 

The mead of the 11model 11 is unmistakable and will be stressed before many 

legislative bodies: solve the litter problem with more policemen, more arrests, 

more trashcans and more preachment. Cite the "a\lthoritative" study concluding 

that "publicity efforts led by Keep America Beautiful, Inc. and the state high

way departments continue to offer the most practical approach to the problem 

of reducing litter. 11 Deplore the irresponsible few, whoever they may be, who 

decorate the landscape with their garbage. Ignore the solid waste disposal 

problems that remain if the when the litter can be collected. 

Suffice it to say that the model's labeling proposals are the last gasp 

of every industry hoping to head off_ sterner measurers, the litter bags a po

tential major new entry to the highway litter problem, the patrolmen a pitiful 

response to a predicted volume of trash that is awesome, the criminal sanctions 

a· proven loser as a deterrent. The single provision beyond the bandaid category, 

that is the use tax or effluent tax which is a respectable device in an anti

litter arsenal~ is insulting only in that the amount endorsed--$150 for each 

million in gross sales-.:.is but a tiny fraction of the costs involved in 

collecting and disposing of litter.22 In Washington and elsewhere, industry 

has a major problem: the people don't want more trash cans, ·they want.fewer 

bottles, Persuading the· public to want what you want calls not for control 

of pollution but rather for public relations. 

A strategic move approaching a stroke of ·genius in the Washington· c·am:.. 

paign was undertaken in early September when the industry group lauriched a 

massive initiative movement to gather signatures in Support of its- own "model"· 

litter law, a classic attempt to turn public sentiment to its advantage, 

256 

Though tho model could not .,..ke it on the ballot in time to compete directly 

with 256, the potential for hoodwinking the voters was irresiatable, At the 

outset, promoters of the model offered visions of "national prominence" tC' 

the backers of 256 if they auumed a leadership role in the pro-model campaign, 

upon the understanding of course that they would drop their dangeroua and 

futile proposal. 23 

Having failed at seduction, the campaign of obfuscation began, Centered 

in the supermarkets and supported by massive spending through a group called 

the Washington Canmittee to Stop Litter, a euphemistic spin-off of the euphe

mistically named Industry for a Quality Environment, the"model" was a surefire 

winner. That the purpose of pranoting the model in initic.i.ive form was to 

beat down 256 was conceded quite early by one talkative lobbyist for the 

Washington Brewers Institute who anaounced that the sponsors of the model 

would close-up shop on election day regardless of whether they had secured th:e" 

necessary_ support although the deadline for gathering signatures would ~xtend 

to December 3L 24 

This callous concession that industry's model wasn't even very dear to in

dustry was muted throughout the early part of the campaign, Something short 

of explicit denunciation of 256 by the pro-model backers was thought to be the 

soundest strategy to avoid alienating the environmentally concerned :who don't 

look too closely at what they are signing, Campaign literature stated that the 

Washington Committee to Stop Litter would take no position on 256, "some of 

the industrJ members of the Committee, however, ar~ hopeful that the people 

of Washington will come to recognize the Model Litter Control Act as a better 

way to attaclc the litter problem than the depsit-refund proposal of Initiative 

256.1125 One syrupy fOl'lJ), letter, distributed to various groups by executives of 

American Co. and Contin·ental Can Co., expressed concern a!)out an "extremely 

awkward situation" created by 256 over a litter problem about which they 

were most concerned, urging friends to vote against the measure and to join 

in support of' the model. 26 A 11 separate11 entity--Citizens Committee Against 

256--sprang up to front for the campaign to defeat the deposit initiative, 

Signatories to the group's paid advertisements were exclusively labor repre

sentatives--the Glass Bottle Blowers Ass'n, the Retail Clerks, the Mineworkers 

and the Machinists, The money came from big business. 

Before long, distinguiShing between the pro-mcdel and anti-256 cempaigi:f': 

was _impossible. The Seattle Public relations firm promoting the model also 

handled the publicity :for· "the Citizens Committee Against 256. 11 Put the lTix 

on 256" declared campaign literature also urging support for the model. Bill

boards appeared proclaiming the model, denouncing 256. Public support for 

the 11 modet! initiative, strategically situated and well financed a~ it was, 

was strong in early weeks with clear sailing under the anti-litter banner and 

was slowed only slightly by an ineffectual citizen counter-attack pointing 

out the coincidental deception in this second initiative campaign. The model 

already has enough votes to go on the ballot, which may turn out to be a mixed 

blessing, For under typically loose catnpaign reportinglaws, 27 opponents of 

an initiative peed not make any financial disclosure while the proponents of 

a measure must do so. The options are most embarrassing: the industry-ba~ked 

group can drop ~ts initiative and cor.firm the wcrst charges of cynicism and 
~ 

opportunism. Or it may proceed with its initiative and be obligated to disclos~ 

ita massive investment to defeat 256 and similarly confirm the worst charges 

Qf cynicism and opportunism. Disclosure has further hazards since Washington 

law flatly forbids a corporation with a majority of out-of-state shareholders 
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from maldng contributions to local initio.tive cnmpajgns--one of several legal 

obligations treated cavalierly bJ' the industry in the 256 car1paign and now under 

investigat:i.on by the Seattle Police Department. Nobody yet knows how much was 

spent on the cnmpaic;n but a fair estimate would be that the poverty-stricken 

,$6000 budget of the cit:i:-.en backers of the n1ea~ure was matched on a 100-tc-1 

basis by industry opposition. Television and radio spots, newspaper ads, bill

boards, bumper stickers, and yard signs were in abundant supply. A plane with a 

"Nix on 256" streamer appeared over Huslcie stadium on the Saturday before 

the election. Supermarket patrons were beseiged with leaflets, stickers and 

warnings driving heme the anti-256 message. 

Let there be no doubt, the people were told, that a vote for 256 was a vote 

for higher prices, lost jobs and econCX':lic chaos. Worse, the litter problem 

\ 

would be unaffected, no recycling of re.w riater1als would take place, and, most 

assuredly, the convenience packaging for which the consumer has clamored long 

and loud would disappear. It is of course irrelevant to the debate to ac~ 

knowledge that the larger can and bottle prcducers have made heavy investments 

f in high "Olt.Jne packae;ine lines for non-returnables, 29 ,iust as it is heside the 
J 

point to concede that 256 might give a ccmpetitive boost to the smaller fran-

chise bottlers geared to handle returnables and who are rapidly being forced out 

of the ccmpetition b~· the bigger producers. No raention is made of the coercion 

brought to t-ear on the bottlers by sapermarket chains who demand the throw-

aways to f'-l.rther their our. corn·enience under the threat of replacine; the bottler 1 s 

brands with pri·.1ate label brands. The consu.'!1er is still kine, he wonts con

venience, and he is not changing his mind if big industry has anyth] n~ to say 

about it. 

PersuaJing the public in the same breath that 256 wouldn't work and that 

it wo'J.ld also lead to ec"Jncrnic disaster was a message that could only be 

prcmoted by a virtuo::o and deserves closer scrutiny, Earl~•· in the campa.ign 

the amateur backers of 256 were so naive as to accept at fn.ce value the public 

utterances of 1·.ajor soft-drink producers and can manufacture1·s. Several puffing 

statements eman?.tini; from industry sources were quoted in the statemen"i: in support 

cf 256 appearinc the Official Voters Pamphlet which is distributed to each 

ree;istered voter in Uashington state. "Pepsi Costs Less in Returnable Bottles" 

was the messace excerpted frcr:.1 a Pepsi billboard. Readers were reminded of 

Coca Cola's message to the campuses in full page advertisements on Earth Day: 

''the returnable Coca-Cola bottle is . durable, practical and very economical 

Deca'..lse it can make as r.1any as 50 round trips in its useful life. The returnRble 

Coca-Cola 'bottle is ecologically sound as well. Because, when a bottle keeps 

movin~ it is lesz li!·:ely to find its way into ... the highways) beaches and 

parv.s, Ellison L. Hazard, President of Continental Can, was quoted as saying: 

·•~-re are convinced that the best answer .to solid waste is recycling--finding 

a way to use the material ae;ain." 

The public is exposed to man:y similar ~tatements: 11We 1 ve been making our 

contributio;:.--Coca-Cola in money-back bottles--ever since we started in 

business. The fact is, we much prefer to sell coke that way. Besides making 

the world a cleaner place to live in, money-back bottles save us money by 

keeping our production costs down. And they save you money, because Coke in 

returnable bottles i.s your best buy." 30 11 near Bluebirds," reads a saccharine 

March 30 letter written on behalf of Robert Schmidt, President of 01:ympia 

Brewing Company: "i;ow in answer to the question you raised in ;your letter about 

returnable Lottle.:,, I think it would be best if I began by saying that we do 

put our praduct into returnable containers and have been doing so since 1934. 

In fact, I will go a little further and say that we would actually prefer to 

put o.ll of our product in this type of container. Washing· returnable bottles 

and refilling them presents no problem to us at all and, because we can use the 

bottle over and over again, it is actually more profitable for us to do this 

than to buy and fill a container we will use only once e
11 There is a wrinkle 

usually in ·these messages: despite the deeply held convictions of the beverage 

industry, the powerful consumer keeps insisting upon the throw-aways, so vehe

mently in fact that every once in awhile it is necessary to. spend several 

hundred thousand dollars to remind him again of what he actually wants. 

Considerable embarrassment was created by these reminders in the Veter's 

Pamphle-t and -elsewhere of rhetorical claims made on another day to other 

audiences for other purposes. For approval of 256 was something else again: 

Pepsi would not cost less, it would cost more; returnable col{e bottles have 

nothing to do with making the world a cleaner place to live in; Olympia would 

not save. ·money, it would lose money; and requiring deposits was unresponsive 

to Cont1n,ntal Can's version of "finding a way to use the material again." 

When losing on the merits of a debate, according to an ancient axiom of 

American politics, it is time for an ad hominem personal attack. 

Participating in what can only be called the shoddiest tactic of a 

shoddy campaign were top executives from several major corporations. "De

liberate Fraud In Voter's Pamphlet 11 blared radio and newspaper ads pointing 

out what was hardly a mystery--that the canpanies quoted in the Statement for 

256 actually opposed the measure~ 31 In mid-October news stories were built 

around disclaimers of the use of the statements in the Pamphlet by, among others 1 

Fred w. Dixon, president of Coca-Cola who sanctimoniously requested the Sec

retary of State to issue a statement 11 clarifying" the company's opposition; 

Ellison Hazard himself of Continental Can, who protested that his words about 

recycling had been "used to deceive the voting public and weaken the democratic 

process"; and Donald Kendall, president of Pepsico, Inc., who oozed deep concern 

11 that voters will be misled into believing that Pepsi C6la is supporting 

[256]1' by Peing reminded that Pepsi costs less in returnable bottles. 32 

President Nixon a),.so quoted in the statement of support for 256 did not write 

to disassociate himself' from this vicious professorial campaign to twist and 

distort the public-spirited statements of corporate America. 

On the merits, understandably, the effort to discredit the backers of 

256 was unproductive as the Secretary of State quickly brushed off the sug

gestion that he could edit or censor materials going into the voter I s Pamphlet, 

pointing out that under accepted rules of debate it was 11 no-t; ur.t:stlal" f'or 

sponsors to quote their opponents. 33 Quoting public relations hoewash thus was 

affirmed as a permissible exercise of free speech. Nonetheless, the charges 

were a valuable publicity device and helped portray both sides of the campaign 

as genuine street brawlers, a position theretofore the sole preserve of the 

opportunistic promoters of the famed "model. 11 Long run chastisement, such as 

a libel suit by the supporters of 256 or a reprimand frcm the Fair Campaign 

Practices Ccrnrnittee or the Federal Trade ,Commission,hardly are credible 

sanctions when industry believes its capital investment is at stake. 

Having scored with its charges of fraud, the Citizens committee Against 

256 and the Waohington Comr.1ittee to Stop Litter began positively to drive home 
~ ~ 

points• They explained "recycling" as it is understood and practiced by 

the likes of Continental Can. A newspaper ad reported: in legislation recent"lr\ 

"' ly agreed upon by Congressional conferees "grants ere provided for design, "' 
operation and maintainance of solid waste disposal and resource recovery 0 
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equipment. This is recycling. - ·This, n6t a refund on cana· · &nd. bottles;· is 

the coming forward step in theprotection of our environment. 1134 consumers 

must understand, then, that the 11 coming forward step" is a goVernment subsidy 

of industry equipment not direct compulsion to mak·e· 'industry a·o the· job: it

self. Imagine the disappointment when in~ustry discov·ers a few years hence 

that federal money authorized under the Resource Rec·ove?'Y Act· of ]970 .inv8.riably 

will be the precursor ·or a federal fist in the f6rm of packaging regulations. 

Many container manufacturers. are finding out how easy it is t6 .-put a- con

cerned public to worlc collecting r8.w materials. "It's -Working" reads a Reynolds 

ad describing the spectacular -success of its Los Anseles program where over -1 

million aluminum cans per month were returned by the public fo~· reclamation 

in response to a bounty offer of 1/2 cent per can. 35 Alcoa is calling a' similar 

effort "Yes--We can. 36 American Can is paying for reclaimed containers-.37 The 

Glass Containers Manufacturers Iristitute attributes the phenomenal growth of 

its redemption program in the Los Angeles area--which now reaches the level of 

a million bottle$ and jars ·a week--to an enthusiastic public response arising 

from· the growing concern with environmental problems. 38 During the 256 campaign 

in Washington, Lucky Lager broke ranks with the· brewing industry to .announce 

that it would pe.y a quarter for the returri of each case of 2l1 empties·, 39 a de

cision that produced 200,000 bottles in two weeks. 

Given the spectacular success Of these bring-it back programs, one may 

ask how it was that 256 could be defeated by a campa·ign that insisted that 

the initiative wouldn't contribute to recycling. The claim of unworkability 

is usually kicked-off with the 11 only 6 percent of the problem" or "only 22 

percent of the problem 11 argument which is repeated ad nauseum in ·the pollution 

world. The argLll'.ll.ent originates from the already mentioned study of roadside 

litter for Keep Ame.rica Beautiful, Which proves without a. doubt that if you_ de

fine your litter problem generously to include enough scraps of pape·r and dead 

p.orcupines, it is possible to minimize the percentages of bottles and can·s. 

Next, it is insisted that whatever the reward the people will never bring 

them back, a shaky ground that pointedly ignores ·the successful redempti'on 

programs in many parts of the country. The chief data for this assertion is 

the "Vermont experience," which occurred during the 1950's where a ban on non

returnable bottles was abandoned after four years upon the remarkable discovery 

that the bottle void of the litter problem had been more than filled by cans. 40 

Also mentioned under this heading are the miSfortunes of Pepsi-Cola which, 

only two years ago in New York City, experienced the loss _of several million 
41 

returnables in a six month period. This "proof11 of the housewife·,'s laxity 

in bringing them back of coursE> is thought to Ce unrelated to the faCt ·that 

the majcr food chains refuse to handle returnables. 

A separate strain in the unWorkability theme is a sympathetic plea Or "why 

pick on us" in the beverage industry. Singling out bev~rage containers is 

condemned as patent· discrimination, sounding the usUS.l argument· of the fi"rSt 

culprit brought under the regulatory gun. What about ketchup bottles, milk 

cartons and gum wrappers, rtads the subDlission, which flatly denies the basic 

legislative premise that there is nothing wrong with applying a sound solution 

to a limited part of the problem. Typical Of the nonsense generated under 

this banner in the 256 campaign was an excerpt fran an editorial appearinS 

in the Seattle Shopping News based on a gross misreading of the initiative: 

"Furthermore most Americans do believe in fair PlBY:. We would point ta questions 

asked by Initiative 256 opponents, including these: ... WhY' requii-e deposits on 

paper cups with soft drinks in them but not on paper cups with' coffee in 

them? Why on grocery cartons of soft drink_, but not· on the same cartons of' 

milk? Why_ on :fruit jU:ice ceins and not onvegetable ,juice cans--or on any other 

containers, including coffee canS, fruit cans 9 - vegetable cans, and a multitude 

of other containers? Ridiculous, isn't it?1142 It certainlY is but i_t was 

winning politics. 

The clincher in the campaign was flatly inconsistent with the it-.won't

work claim. A basis for predict"ions of economic chaos was a study paid for by 

the Washington Brewers Institute and conducted by a Seattle consulting firm, 

which produced nothing but four and one-half pages of hair-raising conclusions: 

6oO jcbs lost in the beverage container manufacturing industries, another 1100 

jobs in supporting industr_ies; "lost" wages and salaries in an amount of $12 

million; a decline in .sales of an estimated $55 mil:-lion; and a reduction in tax 

revenues of over $1 million.43 To the prcfessional_economist the study was 

pap, to an electorate extremely sensitive to depressed conditions--in large part 

attributable to thousands of Boeing lay-off's--it was a winner. 

Overlooked in these figures was the fact t.hat the 11 losses 11 identified in 

the beverag'e industry. also was_ money saved for consumers to be spent and taxed 

elsewhere within the state's economy. Unsubstantiated was the assumption 

of elasticity· of demand to any price increase -leading to the conclusion that 

.people would drink less beer and colte. Ur.mentioned was competition between 
' j 

containers, which may have prompted a switch to bottles at the expense of cans, 

as well as normal growth in all manufacturing industries which could operate 

to preserve every existing job. Ignored was the new used container industry 

that would arise and the abundan~e of jobs it would bring. Irrelevant was the 

plight of the small bottlers and their employees who are being buried by the 

mass-produced throw-aways. 

Elections are not won on such subtleties. Talk of lost jobs assured 

nearly unanimous- labor backing in an off-year election producing a heavy vote. 

11 How·Much More Can We Take?" read the newspaper ads about unemployment and lost 

tax revenues superimposed on clippings reporting Boeing lay-offs. 11 I may 

lose my job11 read the stickers appearing on the cash registers of supermarket 

checkers. '' I11itia.tive 256 a threat to our jobs" was the theme of literature 

stuffed-into the shopping bags of every A-&.P customer. The scare message 

drummed home in every conceivable manner was: 1700 men out of work, $55 million 

in lost sales and $1., 1.40 ,ooo in lost tax revenue. 

The mesoage to the consumer was equally bleak: 11 50 percent higher prices 

for beer, soft drinks . 11 256 "will increase your grocery bill $60 .00 annually 

for an average family of four. 11 "You are already paying the garbageman to 

haul away your trash. • • • why pay your grocer, too?" A few days before the 

election stickers appeared on containers of beer and soft drink in the local 

super-markets: ''Deposits and handling costs will Add 48 cents p~r Six-Pack 

Under Initiative 256, 11 a representation clearly evidencing an illegal agreement 

to fix prices either among beverage manui'acturers, supenr.erket retailers or both. 

A raft of red herrings was raised over the meaning of the initiative, with 
' ' 

opponents arguing that powdered drinks, like cool-aid, could only be sold in 

accordance with depos1t requirements. They went so far as to assert that 

paper cups in drive-in restaurants wo1,1ld need a deposit, a phony point blown 

into a news story when a local drive-in proprietor began insisting upon the 

down payment. 
~ 

"' This ugly, distorted and false campaign was filed with many of the tricks~, 

that marked this· year I s elections. Anti-student sentiment was exploited with "' 
It\ 

ads decl&ring: "Initiative 256 is a political science project of a Belling- "' 
ham College class." 11 Professor Keller's class project is about to add $80 
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million to our c0st of living." A Vice-President of Oll1npia Drewing Co. wrote 

to Attorney General Slade Gorton expressing a not-so-subtle opinion about 

both him and the Governor Yho supported the measur.e: "Leaders such as you--

and DEln Evans--should realize that without business to pay the taxes that 

provide the funds for the wages of the politicians and the colleee professors, 

there wouldn't be any paid government officials or paid college professors. 

This is very fundamental and should be constantly kept in the back of your 

mind. 1144 ''rH]e would like further to state," read another letter from, an Olympia 

representative to the sponsor of .256, 11 that it has always been our position that 

the people of this state and nation have, tempered by the public good and 

welfare, the inherent rict ... t o·: select kn, be that in their government or their 

consumer goods. 1145 

So it was that the consumer exercised his inherent right of selection 

of November 3. To the chagrine of the container industry, he will have other 
l 

chances. By one "ta.t1Y, 17 state legislatures actively are considering 

legislation similar to initiative 256.46 Bills are pending in Congress. 47 The 

Nix.on administration is c·onsidering a legislative package that would provide 

incentives to use returnable bottles. In Washington State there is strong 

support to legislate What thepeople rejected at the polls. A massive invest

ment by the container industry appears only to have bought time, while in

spring probable reforms in campaign responsibility laws and stiffening the 

resistance -:.,f those who insist upon a return to the returnable. 

Has industry learned a lesson? Never fear. Cn November 4, the day after 

the election, the Carbonated Beverage r.-t.anufacturers Ass• n named Grey" Advertising 

and Ruder & Finn, a pi.;.blic relaticr..s firm, "to help them find a solution" to 

the litter rrcblem. 48 Abandoning a successful strategy~ one must concede> is 

not good business. 
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1970 Expenditures 

Agricultural 'Products ' .$27 million 

Payroll $60 million 

Number of Employees 6,500 

Fuel & Power $2~ million 

Packaging_ $RS l'rlillion 
( 

State Excise Tax $4½ million 

Additional tens of millions expended for: 

Aavertisinq 

Freight & Transoortation 

nachinery & Eauipment . . ~- ,. ' . ., 

Communications 

Insurance 

Professional Services 

Etc. 
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STATF~l\.TT OF JOml t·7. MC CAFFREY 

Executive Secretary - Mew Jersev Brewers' Association 

Many thanks for the 00portunity to appear before you today 

to discuss the imoact of A2212 on the brewing industry in the State 

of New Jersey, the third largest brewing center in the nation. 

A2212 basically.deals with the underlyinq problems of solid 

waste disposal and litter; problems that are of national,state and 

local concern. The New Jersey Brewers' Association shares that con

cern. The can, glass, and plastic manufacturing companies and the 

brewing, soft. drink, fruit juice and milk cornr.,anies take no pleasure 

from the knowledge that the use of our product containers is accompan

ied by litter. 

We suggest, however, that the overwhelming majority of con

venience packages are properly disposed of by most consumers. This 

statement should not be construed as a lessening of industry concern 

for litter and solid waste disposal as a serious problem. To the 

contrary, the United States Brewers' Association, together with its 

individual member brewers, have been in the forefront of American 

industry's attemnt to solve this problem~ 

Individual brewing companies in New Jersey are also actively 

engaged in the drive to overcome the environmental problems created 

by litter and solid waste disposal. Anh.euser-Busch, for example, 

shares with all thoughtful ·citizens a deeo concern for the total envir

onment and has adopted a systems approach to the problem of solid 

waste disposal. This company is sponsoring at the University of 
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Pennsylvania major environmental research le1 by exnerts in the fielos 

of ooeration research anc:-1. systems analysis. This research team in

cludes specialists in materials engineerinq, physical ecoloqy, region

al science, sanitation enqineering and government. 

P. Ballantine & Sons, brelfdnq in t-Jew Jersey since 1R40, has 

established one of the first aluminum can reclamation centers in the 

metrooolitan area. Cans delivered to the center by individuals or 

groups are redeemed at the rate of ten cents ner pound or annrox

imately one-half cent ner can. Scran aluminum, such as pots and nans 

and other all aluminum products,are also accepted at the rate pf ten 

cents per pound. 

The Rheinqoh1 Company, another major Company in New Jersey, 

is employing another annroach to the litter-solic waste proble~ 

by test marketinq in selected areas in several States a new ecology

oriented returnable beer case an~ bottle. The price involvecl. is 

lower than that for beer in non-returnables. Rheinqold will continue 

to test to determine whether peonle really are interested in doing 

something about keeping themselves from littt:!rinq th('>ir own ~nvironmcnt 

or whethP-r they will continue to throw away even return~blc, deposit

bearing contain~rs. 

The Pabst Brewina Company, at Newark and nationallv, lonq 

aqo embarked on a major litter nrogram. Pabst emnloyees are con

stantly being reminded to exert extra care in disoosin,:r of trash ana 

refuse. •rhe Compriny has Purchased paoer balers to bale all waste 

paner (the No. 1 litter Problem) which is sent to re-nrocessors. 

Pabst also sends damaged cans and -bottles to re-orocessors. In 
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addition to this intensive in-nlant litter nrevention oroqram, Pabst 

trucks are taggeo with Fiqht Litter posters, anti-litter messag~s 

are on Pabst containers; Pabst billboards, nevspaper, radio and 

television advertising contain apnrooriate messages: and in manv 

other ways the Pabst camnaign goes forward. 

I respectfully call your attention to the following snecific 

alternatives to punitive leqislation which will assist your Committee 

in achieving litter control and solid waste management without invok

ing a discriminatory, costly and onerous st~tute of very doubtful 

effectiveness at the consumer level: 

1. As a constructive alternate to punitive leqislation, such 

as A2212, I wish to report that the New Jersev BreNers' 

Association and the United States Brewers' Association 

has instituted a field service program in New Jersey. 

The thrust of this nrogram is to conduct a nublic re

soonsibility program designed to provide aata concerninq 

litter control and solid waste manaqement, and particular

ly to stress litter prevention via education with civic 

groups, community leaders, enforcement officials, in

dustry licensees, and the schools. We stand reaav to 

work t.rith a City and the private sector of the commun-

ity with personnel, research, and professional expertise 

to assist in the formation and ooeration of municipality 

cornmi ttees devoted to an all-·out attack on litter and 

solid waste. 
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2. r,1e also stand ready to assist in the drafting, public

izinq and enactment of a non-::-discriminatory anti-litter 
' 

law of general application d.irected·against the litter 

bug. 

3. In the matter of improved solid waste manarrement I suqgest 

that the Federal Resources Recovery Act nrovides a sub

stantial government base from which an all-out dttack 

on solid waste can be launched. This A.ct encourages a 

systems approach for the development of collection, 

transportation, separation, recovery ana recycling of 

solid waste. Further the Act authorizes over 450 million 

dollars over a three-year perio? for grants to local 
. . 

governments for construction of garbage and waste facil-

ities, traininq grants for operation ana maintenance of 

solid waste disposal ahd resource recovery equipmE'nt, and 

for federal research and 0.evelonment,programs. Me under

stand that substantial funds are being appronriated for 

these purnoses. 
. .. 

Litter control is for all p~actical purposes a 

problem of public education, supported :by provision of 

adequate disnosal facilities ana equinment and reasonable 

legislation. The creation of an effcbtive solid waste 

management system is on the other hand. basically a 

tech~ological systems design.problem of which public 

educ~tion'is ari essential but subsidiary ryart. The systems 

anproach embraces many araas of interest includinq the con"'! 

sideration of reclamation and reuse of nroducts, consurn.er 

education and alteration of behavioral oatterns, new pro

duct :nackaginq and materials development. 
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Obviously all thie is an undertaking too vast to be 

assumed in the nrivate sector by any single acrency, 

company or industry. Therefore because of the scone 

anc1 complexitv of the challenge, the steel, aluminum, 

qlass, metal, can, paper, plastics, soft drink, bre~11inq, 

sunermarket and chain store, foon industries and American 

Labor have come together in joint snonsor.shio of the Nation:.. 

al Center for Resource Recovery, Inc. 

Established in August, 1970, with headguarters in 

Washinqton, D.C., this non-profit organization Center has 

be<m provided substantial initial funding by narticioating 

companies and industries. Its mission is four-fold~ 

1. To serve as a resource agencv for information 

on litter~solid waste disposal systems. 

2. To function as an aqency to receive funas 

from private and public sources for the supnort 

of basic research. 

3. To contract out basic research qrants for the 

develonrnent of litter control and solid waste 

disposal systems. 

4. To obtain and evaluate the results of research 

in litter cc::,ntrol and solid waste management 

and to utilize those results in the design, 

test, and implementation of systems of litter 

control and solid waste collection, recycling, 

and disnosal. 
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Th0 Center functions as a central communicc1.tion point for 

qcvcrnment aqcncies, industries, labor qroups, in1ividuals, and pri

vate institutions involved in the many aspects of solid waste collcc-· 

tion, recycling, anf disnosal, as well as litter control. Not only 

docs it collect, develop anr'1 disseminate information and facts, but it 

also will nossess and exercise canability for desiqninq and evaluatin0 

mo(~el nhysical systems. 

to act are· 

Representative nro½lem areas in which the Center is couinne~ 

Litter control systems related to particular sites an~ tvnes 
of litter: parks, marinas, stadiums, shopping canters, high
ways, etc. 

Role of private solid waste collectors, associations, secon
dary metals dealers, etc., in community or regional disposal 
svstems; inteqrafion of private ana nublic ccillection syste~ 
for optimum service and cost reductions. 

Behavioral inducements for public participation in material 
reclamation proqrarns. · 

Cost-reduction requirements in cxistinq local solicl waste 
collection, transnortation, and disnosal systems. 

Evaluation of local versus regional soli8 waste systems; 
model systems development and field tests. 

Final disposal techniaues for non-reusea.blG components o:f 
solid wastes. Continuing exnerirnentation in redµcinq quantj_ 
ties of non-reuseable wastes. 

Recycling potcntiAl for all comncnents of industrial and 
household soli~ wastes. 

Legislative reauirements for effective anti-litter laws, 
ontimum fines or punishment criteria for violators~ motiva
tional·reauirements to insure enforcement. 

The ocportunities for discovery, investiqation, an8 experi

mentation are unlimited, but their range is best comprehended in the 

Center's nhilosonhy that a solution to the orohlerns of litter and 
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solid waste depends unon our ability to fir~t identify the interests 

of the consumer, qovernment, and industry, and second, to fuse the 

activities of each into a total, demonstrably workable system. 

The National Center for Resource Recovery was established on 

the premise that the problems of solid waste disposal and litter con

trol are of such magnitude that they can only be dealt with effective

ly through a united effort by both the private and public sectors of 

our economy. Through the Center, for the first time, the full force 

of industry experience and capability is brought to bear on the educa~ 

tional and technoloqical nerplexities of litter arid manaqement of solid 

wastes. It offers our best hone for a solution to one of the pressinq 

problems confronting our society, and should stand as convincinq evi

dence that American industry is fully mindful of its obligation to 

help to nreserve our environment. 

The American nublic can continue to enjoy its traditional 

freedom of choice in the packaging of the nrodncts it consumes, while 

at the same time the manufacturers of packages and ?roducts, throuqh 

concerted, coorfinatea effort, will c6ntribute substantially toward 

solutions to the problems of litter and solid waste. 

Members of the Council, the trend to convenience beer contain

ers simply reflects millions of votes cast every day by the nublic, 

the consumer, in the mc;l.rketplace. Every day millions of consumers · 

throughout the nation, thousands of consumers throughout the State, 

cast votes at their favorite retail establishment. They exercise 

their freedom of choice to select the tyne of beverage they prefer, 

to select the brand they prefer, to select the size and style of con

tainer they prefer, to select the nature of that container-glass, 
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metal, returnable or non-returnable. The members ,of the New Jersey 

Brewers' Association and the United States Brewers' Association do not 

favor returnable containers or non-returnable containers. We do not 

Drefer glass or metal or steel or tin or aluminum, but we c1o stronaly 

favor the preservation of the most irnnortant r:iz•.rt of the beer distri

bution system - Mr. & Mrs. John Q. Public - tI·,eir freedoy,, of choice 

to exercise some ontions in the marketplace. rne in a licensed industrv, 

voted into existence by the neople, are particularlv aware of the 

urgency of accomrn.odatina our privileged industry to the ryublic interest 

and of' resnecting the nub lie' s preference anrl convenience anc.1 freeclom 

of choice. I resnectfully suqgest that because in the government sector 

and the nrivate sector we do have freedom of choice that the better 

alternative is to focus in 1the same innovative knowhow;to tarqet the 

same talent for getting thinqs done7 to exercise the same efficiencv 

on litter control and solid waste management th~taevelonedour present, 

efficient distribution system. 

On September 18, 1970 in his appearance before a Pub-coMmittee 

of the House Comrnittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce which was 

considering nroposals to qenerally ban aluminum containers, anr to 

ban non--returnable containers for beer and soft drinks, Mr. 8 • Poqer 

Strelow, Director, Office of Environmental Affe.irs, U.S. Denartment of 

Health, Education and ~elfare testified, in nart that: 

"In sur,mary, while we feel that there is considerable 
promise in the annroach cr6nosed in R.R. 18773, R.P. 
18989, and l!.R. 18999, we do not believe enouqh inform
ation has been accumulated or that all pertinent factors 
have yet been adeauately considered to warrant action 
at this time.. · -

* * * * * * * 
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When Sufficient infor~ation is available to make a 
sound judqement, we 1:10uld suonort annropriate action 
to solve the litter and solid waste problems caused 
by beverage containers. We are curr~ntly planning 
major studies of packaging and incentives to deter
mine the best way to deal effectively with the entire 
packaqinf"J oroblern." 

In his message to the Congress in August, 1970, relating to 

the First Annual Report of the Council of Environmental 0uality, Pres

ident Nixon discussed the complex and deeply imbedded basic causes of 

our environmental troubles - an0 stated in nart~ 

., It should be obvious that we cannot correct such deep
rooted causes overnight. Nor can we simply legislate 
them away. t•7e need new knowledge, new perceptions, new 
attitudes - and these must extend to all levels of 
government and throughout the nrivate sector as well, 
to industry: to the professions~ to each individual 
citizen i11 his job and in his home. rne must seek 
nothing less than a basic reform in the wav our 
society looks at problems and makes decisions." 

Members of the Committee.• I respectfully urge that th0 

proposal in A 2212 to in effect nenalize the consumer for his or 

her choice of non-returnable containers is not in the public inter

est. Your State brewing industry respectfully urqes that the con

structive, innovative, tanqible alternatives, which I have outlined, 

to discriminatory, punitive, piece-meal legislation, offer our best 

hope to solution of New Jersey's nroblems of litter and solid waste 

management. 
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FRIENDS OF THE EARTH 

D20 C Snu:LT, S.E., WASHINGTON, D. c·. 20003 

October 6, 1971 

Statement of Friends of the Earth on Assembly Bill 2212 
Concerning Recycltrig of Containers. 

Kenneth T. Wilson, Chairman 
Committee on Air and Water Pollution 

and Public Health 
State Capitol 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Friends of the Earth wishes to join in full support of 
the testimony given by Mrs. Elisabeth Klein of CAPCOM on 
Assembly Bill 2212. Passage of Assembly Bill 2212 would not 
only help to eliminate unsightly litter and lower cleanup 
costs, but would also be instrumental in reducing the drain 
on our natural resources and in cutting down on the power 
requirements needed to recycle nonreturnable containers. 

Friends of the Earth is a national conservation organ
ization dedicated to the preservation, restoration, and 
rational use of the ecosphere. Our Washington office is 
located at 620 C St. SE, Washington, D.C. 20003. We would 
like our statement to be included as part of the hearing 
record. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Associate Washington Director 
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PAUL. 'R, PORRECA 

MILLVILLE, N. J, 08332 

September 21, _1971 

The Honorable Kenneth T. Wilson 
Chairman, Air and Water Pollution and 

Public Health Committees -
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Assemblyman Wilson and Committee: 

The proposed Bill which will impose a $.05 levy on 
beverage, fruit juice, and milk, glass containers 
will-prove to be a disaster to Cumberland County 
where the glass container industry serves as the 
back bone of and basis for the econQmy. un~ 
fortunately this consequence will be visited upon 
the people of Cumberland County without even af..;. 
fecting the desired improvement in our environment. 
The approach to the litter problem that is pursued 
by this Bill must prove ineffective;!. Experience 
has pr6ven that the additional $~05 paid will not 
encourage enough people to return enough bottles 
to make a significant difference. In fact, when 
these heavier containe±s are discarded instead 
of being returned the problem of disposing of them 
will become greater than the problem of disposing 
of the present throw-away glass container. 

We all realize that in order to improve our en
vironment the ultimate burden will rever to the 
everyday consumer. We firmly believe that the 
consumer will willingly pay the cost for effective, 
proper, well thought-out and meaningful environJ1\ental 
pro_tection. Iri this case the consumer is going to 
pay not only the additional $.05 per bottle but is 
also going to pay for the required industrial con
version and unfortunately not receive a commensurate 
benefit. 
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Presently the glass container industry is engaged 
in continuing research and in programs to help 
solve the problem of discard for glass containers. 
Should the State adopt this Bill and take this 
tack then that research will necessarily stop and 
this effort by private industry cease. 

Certainly legislation in .this State alone will create 
an unfair advantage for out of state manufacturers 
and if this piecemeal type of approach continues, 
confusion will prevail. There have been some 240 
separate Bills introduced in State legislatures. 
There have been some 300 separate ordinances intro
duced in municipalities, all aimed at the same target 
and the fact that only one Bill and one Ordinance 
have passed should cause this committee and this 
legislature to take a long hard·look at what they. 
think may be a solution but which we submit is not. 

In Cumberland Gounty there are approximately 7500 
persons directly employed in the glass container 
industry. In addition to that there are many 
satellite companies supplying the needs of the glass 
industry such as box manufact'urers, automotive 
suppliers, fuel suppiy and of course the Teamsters 
who haul the raw materials and the finished material 
away. There will be as much as a 10% reduction in 
employment directly in the glass industry in the 
event that this Bill becomes law and this will continue 
each year for several years until the economy of 
Cumberland County and of a large part of South Jersey 
is literally undermined and destroyed. 

We all share one another's concern for the devastating 
effect that man's carelessness has wrought on his 
environment. We all share a sense of urgency that 
something be done to curb this continued onslaught. 
We should also share a firm and abiding desire to make 
sure that that something to be done is effective, 
meaningful and does not place a. discriminatory and 
onerous burden upon a select few or upon a particular 
section of our Suate. 
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We, therefore, respectfully urge the defeat of 
this Bill for the reasons stated. We further 
urge this Committee to pursue the improvement of 
our environment with these constructive comments 
in mind. 

prp/map 

Q~. n~\.e e7)1 ) ) 
~~ /~~--

ul R. Porreca, Democratic 
Candidate for State Senate 
First Senate District 
Cape May and Cumberland Counties 

Joh~ w. Sjostrom, Democratic 
Candidate for State Asr:;embly, First District 

Charles Fisher, Democratic 
Candidate for State Assembly, First District 
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Bethlehem Steel Corporation 

J. V. ROBERTSON 
MANAGE!< OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

G. R. HALL 
ASST. MAN,4.GER OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

BETHLEHEM, PA. 18016 

~~ 
c;~ September 23, 1971 

Honorable Kenneth T. Wilson, Chairman 
Committee on Air and Water Pollution 

and Public Health 
New Jersey State Assembly 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Mr. Wilson: 

Bethlehem Steel Corporation, as a major producer of 
tin mill products, with operations at Dunellen, Elizabeth and 
Hoboken, is opposed to A. 2212, a bill which would prohibit 
the sale of beverages in nonreturnable containers. Restrictive 
legislation will not reduce litter. Litter is caused by 
people, not by products. Facts indicate that a change in 
packaging simply changes the composition of litter, not the 
amount. 

Although we were not able to appear at the recent 
hearing on legislation to prohibit one-way beverage containers, 
our views on this subject are set forth in the attached 
position paper. 

"Ban the one-way container!! legislation is discrimina
tory and unrealistic. We urge that you oppose it. 

Sincerely, 

- ... I f··~1 / 
., ·-_.·-.· 1· ~· .. 0Z _/ ..,,,,.., _____ .... . ··· 1/ ,· ··-;t. /.,r ,'(,. . 7· o/"\ ...,_ 

,,,,-- . , ; H -~- t, t ·· 

/ ,·J 
Man~~ of Community Relations 
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·Bethlehem Steel Corporation 

· Views in Opposition to 

Restrictive Legislation on Nonreturnable Containers 

Restrictive legislation outlawing or taxing nonreturn
able beverage containers is generally designed to support efforts 
to solve problems of solid waste disposal and, more particularly, 
littering. 

Despite the laudable objectives of its sponsors, 
Bethlehem strongly opposes such legislation on the grounds that: 

(1) It does not get to the heart of the litter problem 
and it will not achieve the desired results. The 
great bulk of the materials which are now littered 
would still be available .. for littering regardless 
of this.legislation. Furthermore, enactment of. 
such laws would do nothing to educate, inform or 
penalize litterers who would accordingly be under 

· no pressure to change their indiscriminate or 
careless practices. 

(2) It is discriminatory and unfairly singles out 
a very small segment of business for economic 
harassment. Nonreturnable beverage containers 
constitute only a small fraction of the·materials 
which make up litter. Tests recently conducted 
by the National Research Council showed that a 
random sample of litter picked up along the high
way was composed of 6% returnable bottles, 
16% nonreturnable bottles and cans, and 66% paper 

'products. · · 

(3) It runs directly contrary to the public interest 
in that it penalizes consumers generally with 
increased costs and burdensome and outmoded 
methods of handling containers in an attempt to 
deal with the improper behavior of only a small 
segment of the population. 

I 

(4) It would have a serious impact on the steel 
industry and its employees and on. other· 
industries such as container manufacturing, 
beverage producers and distributors, and many 
related lines of business, large and small. 
Curtailing the use of steel cans would reduc~ 
requirements for tinplate and result in serious 
losses of employment in our industry. Depressing 
effects would extend to a wide variety of sub
stantial taxpaying businesses.· 
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The problem of litter, although a p~ticularly 
irritating one, is only a small component of the overall maJor 
problem of how to handle the massive volume of solid waetet•tn,.;; 
creasingly generated .by our affluent and sophisticated soc:::lety. 
The basic problem is receiving a great deal of attention from 
government, the public and many industries, including· the. stee.l 
industry. Wide industry support is being given to the National· 
Center for Research on Solid Waste Disposal whose objective is 
the solution or the problem. The steel industry's errorts in 
this area are channeled through the Subcommittee on Solid Waste·· 
or the American Iron and Steel Institute. 

There is widespread recognition of the inadequa~y· 
of present procedures for sorting and recycling solid waste. 
Congress in 1970 enacted the Resource Recovery Act which 
places emphasis on the recovery of solid waste for recycling. 
We believe that comprehensive systems can be devised to ex
tract, from the massive volumes of solid waste our economy 
will generate in the next decade, significant quantities of 
useful raw materials. We support recycling as an important 
source of such materials as opposed to disposal. With this 
in mind, the steel industry has established a nationwide sys
tem of container collection stations for use by the general 
public and is recycling recovered containers in its steel-
making facilities. 

The problem or litter, in contrast to the overall 
problem of solid waste handling, calls for specific measures 
directed at the practice of littering. There appear to be 
three feasible ways to attack the litter problem: 

(l) Enactment of effective anti-litter laws.and 
initiation of strict enforcement procedures. 
In contrast to restrictive container legislation, 
such laws would pinpoint penalties and enforce-
ment upon those who are the offenders. · - . 

(2) Wide dissemination of information to discourage 
littering practices. Education should be directed 
toward all age groups of the general public with 
particular emphasis at the elementary and secondary 
school levels. 

(3) Development, with the support .of the Federal 
government and the cooperation of state and 
local governments, of projects which have as 
their objective the rapid collection by 
mechanical means or highway and other forms 
or litter. A rapid mechanical collection 
system would be a vital adjunct to the 
measures described above. 
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.Bethlehem Steel Corporation strortgly urges that the 
legislature: 

(1) Defeat restrictive legislation to.outlaw 
or generally penalize use of steel cans. 

(2) Enact an effective anti-litter law and 
make provision for its strict enforcement. 

(3) Encourage development of education and 
information programs to discourage 
littering, directed at all age groups 
of the general public with particular 
emphasis on the schools .• 

(4) Support the initiation of projects 
designed to develop systems of rapid 
mechanical collection of highway and 
other forms of litter. 

(5) Promote research to develop an economical 
system for municipalities to collect, handle 
and dispose of solid waste in order to recover 

.the greatest volume of raw materials. 
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Comi.-n1 ttee on Air and Water :Pollution 
and Public Healtt,. 

New Jersey General Assembly 
State House · 
Trenton,· New Jersey 

Gentlemen, 

September 22, 1971 

on behalf of the Conservation Coalition of Princeton, I am 
writing to urge the passage or Aaaembly Bill No. 2212, which would 
ban the sale or certain non•returnable.1;,everage containers and at the 
same time·, put a St depoe1t on returnable beverage containers. 

As Chairman of the Coalition's Recycling Program, I can. speak 
with some knowledge of the fantaat1c volume or non-retumable beverage 
containers saved by some 900 • 1000 fam111e• nery month. The 
containers saved niake up a great percentage ot our total intake of 
glass. 

To the uninformed, recycling 1s the answer to alleviate much of our 
solid waste problem. Atter all, 1t. 1s material not burned or dumped 
into land fill s1tes but 1s reused (to a d• gree). B~t what the public 
does not real1£e ls. that because of the rapldlv growing beverasre 
container industry, J,"ft-Jllfih which 1s recycling 1n 1ts purest form, 
1s actually the, most etf1c1ent and economical answer. This 
s1tuat1on is achiev~ by banning the one.1 way beVerage .. oonta1ner and 
requ1r1np- a 5¢ d.eposi t · on all returnable bevera@'e containers. 
Recycling programs. such as the Coalition's 1n Princeton, cannot possibly 
make an impact on the thousands ot containers thrown away in Princeton 
every day. Furthermore, close to a thousand volunteer man hours go into 
each month's recyclint·-program and.to~ all ·the ettort· expended, we make 
enough money Just to clear our expenses. iecycling programs 1n their 
infancy ai-e easily controllahle (glass can be collected, shipped in 
barrels to industries that recycle, etc.), but'when 50-60,000 pounds jof 
glass is collected in a eing;l.e th~e: .hour period• the t1me has come to 
evaluate the entire system.of "throwaways," "non-returnables," etc., 
for although these items are only a partot the whole sol1d waste 
problem, they represent a definite percentage or the whole and are 
easily 1d'ent1"f1able. Glass' recycling centers have all the cu1let. they ned . 
to make new glass and lt has been proved that the need for recycled 
materials w111 have to r1ae and- new lnduatrle• created before". 
the industey can absorb any more of these goods. · · 

Recycling 1a J:IQt. the answer in the case ot beverage containers, 
but re•u1e 11.• Thie will be possible 1n Mew Jersey 1t the Assembly will 
pass Bill No. 2212. 

1, .. ,, 
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Dr. Barry Commoner, well known biologist and apokeaman tor 
ecolog1cal ooneema waa quoted thla week 1n the HU Jgrk T1mg, 

2. 

"We now know the problem atema from the development ot new produotlon 
technologies wh1oh lgnore ecology, and which are driven by prot1t." •• 
The problem 1a fundamentally eoonom1o, and 1t•a not golng to get 
cured simply by oalllng for reoyol1ng and cleaning up." (9/20/71, P• 27). 

Sincerely you.rs, 

!•Ira, Thomas c. Southerland, Jr. 
Conservation Coalition of Princeton 

.Recyol1ng Chairman 

.'_/._. 
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, win 1,:vcrs tcoi:Jgy Lomm1ttee 
178 Be nn:nr,•·r,n or·,:e ., I,, .. I : · l \J. i I ! y 

E~st Wir.dsJr, -·rt J. 03520 

September 16, 1971 

statement to be read at the.Public Hearing on September 22, 19n 

for New Jersey Assembly Bill 2212 (calling for a ban on 

nonreturnable beverage containers and a mandatory depos11lt 

on all such cantainers.) 

subJilitted by the Twin Rivers Ecology Committee in the 

Twin Rivers Planned Unit Development, ~ast windsor Tmwnship, 

New Jersey. 

The Twin Rivers Ecology Cpmmittee strongly urges 

passage of New Jersey Assembly Bill 2212 to ban the sale 

on non-returnables- no-deposit beverage contalners.Fo~rty nine 

of the fifty states have introduced such bills. Oregon 

hasa~lready enacted legislation. New Jersey must continue 

to be a leader in the passage of legislation des:red to 

protect the environment. 

The use of dispos~ble beverage containers and their 

consequest disposal is producing an adverse effect upon 

the environment which is 1nJur1oua to the health, safety, 

com1ort and welfare of the residents of the state of 

New Jersey • .... 
Recent public opinion polls have found that a majority 

of citizens favor a ban on ~throwaway bottles and cans 

and a mandatory minimum deposit on all beverage bottles 

and cans ~~a method to induce consumers to redeem such 

containers. 
Recent tes~ conducted by various beverage companies 
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showed that shoppers referred returnables if given a 

choice. 

Recycling Programs operating in the Twin Rivers 

Development and in a large number of municipalities 

in this state have proven our citizens' concern for the 

environment and the!r v~lltngm,ss in voluntary ef~orts ( 
and i{7rc.1;h rec~c •ftJ 

to reuse the ·valuable resources of glass., metal n '-that 

we arenpidly depleting by our consumption of disposables. 

Americans discard 48 billion cans and 26 billion 

bottles annually. Passage of Bill2212 could help reduce 

this incredible load of one-way beverage con'-&iners 

in our trash. There MUST be a continuing effort to reduce 

the amount of solid waste and litter in our state. 

Passing these containers around the consumption chain 

again nd asain will contribute to a fuller use of natural 

resources. Also, agreater responsibility to impDOve our 

environment will now lie with commerce and industry. 

It is hereby strongly urges by the Twin Rivers 

Ecology Committee that the State 1egislature of New Jersey 

enact a law prohibiting the use of nNo- Deposit No-Return" 

beverage bottles and cans in the state of New Jersey. 

The Twin Rivers Ecology Committee' further urges i'u1Jte 

a minimum deposit of lOJ as a greater inducement to rdu.rn 

these containers and future legislation establishing 

mandatory deposmts on ALL bottles to promote re-usable 

bottles that would not have to be reprocessed for use again. 

Thank you for this opportunity to express the feelings 

of my community. 
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Princeton University oFFicE oF RESEARCH AND PROJECT ADMINISTRATION 

FIFTH FLOOR, NEW SOUTH BUILDING 

POST OFFICE BOX 36, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Committee on Air and Water Pollution 
and Public Health 

New Jersey General Assembly 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Gentlemen: 

September 20, 1971 

On behalf of the Princeton University Environmental 
Advisory Committee, I am writing to urge the passage of Assembly 
Bill No·. 2212. This concerns the banning of certain non-returnable 
or disposable beverage containers within the State of New Jersey 
and requires a 5 cents deposit on returnable containers. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas C. Southerland, Jr. 
Chairman 

TCS:ls 
cc: Mr. W.H. Weathersby, Vice President 

for Public Affairs 
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